The best games, applications, and utilities ever published for
Commodore home computers by COMPUTE! and COMPUTE!'s Gazette.
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WHEN YOU'VE SOLD
YOU MUST BE DOING

No Brag, Just Fact! Over 1,800,000 programs sold to date-and each
program includes:
e Free Customer Technical Support (For all registered users)
e A Money Back Guarantee (If you can find a better program, we'll buy it for you)"
e A very liberal Upgrade & Exchange Policy (Which means you never have to
worry about obsolete software)··

PARTNER 64,.

•
•
•
•

Word Writer 3 has more features, more power, and is
easie r-la-use than any other
C64 word processor!
Features:
• An 85,OOO-Word Spell
Checker-plus, unlimited
sub-dictionaries.
• An Integrated Thesaurus
with over 60,000 synonyms
and altern atives.
S.R.P. C64-S49.95
C128-S69.115 • An Integrated Outline
Processor that q uickly
organizes notes, facts, and ideas into a convenie nt outline format .
An SO-Column Print Preview Mode
Highlighting: Pri nts out your text incorporating underlining, boldface, italic, supe rsc ript, subscript, and more.
Headers and Footers
Automatic Program Set-Up: Configures WORD
WRITER 3 to you r c hoice of printer codes, screen colors,

a nd more.
• SwiftKeys* access com mands quickly, usi ng a minimum
of keystrokes.
• Compatible with GEOS'

WORD WRITER 3,

Other features include :
• SwiftDos: Allows you to access Commodore disk drive
co mmands any time.
• SwiftLock: Enter your secret code before you leave your
computer. The keyboard will be locked until you re-enter
the code.
• Extended Printer Control: Enables you to send commands directly to your printe r at any time.
• SwiftLoad: Allows your Commodore 1541 disk drive to
load as fast as the 1571 disk drive.

DATA MANAGER 2 . n nd

SWIFTCAlC INTERFACE
TOGETHER FOR A COM·
PLETE PRODUCTIVITY

The Critic'S Choice

S.R.P. C64-S49.95
C128-S59.95

A carfridge-based product
with eig ht instantly accessible, memory-resident desktop
accessories.
Accessories include:
• Appointment Calendar
& Date Book
• Name, Address, and
Phone List
• Auto Dialer . Memo Pad
• Label Maker & Envelope
Addresser
• Calculator . Typewriter
• Screen Print

SYSTEM !

,
ERSONAL FINANCIAL
start to finish :'
"SYLVIA PORTER S P
PLANNER is a class act from
Run Magazine
lIent product at an
commodore Magazine
. ,
.
absolute lOY.
" Using WORD WRITER IS an
Run Magazi ne

" SWIFTCALC is a~,exce
outstanding pnce.

the most valuable utility
"PARTNER may becr~ s another winner, and
Compute's Gazette
you have ... Ti",',ewo r s a
deservedly so.
e well documented
"DATA MANAGER 2 is easy t~~S~werful enough
a
with an excellent tutonal. .. ho'mes and small
to make \i1e easier for many
~
businesses:'
'Reg. trademarks 01 Commodore Electronics, lid.,
Berkeley Software, Inc., Timeworks, Inc .
e 1982 Timeworks, Inc . All Rights Reserved.

Data Manager 2,.
A highly flexible filing and
record keeping system that
stores, retrieves, sorts, evaluates, and updates large
amounts of information.
Features:
• A Report Writer: Generates customized data
reports. You specify the title,
location, and sequence of
each column .
S.R.P. C84-S39.95
C128-S69.95
• A Label Maker: Prints
your name and address file
onto standard mailing labels, and transfers and prints
text in formation onto labels and tags.
• Quick Access to important information: Retrieves
and prints items by name, date range , index code-or
any category stored in the system.
• Calculates numerical data from column to column and field to field : Allows you to perform spreadsheet tasks such as payroll calculations, cost estimates.
• Compatible with GEOS

1,800,007

SOMETHING RIGHT.
Tiliieworks Desktop
SYUllA PORTERS

Personal Financial
Planner,"
All the compute r tools you 'll
need to manage your money
on a day-ta-day basis, and
plan your financial future,
too!
For Your Day·to~Day
Aftai .... :
• Maintains your elecS,R,P. C64-$48.8S
tronic checkbook and
C128-$69.8S
credit card transactions.
• Writes your checks and balances your checkbook.
• Prepares and monitors your budget
• Cla •• ifies and tracks your taxable income and

expens.s
• Calculates your net worth and generates customized personal financial statement.
• Tracks your financial a ••eta-and you r insurance
policies.
For Your Financial Future:
Leads you step-by-step through a series of Questions
regarding your fina ncia l goals, and your current fi nancial
condition . Your an swers wi ll enable your compute r to
determine and print a summary of the amounts you must
save each year to meet your financia l objectives-in both
real and in flated dollars.

SwiftCaic,"
A powerful, easy-Io-use electronic spreadsheet designed
for home and business use.
Features :
• Sideways: Prints all you r
columns on one, con tinuous sheet . . . sideways.
0 250 rows and 104 columns provide more than
25,000 cells (locations) in
which to place information .
S.R.P. C64-S39.95
• Performs mathematical
C128-$e8.8S
functions, up to 12 digits.
Allows the use of minimum and maximum values, averages, sums, integers, absolute values, and exponential
notation .
• Performs financial analysis functions, calcu lates
the present and future value of a dollar and the present
and future value of a constant amount (annuity).
oSwiftLoad: Allows your 1541 Disk Drive to load up to 5
times faster.
• Produces "What If?" Reports: Applies mathematical
functions and algebraic formulas to any spreadsheet-type
analysis, such as budgeting , fi nancial planning, or cost
estimating. Calculates these formulas and produces
complicated "What If?" Repo rts at the press of a key.

PUBLISHER ,.
Where you once needed
a typesetter, designer, and
paste -up artist, you can do
it all yourself with THE
TIMEWORKS DESKTOP
PUBLISHER. Inc ludes every'
thing you need to produce
professional-quality printed
documents on your C64
computer.

S .R.P. $S8.8S
Features:
o Automatic Page Style Formatting: Set up a page
style only once. The computer follows it automatically,
inserting ru les, headers, and footers.
• A Full-Featured Word Processor
• A Wide Variety of Font Styles i n Multiple Sizes
• A Built-In Text Editor that allows you to write headlines, laglines, and captions to fit any space.
• High Resolution Graphics: Imports illustration s and
graphics from leading
graphic program s.
• Automatic Kerning :
Opens or tightens word
_and letter spaCing for a
truly professional look.
• A Wide Selection
of Built-In Patterns,
Textures, and Shades
• A Complete Set of
Built-In Drawing Tools:
Draw lines, boxes, circles,
and polygons automatically
-or, draw free hand .
• Use THE TlMEWORKS
DESKTOP PUBLISHER
to produce: Newsletters,
Brochures, Flyers, Forms,
Reports, Bulletins, Menus,
Certificates, Letterheads,
Newspapers-the possibilities are endless!

fiil'-

Available at your favorite dealer, or contact Timeworks tod ay.
To Order Call : 1-312-948-8202
For Update Information Call : 1-312-948-9206

MORE POWER FOR YOUR DOLLAR
Timewo rks, Inc. 444 Lake Cook Road ,
Deerfield, Illinois 60015 312·948·9200
" Details on every Tlmework s package

You ca n do al m os t an yt hi ng .
Pocket Wr iter " 2
The Award Wm ner
T

You can do it.
You rea lly can .

These are all of the \llonderful
things you can do with your
Commodore 64 or 128 and
Pocket T" 2 Sortware. This is the

software that can make you an ace
in 30 minutes ... ftltn if)'Ou 'LIt
never towcJud a compul" IN/Off.

The reason? Pocket '" 2

Software is menu driven. It has all
of the help and instructions you
need light on the screen. AU of
the power of ~'Our computer is
right there at your fingertips. It's
such an exhllarating feeling. you
might find yourself humming the
them e to 'Rocky',

At Digital Solutions. we're
committed to making our software
work for )'OU. Naturally, aU
F\xket 1 11 2 software is fully
integrated and GEOS' "

compatible. It's people logical ...
not just machine logical.
AD those wonderful ttungs

you've heard about Pocket'''' 2
Software are true . Just wail until
you gel your hands on it.

Dig ital SUperpakT~ 2

. .. A sup er ide a

One of the beauties of Pocket ,\I
2 Software is that aU three

programs work beautifully
together. W>rking together.
they're more powerful and give
you a whole new range of options
and possibilities.
Not only that. when you
lN
order Pocket Writer 2. Pocket
PlannerT 2 and Pocket Fller '
bundled together in DigitaJ
Superpak ')I 2. you can 5a\'e
a bundle of money. Just
)!

)!

S99 .95 U.S.

ase Ordt n or C.O.D.)
METHOD OF PAYMENT (no Purch d _ Amer. Exp. _(b ed. _
VISA _ MasterCar
M~y Or* r _
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Experts caU Pocket Writer' >I 2
the best word processor ever.
With its menu-driven. on-screen
mstructions. )'Ou'U fly through
leue rs. presentations. memos.
lists. reports and artICles. In fact.
if )'Ou need to wnte it . Pocket
Write r'" 2 will make it easie r. You
can format )'Our words the \\'ay
you \\'ant them. You can change
your mmd . You can even stay on
top of your speUing with Spelling
Checker. Only $59 .95 U.S.

Poc ket File r " 2 .. . like
a gia nt file dra wer
T

Pocket F~e r '" 2 is a fuU ·
featured database that will help
)'OU to keep track of just about
anything. No matter what kind of
information )'OU have to store ,
Pocket Filer'" 2 win help )'OU to
organize It beuer. process it in
more "''ays and retne \'e it faste r
when you need it.
At home or at the office. now
)'Ou can organize mformation
the way you want it. Only
$59 .95 U.S.

Pocket Pla nne r'" 2
It figures

Pocket Planner'\! 21s the
ans"''er for number crunc hers.
This po\\'erful electronic
spreadsheet is the right tool for
collef;ting . Sloring. anal)'sing and
repo rting information .. . financial
or numerical. It·s a commonsense solution for managing )'Our
checkbook. budget , installment
payments, worksheets or
im-es tment portfolio. Pocket
PlannerT\I 2 lets }'OU put some real
bite into )'Our number crunching .
Only $59 .95 U.S.

•Commodore Ma,....azim!, J"ly 1987

SS9.9S U.S. each.
lndi,idual Pocke t'" 2 programs areJUSl
lJiPaI Sapo..... . 2 W JU$' $99.95 U.S.
er'''2 .
Send me Puckel Writer'" 0. Pockel Plann

Po<k••
N ~

,

To."
H
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Sapo..... .
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_ _ _ _ _ __
_____
City: _ _ __

C...... .,.,

Sta l e / ~.:

Z,p/I'oslaICode, _ _ _ __

2-30 lli!rtheim Court
Richmond Hill. Ontario
Canada U B 1B9
(416) 731-8775

PUTE! AND GAZETTE
STRATEGY GAMES
6
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Chess ... . .... . ........ John Krause
Power Poker ............. Jud Bleser
Solitare ... . ...... . ....... Ben Elizer
Sea Route To India . . .... M. J. Winter
Campaign Manager .. . . Todd Heimarck
Pool . . ............. Joseph T. ~yton
Bingo 64 ........... Richard L. Witcover
Sleuth ........ .. .... Paul D. Farquhar
Switchbox. .... . .. . .... Todd Heimarck
Hex War ...... . ....... Todd Heimarck

ACTION GAMES
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25
26
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28
29
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34
35
36

37
38
40
41
42

43

Q-Bird ......... . .. . . ... Mike Sedore
Space Gallery .. .. ..... Jeff A. Lapmff
Whirlybird ....... . . . .. Philip I. Nelson
Prison ball ....... . . . . John Scarborough
Quickchange. ......... Kevin Mykytyn
and Mark Tuttle
Saloon Shootout ..... David Hensley, Jr.
and Mark Tuttle
Props .. . .. . .... . . . .. . Philip I. Nelson
Powerball .. . ,. .. . . .... . William Chin
Laser Beam . . .... . ... Mike Greenfield
Bagdad ................ Bryan Files
Arcade Baseball . . . .. . . Kevin Mykytyn
and Mark Tuttle
Eagles And Gators . . . .. Philip I. Nelson
Face-Off ........... . .. Kevin Mykytyn
and Mark Tuttle
Space Arena ............ Bryan Files
Kicker ........ . . . . ..... John Krause
and Mark Tuttle
Heat Seeker .... . ...... Jeff ~/verton

PROGRAMMING UTILITIES
44 Fast Assembler . . . . . . . . . . .. Yves Han
48 Disk Editor . . . . . . . . . . . .. Kevin Mykytyn
50 Fast File Copier . . . ..... Ross Ouwinga
52 Omega Sort .. ...... Jonathan J. Holuta
53 Automatic Syntax Checker ....... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philip I. Nelson
56 X BASIC .......... . .... Kevin Martin
59 128 Editing Functions . . . . . .. Jim Allen
61 Archive .............. Philip I. Nelson
142 Unicopy ........ . . . ... Jim Butterfield

GRAPHICS UTILITIES
65
69
70
71
76

79
83

Fontier . .. . . . . . ........ Tapan Desai
Expandable Graphics Dumps . .... .
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fred Solmer
Hi-Res Screen Dump . . . . .. Gregg Peele
Sprite Magic .. . . . . . . . . Chartes Brannon
Fast Hi-Res Screen Dump . . . . ... . . .
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert F Mills
Ultrafont + . . . .. . . . . .. Charles Brannon
Screen-80 . . . .. . . . . .... . Gregg Peele
and Kevin Martin

APPLICATIONS
85
87
88
91
93

94
127

Skyscape ........... Robert M. Simons
Number Construction Kit . . .. . . . . . .
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gerald W Rightmer
Home Financial Calculator ....... .
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Patrick Parrish
Budget Planner . ..... Gregory L. Smith
Cataloger .... . ....... Kevin Mykytyn
Mini-Filer .. . ... . ... . . ... Kevin Martin
Free-Form Filer . .. .. . .. . . David Mytes

METABASIC
96
100

101

MetaBASIC 64 ......... Kevin Mykytyn
MetaBASIC Plus . .. ... John Brox Shadle
MetaBASIC 128 ........ Kevin Mykytyn

SPEEDSCRIPT
103
113

114
116
118
118
125
126

SpeedScript 3.2 .... . .. Charles Brannon
Fontmaker ........... Charles Brannon
MailMerge .... ... .. .... Jerry Starling
ScriptSave ... .... .. . J. Blake Lambert
SpeedCalc .... .... . . . . . Kevin Martin
SpeedView ........... Mark Schreiner
Sequential File Converter .. Ron Carnell
ScriptRead ........ . ... Buck Childress

THE TURBO SERIES
129
132
133
134
136
139
140

TurboDisk 64 . . .... . ...... Don Lewis
Turbo Bootmaker ...... Bert Rosenberg
TurboDisk Relocator ...... Dino Bavaro
TurboDisk 128 .......... . . Don Lewis
TurboSave 128 .... . .... Michael Henry
TurboSave 64 ..... . ... William Wlosen
Turbo Format .. . . . ..... Ross Ouwinga
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Since its first issue in 1979, COMPUTE! has published programs for
Commodore computers. Back then,
the PET-grandfather of the VIC,
64 , and 128-was the reigning
Commodore machine. In the years
since, we've continued to offer some
of the finest software for Commodore computers available anywhere.
Collected here, in . this special
issue, is the best of COMPUTE! and
GAZETTE-our best games, best
programming utilities, best graphics utilities, and best applications
programs. You' ll find SpeedScript,
an exceptional word processor;
"Campaign Manager," an engaging
simulation of the presidential election campaign; " Laser Beam," a
fast-paced game that really tests
you r joystick prowess; " Meta BASIC," a powerful BASIC-language extension that makes
programming much easier; and
dozens more,
We recommend that you copy the
programs from the enclosed disk to
working disks before you run them.
Then store the original disk safely
away as a backup. You can use the
" Unicopy" utility on the disk to
quickly back up all the files.
When originally published ,
these programs were provided as
printed listings that had to be typed
into the computer before they could
be used. In this collection, the programs are packed onto both sides of
a 5'/.-inch disk, ready to be loaded
and used .

COMPUTEI Publications, Inc.
PoI1 01 AIC C ~mer ~Mt. Ine.
One 01 the Ale ~Ithlng CompoNe'
ASC PuI:II$I"w'lg. PfeslOent, Roben G &.ton
1330 Avenue of the Amenc:os. New VonI. New York lOOlQ

Most of these programs work
on the Commodore 64 and on the
Commodore 128 running in 64
mode. Several, however, are written specifically to take advantage of
the 128's special features. These
programs are labeled with the characters 128 on the program disk.
In general, you'll find the program names identical to the article
titles. View the disk directory by
entering
LOAD "$",8

and then LIST . If you don' t see the
file you' re looking for, turn the disk
over and repeat the process on the
other side.
In most cases, there's nothing
more to do but load and run the
program, but do read the article
that accompanies each program for
specific loading instructions and an
explanation of all the program's
featu res.
We know you'll enjoy these
programs. Readers of COMPUTE!
and GAZETTE have been using
them-and telling us how much
they like them-for years.

BH t of COMPUTE! .nd GU~IIC' for CommodorC' 64
and 128 is published by COMPUTE! Publie,uions, In("..
825 7th Av~., New York, NY 10019 USA. Phone': (212)
265 · 8360. Editorial Ofl1("u are louted at 32..\ West
Wendover AvC'nue, Gl'ft'nsboro. NC 27408. Enlirc ('On'
tl'l\l5 copyright 0 1987 by CO MPUTE! PlJbliutions, Inc.
All righlS reserved.

Bring your Commodore®to life
with a FREE modem and software!
Now you can plug your Commodore into an exclusive
network that's useful, easy, fun and inexpensive. Join
Q-link now and we'll give you a free modem and
software to get you started .

With Q-Link, you can sharpen your computer
skills ... connect with people ... discover new ways to
get smart ... save money every day . .. plus have a lot
offun!

Enjoy unlimited access to a wide range of Q-link
" Basic" services for a set fee of only $9.95 a month.
Get help from Commodore experts - use the Hotline
to ask Commodore questions, or search the database
of information from Commodore to answer your
questions on the spot. Access Grolier's Academic
American Encyclopedia'., the latest news and entertainment updates.

No-risk guarantee. Try Q-link without risk. If , at
any time, for any reason, you are not completely
satisfied, you may cancel your membership.

Special Q-Link "Plus" services let you expand your
software library with more than 10,000 public
domain programs - games, graphics, business and
educational software and much more! Also, you can
preview new copyrighted software before you buy.
Get answers toyour software questions from Berkeley
Softworks, Electronic Arts and Activision, to name a
few. Participate in fuli<olor, multi-player games like
Casino (includes Blackjack, Poker, Bingo and the
Slots), Chess and Bridge. "Plus" services cost only an
extra 6 cents per minute - and your first hour of
"Plus" service usage each month is free!
OHrf ,,~id in IN (ontinM~ U.S. ~ c..n..o. 10f" ~ ~~. Expi~ 61)0188.
Prices!lUbjtct to cNnrge without nacKe . Thtre is a (OfI'W'I'IUnic.illOm sutdlatge for
connection to Q-Unk from ~: 6 cenu (U.S.) p" minute from Montie",
V~. cm-a, Toronto, Quebec, 'N'incbor, K~ and ~ Wng the
T~ M1'NOri:, and l S cents (U,S.) pet' minute from ov.r 85 ~ Ioutions using
the OATAPACnetwork.

Order your Q-link software and modem today by
mailing this coupon to Q-Link, 8619 ~ood
Center Drive, Vienna, VA 22180 or for f aster service
call toll-free: 1-800-782-2278 Ext. 1207
,--

Q-UNK RESERVATION FORM -

--

Choose one:

O
FREE

I need II modem. Start my Q.t,ink rnembMhip by d\arging me nt:1'N for

my tim 4 months at S39.80, and send me the FREE Q.link software and a

Cornmodofe 300 baud auto-dial modem (model l66O-fetaii value 569.95).

.'rudy haw modem.
my Q-link membenhip by charging me
O
membenhip at S9.95.
I

II

Send me my fREE Q-link software and start
now fO( my first month of

FullMme

Add,." - - - - - - - : :...
:=
.0'".:-:
.....,
.",.-------COy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ _ __
Homephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c:1>ooH your method of payment:

o Please charge my credit card.
a Master Card 0

Visa

1o«U _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

can toU..frM 1-800-782·2278 Ext. 1207 0r
mail this coupon to:
Q-link. 86 19 Westwood C~tef Drive,
Vienna, VA 22180

Chess
John Krause
Try to outwit your computer with this
fast, multilevel chess game for the 64.
A joystick is required.

The world was amazed, in the late
eighteenth century, by a machine
that had the astonishing ability to
playa good game of chess. It entertained kings and queens. It defeated Napoleon, a master tactician.
Hundreds of people paid to com pete against it, but eventuall y it was
revealed that a small man was h idden inside the machine.
A chess-playing machine remained only a dream until the late
1950s when the first computer
chess game was played. Now, the
World Computer Championship,
held every three years since 1974,
attracts almost as much publicity as
the human championship matches.
Why has there been so much interest in machines that play games?
One reason is that chess can be
used to measure a computer's intelligence. Chess is easy to play, but
difficult to master. So difficult, in
fact, that some experts believe that
a computer would have to be almost as intelligent as a human to
become world champion.
Of course, another reason is
that chess is just plain fun, but not if
you can't find an opponent. To be
an entertaining opponent, a computer chess game should be fast,
easy to use, and capable of playing
at several different skill levels.
"Chess" has all these features and
more. Although it's really no match
against the best commercial chess
games, it has managed to defeat
these giants of the microcomputer
chess world on rare occasions.

Joystick Input
The program is found in two parts
on the disk. To start the game, enter
6
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LOAD " CHESS",8 and then RUN.
The first program will automatically load the second (CHESS2) at the
appropriate time. Both files must be
present for Chess to work. After
running the program, you will be
asked to specify several play options. You can choose among five
skill levels; start a new game or set
up any position; play against the
computer or watch it play against
itself; or play either the white or
black pieces. All of these options
will be discussed in greater detail
later, but for now, type 1 at each
prompt. This puts you in command
of the white pieces versus the computer on level one, the easiest level.
The first time the program is
run, you need to wait a few seconds
while the computer gets its brain in
order. Then the board will be displayed with your pieces on the bottom of the screen and the computer's
pieces on the top. You should see a
frame around the square in the lower-left comer of the board (the VIC
version uses a blinking square).
This is the cursor which takes the
place of your hand to move pieces
around the board.
Use the joystick (plugged into
port 2) to move the cursor atop the
piece you wish to move. Press and
release the joystick button. Now
move the cursor to the square you
want to move to and tap the button
again. Your piece moves to the new
square, and the computer responds
almost instantly with its move.

A Spectacular Blunder
Did you make a foolish move? No
problem. One of the most valuable
features of Chess is the ability to
change the position by adding or
deleting pieces. This feature is especially useful for those of us who
frequently manage to maneuver
into a superior position, only to

throw it all away in a single, spectacular blunder.
A piece can be deleted by positioning the cursor on the piece and
pressing the space bar. To add a
piece or change a piece to a different one, move the cursor to the
appropriate square and press P, N,
B, R, Q, or K for pawn, knight,
bishop, rook, queen, or king, respectively. This will put one of your
pieces on the square. To add one of
the computer's pieces, hold down
the SHIFT key while pressing one
of these editing keys.
To take back a move, use the
editing keys to delete your piece
and put it back on its original
square. Don't forget to take back
the computer's move, too.
The editing feature also en ables you to make special moves
which cannot be made with the
joystick alone such as castling and
ell passallt captures. For example,
castling can be accomplished by deleting the king and putting it on its
new square, and then moving the
rook as you normally would with
the joystick. Although you can
make these special moves, the computer will never castle or.capture ell
passallt because, due to their compleXity, these moves were not included in its thinking routine.

Strange Chess
Although the computer will always
make a legal move, it doesn't check
to see that you do the same. You are
free to move any of your pieces to
any square without so much as a
contemptuous buzz from the computer. If you' re an experienced
player, this shouldn't be a problem.
If you're a beginner, however, you
may want to familiarize yourself
with the basic rules of chess lest
you end up playing strange chess, a
personal version which bears little

How Chess Thinks

Checkmate

You've probably heard that if a monkey sat down at a typewriter and The computer thinks by analyzing
pecked randomly at the keys for a long enough period of time, it would thousands of possible moves and
eventually type the complete works of Shakespeare. Theoretically, this is countermoves and choosing what it
indeed possible-given enough time. There's the rub. At a brisk typing considers to be the best move based
speed of 50 words per minute, it would take that poor monkey billions of on the relative value of the pieces
years just to type "To be, or not to be." Nevertheless, there is power in trial (see "How Chess Thinks"). Most poand error.
sitions don't have just one best move
but several which are equally good,
The Minimax Algorithm
in which case the computer chooses
Substitute the monkey with a high-speed computer, and this technique among them at random. This ranbecomes a practical method of imitating intelligence. In fact, it has been dom factor insures that every game
used with great success in the field of artificial intelligence. This program will be different, and makes for varuses a popular trial-and-error tech nique known as the minimax algorithm. ied and interesting play.
The computer looks at the present board position and mentally moves
Play continues until one side is
the pieces through all the possible combinations of future moves and either checkmated or stalemated.
countermoves up to a certain point, say three moves ahead . For each The computer will then stop play
combination, it calculates a score based on which pieces were captured and indicate which side has won.
during the combination. Each piece is worth a certain number of points
There are a few quirks in the
depending on its general importance: 1 point for a pawn, 3 for a knight or way the computer determines
bishop, S for a rook, 9 for a queen, and 46 for a king. (Of course, since you whether checkmate has occurred .
lose the game if your king cannot escape capture, the value of a king is ac- On levels three through five, it antually infinite, but 46 is high enough to convince the computer that it's a nounces checkmate prematurely.
bad move.)
When this happens, the computer
When, in a move being examined, the computer captures an oppo- has determined that it's impossible
nent's piece, the value of that piece is added to the score. Conversely, to avoid checkmate on the next
when one of the computer's pieces is captured, its value is subtracted from move or two, assuming both sides
the score. Thus, a high score is considered good for the computer, and a make the best moves.
low score is good for its opponent.
Also, the computer doesn ' t
The task is to find the combination that represents best play for both know the subtle difference between
sides. This combination is not necessarily the one with the maximum
checkmate and stalemat~ . Consescore, because while the computer is trying to maximize the score, its
quently, when stalemate occurs, it
opponent is trying just as hard to minimize it. The best combination gives
will announce checkmate although,
maximum scores during the computer's moves, and minimum scores
in
fact, the game is a draw. Since
during the opponent's moves.
the computer tries as hard as it can
After the best combination has been found, the computer's best move
to checkmate its opponent, it will
in the present position is simply the first move in the combination. The
also try to achieve stalemate, possiproblem has been reduced from analyzing a chess position to finding the bly forcing a draw when it could
maximum and minimum of a series of numbers, which is much better
have won. Fortunately, this rarely
suited to a computer.
happens because the conditions for
stalemate
exist only in unusual cir50 Million Combinations On level 5
cumstances
such as when one side
Like most algorithms based on trial and error, this one requires sifting
has
only
the
king remaining.
through an enormous number of combinations to find the best one.
Also,
the
computer won't give
Fortunately, a few tricks can be used to reduce the combinations to a
you
any
hint
when
your king is in
manageable number. This algorithm uses a technique called alpha-beta
check
(not
checkmate).
So be extra
cutoff· It makes the. computer search more intelligently, giving it the
seemingly paradoxical ability to find the best move without looking at all careful that you don't leave your
the possible combinations. On level S, for example, instead of having to king in check or move into check.
search through roughly 2 billion combinations, it looks at only 50 million. Otherwise, your king would be in
Even so, it would take BASIC from now till 1986 to generate that check during the computer's tum to
many combinations. That's why the algOrithm is programmed in machine move-a highly unorthodox if not
language. An advanced programming technique known as recursion (making illegal position. The computer's rea subroutine call itself) is used to generate all the possible combinations of ply to such a position is unpredictmoves. Capable of analyzing about 5000 combinations per second, this able, but it usually announces
checkmate, forcing you to restart
routine provides a moderate challenge at a reasonable playing speed.
the game.
resemblance to the real game. On er side of the board, it's automatiIn any case, when the comthe other hand, if you like to fudge cally promoted to a queen. If you puter announces checkmate, press
a bit, the computer will make it would rather have a knight, bishop, the joystick button to start a new
easy. It will politely acquiesce to or rook, you can easily make the game. If you want to try out some of
change using the editing keys.
your most surreal moves.
the other play options without
When a pawn reaches the othwaiting till checkmate, you can start
Best of COMPUTEI a nd Gaze tte
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a new game at any time by pressing
RUN / STOP- RESTORE and running the program again .

Play Options
When you choose the black pieces,
the board will revolve so that you
still play from the bottom. Since the
player with the white pieces always
moves first, you must wait for the
computer to move before you will
be allowed to make your first move.
If you become mentally exhausted after several bouts against
the computer, give your brain a rest
and watch the computer play itself.
When you select this option, just set
the joystick aside and sit back and
watch the action . Beginners will
find this feature an excellent way to
learn some good strategies to use
against the computer.
You don't have to begin a
game from the starting position. If
you choose the option to set up a
pOSition, an empty board will be
displayed and you can use the editing keys to place pieces on the
board in any position. When th~
position is set up, the computer will
start thinking after you make your
first move.

This feature is especially useful
for continuing a previous game or
creating a problem for the computer
to solve. It also allows you to experiment with hypothetical or downright ridiculous positions. Live out
your fantasy by giving yourself ten
queens versus the computer's lone
king. The position doesn' t even
have to be a legal one. You could
invent your own type of chess by
giving each side two kings, for example, although the computer may
get confused trying to determine
when checkmate has occurred .
One of the advantages of a
computer opponent over a human
is that you can tell the computer
exactly how hard you want it to try
to beat you, and it will obediently
play at that level of difficulty. This
is important because it's no fun if
you always lose or always win
effortlessly.
You have five skill levels to
choose from. The difference between one level and another is the
number of moves ahead that the
computer looks. On level 1, for example, it looks two moves ahead
(its move and your reply). Each succeeding level looks ahead one more

move than the previous level.
Alas, the smarter play on the
higher levels doesn't come without
a price. The further ahead the computer looks, the more moves it must
examine and, hence, the longer it
thinks. The thinking time varies
greatly depending on the level
(about one second per move on levell ; about two hours on level 5).
Here's a rundown of the five
levels:
Level 1: Beginner. Thinking time:
one second. Look ahead : two
moves. Fast but dumb.
Level 2: Intermediate. Thinking
time: five seconds. Look ahead:
three moves. Provides a reasonable
challenge for impatient players.
Level 3: Tournament. Thinking
time: two minutes. Look ahead:
four moves. Since the usual time
limit for tournament play is 40
moves in two hours, an average of
three minutes per move, this level
is best suited for serious players.
Level 4: Mate in two. Thinking
time: 30 minutes. Look ahead: five
moves. Capable of solving most
mate-in-two problems.

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - i Level 5: Postal chess. Thinking
time: two hours. Look ahead: six
moves. Simulates postal chess
games where there is no time limit.
Can avoid checkmate in two moves.
The thinking times given here
are average times. The actual time
ranges from half to twice the average time depending on the position.
Level 4 can be used to solve
mate-in-two problems such as those
published in many newspapers. Just
select the following options: level 4,
set up position, computer versus it.
self. Enter the position using the editing keys, and then make a donothing move by positioning the
cursor over a white piece and pressing the joystick button twice. After
several minutes of deep thought, the
computer should respond by moving
one of the white pieces (the solution)
and announcing checkmate. The
only mate-in-two problems that the
computer cannot solve are those
which involve castling, en passan!
captures, or pawn promotion.
<0
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Power Poker
Jud Bleser

This is one of the most addictive
games we've ever published. It adds a
new dimension to the traditional
game of poker, and is fun for one
player or in competition with friends .
For the Commodore 64.

your moves carefully, and remember: There are 52 cards in the deck,
but you'll only have 25 to play
with . The goal is to make the most
points possible. Scoring is based on
the hands you build. After a column or row is completed, points are

Poker is a game that's just as popular today as it was a century ago.
Even though there's always a random element at play, it usually requires careful thought and a
knowledge of probability. The variations created by the cards you're
dealt and how you arrange them
makes poker unpredictable. " Power Poker," written for the Commodore 64, adds a new twist to the
game-rather, another dimension.

A Double Purpose
Think of this game as two-dimensional poker. You play on a five-byfive grid and try to make the hands
that gain the most points. Each card
serves two hands, so placement
must be done carefully. (If you're
new to poker, see "Poker Hands." )
When you run the program,
you'll see a table of the number of
points awarded for each kind of
hand. After a pause of a few seconds, you're ready to begin. A fiveby-five grid is displayed, each
position identified by a letter A-Y.
The computer randomly selects a card and displays it. Place it
in the grid by pressing the appropriate letter. After the card is
placed, a new one is chosen and
displayed, and so on, until all 25
cards have been placed. Choose

totaled and added immediately to
your score. (High score is displayed
at all times on the screen also.)
Here are the values for each
hand:
Hand

Royal flush
Straight flush
Four of a kind
Straight
Full house
Three of a kind
Flush
Two pair
One pair

Points

400
300
160
120
100
60
SO
30
10

To remember the value of each
hand, you can press f1 at any time

during the game to see the table of
values. Press it again to resume
play. Poker players may notice that
some of the hands are out of order.
Normally, a flush would be much
higher on the list. But remember
that you're drawing 25 cards and
the odds for getting two or three
flushes are very high. Higher point
values have been given to hands
that are less likely to occur.
Hands do not need to be in
sequential order. For example, "5,6,
4,7,8" is a valid straight. However,
"roll-over" or "round the comer"
straights such as " 3,2,A,K,Q" are
not allowed. Straights using an ace
as low (A,2,3,4,5) or high (10,),
Q,K,A) are acceptable.
If you're playing Power Poker on a
black-and-white TV, change the
value of variable TV from 1 to in
line 100.

°

Poker Hands
If you've never played poker, it's very easy to learn. There are 52 cards, di-

vided into four sets (or suits) of 13. The suits are hearts, clubs, spades, and
diamonds, and each suit consists of cards numbered 2-10 with a jack,
queen, king, and ace. The object is to make one of the following hands
(examples are in parentheses):
Royal flush: 10,),K,Q,A-all of the same suit
Straight flush: a sequence of five of the same suit (9,1O,j,Q,K-all
diamonds)
Four of a kind: four of the same value (2,2,2,2)
Straight: five in sequence (4,5,6,7,8)
Full house: three of a kind plus a pair (10,10,10,4,4)
Three of a kind: three of the same value (9,9,9)
Flush: five of the same suit (2,K,8,A,5-all clubs)
Two pair: two groups of two, each of the same value (A,A,6,6)
One pair: two of the same value (10,10)
Best of COMPUTE I a nd Gazette
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Program Construction
Line 1/

Fundlon

100-380

Inltlollutlon
Prlnl High Sco,.
Print Score
Call Screen 1/2
Shuffle/Grid Sol-Up
Game Play Routine
THt for Complded Row
Test for Completed Column
Came End Routine
Data Collection - Row
Data Collection - Column
Data Evaluation
Prlnl/Fluh Poker Hand
Data: Redefined Chuaders
Data: Cards/Suits
Data: Screen Location Table
Data: ML Routines

390-420

430-460
4711-490
500-550
560-650

660-670
680-690
700-780
790-890

900-990
1000-1120
1130-1150
1160-1290
1300-1310
1320-1340
1350-1730

SOLITAIRE

Variables
AS
BS
C$

CA
CK

CO
CS
E

H
HS
K
l
NH
P
R
SC
SM
SU
TV

" (16 DOWN )"
"(I DOWN )(27 RIGHT )"
poker hand oco,.d
card
Ihulfle chock
color
total vAlue of row Icolumn
box ueed
box selected
high 1<0,.
sante kind

on

Looking for something different to do
with your computer? Like the co,!Ventional game of solitaire, this computerized version requires you to think
ahead at all times.

Hate IUit

new hlah lCore

cud to fluh
stralghl
oco,.
ICtHn memory
lull 02)
color or b/w lelovislon

Machine Language Routines
49166
49180
49194
49297
49396
49422
49449
49502

Ben Elizer

While Background
Clear Card
Grid Sol Up
Draw Cud
Fluh Oft
Fluh On
Save Color
Restore Color

" Solitaire" is an electronic version
of the familiar card game. Like the
original, this game challenges you
to put a deck of cards in order using
the fewest possible moves.

Unshuffllng The Deck

As you probably know, Solitaire
has a very simple object. After shuffling a deck of playing cards, you
must put them back in order, following a few simple rules. Though
0 there are several different varia1 - - - - - - - - - - - -- --1 tions of the conventional game,
here are the rules for this version:
When you run the program,
the computer deals out four rows of
13 cards, then removes the aces,
leaving four empty spaces. Your
goal is to rearrange the cards into
four rows of the same suit, putting
the cards in each row in ascending
order from the lowest (2) to the
highest (king), without leaving any
empty spaces between cards. That
sounds simple enough. But since
you must move a card into one of
the four empty spaces, your choices
for any given move are limited.
Your position on the screen is
shown by a blinking cursor. Press
the M key to move from the current

position to another empty space.
When you press P, the computer
moves a card into the current space:
Which card it puts there depends
on which card is immediately to the
left of the space. Whenever possible, the computer uses the next card
in suit. For example, if the card to
the left of your current pOSition is
the 2 of hearts, pressing P puts the 3
of hearts in the current space and
puts a space where the 3 of hearts
was before. If you press P on a
space to the right of the queen of
diamonds, the king of diamonds
moves from its current position to
that space, and so on. Each time
you press P, one space is filled and
another is emptied.
In this way you can gradually
move cards into the right order.
When you press P on a space at the
beginning of a row, the computer
asks which suit to play (hearts,
clubs, spades, or diamonds). This
determines the suit for that row.
While it's possible to win on only
one deal, most games require two or
more deals. When no moves are
possible (every empty space is followed by a king or another space),
the computer automatically shuffles
the remaining cards and deals them
out again. Of course, it does not
disturb cards that are already in correct order. You'll find that it takes
considerable foresight to win consistently in only two or three deals.
Completely random play results in
an average of nine or ten deals. III

Sea Route to India:
A Historical Simulation
For The 64
M. J. Winter
Here's your chance to make history on
the "Sea Route to India." Following in
the wake of Portuguese explorers, you
can find gold and adventure, if you
don't starue, or get sunk by pirates, or
capsize in a terrible storm.
One of the earliest games for PET
computers was Westward Ho, in
which the player becomes a turnof-the-century pioneer, trying to
cross the country in a covered wag-

on. Decisions must be made about
purchasing food, supplies, and ammunition . Various experienceshunting, Indian attacks, settlements-occur on each leg of the
journey. By repeatedly playing the
game, the user learns where to
spend money, how to hunt, and
whether to trust strangers. Luck,
however, is a major factor in success. PET users of all ages played
the game over and over until they
finally reached the West Coast.
Westward Ho was an abbreviated version of Oregon Trail, in which
the game's designers took pains to
produce an accurate simulation.

They used prices from contemporary catalogs, and calculated frequencies and likely locations of
Indian attacks by studying historical accounts. The result was a game
that was both interesting and informative.

Sail The Bounding Main
" Sea Route To India" uses a similar
technique, drawing on the voyages
made by Portuguese explorers in
the fifteenth century.
The subroutine beginning at
line 15000 introduces the game and
gives you the rules.
Your goal is to sail from Lisbon
around Africa to India . During the

voyage, you encounter the same
dangers faced by the real explorers:
hunger, thirst, pirates, natives,
weather, mutiny, and attack by
Arab traders.
Your journey is charted in
weeks on a map displayed on the
screen. Lines 500-800 contain the
loop for each week. The miles you
sail depend on the weather. Each
week your store of water, food, and
supplies decreases by one unit. If
your voyage lasts more than 30
weeks, the crew's happiness also
decreases by 1.
Each week you have a new
experience; line 560 sends the program to the appropriate event. In
the early part of the voyage, you
sight whales and other ships, and
sail into terrible storms. But after
you pass the Cape of Good Hope
and pick up your Indian pilot, you
might be attacked at any time by
Arab dhows.

Check Your Progress
Every Week
At the end of each week, the program assesses your situation. If you
sailed far enough to visit the Canary or Cape Verde Islands, then
your water, food, supplies, and
crew happiness are restored . The
ship's log is updated, and the game
map shows your progress. Lines
91-93 define DT$ (dots); three
characters are needed for each dot.
One dot on the map represents 200
miles (line 1002). Then, if there
have been no fatal shortages, the
voyage continues for another week.
Your ship "sails" across the
screen in line 15155. In the race
(lines 3093, 3096), the ships are
placed at the right of the screen and
a string of DELETEs is printed several times. (If you win the race, the

crew is happier; they become disgruntled by a loss.)
Lines 1000- 1250 contain the
whale hunting routine. The whales
are within a long string (F$) of shifted spaces, which are cyclically rearranged (line 1210) and the leftmost
40 characters printed each time. The
program checks the keyboard, then
moves the whales until you press H,
which drops the harpoon. The program then alternately moves the
whales and lowers the harpoon.
To check whether the harpoon
hits a whale, the screen is opened
for INPUT (line 1100). The entire
row of the screen to the right of the
harpoon is input. If the first character is not a shifted space, a whale
has been hit.

Landfall To
Gather Supplies
The subroutine beginning at line
4000 describes the sighting of a river
mouth. Landing offers you a chance
to get food and water, and to cheer
up the crew. Sometimes (line 4060)
natives appear. As many early explorers discovered, they are unpredictable . Som eti m es they are
friendly and trade gold for trinkets
(cheering up the crew); sometimes
they attack.
If they attack, you must type
RUN and press RETURN quickly.
The clock is set to 0 in line 4320, to
time how fast you typed in RUN.
After you press RETURN, the program looks at the clock. If more than
200 jiffies have passed (line 4340),
the natives attack and kill you.
The same timing technique is
used when the Arab dhows attack.
The Arabs are fiercely determined
to protect their trading routes .
Vasco da Gama himself was nearly
trapped by them more than once.
Best of COMPUTEI and Gazette
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Campaign
Manager
Todd Heimorck
This two-player national election
simulation ranks as one of the best
games we've published. With the
right strategy, your candidate can
make it to the White House. For the
Commodore 64.
The Democratic delegates are gathered in Moscone Center, wearing
straw hats, carrying balloons and
signs. The floor fights are done. The
time has come to nominate.
" Maryland?"
" Mister Chairman-the great
state of Maryland, The Free State,
Home of the World Champion Baltimore Orioles, casts all of its votes
for the senator from Arizona."
The chainnan pounds his gavel.
The din of cheers and jeers subsides.
The convention is deadlocked. And
you control a large block of uncommitted delegates. It's all up to you.
The vice president from Rhode
Island has good charisma and intelligence, but you know his health is
poor. The reverend from Arkansas is
attractive, but a bit conservative. Although the senator from Arizona is
experienced, he's not very smart.
Perhaps the New Jersey doctor? No,
the Ohio senator has the best combination of personality and issues,
plus you'll get a home region advantage in the populous Heartland.
Now it's the Republican's tum.
Of the five choices, the woman
from South Carolina is the best allaround candidate. She has high
charisma and fundraising appeal,
which translates well into television ads.
It's time to hit the campaign
trail.
, 2 Best of COMPUTEt and GazeNa

The Democratic senator starts
with $9 million and 59 health
points. He rests two days (to build
up his health), then spends two
days fundraising. Campaign stops
in Illinois and Texas sway the voters slightly to the Democratic side.
The Republican campaigns in
her home state of South Carolina.
She then moves on to North Carolina, Virginia, and Florida, followed
by a couple of days resting.
As the campaign progresses,
the Democrat concentrates on personal appearances in the industrial
northeast, plus forays into the larger
states such as Texas, California, and
Florida . The Republican candidate
does less actual compaigning, preferring to spend more time on fundraising to pay for the (expensive)
television ads.
In the crucial eighth week,
both candidates rest and fundraise
in prepration for the last minute
campaigning. The Democrat does a
media blitz in the Pacific, Southern,
and Atlantic states. The Republican
hits the Heartland, Arklatex, and
the Urban Northeast.
Initial returns from New England show the Republicans sweeping the region, but the large states
of New York and Pennsylvania
went Democratic. The Republicans
won most states from Ohio to the
Great Plains, but the Democrats
picked up the Southern Atlantic
states (except Florida). Texas voted
for the GOP, while the rest of the
region went Democratic. The Rocky
Mountain States were solid Republican. The Democrats won the Pacific States.
The final results show the Re-

publicans winning six of nine regions and capturing the preSidency,
with 315 electoral votes to the
Democrats' 223. Three of the four
biggest states voted Democratic,
but Ohio and lIIinois (with 47 electoral votes between them) made the
difference. The TV ads in the last
week moved these two key states
into the Republican camp.

Nine-Week Campaign
Written entirely in machine language, "Campaign Manager" pits
you against an opponent. Each of
you manages the campaign of your
candidate. The player who makes
the right decisions gets his or her
candidate elected.
You have nine weeks to campaign . Each week you plan your
moves and enter them via the menu
on the itinerary. You have two defensive moves, resting and fundraising, and two ways to gain votes,
campaigning (personal appearances) and advertising on
television.
At the beginning of each tum
you see a medium-resolution map
of the U.s. which indicates which
way each state is leaning. The MAP
option allows you to move a cursor
around the country, to identify
which states are which . If the Republicans are ahead, the state is
red. Democratic states are cyan
(light blue). If you're using a black
and white television, the Republican states are the darker ones. You
may notice that states occaSionally
switch back and forth, even though
neither candidate campaigned or
advertised there. This indicates that

the voters in that state are split
down the middle, and because of
slight errors in polling, seem to be
leaning one way or the other.
Since you only have 63 days
(nine weeks of seven days), you
have enough time to campaign in
each state once or twice. But in
terms of electoral votes, Califomia
(with 47) is far more important than
some of the smaller (three vote)
states like North Dakota or Vermont.
Generally, it makes more sense
to campaign more heavily in the ten
biggest states, sometimes called
"megastates".
State
CA
NY
TX
PA
IL
OH
FL
MI
NJ
NC

Elector"! Votes
47
36
29
25
24

23
21

20
16
13

Winning the election requires
270 electoral votes (of a possible
538). The ten biggest states account
for 254, just 16 short of a majority.
At the beginning of the campaign, each state has a large pool of
undecided voters. As the game progresses, they make up their minds
and the pool diminishes. It's possible, but unlikely, for all of the
state's voters to decide before the
end of the campaign. You would
have to go to the state at least eight
times before the undecided points
were used up.
Each state has a built-in bias
toward one party, based on past
elections for president, senator,
governor, etc. The District of Columbia, for example, is staunchly
Democratic, so the Democratic candidate will automatically get seven
campaign points there, compared
to a Republican's two.
Since the Republicans have
won three of the last four elections
(including a landslide victory in
1972), you might expect them to
begin the game with a huge advantage. But if you look at non-presidential elections, you will find a lot
of states that elect Democratic governors, senators, and representatives and then vote for a Republican
president. And a lot of those basically Democratic states were split
by third-party campaigns (Wallace

in '68, Anderson in '80).
To even things up, and make
the game more playable, the Democrats begin with an electoral vote
advantage of 282 to 256, although
four of the megastates (PA, OH, FL,
and NC) are barely leaning to the
Democratic side. The Republicans
have the advantage of beginning
with 29 of the 51 states (since DC
has three electoral votes, it counts
as a state). Most of the states west of
the Mississippi are Republican, while
the Democrats have most of the
industrial Northeast and the South.
In addition to the natural political leanings, each state believes
certain things about five general
issues:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

unemployment/ inflation,
poverty/crime,
agriculture,
education, and
defense.

(The issues are based on census reports, almanacs, etc.) A very
urban state might be conservative
on crime, but not care much about
agriculture, for example. Each candidate has certain stands on these
issues. When you campaign or advertise in a state, you can get up to
three extra campaign points for
each issue, if you agree with the
citizens there.
Finally, the candidate you
choose has a campaign effectiveness rating based on charisma and
intelligence. This factor translates
to votes each time you campaign in
a state.
To start the game, choose
which party will go first. You might
want to flip a coin, the winner
choosing either a party or to go frrst
or second. In testing, we found that
the second player has the very
slight advantage of making the last
move. Next, decide if one of you
will start out as the campaign manager for the president running for a
second term. Being incumbent
gives you some extra campaigning
strength, and is not recommended
if you want an even game.
Note that all choices can be
made with a joystick in either port.
Move the pointer to a menu item
and press the fire button twice to
make your choice. If you don't own
a joystick, use I, j, K, and L for up,
left, down, and right respectively.

Press M in place of the fire button.
Players then pick which candidate will represent their party. Five
randomly chosen candidates are
available. To the right of the candidate's stats is the YES/NO counter.
Before making your choice, pick
NO for each possibility until you
have seen all five. They will cycle
around again so you can make your
choice.
The heart of the game is the
actual campaign, but in some ways
the convention is more important.
Nominate a terrible candidate and
you'll spend most of your campaign
trying to catch up.
A candidate 's personality
greatly affects the outcome of the
election. In the lower left comer
you'll see a list of five attributes,
each associated with a number
from one (worst) to eight (best).
With a couple of exceptions, the
ideal candidate is the one with
straight eights.
First is charisma (CHAR),
which is personal magnetism, panache, the ability to influence and
excite people. This is the most important personality trait because it
is part of both campaign effectiveness and advertiSing effectiveness.
Stamina (STAM) rates your
candidate's health . A candidate
with low stamina will have to rest
frequently to regain health and
strength.
Intelligence (INTL) adds points
to campaign effectiveness and last
minute campaigning.
Experience (EXPR) helps you
with fundraising. If your candidate
has lots of experience, he or she has
more contacts and connections for

raiSing money. Since experience
comes with age, it counts against
your health, although stamina
counts for more health points.
Appeal (APPL) also contributes to fundraising appeals. But if
you have maximum appeal (eight)
you may be tainted by your affiliations with special interest groups,
and there is a backlash when you
advertise. It's best to have an appeal of six or seven.
The candidates' attributes are
generated by adding three random
numbers, so candidates are more
likely to have a middle number
(four or five) than one of the
extremes.
Best of COMPUTE! and Gazette
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The personality traits translate
into these five campaign factors:
Campaign Effectiveness
(CHAR·2 + INTL): the key factor
in campaign stops.
Strength/Health (STAM·4 +
9 - EXPR): determines the effectiveness of a rest day.
Fundraising Appeal (EXPR·3
+ APPL): determines how much
money can be raised in a day.
TV Ads (APPL OR 8 +
CHAR): translates into votes when
advertising.
Last Minute Campaigning
(INTL + STAM): wins last-minute
votes to your side after the ninth
week.
The significance of each factor
is discussed later.

radical views on one or two issues.
If you have five very bad candidates, press RUN/STOP-RESTORE and try again. It's not much
fun to run a campaign you are destined to lose.
After the nominees have been
chosen, the first week begins. You
may notice that some states have
changed colors. That's because each
nominee gets the equivalent of campaigning once in each state. Some
people make up their minds before
the campaign even starts. If one candidate is much more charismatic, or
happens to hit the right issues, a
state may jump over to his or her
side. In addition, each gets a home
state and home region advantage.

You should develop a strategy.
If your appeal and charisma are

strong, concentrate on television
ads. If your candidate has a strong

Campaign Issues
Next to the personality factors are
the candidate's stands on various
issues. You see five issues, each
with a sliding scale of one (at the far
left, representing liberal) to six
(conservative). A Republican who
wants to get tough on crime, for
example, will have a rank of six. A
Democrat who wants to solve the
unemployment problem will have a
rating of one.
Candidates will range from
two to five on the issues of agriculture and education . On the other
three issues, the Democrats will
have stands from one to four; the
Republicans will go from three to
six.
You will generally get more
votes with middle of the road beliefs. Look for a candidate with
twos or threes if you're the Democrat. Fours and fives are best for the
Republican. The exception is agriculture and education, where you
do best with a three or a four.
Common sense tells you which
issues are important in most states.

Agriculture is a major issue in the
farming states. Your stand on defense makes a difference in states
with a lot of military-related
industry.
The candidate's personality is
generally more crucial than the
stands on issues. If you have a lot of
charisma, intelligence, and appeal,
it doesn't matter that you may have
101
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anti-crime stance, visit the more ur-

ban states. At the very least, you
should plan to visit each of the
megastates.
You begin in your home state
where it is traditional to campaign
once (but not twice) . And the first
week usually means some fundraising and resting as purely defensive
moves.
Under the week's itinerary are
two numbers representing money
and health. At the beginning of
each week, your treasurer tells you
how much money you have, up to a
maximum of $25 million. Your personal phYSician figures out how
healthy you are. At most you'll
have 255 health points.
If you fall below $4 million any
time during the week, television
advertising will be useless until you
replenish the campaign coffers. If
you have less than one million, you
won' t be able to pay the pollster
(the bar graph to the left of the map
will disappear). When your bank
account falls to zero, the campaign
is paralyzed until you sponsor a
fundraiser. You can't even afford to
pay your doctor or staff.
It takes time away from campaigning, but you have to raise
money once in a while. Each fundraising point (experience times
three pi us appeal) is worth
$200,000.
Campaigning takes a lot out of
you, so you have to occasionally

take a day to rest and relax. When
you decide to catch some Zs, the
itinerary will be filled with (you
guessed it) Zs. Each day of rest adds
double your strength factor, plus
campaign effectiveness, plus the
number of states you are winning to
the health you have. A high campaign effectiveness gives you optimism; you rest better. If you're
behind, you lose sleep worrying
about it. Resting two days in a row
gets you 16 extra health points.
There are two reasons to keep
your health up. First, when you
campaign in a state, you get an
extra campaign point for every 32
health points you possess. Second,
if your health falls below eight you
look haggard and stutter; campaigning does you no good.
The treasurer counts dollars,
the doctor counts your health, and
your pollster counts votes.
The pollster does three things.
First, you get a bar chart that shows
how many electoral votes would go
to the Democrats and Republicans
if the election were held at that
time. You can see it to the left of the
map. The gray bar marked U represents undecided states too close to
call. Second you have a map of the
U.S. to show you, at a glance,
which way each state is leaning.
Republican states are red; Democratic states are blue. These first two
services are part of the pollster's
contract, and cost you nothing. Of
course, if your money drops lower
than one million, you have to stop
paying the pollster; all you get is
the map.
The third service is the most
important-regional polls. To get a
poll of all states in a region, move to
POLL on the main menu and press
the fire button twice. You'll see a
bar chart showing which way each
state in the region is leaning, from
one (half a character wide) to four
(two characters). The poll reflects
the political situation at the beginning of the week; whatever campaigning you have planned for the
week is not included. A state with a
thin bar can usually be taken with a
single campaign stop.
Don't use polls in the first couple of weeks because most states
start out fairly even and you won't
learn much . But polling can be a
powerful tool towards the end of

the game. If New York is fmnly
committed to you, forget about further efforts in that state. And if you
find a whole region weakly supporting your opponen t, you can hit
them with TV ads and score a few
dozen electoral votes.
Regional polls cost $100,000
and are not available if you begin
the week 'with less than $1 million.
The final character (although
transparent) in your entourage is
the jet pilot. Your jet can carry you
on short hops wi thin a region for
almost nothing. But if you travel to
a new region, you shell out
$100,000 for fuel, maintenance, etc.
As long as you're in a region, you
might as well stay there a few days
to avoid a lot of travel expenses.
Again, you don't actually move to a
new region until you have campaigned in one of the states. You
can use the travel option to conduct
regional polls; you'll pay $100,000
for the poll, and another $100,000 if
you decide to campaign in a region.
If you travel to a region to poll and
decide not to campaign, you won' t
be charged for traveling.
Benjamin Franklin once said
that after three days, guests and fish
begin to smell. The same principle
applies to campaigning.
Campaign once and you gain
some votes. Stay for a second day
and the voters of a state are flattered; you gain a couple of bonus
votes. But stick around for a third or
fourth day and you have overstayed your welcome. Do not campaign in a state more than two days
in a row.

Voter Points
Each state beginS with 255 undecided voter points. Your 'main goal is to
use campaigning and television advertising to sway the undecided.
And you have to maintain your
health and money.
The effects of a personal appearance can vary. You get up to
three points for each issue (if the
state agrees with you), one point for
every 32 health points, and up to 24
for your campaign effectiveness (intelligence plus double charisma),
and a two point bonus if it's your
second day in the state.
If your money is down to zero,
you get no campaign points. If your

health is below eight, you get a
single vote.
Each campaign stop decreases
your health and money. It's possible to run out in the middle of the
week, making each succeeding visit
ineffective until you rest or raise
money. Let's say you go to Connecticut and impress 23 of the 255
undecideds. The pool of available
voters is reduced by that number.
Half of 23 (11 points) is charged
against your health. Half again (5
points) times $100,000 is subtracted
from your money. In addition, each
state has some people who don't
agree with you, so a quarter of your
total (five points) goes to your opponent as a reaction against your
speech. If you had previously been
in a different region, travel expenses of $100,000 are subtracted.
Television advertising is a little
different. It affects every state in the
region, and quickly swings voters to
your side. To advertise, first travel
to the region and make at least one
campaign stop to establish your
presence. You can then place the
cursor on TV ADS and press the fire
button twice. After campaigning
once, advertise as much as you like.
Unlike resting and campaigning, the effects of advertising do not
accumulate from day to day. If you
advertise two days in a row, you
don't get bonus points. Advertising
does grow in strength from week to
week, however, and will be more
effective towards the end of the
campaign.
If you flood the region with
ads, it's possible to bring a whole
section of the country to your side.
But it is costly. In each state, advertising credits you with half your
campaign effectiveness, half your
TV ads effectiveness rating, points
for issues, plus two times the week
number (in week seven, for example, you get 14 extra campaign
points).
The cost is the usual onefourth of campaign points gained,
plus double the TV ads' effectiveness. The large regions can cost a
lot. Going on TV in the Atlantic
States (all nine) or in the rocky
Mountains (eight) can deplete your
treasury.
On the day you plan to advertise, you must have at least four
million dollars. If you don' t, you

waste the day and gather no new
votes. So, if you begin the week
with $5 million, and campaign in
six states, it's likely you'll have less
than $4 million by Saturday. Your
ad campaign will do you no good.
There is one more item you can

choose: RECONSIDER. If you make
a mistake, this option wipes your
itinerary dean so you can start the
week anew. Your choices are not
permanent until you fill out the
seventh day and press the fire button. (If you pull down on the joystick, your slate will be wiped
dean-a quicker way to reconsider.)

Last-Ditch Efforts
The ninth week is usually the most
hectic. If you sponsored some fundraisers in week eight, you will want
to spend a lot on TV advertising in
the regions where you have a
chance. Polls can tell you which
states are most vulnerable.
After both candidates have fin ished their last week of campaigning, a couple of things happen. The
last region to be visited by a candidate gives a few extra votes to him
or her. And the last-week routine
goes into action, as all the undecided voters make up their minds.
Each candidate gets his or her lastminute campaigning points (intelligence plus stamina) added to each
state in the country. The undecided
voters are split between the candidates and ties are resolved (based
on the built-in bias to one party or
the other).
The map is drawn for the final
time. The final bar chart appears to
the left (which should indicate at a
glance which candidate won). Beginning with region one (New England) , the electoral votes are
displayed, with region totals below.
The winner is the candidate
with the most electoral votes. There
is a slight chance that there will be a
tie, in which case you'd have to flip
a coin. If you want to play again,
press RUN/STOP-RESTORE and
type RUN.
Here are a few rules of ettiquette which help to make a fairer
game.
First, if you're playing with
two joysticks, try to avoid interfering with your opponent's choices.
Remember, the joystick routine
Best of COMPUTEI and Gazette
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reads both joysticks.
Second, when you have filled
out your itinerary and the prompt
PRESS FIRE BUTTON TO CONTINUE appears, let your opponent
study what moves you made, and
he or she can then press the fire
button.
Third, since polls cost money,
they should be kept private. When
the other player is taking a poll,
avoid looking at the screen.

Main Menu
Command Summary
CAMPAIGN-allows you to make
a personal appearance in one of the
states of the region you 're visiting.
Results depend on campaign effectiveness, built-in party bias of the
state, health, and issues. Does not
work if you have zero health or
money, or if all undecided voters
have been claimed. Gains votes,
costs health and money.
TV ADS-blankets the region
with advertising. Reduces health
and costs a lot of money, but can
qUickly deliver a big chunk of votes.
Net votes based on TV advertising
effectiveness, campaign effectiveness, and issues . Does not work if
you have less than $4 million.
FUNDRAISE-raises money
for your campaign based on fundraising ability. Takes a day, gains
no votes, costs nothing.
REST-builds up your health
points, according to strength factor.
Extra points if you rest two days in
a row. Gains no new votes, costs
nothing.
MAP-moves the cursor
around the map, prints the state
name, electoral votes, and region
number. For information only,

costs nothing.
POLL-provides a bar graph
showing which way the states in
the region are leaning . Costs
$100,000 (immediately). Not available if money fall s below $1
million.
RECONSIDER-erases the
week's itinerary if you make a
mistake.
TRAVEL-takes you to a new
region of the country . Costs
$100,000 (not charged to you until
you actually campaign there) . C
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Pool
Joseph T. Woyton
Versioll by Kevill Mykytyll

Chalk up your cue stick alld sharpell
your skills with this excitillg simulatioll of pocket billiards. For olle or two
players.

The rules of " Pool" are simpleyou try to sink the billiard balls on
the table by aiming and shooting
the white cue ball.
To play Pool, load it from disk
using a secondary address of 1:
lOAD "POOl",a,I. SYS 49152
starts the program.
The title screen comes up first,
with a ragtime melody playing in
the background. You choose a oneor two-player game. The screen
clears and the pool table appears.
At the start of the game, the
white cue ball is at one end of the
table and six balls are arranged at
the other end. There are six (rather
than 15) because only eight sprites
are available on the 64. Using the
joystick, position the cue ball in the
" kitchen," behind the scratch line.
When you're ready to shoot, press
the joystick button once. A crosshair appears on top of the cue ball.
Move the crosshair. in the direction you want to shoot. Pressing
the joystick button starts the cue
ball rolling.
The distance between the cue
ball and crosshair determines the
strength of the shot. The farther
away, the harder the shot. There is

a limit on how far you can move the
crosshair (approximately two thirds the length of the table). On
the initial break, you'll probably
want to shoot hard. On later turns,
the strength of the shot will determine how far the cue ball travels
after a collision. Strategic soft shots
can help you set up the table for the
next shot.
The goal in the one player
game is to clear the table in the
fewest number of shots (the record
here at COMPUTE! Publications is
eight). When all balls are in the
pockets, you're ranked according to
your ability, from Pro (the best) to
Pool Shark, Amateur, and Novice.
In the two-player game, you
try to outshoot your opponent.
When you sink a ball, it's placed on
your side of the screen. With six
balls in play, tie games are possible.
A scratch occurs when you
knock the cue ball into a pocket, or
when the cue ball doesn't hit anything before coming to a stop. You
lose your tum, one of the balls to
your credit is put back on the table,
and the cue ball is placed in the
starting position. Your opponent
can then put the cue ball anywhere
behind the scratch line.
Pool does not completely follow
the laws of physics, although it offers
a realistic simulation. The sprites are
moved pixel by pixel, but the movement is calculated in 256ths of a pixel
for increased accuracy.
C

Bingo 64

One Machine
Language Routine
The first DATA line contains a
short machine language routine
which initializes screen color and

Richard L. Wilkover
"Billgo 64" is a cleverly writtell computer versioll of the classic game. It
makes good use of the 64's graphics
alld sou lid capabilities to provide you
alld three friellds with mallY excitillg
games of billgo. A joystick is required.
Few people have not known the
anticipation, heard the click of the
balls, the call of the number, and
finally, the excited shout of " Bingo!" Here's a four-player version of
this world-famous game written for
the Commodore 64.

Setting Up The Game
Before you begin playing, you have
to choose your mode of play from a
menu. Mallual ball feed allows you
to control the pace of the game. If
you opt for auto ball feed, the computer automatically picks the next
number. Choose mallual cover if
you want to cover the spots on your
card yourself (using the joystick). If
you want your 64 to cover the
spots, pick auto cover.
After you make your choices,
four blank cards are displayed on

a random graphics routine. The lettered balls jump up and down like
kernels of popcorn. The height a
ball reaches is random. If it jumps
above a line on the screen, it is

selected. lf not, it falls back with a
plop, and another ball is given a

Variable

Function

chance.

Al·4

Parameters of pattern for

AU

Mode flag for ball feed and

After the column letter has
been selected, a random number is
chosen. To prevent duplication, all
called numbers are entered in the
two-dimensional array N%. The
newly selected number is compared
to the numbers in the array. If a
match occurs, the number is discarded and another one generated.
When a unique number is found, it
is printed on the enlarged sprite in
the middle of the screen, along with
its letter.

Checking For A Match
Next, each number in the appropriate column on each card is checked
for a match. A chime sound signifies a match. If the number doesn't
appear on any of the four cards, a
sour bong sounds.
If you selected auto cover, the

the screen. Each column on a card

computer covers a matched number

corresponds to one letter of the
word BINGO. The five numbers in
each column are selected from 15
possible values and are checked to
prevent duplication. This process is
repeated for all four cards. The selected numbers are displayed on
the cards and stored in the threedimensional array C%. A cover
token is then placed over the free
box in the center, giving it the status
of a called number.

by printing it as a red reversed character. If you chose manual cover,
you must use the joystick to position
the marker and press the fire button
to cover your number. lf you make a
mistake, you lose the number.
When a number is covered, the
program checks the row, column,
and diagonal for a bingo . Since the
covered numbers have been print-

Ready To Play
The cards are on the screen, and
you are ready to begin playing. At
the bottom of the screen are five
balls (sprites), each labeled with a
letter in the word BINGO.
Numbers are selected through

sprite memory locations. The remaining DATA statements set up
sprite data and music. The program
contains extensive REMarks to
make the logic flow easier to follow,
and the variable names are listed
below, with their functions.

winner sca n
cover
BO
BO,1
C%
CC,CM
CO
CL
CO%
OU%

FB
FH%,FL%

FR
HB
)0-3
L

LN
N%

NC
NM
NN
NU

Nl,2
OB

PO

PI

RN
5
50%

SN
55

ed in reversed character mode, this

is easily done from screen memory.
The program needs to check the
five boxes to see if they all contain
reversed characters (screen codes
greater than 127). If a winner is
found, the covers change color and
music plays. Each card is checked
for the possibility of multiple
winners.

v
WI,W)
WM
5P
X
Y

YM
Z

Bingo nag
Digits under joystick cursor

Ca rd numbers arra y
Joystick cursor position
Card number

Column number
Ball color array

Duration of notes array
Fire button switch
.
Music frequenc y high and
low bytes
Joystick row number
High byte of screen color
memory
Joystick direction switches
Ball letter array
Length of ball number string
Call ed number array
Ball color index
Called number
No-Number match flag
Value of called number with in column (1- 15)
Digits of called number
Reversed number flag (logical
variable)
Joystick memory register
contents
Screen memory location of
Nl
Row number on card
Start of screen memory for
cards
Sprite data array
Screen memory location of
box digit
Sound chip memory location;
also, screen-Io-color memory
offset
Video chip memory location
Indices of box to be checked
for winner
Memory location of box to be
checked for winner
Contents of WM
Ball X-position array
Ball V-position array
Maximum ball height
Present box number value «l
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Sleuth
Paul D. Farquhar
Versioll by Kevin MykytYII
This intriguing game challenges your
problem-solving abilities. A crime has
bee II committed, alld you must questioll suspects to discover who's responsible. What makes things difficult
is that olle of the suspects has problems tellillg the truth. Alld what gives
the game added appeal is that it's
differellt every time you play.

When you were invited to a small
dinner party at Lord Crumbly's secluded mansion, you never thought
you'd be accused of murder. In addition to yourself, there were three
other guests and two servants. You
knew his lordship was not a wellliked man, but you were certainly
not expecting murder.
Late that evening, while you
were alone in the library, a shot
broke the silence. You rushed to the
room of Lord Crumbly and discovered his lifeless body. A moment
later, the others arrived to see you
bending over the dead man. The
police were summoned, but have
not yet arrived. As the prime suspect, you must quickly discover the
murderer or risk being accused of
the crime.
The murder can be solved by
questioning the suspects and keeping track of who said what about
whom. But, to complicate matters,
you know that one of them is a
compulsive liar.

Sifting Through
The Evidence
Three questions must be answered
affirmatively before you make an
accusation. First, did the suspect
have a motive-a reason to dislike
Lord Crumbly? Second, did the suspect have access to a gun? Third,
where was he or she when the shot
was fired-with someone else, near
Crumbly's room, or somewhere
unknown?
18
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Your task is to narrow down

the list of suspects until you find
someone who had a motive, a
weapon, and an opportunity. Obviously, if Professor Bard had no gun,
he must be innocent. You may find
more than one person who had motive or opportunity, but only one
will fit all three categories.
Four of the five will always tell
the truth, while one will always fib.
The liar is not necessarily the murderer, although it is possible. How
do you distinguish between the
true and false statements?
At first, you don't know who's
trustworthy, so don't believe anyone. Just write down what they say
on the program's a four-page notebook. You can look at your notebook by pressing one of the function
keys. The f1 key is the flr5t page, f3
is the second, f5 is page 3, and f7
page 4. You may find it convenient
to split up motive, weapon, and opportunity on the first three pages
and use the fourth for your conclusions. After selecting a page, type in
the message you want. You can also
flip between the pages of the notebook by pressing the other function
keys. To get back to the game, press
the back arrow (the upper-left character on the keyboard).
When someone says something, write it down on one of the
first three sheets. For example, if
Snipe says Larue was being blackmailed by Lord Crumbly, write it
under Motive. If Bard says Chauncy
was with someone when the shots
were fired, write it under Opportunity (Bard says Chauncy had no
opportunity).

Paring Down The List
Of Suspects
Who's telling the truth?
If Snipe tells you that Whiggins did not have a gun, and Larue
says the same thing, you can con-

clude that both Snipe and Larue are
truth tellers. Since there's only one
liar, if Snipe or Larue was a liar, the
other would have to be telling the
truth, and they would say opposite
things. But they said the same
thing, so they must both be telling
the truth. Once you know they're
OK, you know everything they
have said (and everything they may
say in the future) will be correct.
By similar logic, if two suspects
say contradictory things, you know
one of them is lying. Bard says Snipe
hated Lord Crumbly (a motive), but
Chauncy says Snipe had no motive.
Either Chauncy or Bard is not telling
the truth, and since there's only one
liar, Whiggins, Larue, and Snipe
must all be truth tellers.
As you collect your data, look
for someone who had motive,
weapon, and opportunity. As soon
as you find a suspect with all three,
you can solve the case. Another
way to nail the murderer is to rule
out four suspects. For example, if
Whiggins had no gun, Snipe no
motive, Chauncy no motive, and
Bard no opportunity, then that
leaves a single pOSSibility: Larue.
After uncovering the answer to
the mystery, you'll see how many
clues you were given (you can
usually finish with about ten clues) .
You'll then be asked if you want to
play again.

Page Flipping
The electronic notebook is created
using page flipping, which means
relocating the screen display to a
different section of memory. This
technique is often used for animation on the Apple and Atari. While
one screen is displayed, the computer draws the next picture on an
alternate (invisible) screen. Then, a
few POKEs cause the screen to
change to the next frame. You don't
need to know how it works to play

Sleuth, but if you'd like to use page
flipping in your own programs,
here's a brief explanation.
Location 53272 controls several
things, including the video matrix
base address (where. the screen
starts, in plain English). The upper
four bits of this location point to the
start of the screen. Normally the bit
pattern is 0001, meaning that the
screen starts at 1'1024. If we want to
change the location of the screen,
we must be careful not to disturb the
remainder of this byte. This can be
done using the following statement:

HIGH SCHOOL MATH ..•
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POKE 53272,PEEK(53272)AND15 OR S' 16
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The variable S holds the num·
ber of the lK block where the
screen starts. It must be a number
from 0 to 15 because the video chip
can access information such as
screen memory, sprite definitions,
and character definitions from only
one of four 16K blocks. So to
change the start of screen memory
to 12288 (12'1024), type:

GEOMETRY

POKE 53272,PEEK(53272) AND15 OR
12-16.

But POKEing to 53272 is not
enough. There are a couple of prob·
lems to overcome. Even though the
computer is now displaying screen
memory from a new location, the
BASIC editor is still printing to the
old screen.
Location 648 tells the operat·
ing system where to fmd the screen
if it needs to print something. It
contains the start of screen memory
divided by 256. Since the screen
normally starts at 1024 this location
is normally 4 (4'256 is 1024). To
change the start of screen memory to
12288 enter:
POKE 643,48.

Even after telling the computer
where to start its screen display
memory and telling the editor
where to print, there is still a prob·
lem. Locations 217 to 242 hold a
screen line link table necessary for
proper formatting of anything print·
ed to the screen. If you type more
than 40 characters on a line, the
computer uses the line links to find
out where to start the next line After
flipping pages, this table will still be
set to work with the old screen. The
line link table must be rebuilt to
work with the new screen. BASIC
has a routine that will do all this for
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us; the clear screen routine. Once
the screen is cleared, all the line
links are set for the new screen. But
in Sleuth, it's necessary that the
screen not clear when the pages are
flipped. The machine language rou'
tine at the start of the program does
the relinRing without clearing the
screen and sets the color RAM to
blue.
It's possible to flip screen memo
ory pages, but there is only one
location for color memory (starting
at 55296). This makes it necessary to
set the color memory when a page is
fli Pped . 0 therwise, the characters
could be on the new screen, but
might be the same color as the
screen and would not be visible. A
second method is to save the color
RAM in another portion of memory
and move it back when the page is
displayed.
Finally, the new screens that
you create should be protected
from BASIC by POKEing location
56 and doing a CLR. Also, when
you're typing on an alternate screen
and press RUN/STOP-RESTORE,
location 53272 is reset but location
648 is not. Display memory is now
at 1024, but your typing is still be-

ing printed on the other screen.
This can be fixed by typing:
POKE 648,4

and pressing RETURN (even though
you can't see what's being typed).
If you don't want to write your
own page flipping routine, you can
use the one in Sleuth. Include lines
1-9,36,320,and 485- 540 in your
program (you can renumber them,
of course). Line 1 protects the new
screens from BASIC and reads the
machine language routine, from
lines 2 to 9, into memory. This
should be done at the start of the
program.
Line 36 calls line 540, which
clears all the alternate screens.
Then the position array is set to O.
This array, labeled C, keeps track of
which row the cursor is on when a
page is flipped and returns the cursor to that row when the page is
restored. This routine should also
go at the beginning of the program.
Line 320 checks for the press of the
function keys. It should be induded
as part of your key input routine.
Lines 485-535 are the main page
flipping routine and can be placed
anywhere in the program.
10
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Switchbox
Todd Heimorck. Assistant Editor

Here's a challenging game of strategy
for the Commodore 128 that looks
easy at first, but takes time to master
and permits many variations.

Playing "5witchbox" is like putting
dominos in place for a chain reaction-either you're setting them in
position or you're knocking them
over. Winning requires skill and a
sense of when to go for points and
when to lay back and wait for a
better board. The goal is simple: You
try to score more points than your
opponent by dropping balls into a
box full of two-way switches. Each
switch has a trigger and a platform.
If the ball lands on an empty platform, it stops dead. But if it hits a
trigger, it reverses the . switch and
continues. In many cases dropping a
single ball creates a cascading effect-one ball sets another in motion, which sets others in motion,
etc., all the way down.

Box Of Switches
5witchbox is a tale of twos: Each
switch has two parts, two positions,
two states, two paths in, and two
paths out. The two parts are the
platform and the trigger. A switch
can lean to the left (platform left,
trigger right) or to the right (platform right, trigger left):
The trigger is weak, and always allows balls to pass. But the
platform is strong enough to hold a
single ball. 50 the platform either
holds a ball-it's full-or it does
not and is empty. When a ball sits
on a platform, the switch is said to
be loaded, or full.
Figure 2 shows a full switch
20
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one of the switches below. The left
path of the top switch leads into the
Figure 1. Trigger States
right path of the other, the switch
below and to the left. If you drop a
Before:
After.
ball down the righthand path, it
Left ,witch
Right .wltch
hits the trigger and flips that switch
to the right. Then it continues
down, hits the lefthand trigger below and flips that switch as well .
In the meantime, the ball on
the platform is set in motion (when
the switch is flipped) and then hits
the trigger. The top switch is reset
to point to the left. The second ball
then drops a level to the platform
below, where it stops. The playing
f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 field is composed of five levels,
with four switches in the first level
1--------------., and eight in the bottom level. At the
beginning of the game, there are no
Figure 2. Loaded Trigger
balls on the field-all platforms are
empty-and the position of each
switch is chosen randomly.
Left
Right
path
In

I

path
In

~
/7
---L./

/7
---L./

1--------------.,
over two empty switches. The platform holds a ball and leans to the
left. The trigger extends to the right.
Note that the switch on top has two
pathways leading in, the left path
and the right, and that the right
path leading out is the left path into

Moving Down The Path
Players alternate dropping balls
into one of eight entry points.
These balls (and others) mayor
may not make it all the way
through the switch box, to one of
the 16 exit paths. Balls fall straight
down (with one exception), so a
ball's movement is always predictable. When it hits an empty switch,
one of two things can happen. If it
lands on the empty platform, it
stops dead in its tracks. But if it
lands on a trigger, it falls through to
the next level below.
Moving balls always make it
through loaded switches. Triggers
allow balls to continue, and move
the switch to the other position. If
it's loaded, the dead ball on the
platform is put into motion and it
hits the trigger that just moved over.

This makes the switch go back to its
original position, but with an empty
platfonn. So when a ball hits the
trigger of a loaded switch, its motion
continues unabated . The switch
moves, the ball on the platfonn begins to fall and it hits the newly
placed trigger. The newly emptied
switch moves back again, and the
two balls drop to the next level.
There's one more possibility: a
ball dropping onto a platfonn that
already holds a ball. A platfonn
can't hold any more than one ball,
so when this happens one of the
balls slides over to the trigger. So
the ball does not move straight
down-it slides over to the next
pathway. This is the exception to
the rule that balls drop in a straight
line. Of course, when the ball hits
the trigger, the switch changes position, causing the other ball to drop
and hit the trigger.

The Chain Reaction
At the game's start, all platfonns
are empty, so four of eight entry
paths are blocked. Remember that
your tum ends when a ball hits an
empty platfonn and stops. As the
switches fill up, the chances increase that a ball will descend
through several levels. The goal is
to score points by getting balls to
pass all the way through the maze
of the switch box. The best way to
collect a lot of points is to cause a
chain reaction.
A ball that hits a loaded switch
from either side continues on its
way. And the previously inert ball
on the platfonn starts moving. One
enters, two exit. If both of those
balls encounter full platfonns, four
drop from the switches. The pathways are staggered, so the effects
can spread outward, with more and
more balls cascading toward the
bottom.
Rather than taking an easy
point or two, it's often worthwhile
to build up layers of loaded switches. Watch out for leaving yourself
vulnerable, though. Because players take turns, you'll want to leave
positions where your opponent's
move gives you a chance to create a
chain reaction. The best strategy is
to play defensively. Look ahead a
move or two, and watch for an
opening that allows you to score
several points at once.

Four Quarters
A game of Switch box always lasts
four rounds. In the first (equality),
each exit counts for two points.
Your goal is to score ten points. The
second quarter has more points
available, as well as a higher goal. If
you look at the exits, you'll see that
the further away from the middle,
the higher the point value. The
numbers increase in a "Fibonacci"
sequence: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, and so on.
Each number is the sum of the previous two (1 +2 is 3, 2+3 is 5, 3+5
is 8, etc.). The target score in round
two is 40.
In round three the numbers are
a bit lower. They increase arithmetically (1 , 2, 3, 4, up to 8 in the
comers). A goal of 20 points brings
you to round four, where you can
score big. Here the numbers are
squares: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, all the way
to 64 at the edges. In rounds two
through four, it's sometimes prudent to leave a middle path open
for your opponent to score a few
points, in order to gather a high
score on the big numbers to the left
and right.
Each round lasts until one
player has reached the goal. At that
point the other player has one last
tum before the round ends. It's possible to win the round on this lastchance play; watch out for barely
topping the goal and leaving a
chain reaction open for the other
player. An arrow points to the
scoreboard of the player whose
tum it is. On the other side of the
screen, you'll see a number where
the arrOw should be. That's the goal
for the current round (the Amiga
version displays the goal on both
sides of the screen, below the
scoreboards).
Bonus points are awarded at
the conclusion of each round. Four
numbers appear below the scorecards. The first is simply the total so
far. The second is the total plus a
bonus of the goal for the round if the
player's points are equal to or
greater than the goal. For example if
the goal is 20 and you get 18, there's
no bonus. If you score 22, the bonus
is the goal for that round (20) and
you'd have 42 points. The third
number under the scoreboard is the
difference between scores for the
rounds. If you win by two points,

two is added to your score (and two
is subtracted from the other player).
The fmal number is the grand total
of the ftrst three scores and bonuses.
Rounds one and three are fairly lowscoring with low goals. You may
want to seed the field with extra
balls during these quarters, so you
can collect more points in the second and fourth quarters.

Variations
Although the goal of the game is to
score the most points, there's no
reason you couldn 't agree to play
for low score. In a " Iowball" game,
you would try to avoid scoring
points. You wouldn't necessarily
play backwards, you would have to
adjust the strategy of where to place
the balls. Fill up the board as much
as possible and leave your opponent in a situation where he or she
is forced to score points.
The DATA statements at the
beginning of the program (the Setup:
routine in the Amiga version) determine the goal for each round and
the point values for the exit paths.
You can prolong the game by doubling the goals; this also dilutes the
value of a big score at the beginning
of a round, preventing one player
from winning on the ftrst or second
tum. An interesting variation is to
assign negative values to some slots.
If some paths score negative points,
you are forced to think harder about
where the balls will drop.
In addition to the numbered
keys (1-8), the plus ( + ) and minus
(-) keys are active. Pressing plus
drops a ball at random down one of
the eight entry paths. PreSSing
minus allows you to pass your tum
to your opponent.
Once you've mastered the regular game, you can add some new
rules. Each player gets three passes
per half, similar to the three
timeouts in a football game:lf you
don't like the looks of the board,
press the minus key to use one of
your passes. After one player has
skipped a tum, the other player
must play (this prevents the possibility of six passes in a row). It's also
a good idea to make a rule that a
player can't pass on two consecutive turns. You can also give each
player two random moves to be
played for the opponent. In other
words, after making a move, you
Best of COMPUTEI end Gazette
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could inform your opponent that
you're going to give him one of
your random moves and you would
press the plus key.
Here's one more change you
could make: Instead of alternating
turns, allow a player to continue
after scoring. When a player drops a
ball and scores some points, the
other player would have to pass (by
pressing the minus key). If the first
player scores again, the opponent
passes again, and so on until no
more points are scored.

Playing Solitaire
To drop a ball, press a numbered
key (I-B) . If you 're using a 12B, ST
or Amiga, the numeric keypad is
convenient for choosing a move. By
using the pass and random tum
options, you can play against the
computer. Here are the rules for
solitaire play:
1. The computer always scores
first. At the beginning of every
round, the computer plays randomly un til at least one point is acquired. Press the plus key for the
computer's tum. You must continue passing (skip your tum with the
minus key) until the computer puts
points on the board .
2. After the first score by the
computer, you can begin to play.
When the computer has a tum,
press the plus key for a random
move.

3. Whenever you make points,
you must pass again until the computer scores. When the computer
gets more points, you can begin to
play again. This rule means you
should hold back on the easy scores
of a few points; wait until there's an
avalanche available.
4. If you're the first to reach the
goal, the computer gets a last
chance. Don't make this move randomly; figure out the best opportunity for scoring and play that move
for the last-chance tum .
In the interest of keeping the
program at manageable length, no
attempt has been made to provide
an " intelligent" computer opponent. Once you become familiar
with the game, you might find it an
interesting project to try adding
some routines that give the computer a rational basis for picking
one move over another.
C
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Q-Bird
Mike Sedore

This del igh tfu l alld colorful arcadestyle game for the Commodore 64
chal/ellges your character, a defellseless (but nimble) baby bluebird, to
sUl1live among a crew of nasty, hungry
enemies. A joystick is required.

Other birds say you're paranoid,
but you're not-everyone really is
out to get you. You often ask yourself how long a defenseless baby
bluebird can hope to survive when
a host of voracious predators are
looking for a meal. If only you
could leave this place to find a new
home. But alas-you're too young
to fly. The best you can manage is a
flapping long jump. But you'd better be careful not to jump too far:
You could fall a long way down.
Q-Bird is played on a 6 X 7
grid. There are 15 levels of play
from which to choose. As you play,
you advance level by level by completing grids. A grid is complete
when the color of each square
matches the goal color shown at the
bottom of the screen. To change the
color of a square, simply hop on it.
You have to jump on each square
once in levell , twice in level 2, and
so on up to level 15. A bonus life is
awarded each time you complete a
level. If you reach level 15, you
should feel satisfied. It doesn't get
any harder than this. But don' t relax; it doesn't get any easier either.
You s tart with five lives .
Choose your starting level by pushing forward on the joystick (which
must be plugged into port 2). If you
pass the level you want to play, pull
back on the stick to reverse the level

counter. Press the fire button to
begin play. To hop, simply move
the joystick in the direction you
want to go. For a super jump, push
the fire button as you hop: You'll
leap over a square and land on the
next. If you time it right, you can
leap right over your enemies. But
be careful not to jump over the side
of the grid. That costs one life.
Press SHIFT-LOCK to pause
the game. To restart a game, press
RUN /STOP-RESTORE.

Leapln' Lizards
Three purple lizards live on the
grid. They randomly leap off of
their tails from square to square,
landing on any bluebirds careless
enough to get in their way. But
they' re the least of your worties.
There's a king cobra that relentlessly chases you. He's got a hole in his
stomach just the size of a baby
bluebird . If he doesn't get you, then
perhaps the low-flyi ng and hungry
hawk will. And while you're looking out for all of these villains, try to
dodge the runaway balls that roll
down the grid. Anyone of them
could tum you into a bluebird pancake in a moment.
Fortunately, you do have an
ally. Occasionally, a flashing egg
appears on a random square. If you
hop on it, you momentarily stun all
the grid inhabitants. You can now
go anywhere you please without
harm. Unfortunately, this doesn' t
last long. When the safe time is
nearly through, your character, the
bluebird, begins flashing. All action
returns to normal after the third
flash, so be ready for the frenzy to
continue.
C

Hex War
Todd Heimarck. Assistant Editor

You float high above a distant planet,
controlling robot armies below. Can
you take control of the priceless mining turf planetside, or will your opponent's robot crews prevail? To win at
this thoughtfully designed, engaging
strategy game, you'll need foresight
and conceptual skills rather than a
quick hand all the joystick.

control of six cities; you must have
an army in the city, one that's not
involved in a battle, before you're
credited with control (this version
will probably take the most amount
of time to play).
Although the first four scenarios encourage a commitment to battle, you employ different tactics in
the fifth. The goal here is to acquire
40 of the 61 hexes, so you need
some free armies to move around.

" Hex War" is a two-player strategy
game that can be played five different ways, and there are limitless
variations. But the basic premise is
always the same: You and an opponent move armies on a field of
hexagons, attempting to capture
territory.
The goal of the first two games
is simple: capture the capital city of
the other player. In game 1, the
capital cities are far apart; you must
devote some of your armies to defending your own capital while attempting to breach the walls of the
other capital. Game 2 puts the capitals near each other, so offense and
defense tend to merge in this scenario. Most of the action takes place
within a small area of the battlefield.
Games 3 and 4 spread the action over a wider area. In the third
game, your object is to occupy eight
of the twelve cities on the game
board. Six cities occupy the periphery, and six are in the center of the
playfield . Game 4 requires actual

As soon as you claim 40 hexes, you
win the game.
When you first run Hex War,
the computer pauses to set up the
screen, then displays a menu of five
choices. The five different games are
explained in detail below. If you're
new to the game, press the 1 key to
choose game 1. There will be another short pause while the variables
are initialized, and then you'll see a
playfield with 61 hex shapes, containing four armies on each side.

Hexes And Hexadecimal
A chess board has 64 squares arranged in a rectilinear grid. Hex
War gives you a playing field of 61
hexagons (almost as many as a
chess board), but they're part of a
six-sided honeycomb field. If
you've played war games before,
you may recognize the hexes.
Before playing, plug the joystick into port 2. At first, the cursor
movement may seem unusual. The
cursor travels not up-down / leftright, but northeast-southeast /
northwest-southwest. To make the

movement less confUSing, turn
your joystick 45 degrees clockwise,
so that what was up becomes
northeast, and so on.
Each hex has six neighbors, so
an army can move in six possible
directions. To travel left and right,
you'll have to push the joystick
twice (for example, up and right on
the joystick to move one hex to the
right, which counts as one movement).
Army strengths are listed in
hexadecimal (base 16) numbers, so
the four armies labeled 40 actually
have strengths of 64 (the hexadecimal value 40 equals 64 in our everyday decimal numbering system). At
the beginning of a turn, any army
has exactly three movement points.
It requires one point to move an
army into a neutral or enemycontrolled zone. To move through
the same zone also requires a point.
To move into and through a friendly hex requires a total of one point.
This means you can move a Single
army through two neutral or enemy
hexes in anyone turn, but the same
army can move through up to three
friendly zones during a turn .
Select an army by moving the
cursor onto it. Click the joystick
button once, then position the cursor on a neighboring hex and click
again. If you wish to stop, click
again, and two plus signs (+ +)
will appear, signaling that no more
movement can occur. Otherwise,
position the cursor on another
neighboring hex and click.
Best of COMPUTEI a nd Gazette
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Zones Of Contro l
Each army controls the six contiguous hexes surrounding its resident
hex. If you enter an enemy's zone
of control, you forfeit any additional moves and must prepare for battle. In addition, an army that begins
the tum in a zone of control cannot
move until the battle is resolved .

Robots Vs, Robots
In this game, you aren't really on
the planet, but parked high above it
in a remote mothership. You' ve
landed some robots to explore the
area, and they've encountered robots belonging to another explorer.
Your robots, or bots as you call
them, follow your orders to advance toward the other bats. Each
bot has a mining laser which can
stop or disable the other bots. Also,
your bots have disruptor beams
which can daze another bot, temporarily confusing it. When two
bot-groups come close to each other, they shoot lasers and disruptors
until one army of bots is disabled.
Three things can happen to a
robot which suffers a hit. If the
robot suffers a direct hit in its logic
unit by a laser, it is vaporized. It is
destroyed forever and never reappears in play.
The second thing that can happen is injury. If the laser beam is
deflected, the robot is out of commission until it can be transported
back to a botspital. An injured bot is
frozen in place until the battle is
finished, after which the victorious
army carts away the injured bots to
be repaired and reused.
Thus, winning a battle means
you evacuate both the friendly injured and the enemy injured. After
all of the injured bots recover, they
joi" the force i" whose botspital they
were healed. In effect, injured bots
eventually become members of the
army which won the battle in
which they were damaged.
The third possibility is confusion: The robot is temporarily disoriented for two turns. When the time
has passed, the robot is ready again.

Reprogramming Bots
Moving the cursor onto an army of
robots brings up a status window in
the upper-left comer of the screen.
The number in reverse video is unimportant; it's the army number
24
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(which may change as the game
progresses).
The four numbers underneath
are significant, however. The first is
the army's active strength (in decimal). The second is the number of
injured robots, which will be transported to the botspital of whichever
side wins the battle. The third-on
the line below-is the number of
disrupted robots who will be available for combat in the next tum.
The fourth number is how many
robots can join the active force two
turns from now.
If one side is able to reduce the
other player'S active force to zero,
two things happen. The winner
sends all injured bots away to be
repaired. The winning side also collects all enemy bots (injured or
dazed) and sends them to the reinforcement center to be reprogrammed. Eventually all these bots
will available to the winner of this
particular battle for future engagements.

Reinforcements
And Mergers
At the start of the game, you'll see
some armies positioned outside of
the hex field . These are reinforcements and reserves in transit to the
battle. Player one's reinforcements
enter at the bottom right comer;
player two's enter at the top left.
The line of new armies moves
counterclockwise; the army next to
the entry point is the next to enter
the battlefield.
However, the reinforcements
cannot enter the battlefield if an
army (friendly or enemy) is blocking their way. Keep your armies off
your own reinforcement point, and
try to block your opponent's armies
from this area if you can . If the
entry hex is owned but not occupied by your opponent, you' ll lose
some reinforcements.
After completing a tum, you
are credited with additional reinforcements according to how much
territory you own. Passing over a
hex allows you to claim it; the hex
changes color to indicate ownership. Each piece of property provides enough ore and energy to
build a new robot, available for use
two turns in the future. The numbers in the line of reinforcements
are updated after you move to show

additional robots being built.
Winning a battle also provides
additional armies in the line of reinforcements. As mentioned above, a
victorious army captures any dazed
en emy bots, which are reprogrammed and available in three
turns. At the same time, the winner
evacuates injured bots of both
sides. Transportation and repair
take five turns for friendly bots,
seven for enemy bots. The two additional turns are needed for reprogramming the opponent's forces .
If you're losing a battle, the
number of injured robots (displayed in the status window) will
begin to rise. Rel1}ember that, if
your opponent reduces your active
strength to zero, he or she will capture all of your injured bots; they'll
be reprogrammed and added to future reinforcements. To prevent
this from happening, you're allowed to bring in a second army for
merging. Simply move another
army on top of the army with which
you want to merge. There's just one
rule: One or both of the armies
must have a strength less than 32
decimal (IF or less in hex).

Customizing The Scenarios
The five built-in scenarios provide
plenty of variety, but if you'd like to
add more challenges, here are some
suggestions.
First, a note about the logical
organization of the grid. The variables T and B, CT and CB, and HT
and HB are used to locate the coordinates on the playing field (see
figure). The first number is T (or HT
or CT), the second is B (or HB or
CB). These coordinates are also
used in the three-dimensional MAP
array (where level 0 of the array is
the army number, I is the current
owner and 2 keeps track of whether
or not a city is located there);
they' re also part of the ARMY array. By varying the starting position, number of armies, reinforcement strengths, and location of
cities, you could simulate historic
battles.
To add or subtract cities from
the field, change the value of CN in
line 50. You'll also have to change
the DATA statements in lines 270
and 280. The numbers there are the
T and B coordinates of the cities.
The strengths and locations of

the armies can be changed as well.
The DATA statements starting at
line 1540 determine the strength
(64) and T/ B coordinates for the
armies at the beginning of the
game. If you wish to start with more
armies (or fewer), you 'll have to
change the inner FOR-NEXT loop
(with the index of K) in line 1500. In
that same line, change NXO) to one
number higher than the number of
armies on each side. For example, if
you want six armies apiece, change
NXO) to 7. The subroutine at line
1600 sets up the reinforcements; if
you don' t like the random patterns,
change the formula here.
Vari a bles defined in lines
70-90 control the play of the game.
PN determines which player goes
second; it can be either zero or one.
Variable ME controls the maximum
merge strength . If you' d like to be
able to merge any two armies,
change it to a high value (512, for
example). To remove the merge option altogether, change ME to zero.
The movement points are defined by MM in line 80. Movement
across friendly territory takes one

Space
Gallery
Jeff A Lapkaff

point, across neutral or hostile terri-

tory two points. Increasing MM will
give your armies more mobility.
The three variables KA, KB, and KC
affect the outcome of individual
battles. KA determines how many
bots are vaporized, KB controls the
number injured, and KC affects
how many are dazed. If you make
the fractions smaller (1/24, for
example), the battles end more
quickly. The subroutine starting at
line 2600 resolves current battles.

Running Hex War
To play Hex War, type this line in
direct mode (without line numbers):
POKE 44,64:POKE 64'2S6,O:NEW

Be sure to press RETURN after you
type the line. Now load and run
Hex War as usual. It is very important that you perform this step
before running the program: If you
don't, the screen will be jumbled
and impossible to decipher.
You may find it easier to let the
64 handle this chore for you. "Hex
War. Loader" is a short loader which
performs the setup, then loads and
runs Hex War. To use the loader,
you must have the main program
saved with the name HEX WAR on
I!!
the same disk as the loader.

Swirling frisboids, pellets, and heat
seekers are headed your way. Can you
fend th~m off with you r cannon? A
colorful arcade-style game written
entirely in machine language for the
Commodore 64. Joystick required.

The year is 2023, and you're a solo
space gunner on an earth-orbiting
colony. You must try to defend
against hostile forces, and as the
colony's sharpshooter, you must remain stationed at the video control
center. For days, the radar has
shown an approaching force, and
based on the direction and speed at
which they're coming, you know
what to expect: the dreaded frisboids, curious but deadly creatures.
They come in waves of four, but
you have only one cannon. And
they shower you with lethal pellets,
which can destroy your cannon.
The object of "Space Gallery"
is to shoot as many frisboids as you
can while dodging the falling pellets. To fire at a frisboid, press the

fire button on your joystick
(plugged into port 2). For each one
you hit, you earn five points. Your
cannon has unlimited ammo; however, the fewer shots you take, the
higher your shot bonus at the end
of each level of play.
To dodge the pellets, move your
cannon left or right with the joystick.
If your cannon is hit by a pellet, it
will explode. The game ends when
you've used up five cannons.

A Bonus And An Option
Shooting down five waves of frisboids advances you to a higher level and, if you didn't use too many
shots, rewards you with a shot bonus. Once you get to level five, you
receive an extra cannon.
Space Gallery also features a
heat seeker option, but beware-it
makes the game much more difficult. The heat seeker is a normallooking frisboid that drops blue
pellets, which home in on your cannon . At the beginning of the game,
you can activate the heat seeker by
toggling on the gray square at the
bottom of the screen .
C
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Whirlybird
Philip I. Nelson
This hyperactive bird lays some rather unusual eggs. A fast action game
written entirely in machine language
for the Commodore 64. A joystick is
required.

" Whirlybird" is a fast, updated version of the classic game Breakout.
It's written entirely in machine language. You control the Whirlybird,
who flies back and forth at the top
of the screen, spinning continuously. The goal is to clear out the layers
of colored bricks at the bottom by
bouncing eggs against them. When
an egg moves back in your direction, move the Whirlybird into its
path to bounce it back down. The
game ends when you clear the field
of bricks or run out of eggs.
Plug a joystick into port 2, then
load and run Whirlybird as if it
were a BASIC program. Do /lOt try
to start the program with SYS. The
playfield appears immediately,
with the Whirlybird twirling across
the top of the screen . On either
edge is a sparkling row of sidebeams, and below are multicolored
rows of bricks. At the upper right is
the number of eggs you'll have in
this game. Though the usual number is ten, you can get a smaller or
larger number (up to 255) by pushing the joystick backward or forward. (Don't select zero-you'll
simply return to the startup screen.)
Next you must pick the skill
level. Press fl to play a normal
game or f3 for an expert game. At
the expert level, the Whirlybird is
only half its normal size, making it
harder to hit the eggs. After choos26
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ing the level. the prompts disappear name-like " BIROHIGH" -to distinguish it from the original copy,
and play begins.
Press the fire button to release which then serves as a backup.) The
the first egg. You earn one point next time you load and run Whirlyevery time you hit a brick, and ten bird, it displays the previous highpoints every time you bounce an est score.
egg back down with the Whirlybird . Letting the egg fly past you The Joystick Accelerator
into space subtracts ten points from It may take some practice to master
your score (unless it's already un- the joystick motion in Whirlybird.
der ten). When that happens, the Rather than zooming immediately
sidebeams sparkle continuously to the spot you want, the bird
until you press the fire button again moves in an elastic manner that
to release the next egg. Play contin- simulates the inertia and momenues until you lose all your eggs or tum of a natural object. It takes a bit
clear the field of bricks. A 50-point of pushing to overcome the bird's
bonus is awarded for clearing every inertia and get it moving. The longer you push in one direction, the
brick from the screen.
In addition to normal bricks, more speed and momentum you
the play field contains a few round gain (up to a point) . After you let up
ones. When the egg hits one of on the stick, the bird slows down
those, the Whirlybird swoops down and eventually stops by itself. Hitto deposit a sidebeam somewhere ting the sidebeam reverses your diabove the playfield. This doesn't rection immediately. Reversing
affect your score, and you get a free direction in midscreen may take a
egg as well (press the fire button to long or short time depending on
release it). However, the extra side- your speed.
You might think of the joystick
beams add an extra element of uncertainty since the egg rebounds in this game as a gas pedal in a car.
Sideways from them (not up and Keeping your foot on the acceleradown) and they mayor may not tor makes the car move faster and
faster . Let up and the car gradually
disappear when struck.
Whirlybird displays your cur- slows down. Learning to control
rent score as well as the highest the acceleration takes some time.
score attained during the current You may find it more effective to
session (which may include more move the Whirlybird with short
than one game). When a game taps on the joystick, rather than
ends, both scores are displayed un- long periods of acceleration.
til you release the first egg in the
next game. Then the current score is

Egg Juggling

cleared to zero. Since the high score
is stored within the program code,

The direction an egg bounces when
it hits the Whirlybird depends on
which way you're pressing the joystick. If you're not pressing it left or
right, the egg rebounds as if the bird
were a solid wall. If you're pressing

you can record it for future compar-

ison by resaving the game after
each session ends. (It's a good idea
to resave it with a different fiIe-

the stick left, the egg bounces to the
left; if you're pressing right, it
bounces to the right. This lets you
control the direction of every bounce.
But don't move the stick so much
that you miss the egg completely.
The result of a bird-egg collision
also depends on what part of the bird
you hit. The safest strategy is to hit
the egg with the bird's feet. Bouncing
it off a wing is more dangerous, since
the bird never stops turning. If the
egg arrives when the wing is outspread, you'll usually get a normal
collision. But if the Whirlybird happens to be facing sideways-making
it very slim in profile-the egg may
miss completely.
Occasionally a wing collision
causes the bird to juggle the egg
briefly. Juggling gives you extra
points and may also change the
angle of rebound slightly (a boon
when you 're short on eggs and
need to clear the last few bricks).
But it's also dangerous, since the
bird may juggle the egg upward
and out of play. Juggling occurs less
frequently at the expert level; with
smaller wings it's more difficult to
get multiple collisions.

Prisonball
John Scarborough
Version by Kevin Mykytyn
Nearly everyone has played Pong or
Breakout, two computer-game classics. "Pris onbal1" creates an intense,
two-player action game by drawing
feature s from both of those games.
Either a pair of paddles or two joysticks are required.

a random screen position and direc-

"Prisonball" is a two-player action
game that combines the best elements from two classic computer
games, Pong and Breakout. The object of the game is Simple-knock
out as many bricks as you can in the
allotted time.

tion for each new egg) and doesn't
produce any sound . Voice 1, set for
a pulse waveform, makes a " baing"
sound when an egg bounces, and
voice 2 creates low, thrumming
tones in the background with a ring
modulated triangle wave . The
vibrato-like effect results from ring
modulated overtones that slowly
pass in and out of phase with the
frequencies of voices 1 and 2.
These sounds are made more
interesting by passing them through
a combined lowpass/ bandpass filter
and sweeping the fil ter's cu toff frequency up or down in conjunction
with other game events. When you
start the game or when the egg is
flying freely, the cutoff frequency
sweeps up and down, creating a
gradual meow-meow effect. When
the egg hits something, the cutoff
frequency is set high and swept rapidly downward to accentuate the
0
bouncing noise.

The game begins by displaying five
colored walls running vertically
down the center of the screen. Each
player controls two paddles located
at the left and right sides of the
screen . Three balls appear at a random location and start bouncing
around the screen. When a ball is
on your side of the screen, move
one of your paddles into its path to
deflect the ball toward the walls.
You can only hit a ball when it's
moving toward your paddles (away
from the interior walls). Balls travelling from the opposite direction
go right through your paddles. If
you happen to miss a ball, it wraps
around the screen and appears on
the other side, giving your opponent a chance to score.
At the beginning of the game,
all three balls are a neutral color.
Each time you hit a ball, it changes

Rings And Filters
Whirlybird's unusual sound effects
are created with two voices of the
64's sound chip. Voice 3 is used as a
random number generator (to pick

Break To The Center

to the color of your paddle. You
score whenever a ball of your color
hits one of the five interior walls.
The score depends on which wall
you hit. The center wall is the hardest to reach, so it yields the most
points. The two intermediate walls
are worth less than the center wall .
The outermost walls are easiest to
hit and score the fewest points.
Every time a ball hits one of the
walls, a brick is knocked out of the
wall at the point of impact. By aiming your shots carefully, you can
bore a path through a wall and
move a ball into the interior space
between two walls. When this happens, the ball bounces wildly back
and forth between the walls, scoring many points in a short time .
An additional bit of strategy
has to do with the redrawing of
walls. Whenever a wall has been
destroyed, it is immediately redrawn. Some of the highest scores
result when you trap one or more
balls behind a wall when it is redrawn. Since the wall is new, the
trapped balls may hit it many times
before they break back out to the
exterior.

Either joysticks or paddles can
be used to play this game. To play
with paddles, plug a pair of paddles
into port 2. Each game lasts for
three minutes. The screen border
flashes briefly as a warning when
only 20 seconds remain on the timer.
Bricks from the center wall are
worth 30 points, those from the two
adjacent walls are worth 20, and
the outermost bricks each score 10
points.
0
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Quickchange
Kevin Mykytyn and Mark Tutile

Flip Flop

avoiding the moving black squares.
And all this must be accomplished
in 60 seconds. Moving into one
square instantly reverses its color.
It's important that you choose your
course carefully. Backtracking over
blue squares changes them back to
pink. When you complete the grid
(change all squares to blue) within
the allotted time, you advance to
the next level. For each successive
level. the speed of the black squares
increases. It doesn' t get any easier.
One point is awarded for each
square you flip to blue. However,
once a square is flipped, you do not
receive any additional points for
flipping it again. You lose a point
for changing a square to the wrong
color and gain back the point when
it's changed back to the right color,
so your score can move up and
down. You receive 100 bonus
points for each level completed.
Throughout the game, current
score, high score, current level. time
remaining, and number of players
remaining are displayed. The game
can be paused at any time by pressing SHIFT or SHIFT LOCK. Release
it to resume play. The game is over
when you've used all three players
or when time runs out.

The playing field is a l20-square
grid, 8 rows by 15 columns. You're
represented by the black circle
starting at the center of the grid.
Eight black pieces, one in each row,
start at the left and move across the
grid. Each moves at a different rate
of speed to the far right edge and
then returns, and so on. Contact
with one of the black squares costs
one player (you begin with three).
The object of the game is to
move your piece around the grid
and change the color of all the
squares from pink to blue (different
colors in successive levels) while

The play in this game is nearly
identical to Flip Flop. But there's a
twist. Several pieces-randomly
selected each time you play-are
removed, thus creating empty
spaces-holes. If you happen to
leap into one while hurrying along,
you lose one of your players. Unfortunately, the black squares are
unaffected by these empty spaces.
They move through them as if they
weren't there.
The scoring and rules from Flip
Flop apply to Missing Pieces.

You'l/ need a good strategy and fast
reaction time to succeed in this mind
boggier. Three games in one for the
Commodore 64. A joystick is required.

Are you ready for a challenge?
" Quickchange" -three games in
one-requires logical thinking,
manual dexterity, and a good strategy. If you work quickly and stay
cool. you should be able to survive
for a few rounds. None of the
games is easy to master. The three
games use the same board and have
the same basic format, but each has
a different twist.
Use the command LOAD
" QUICKCHANGE",8,1 to load the
program. When it's finished loading, enter SYS 49152 . Be sure to
have a joystick plugged into port 2.
You're first presented a menu
with a selection of three games: Flip
Flop, Missing Pieces, and No Turning Back. Move the arrow with your
joystick to select a game, and press
the fire button to start. It is suggested that you start with Flip Flop and
progress to No Turning Back.

28
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Missing Pieces

No Turning Back
This is the most exciting-and most
difficult-of the games. The playing board is the same as Flip Flop,
but the object of the game is different. Once you move away from a
square, it's erased. The goal is to
eliminate the squares (you are credited with clearing the board if three
or fewer remain).
Moving into an empty space is
not allowed. But, unlike Missing
Pieces, the black squares cannot
move into the voids. They'll reverse
direction if they encounter one of
these spaces. This can be used to
your advantage. You can cut off a
black square by removing the
squares hOrizontally adjacent to it.
This will erase a black square and
free up an entire row. For each
black square removed, 100 points
are added to your score (plus 1
point for the space previously occupied by the black square).
This game is trickier than the
others. In haste, it's easy to isolate
your own player. Remember, the
object is to eliminate the squares,
and you can' t enter a voided space.
Also, be aware that when you lose a
player-provided it 's not your
last-your next player is positioned
in the center of the screen. If there
are no available pieces adjacent to
the center, you' ve eliminated yourself from the game.

There's A Way To Win
The key to success in each of these
games is to find the right pattern.
There are several that will work. If
you randomly move around the
maze, you'll find that although you
can accumulate points, you'll probably run out of time.
Quickchange may be played
competitively for highest score or
just for the challenge of completing
~
a level or two.

Saloon Shootout
David Hensley. Jr. a nd Kevin Mykytyn

You'll have your hands full in this
action-packed, arcade-style game. It's
one of the most challenging and
graphically charming games we've
published. For the Commodore 64,
Plus/ 4, and 16. A joystick is required.

If you're a sure-shot, dead-eye, trigger-happy gunslinger, you' ll be
suited to this wild and woolly action game. In "Saloon Shootout,"
the pace is frantic and it never slows
up. The object of the game is to
accumulate the highest number of
points before time runs out or
before you run out of bullets .

Of Mice And Mugs
There's a lot to contend with in
Saloon Shootout. A gun, which appears on the bar, is your weapon.
It's controlled by your joystick
(plugged into port 2). By moving
the joystick up and down, you control the distance your bullet travels.
You'll notice the gun barrel shift up
and down as you move the joystick.
Also, an arrow on the right of the
screen will help you gauge the distance your shot will fire.
A main objective of the game is
to shoot as many mugs as you can
before they fall off the bar. For
every ten of these you shoot, a running mouse appears. Each time you
shoot this critter, you receive a bonus score and it reverses direction
and speeds up. Every time you hit
him, the point total escalates and so

does his speed. (This is where you
can get a lot of points for those
potential high scores.)
This may sound pretty easy so
far, but your job at the saloon is
much more complicated. You must
also keep your eye on the three
windows on the back wall of the
saloon . They're sometimes opened
by a masked desperado who will
steal ten of your bullets unless you
shoot him before he disappears. But
don' t be too hasty-sometimes
good guys appear (the good guys
smile), and shooting them results in
a stiff penaity-IOO points subtracted from your score. If your supply of bullets is running low, you
can replenish them by shooting the
cards that appear on top of the
player piano. However, you must
shoot the cards in order: 10, j, Q, K,
and A. Be careful here-one card
hit out of order will reshuffle the
deck and you'll have to start over.
Now you can see that this is no
simple task.
There are a few features that
help to calm your nerves, however.
If you reach a score of 500, you
receive a bonus time of 50 seconds.
To help you keep track of the time
remaining, the screen flashes when
there are 25 seconds left. As noted
above, the arrow on the right side
of the screen helps make sure that
those valuable bullets you're shooting are not wasted. And finally, the
player piano cranks out ragtime
tunes to help relieve the tension. To

change the tune, shoot one of the
white keys on the player piano. To
tum the music off, shoot a white
key twice.

Game Strategy
When the game first runs, you have
a few seconds before the mugs start
to appear. It's wise to use this time
to shoot a few of the cards (in order,
as we mentioned) in case your bullets run low during the game. Try to
make the mouse appear as many
times as possible to receive higher
scores. When it appears, try to
shoot it as many times as possible.
Unless your bullet count is high, it's
a good idea to set your sights on the
windows as they start to open. And
remember to keep an eye on your
bullet supply and the time
remaining.

To play Saloon Shootout, load
the program using the format LOAD
"SALOON",8,1 Start the game by
typing SYS 10240 and pressing
RETURN.
Statistics And Point Totals
2 minutes
3S

Time:
Bullets:

Scoring
MUgs:

Missed mugs:
Cards:

10
- 5
10
- 10

Back of card:
- 100
Good guy:
Bad guy:
25
20,40,60,80,100
Mouse:
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Props
Philip L Nelson

"Props" is a fast-paced, nonviolent
game for the 64 with six levels. Animated in machine language, it uses
all eight sprites, programmed characters, and all three SID voices for

sound effects.
Included in the article is a detailed program discussion which offers a variety of excellent
programming tips and techniques.

You are a lonely pigeon, lost in a
dangerous sky filled with whirling
propellers. Your mission is to return
to your coop and your mate, for a
brief rest before flying away again.
To make matters worse, every time

you leave, and at other uncertain
intervals, your mate moves to a
new coop.
While in flight, you must avoid
getting pulled into the propellers. If
that happens, you lose points. Unless you escape quickly, the props
may pull you back again and again.
The props start in orderly forma tion, but every collision will bump
one out of line; so the worse you
play, the more confusing things get.
To play, plug your joystick into
port 2. The six skill levels range
from leisurely to manic. Whenever
you reach home, your score is displayed briefly. If you press the fire
button during the score display, the
game pauses to let you catch your
breath. During the pause, you can
change to a different skill level by
pressing number keys 1 through 6.
To quit, just pause and press the 0
key. If you score well at any given
30
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level, the game pauses by itself and
lets you pick a new skill level.

The Animation Subroutines
Two main machine language (ML)
routines are responsible for virtually all the animation . The first one
reads the joystick, moves your bird
shape accordingly, and flaps the
wings of both birds. The second
rotates the eight propeller sprites
and moves them up or down. Two
additional small routines help program a new character set and fill
color memory with white values for
the new-ROM 64s.
Let's look first at the birdmoving routine (Birdmove), which
you could adapt for just about any
graphics game. Birdmove animates
our bird-shaped character. The routine keeps track of a variable, BIRDLOC, that represents the bird's
current screen location. To move

the bird around in screen memory
(locations 1024-2023), first we put
a blank space into BlRDWe to
erase the character.
Next we check to see whether
any movement has been requested
through the joystick. If so, we
change the BlRDLOe variable to
represent the new screen location.
If not, BIRDWe stays the same. In
either case, we then plant a new
bird shape in the updated BIRDwe screen location.

Setting The
Blrd's Boundaries
To move the bird left or right, Birdmove will subtract or add 1 to
BIRDLOC. To move the bird up or

down on the 40-column screen, we
subtract or add 40 to BIRDLOC.
Before moving our pigeon around
in memory, we need safeguards to
prevent the bird figure from flying
above screen memory into the
BASIC program space, or below it
into the sensitive zero page of
memory, either of which could
crash the computer.
Birdmove uses two techniques
to confine the bird. The first compares BIRDWe to absolute upper
and lower limits. If you try to move
lower «1024) or higher (>2023)
than the bounds of screen memory,
Birdmove will terminate without
changing BlRDWC.

Collision Detection
The second safeguard is a collisionchecker for sideways movement.
When you move left, for example,
Birdmove holds the updated BIRDLOe position in temporary storage.
Before it moves a bird figure into
the new location, the routine
checks that spot to see which of the
three possible characters is there.
If the desired spot contains a
space, your bird can move left. If
the new spot holds the coop character, the old BIRDLOe is restored
and you exit Birdmove without
changing position. If neither character is found, then the spot must
contain the mate character, so the
routine sets a flag to show that the
bird has reached home, and ends
with the wing-flapping display.
To modify Birdmove for your
own games, just add more comparisons to check for as many possibili-

ties as you need. For example, your
game might check the desired location and then branch to appropriate
routines to score if you've hit a
treasure, faint if you've hit a troll,
rejoice if you've bumped into a
friend, and so on.

The Joystick Flags
The joystick reader at the front of
Birdmove is from the Commodore 64

Programmer's Reference Guide. It
will store flag values in a memory
location which you can then PEEK
to determine movement. In nprops,"
the joystick flag values are in the
cassette buffer, but you could put
them in any safe memory spot. The
right/ left flag is stored in location
832, and the up/ down flag in 833.
The value in 832 will be 255 for left,
1 for righ t, and 0 for no movemen t.
The value in 833 will be 255 for up,
1 for down, and 0 for no movement.
Note that leftover flag values will
remain in the computer's X and Y
registers, though, so if your ML
program goes from this routine to
one that uses indirect addressing,
you should clear the X and Y registers to 0 to keep things straight.
Programmed characters are
used to make the birds' wings flap .
In lines 62000-63000 of Props, we
first copy the character set from the
ROM chip into RAM memory beginning at location 14336. Then we
create new shapes for characters
90-96 by POKEing new values into
the right places in our RAM character set. ·Character 90 is programmed
to serve as our coop character, and
the other six are a series of bird
shapes.
Each time we call the Birdmove routine, we also flip to the
next character in this wing-flapping
series to create the illusion of movement. To see all the programmed
characters, ftrst RUN the program
and then press the STOP key while
the instructions are displayed. Hold
down the SHIFT key and press
CLR/HOME to blank the screen.
. Now type in this line. You'll have to
use abbreviations to fit it all on two
lines.
PRINT"{ClR}"TAB(25S), K- 9CHOR) 1024T01276STEP42,POKE54272+
),I,POKE),K,K - K + 1,NEXTj

Press RETURN and you'll see the
coop character and six bird shapes
in the upper left of the screen.

Flapping From BASIC
Now let's make our bird flap its
wings from BASIC in immediate
mode. Type this line and then press
RETURN:
FORK - 1T0100000,FOR) - 91T096,POKE
1024,),FORl - IT030,NEXTl,),K

The bird should be flapping at top
left. Press STOP when you've seen
enough . While we're at it, let's to
the same job with our ML routine.
To set things up, type this line and
press RETURN.
POKE251,O,POKE2S2,4,POKES34,91

This puts information in memory
locations which the ML routine
uses to position the bird and start
the wing-flapping character series.
Now type this line and press
RETURN:
FOR) - IT0100000,SYS4960S,FORK lT030,NEXTK,)

Using The
Routine's Modules
As before, press STOP when
you've seen enough. The entire
Birdmove routine starts at location
49408 in memory, with its flap portion toward the end of the routine
{49608). At certain points during
Props (the reunion or a pause), we
want the birds to flap their wings
without moving. So we just bypass
the movement parts entirely, starting at location 49608. If all we want
is to place the mate somewhere,
without any moving or flapping,
we can jump in even later, at 49615 .
By structuring our ML program in
distinct modules, we're able to get
maximum use out of what we've
written.
Now let's call the whole Birdmove routine to let our bird fly free .
First, type this line and press
RETURN.
POKES34,91,POKES35,O,POKES36,4,
POKES37,230,POKE838,6,POKE2S1,
2SS,POKE252,S

We just positioned the bird and set
limits to keep it on the screen. Now
enter this as one line.
PRINT" {ClR Y',FOR) - 1024T0200S
STEP41,POKE),90,POKE) + 54272,1,
NEXT,FOR) - lTOlOOOOO,SYS49408,
NEXT

You'll see the bird wrap around
the side of the screen when its way
is clear, but stop when it hits a coop
character. The up-and-down move-

ment routine contains no collisionchecker, though, so moving in
those directions will erase any character you encounter.

Vary The Difficulty With
Delay Loops
Running at full ML speed, Birdmove is fun to play with, but too
fast to be practical. Props uses a
variable delay loop (pegged to skill
level) to slow things down to a
manageable speed.
Spritemove, the second big ML
routine in Props, handles the sprite
animation, moving the eight propellers up or down at the correct
speed and twirling them in unison.
Look at lines 2-6 of Props and
you' ll see something odd . The
game works by cycling through
these lines, calling the Birdmove
routine over and over with the
statement SYS 49408. But Spritemove is called only once (SYS
49152) in line 1, while we're setting
things up. Yet the sprites move continuously as long as we're playing.
How can we make Spritemove
work all the time without calling it
repeatedly? Easy-just let the computer do it along with its. other
housekeeping.

Harnessing The
Hardware Interrupt
In addition to executing your programs, your computer's processor
chip has continual housekeeping to
do like updating timers and scanning the keyboard. But it can do
only one thing at a time. So .occasionally the computer stops doing
your work and takes time out for its
own. You never notice these interrupts, because they happen about
60 times every second.
Like Birdmove, the 64's hardNare interrupt routine is just another ML program, starting at location
59953 ($EA31) in memory. By
changing one pointer (vector), we
can have the computer perform our
ML routine first, then on to do its
housekeeping as usual-60 times a
second.
Memory locations 788-789
($0314-0315) are specially reserved to hold the address where
this interrupt routine begins. When
you turn on your 64, it automatically sticks the normal (default) address in these locations. The first
Best of COMPUTE! ond Gazette
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part of Spritemove just changes this
vector to point the computer to the
beginning of our ML program.
At the end of our ML routine,
we send the computer on to its
normal interrupt program at
$EA31 , rather than returning to the
program as we do in a conventional

ML subroutine.

Watch It In Isolation
Such an interrupt-driven ML routine will seem to run independent
of BASIC. To watch Spritemove in
isolation, first RUN Props and press
the STOP key when the props
move. You'll see the blinking cursor
and READY signal, which shows
the computer has quit executing our
BASIC program . We're back in
BASIC immediate mode, but Spritemove is still working along with the
interrupts, so our graphiCS and
sound keep going.
We can do anything we'd normally do from BASIC, even call
other ML subroutines as we did in
the examples above, but there's a
limit to how far we can take this
technique. Grafting a lengthy ML
routine onto our interrupts will
make those " time-outs" so long
that they slow our BASIC operations down to a crawl.
To stop Spritemove, first clear
the screen of character graphics by
holding down SHIFT and pressing
CLR/ HOME. Now type SYS49152
and press RETURN. The props and
sound should freeze .
To restart the props, move
your cursor up to the same line and
press RETURN again. The interrupt
vector now points to Spritemove
again, and we're back in business.
Spritemove is designed to alternately change and restore the interrupt vector, every time we call the
routine, letting us tum it on or off at
will.

The Sprites Are Stili There
Note that stopping Spritemove
doesn't erase the sprites. If we want
them to disappear at certain points
in Props, we have to disable their
display with the statement POKE
SP+21,0. When that's done, the
sprites are all still moving in the
sense that Spritemove keeps changing their location registers and
shape pointers as always. But none
of this is visible since we've com32
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manded the computer not to show
it on the screen .
Compared to the interrupt routine, the rest of Spritemove is simple. The BASIC setup portion of
Props sets all eight sprites to fixed
horizontal locations, giving each a
track to run up or down in. Each
prop always flies in the same direction-one space up or down on the
sprite grid for every execution of
Spritemove at skill leNel l.
Each sprite has a register
(memory location) containing its
vertical location . To move the
props, Spritemove increments or
decrements every vertical location
register one or more times, depend-

ing on skill level.
Believe it or not, this is simpler
in ML than in BASIC. Let's say
sprite 1 starts out at vertical location
100. If we start plopping bigger values into its vertical location register,
sprite 1 will move down the screen.

series of related shapes, much as
the birds are made to flap their
wings. Spritemove points all eight
sprites in unison to successive sets
of shape data which was stored
when we set up Props. Since props
are bilaterally symmetrical, we can
save memory space and get the effect of an eight-position rotation by
flipping them repeatedly through a
series of only four shapes.
Just as the computer looks in a
special place to find the address of
its interrupt routine, Spritemove
checks and changes a special spot
for the current shape pointer, location 828 (#033C).
We've used other memory registers in the cassette buffer to store
things for our ML routines. Locations 832 and 833 hold values received from the joystick, as we've
seen. Location 842 holds the home
flag: The Birdmove routine will
store a value of 1 here if the bird
reaches home; otherwise, the regis-

Safe Increments
Are Assured
In BASIC we'd have to program in a
safeguard to make sure we couldn' t
POKE a value larger than 255 into
the register, since that would abort
our program with an ILLEGAL
QUANTITY error.
But ML lacks the error-checking
mechanics of BASIC, and simply
won' t let you put a number bigger
than 255 into any memory cell. Trying to increment a register from 255
to 256 will just flip its value back to
0. Increment that register again,
and it'll contain the value of 1, and
so on .
The same thing works in
reverse-decremen ting a register
that contains a value will give us
the value of 255. This characteristic
of ML, which might seem a limitation, is used to advantage in Spritemove, which just keeps incrementing and decrementing the vertical
sprite registers blindly. We know
ML won't let us exceed the safe
0-255 range which, conveniently
enough, the sprites also use for vertical location.

°

Animating The Propellers
You define a sprite's shape by
pointing it to a block of shape information which you've placed in
memory beforehand. To rotate the
props, we just flip them through a

ter con tains a 0.

Passing ML Values
To BASIC
This is an example of how to use
variables in machine language, and
pass information back and forth
from ML to BASIC sections of your
program. In BASIC, of course, we'd
name a variable something like
HOME, and say that HOME=1
when home is reached, making
sure that HOME=O at all other
times. But ML doesn't recognize
names-just numbers inside memory locations. So, in Spritemove we
choose a special memory location
(842) to represent the condition of
our home flag. Then we store a 1
value in 842 as a signal whenever
home is reached.
Line 3 of the BASIC program
uses the PEEK function to check
t hat same memory location
(HM = 842) for a nonzero value,
branching to the BASIC " home"
subroutine at line 20 if that condition is satisfied. Once we' ve performed our home routine, we set
the flag back to in line 24, so that
our bird can get lost again.

°

Synchronizing Sound
And Action
Props also creates its filtered and
ring-modulated sound effects by
passing values from ML to BASIC.

When the bird flies around the
screen, a soft musical tone is heard,

changing constantly in relation to
screen position. We start making
this sound in line 2 by POKEing
voice Ion. In line 6 we change the
pitch of voice 1 by PEEKing into
location 251 which, you'll recall, is
used by Birdmove to store our
bird's screen location. In this simple
way, we can link the bird's sound
effect to its graphics action.
Voice 2 is always on during the
game, set to the noise waveform to
make a swooshing sound. The effect of fading in and out is created,
not with the volume control (which
affects all three voices equally), but
with a filter, which we can set to
affect any or all of the voices at a
given time. In line 1002 of Props we
POKE register 54296 with a value
of 47. Besides volume, this register
lets you select what type of filter
you want. 50 we started with a
value of 15 for maximum volume in
all voices, then added 32 (15 + 3247). This turns on bit 5 of the register to activate the bandpass filter,
which will cut out all but a narrow
band of frequencies in the tone of
the filtered voice.
Next we have to tell the computer which of the three voices it
should send through the mter. Also
in line 1002, we POKE the value of
66 into register 54295, which sends
voice 2 through the mter and selects
a moderate amount of resonance. (li
you've never played with mter resonance, try editing line 1002 to substitute the value of 226 instead of 66,
to hear the more pronounced effect
of maximum resonance.)

A Swoosh Is Filtered Noise
Now the filter's ready to use. Picking the noise waveform for voice 2
gives us a more or less random
mishmash of all audible frequencies to work with . Setting the cutoff
frequency low will pass through a
narrow band of low frequency
tones for a roaring or rumbling
sound, and cut off all other tones. A
high cutoff value gives us a narrow
band of hissing, high-frequency
tones. To make a swooshing sound,
we just change the cutoff frequency
at high speed, from low to high
values.
To tie this sound to the graphics action, we let Sprite move

change the cutoff frequency at ML
speed. At the very end of 5PRlTEMOVE is a little routine that stores
a value into the filter cutoff frequency register. This value is the
same one used to control how
many spaces the sprites move each
1/ 60 second. 50 at higher skill levels we add bigger numbers to the
cutoff frequency register, to sweep
the filter from low to high more
rapidly.
As with sprite positioning, we
can increment forever, without

fussing over illegal quantity errors.
What we get is a repeated low-tohigh sweep in the range 0 to 255.

Filtering Voice Three
The echoing synthesizer tones
heard while pausing, or when the
bird's mate changes coops, are produced by applying similar bandpass filtering to voice 3 . The
technique is the same-we sweep
the filter cutoff frequency upward,
over and over. But instead of noise
we're using a triangular waveform,
ring-modulated by the pitch frequencies of voice 2 (line 51).
The pitch of voice 3 is linked to
the bird's screen position by using
the value found in location 251.
And the pitch frequency of voice 2
is also swept down over and over,
in our familiar 255-to-0 range, by
the 5pritemove routine.
Unlike the noise waveform,
which contains tones at almost every audible frequency, the triangular waveform is rich in certain

harmonic frequencies and totally
lacking in others. 50 at certain frequencies the bandpass filter cuts
out just about everything, causing
silence. Adding ring modulation
suppresses the fluty tone we'd otherwise get from a triangle wave,
and adds new harmonics for an
even stranger effect.

A Two-Voice Sound Effect
One final, important difference between this and the swoosh sound is
in the AD5R (attack/decay /sustain/release) envelope. For the
prop sound, we set voice 2's sustain

value to the maximum of 240 (line
1082), and trigger the AD5R envelope only once at the beginning
(line 11 050).

it only seems to reach silence when
our filter is set to its lowest cutoff
frequencies. For contrast, we trigger
the AD5R envelope for voice 3 every time we make the synthesizer
sound, causing the slow, ghostly
fade-out.
But you do fancy filtering without mastering ML. Take a look at
lines 11050-11058, which govern
the animation and sound of wings
flapping during the instruction display. Here we're controlling the fil ter frequency from an entirely
different source.

A Special
Number Generator

Location 54299 (VM + 3) is a very
special register that can be made to
produce four different number sequences which are handy for controlling sound . It can generate a 0to-255 sweep like we've used up to
now. Or it can sweep from 0 up to
255 and back down again. It can
generate random numbers, and can
also flip back and forth from 0 to
255 at varying rates.
You choose which number sequence you want by selecting one
of the four waveforms for voice 3.
You control the rate at which the
numbers change within that sequence by setting the frequency of
voice 3.
For a convincing wing-flapping sound, we want the filter to
sweep up and then back down
again. 50 we select the up-anddown number sequence by setting
voice 3 to a value of 16 in line
11050. To time it to the beating of
our birds' wings, we just fiddle with
various pitch frequency values for
voice 3 (H3 and L3) until we get it
right. Note that you don' t want to
hear voice 3-you're only using its
pitch values to control the output of
voice 2. 50 W3 is POKEd to 16,
which selects the triangle waveform without turning on the gate bit
which would make the voice audible (that is, by POKEing W3 to 17).
Once you have Props working,
you can learn a lot about the 64's
SID chip just by changing the values used in this and other sound
(J
sections.

With maximum sustain, the
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Powerball
William Chin . Editorial Programmer
This outstanding arcade-style game's
moving obstacles, special features,
and different game screens will keep
you thinking and moving fast. For the
Commodore 64. A joystick is required.

Not your ordinary version of Breakout, " Powerball" is an addictive,
multifaceted arcade-style game with
new features such as capsules and
slivers-and ten different screens to
master.

Each Powerball screen is populated by its own configuration of
slivers, capsules, and bricks. After a
few games you'll begin to develop
strategies for each of the screens. As
in Breakout, the object of the game
is to destroy a series of walls brick
by brick. In Powerball, this can be
done in two ways-you may use
your paddle to bounce balls against
the wall, and you may shoot the
wall down after catching a fire capsule. Unlike Breakout, you must
quickly observe the characteristics
of each type of screen object to earn
high scores.
To play Powerball, enter WAD
" POWERBALL",8,1. Start the game
with SYS 49152.
When the game begins, you'll
see a paddle in the center of the
screen near the bottom. Below the
paddle you'll see an indication of
the number of paddles remaining,
your current score, and the high
score of the current series of games.
You begin each game with four
paddles available (only one paddle
can be active at any given time,
however). Use a joystick in port 2 to
move the paddle left and right.
Press the fire button to release the
ball and begin play.

Blasting Bricks
Your main weapon against the
bricks is the bouncing ball. Use your
paddle to keep the ball in motion.
You'll lose a paddle whenever a ball
34
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gets past you to the bottom of the
screen . The game ends when all
paddles have been lost. When all
breakable bricks on the current level
have been eliminated, you advance
to the next level. When you lose all
your paddles, you are not automatically dumped back to the first level.
Instead, you can press the fire button to start a new game at the current level. You can press SHIFT at
any time to pause the game. (Use
SHIFT-WCK for longer pauses.)
Bricks come in three varieties:
soft, hard, and solid. Soft bricks are
green and are destroyed by being
shot or by being hit by a ball . Hard
bricks start out gray and change
color each time they are hit. They
must be turned green before they
can be destroyed. Solid bricks are
white. They can be destroyed only
by a power ball. However, it's not
necessary to destroy all the white
bricks to advance to the next round.

a list of the capsule types and their
corresponding powers:
Label
5
C
L

F
p

3

Color

yellow
green
blue

red
purple
It . blue
gray

N

orange

Power
slows do wn all balls
paddle catches ball
paddle becomes longer
paddle fires
ball becomes power ball
ball splits into three balls
extra paddle
go to next screen

A standard paddle with no
special powers is white. When a
capsule is touched, the paddle takes
on the color of the capsule to indicate its current power. A paddle can
have only one power at a time; the
previous power is lost each time a
new capsule is touched. The special
power is also canceled when the
paddle is lost.
A few notes about the powers:
When you' ve caught the green C
capsule, your paddle will capture
the ball so that you can reposition
the paddle for an accurate shot.
Press fire to release the ball. If you
Slivers And Capsules
wait too long (about three seconds),
Slivers and capsules are the special the ball will be released automatifeatures that distingush Powerball cally. The purple P capsule turns
from most other games of its type. the balls into power balls, which
Slivers are small flashing objects destroy all types of bricks. After
that change color as they float you capture a red F capsule, your
around the screen. Balls bounce off paddle has the power to fire darts at
the slivers. This can be helpful at the bricks as well as to deflect the
times (to deflect a descending ball), ball. Press the fire button to shoot
but, in general, slivers do more the darts . The light blue 3 capsule
damage than good. Touching a sliv- splits the ball into three individual
er with your paddle sends the sliver balls (but only once each time one
to the top of the screen where it is of these capsules is touched-you'll
least dangerous. There is no way to never get more than three balls).
permanently destroy a sliver.
The split balls behave the same as
Capsules are the same shape as the original ball, except that you
your paddle. They appear at ran- don't lose a paddle until all three of
dom times and at random locations the split balls have slipped past to
near the top of the screen, and then the bottom of the screen . The gray'
descend vertically down the screen. capsule adds an extra paddle to
Touching a capsule with your pad- your total when touched. Touching
dle gives the paddle a special ability an orange N capsule takes you to
depending on the color of the cap- the next level, regardless of how
sule. (If you're using a monochrome many bricks remain on the current
display, each type of capsule also level. The gray' and the orange N
ID
has a distinguishing label.) Below is capsules are rare.

Laser Beam
Mike Greenfield
Version by Kevin Mykytyn
This fast-paced arcade game is written entirely in machine language and
challenges the quickest reflexes. A
joystick is required.

"Laser Beam " is a fast-action
arcade-style game with a simple
premise-you score by moving.
The more you move, the more you
score. The object is to avoid several
bouncing balls until just the right
moment when you must grab them
and stuff them into a basket.
To get started, plug a joystick
into port 2 and type WAD" LASER
BEAM",8,1. Then type SYS 49152
and press RETURN.

The Highlight Zone
Move the joystick up or down to
select the difficulty level-O is the
slowest and 9 is the fastest (in fact,
9 is so fast that it's almost unplayable). The game starts when you
press the fire button.
Immediately you'll see seven
colored balls bouncing around the
screen. At the left is a highlighted
" safe zone" occupied by a small
stick figure-that's you. By moving
the joystick, you can maneuver
your figure around the screen . But if
you venture out of the safe zone
and bump into a bouncing ball,
you're zapped. (You get three lives
per game, as indicated by the figures at the bottom of the screen.)
Your goal is to render the balls
harmless, grab them one by one,
and drop them into the basket in
the lower-right corner. To make a
ball safe to touch, you have to shoot
it with the laser gun . The laser is
visible along the edge of the screen.
To control it, first you must move
your figure into the uppermost corner of the safe zone. The laser gun is

under your control only when your
figure is at this spot. Pushing the
joystick to the right moves the laser
clockwise around the edge of the
screen, and pushing the joystick to
the left moves the laser counterclockwise around the screen. Press
the fire button to activate the beam.
If you push the joystick in any other
direction, you'll move your figure
away from the top of the safe zone,
and the laser gun will no longer be
under your control.
Now, you can' t shoot just Qlly
bouncing ball with the laser to
make it safe to grab. You have to
shoot the ball which matches the
border color of the screen. As soon
as you hit the ball, it turns white.
Then you can maneuver your figure
out of the safe zone, grab the white
ball by touching it, carry it to the
basket, and drop it in by pressing
the fire button. Afterward you must
scurry back to the safe zone before
a collision with another ball.
For example, let's say the border color is red. First you move your
figure to the top of the safe zone to
take control of the laser gun. Next
you push the joystick right or left to
aim the laser at the red ball. When
you have a clear shot, press the fire
button to shoot the beam. If you
score a hit, the red ball turns white.
Then you can push the joystick in
another direction to move your figure out of the safe zone. Grab the
ball, stuff it into the basket by
pressing the fire button, and make
your escape-all while avoiding
the other bouncing balls, of course.
If you succeed, the border color
changes to correspond to one of the
remaining balls.
You continue with the process
until all the balls are safely dropped
into the basket. Then another round

Bouncing Chaos
Sounds simple, right? Well, it's not.
There are a few complications . Suppose you fire the laser and hit a
bouncing ball that doesn't match the
border color. It turns white, too. But
it isn't safe to grab. If you touch it,
you're zapped. This becomes a real
problem when you aCCidentally
shoot several of the balls and turn
them white. Only one of them is
safe, and you have to remember
which one. It's not easy when three
or more white balls are bopping all
over the place.
There is an incentive for creating this chaos, however. The number of points you get for dropping a
ball in the basket doubles for each
white ball on the screen. If the only
white ball is the one you're grabbing, you get only 5 points. If a
second ball is white, you get 10
points; if a third ball is white, you
get 20 points; and so on. If all seven
balls are white when you drop the
first one into the basket, you score
320 points.
Another complication is that
your safe zone doesn' t always stay
safe for very long. After you shoot
the ball that matches the border
color, it begins shrinking from the
bottom up. If you don't hurry out,
you'll get zapped.
And there's yet another reason
to move quickly: If you finish a
round by dropping every ball into
the basket before the horizontal bar
at the bottom of the screen disappears, you get a 50-point bonus.
If all this action causes your
brain to momentarily suffer a system crash, you can freeze everything by pressing and holding the
SHIFT key. Press SHIFT LOCK to
freeze the game for extended periods. Release SHIFT to resume play.

o
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magic carpet, you're suddenly accosted by some rug-riding evil genies bent on knocking you offliterally and figuratively. Your only
defense is to knock them off first,
and this takes some tricky maneuvering. First, you must trap each
genie in a bottle. Then collect the
bottles before the genies have a
chance to escape. If you fail to collect a bottle in time, the lid opens
and your battle resumes.

The Calm Before The Storm
Ridding the city of enemy genies
gives yo u a brief rest before the next
wave of more numerous and determined genies. You begin with three
lives, with a new life added for
every 5000 points you earn. Only
white genies are encountered during the first nine waves, but the
tenth wave brings a new, more aggressive menace-the blue genies.
If you manage to reach the fourteenth level, white, blue, and the
dreaded purple genies emerge for a
fast and furious battle.

Flying The Magic Carpet
After loading and running " Bagdad," push the joystick, which

should be in port 2, forward to start
the game. Move the joystick left or
right to move your genie correspondingly. Press the fire button to
fly up, and release it to allow gravity to pull you down. Hovering requires alternately pressing and
releasing the fire button. If you
reach the top of the screen, your
genie will bounce, however, he will
wrap around the screen at the left
and right edges.
Strategic positioning is extremely important. When two genies hit at the same level, they
bounce off each other. You have to
use your carpet to hit the other
genies. If you're at a higher level
when you collide, the edge of your
carpet knocks the genie off his rug.
The fa lling genie then crawls back
into his bottle, which falls to the
ground (or to one of the intermediate levels).
Once in the bottle, the evil genie begins to work his way out
again. The only way to get rid of
him is to fly down and pick up the
bottle.
If you hit a genie when you're
at a lower level, you're the loser.
You don't have a bottle, you simply
lose one of your genies. You'll reincarnate at the bottom of the screen,
providing you have at least one life
remaining. During the three or four
seconds the genie is flashing, he
cannot be defeated by enemies.
However, if no genies are nearby,
you can terminate the flashing and
begin play by moving the joystick.1!%

Arcade Baseball
Kevin Mykytyn and Mark Tuttle

Here's a computerized versioll of the
ollce-p opuI armech all ical baseball
game foulld ill the pre-electrollic arcades. The ollly differell ce is yo u don't
IIeed allY dimes or quarters to play.
All exciting o"e- or two-player game.
Spring training is over and baseball
season is under way. Here's a
chance to do some swinging and
pitching against a friend-or your
Commodore 64. " Arcade Baseball "
is modeled after the mechanical
baseball arcade game that was popular before computerized games
dominated the scene. But this computer game offers a few options that
the mechanical versions did not:
You can choose to practice or play,
and you can select an opponent:
another person or your computer.

A Few Choices
To play the game, load and run
Arcade Baseball. First you ' re
prompted to choose Practice (£1) or
Play (f7) . In practice mode, 20
pitches-a random mix of fastballs,
changeups, curves, and slidersare thrown so you can practice hitting. (To change the number of
pitches thrown, change the value of
RM in line 740.) No runners are
displayed, and outs and runs do not
accumulate. After all the pitches are
thrown, you're asked again to select
Practice or Play.
In Play mode, you're asked to
select a one- or two-player game.
Press the 1 or 2 key. If you wish to
play the computer, select the one-

player game. Now you're ready to
begin.
The screen is divided into three
sections. On the left is the playing
field . Along the top of the field is a
row of black holes. A batted ball
will land in one of these holes, and
each is marked with a result (single,
double, triple, or out). To hit a
home run, the ball must pass over
the center of the rectangular ramp
near the center of the field . (The
crowd loves a home run and cheers
when either team hits one.) At the
bottom of the field is a specially
designed bat.
The upper right comer of the
screen is the scoreboard, which
contains the inning, number of
strikes, outs, and the current score.
Players are represented as Visitor
and Home. In the square below the
scoreboard is a display of the baseball diamond, designed to show
which bases are occupied by the
team at bat.

Play Balli
You must first choose a one- or
two-player game. The one-player
version-like the original arcade
game-lasts for th ree outs. Your
objective as batter is to score as
many runs as possible before reaching three outs. The computer, as
pitcher, randomly selects the type
of pitch: fast ball, changeup (a slow
moving pitch), curve (which breaks
away, to the right of the plate), or
slider (which breaks in, to the left of
the plate). Swing at a pitch by

pressing the space bar. This moves
the bat left to right. Once the bat is
released, you no longer have control of it, so you must time the
release of the bat to meet the
pitched ball . If the ball passes untouched, it counts as a strike.
Because different pitches cause
the ball to travel at different speeds
and in some cases change directions, timing the release of the bat is
crucial to good hitting. The bat is
designed as a half circle to allow
you control of the angle of the batted ball. There's no such thing as a
foul ball in Arcade Baseball; you
can bounce the ball off the sides of
the field.
When you get a hit, you'll see
any movements on the base paths at
the lower right of the screen. If the
hit is a single, the batter advances to
first base, and any other base runners move up one base. A double
moves all runners up two bases, a
triple three bases. A run scored is
indicated by a chiming tone and an
update on the scoreboard.
The two-player version offers
mOTe variety:

1. The game lasts for three innings. If the score is tied after three
innings, play continues until one
player wins. (The home team always gets to bat last, regardless of
the score.) The visiting team is blue,
the home team red.
2. You pitch as well as hit. Press
one of the function keys to deliver a
pitch: £1-fastball; f3-changeup;
fS-slider; and f7-curveball.
C
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Eagles And Gators
Philip I. Nelson. Assistant Editor
Featuring 16 sprites on a split screen,
unique sound effects, and realistic
animation, this two-player action
game is programmed entirely in machine language. It's written for the
Commodore 64, and requires at least
one joystick.

pand your zone and push your opponents off the screen. This is done
by convincing your creatures to
push against the sky/ water border.
Press the fire button just as your
flashing eagle or gator bumps the
border, and it will " clamp" on and
start to shove. Whenever you clamp
success full y, your opponen t ' S
In " Eagles and Gators," an intense screen flashes red, and all of your
two-player action game, even the creatures thrash momentarily with
title screen is animated. Though the excitement.
Your zone expands whenever
Commodore 64 is ordinarily limited
to 8 sprites, this game displays 16 you have more sprites pushing than
moving sprites at all times and in- your opponent, and the game ends
cludes highly realistic animation as when one side or the other takes
over the entire screen. That sounds
well.
The game begins with an ani- simple, but it takes precise timing to
mated title screen, asking whether clamp just one sprite. If you press
you want to read the game instruc- the fire button at the wrong time,
tions. Press Y to view the instruc- your sprite moves away from the
tion screen or N to skip it. Next, border, regardless of its initial diyou're shown the game screen and rection. If you press the fire button
are prompted to choose one of the when your flashing sprite's already
nine skill levels. If you've never stuck to the border, it bounces back
played the game before, you ' ll to the farthest end of your zone.
Your adversary can also unprobably want to press 1 to choose
clamp one of your creatures by
the easiest level.
clamping one of his or her creatures
directly across the border from
Flyers Against Swimmers
When play begins, the screen is split yours. The ability to unclamp an
into upper and lower color zones: opponent's creatures at any time
sky-blue for the eight high-flying adds an extra element of strategy
eagles and murky black for the eight and makes it possible to tum the
gators swimming below. Each play- tables on your opponent even
er controls a group of eight sprites. when defeat seems almost certain.
The game is written to be played The game is designed to reward
with two joysticks, but you can sub- concentration and careful play, and
stitute keypresses to control the ga- to discourage wild tactics such as
tors, normally controlled by joystick holding the fire button down con1. Press the CTRL key to move left, stantly. At best, you'll prevent your
the 2 key to move right, and the creatures from approaching the
border; at worst, you'll inadvertentspace bar to fire.
Your sprites are in constant, ly unclamp those from your side
realistic motion, flying or swim- who are already pushing.
ming up and down in their zones,
When you win a game, the
rebounding when they hit the bor- screen clears to your color, and a
der between the two worlds. The joyful, double-sized sprite from the
flashing colored sprite in your winning side performs a victory
group is the one controlled by your dance across the screen . At this
joystick. To switch control to a dif- stage you can pick a new skill level
for the next round or quit by pressferent sprite, move left or right.
The goal of the game is to ex- ing the Q key. After you exit, the
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game can be restarted by typing
SYS 16384 and pressing RETURN .
To stop in midplay, press RUN/
STOP-RESTORE.

Displaying 16 Sprites
Space doesn't permit a detailed explanation of every routine in this
program, but you may be curious
about how to display more than
eight sprites at a time, something
often mentioned, but rarely seen in
action. In order to understand how
it's done, you'll need to know a
little about raster displays.
Your TV or monitor makes a
picture by scanning its screen with
a moving electron beam called a
raster. This is done line by line,
from top to bottom, 60 times a second . The visible portion of a TV
picture is made up of 200 raster
lines, numbered from 50 at the top
through 249 at the bottom. The
same numbering scheme is used for
locating sprites vertically on the
screen, so raster line 100, for example, matches up with sprite vertical location 100. This correspondence between raster lines and
sprite positions greatly simplifies
the task of creating more than the
usual number of sprites.
The Commodore 64 keeps track
of the raster's vertical location in a
special memory location (register)
at 53266 ($D012). BASIC is too
slow to make much use of it, but
machine language (ML) is fast
enough to let us check this register
repeatedly and monitor the position of the raster beam as it scans
down the screen. This information
is used to create a split screen as
well as to double the usual number
of sprites.

Split Screens
To make the two-color split screen,
we first establish an arbitrary
" split" point somewhere near the
midpoint of the screen (say, at line
100) and then repeatedly compare

the raster's location to that value.
When the raster value is less, we
know it's above the split, so we
color the screen cyan to create the
sky zone. When the raster value is
greater, that means it has dipped
below the split point, so we color
the screen black for the water zone.
Remember, moving downward on
the screen increases the raster (or
sprite) vertical location value. By
changing the border color along
with the screen background color,
we can make the split extend the
full width of the screen for heightened realism.
The same sort of monitoring
makes it possible to display 16
sprites. When the raster's above the
split, we display all of the 64's 8
sprites at vertical locations in the
upper color zone. When it drops
below the split, we display the
same 8 sprites at locations in the
lower zone. The two sets of sprites
are never actually displayed at the
same time. The program just changes
their locations so fast that your eye
sees 16 solid figures, without a trace
of flicker.

Shadow Registers
If you stopped at this point, you'd
have two identical groups of eight
sprites-upper and lower-sitting
motionless on a split screen . Nice,
but boring. To exploit the effect in a
game, we want the two sprite
groups to look different and move
independently. Unfortunately, the
Commodore 64 still has only eight
sets of sprite control registers for
handling the sprites' shapes, colors,
and so on. Remember, we're just

flipping the same group of eight
sprites back and forth at very high
speed between different vertical 10cations. Thus, top sprite 1 doesn't
just look the same as bottom sprite
1; it is the same sprite. The minute
you change the shape or color of
any sprite in the upper group, its
lower twin immediately follows
suit, and vice versa .
What we really need to write
this game is 16 sets of sprite control
registers. Commodore didn't design 16 sprites for the 64, but you
can achieve much the same effect
through software. Here's an outline
of how it's done in this program.
First, we set aside some free memory to use as "shadow" registers in

place of the actual sprite control
registers. Since none of the eagle or
gator sprites move hOrizontally, we
don't need to duplicate the 8 horizontal position registers. However,
every sprite must be able to move
freely up or down and change its
shape and color at any time. Thus,
for each group of 8 sprites we need
8 registers for vertical position, 8 for
color, and 8 more to hold shape
data pointers. Three sets of 8 make
24 : double that for the second set of
8 sprites, and you now have 48
shadow registers.
To make each sprite appear in
the correct spot, we must transfer
the contents of each shadow register into the corresponding control
register at precisely the right instant. When the raster beam is in
the upper portion of the screen,
we'll take data from the eagles' set
of shadow registers and store it in
the actual sprite control registers.
When the raster creeps down below
the split, we'll fetch gator data instead and plug that into the control
registers.
Of course, it's not necessary to
do this on a two-color split screen.
This particular program changes
screen colors at the split point to
accentuate the division between
sides. But in another application,
you might prefer to leave out the
color changing code. The split location is just an invisible reference
point that tells you when it's time to
flip the sprites from one zone into
the other.

Coasting On The Interrupt
Expressed in this simple, schematic
form, the job of displaying 16
sprites sounds quite Simple. When
the raster beam is above the midpoint, make the sprites appear in
the upper area . When it's below the
split, move them down into the
lower area and give them new
shapes and colors. The process is
uncomplicated in theory. But don't
bother trying to do this in BASIC,
which is many times too slow to
read the raster's position accurately. This program uses an interruptdriven routine to manage the 16sprite effect. Although interrupt
handling goes beyond the scope of
this article, the technique essentially wedges our custom sprite display
routines into the computer's oper-

ating system along with its normal
hardware-servicing routines, which
do background tasks such as scanning the computer's keyboard .
Conveniently, the interrupt-driven
routine is executed 60 times per
second, exactly the same frequency
at which the screen is redrawn. As a
result, the sprite display and color
split are quite stable.
The advantage of driving an
ML routine on the hardware interrupt is that it becomes completely
automatic. Sixty times every second, the computer executes your
custom routine along with its own
housekeeping routines. An interrupt-driven routine seems to coast
along all by itself, without slowing
down other program events. In effect, we've enhanced the 64 by adding the ability to display 16 sprites,
with the option of a two-color split
screen. Because the custom routines

operate in the background, the
shadow sprite control registers
seem to work exactly like the actual
control registers. We can change
the color, shape, or position of any
of our 16 sprites by plugging different values into their shadow control
registers. To move our border up or
down, we just change the value for
our split point, and everything else
follows accordingly.
The price you pay for these new
features is that the sprites can't leave
their respective zones. If you try to
move an eagle sprite down into the
gator zone, the custom display routine automatically gives it a gator
.shape and color, and the sky is minus
one eagle. The same thing happens
in reverse if you move a gator into
the upper zone. If you move any
sprite so that it overlaps the border,
you get a weird hybrid creature with
an eagle-shaped upper body and a
gator tail. It's easy to forget because
the shapes look so real, but the 64
still has only 8 sprites built into hardware. Using similar techniques, it's
possible to display as many as 64
sprites on the screen at once. All you
need to do is divide the screen into
additional zones, add extra shadow
registers, and modify the display
routines to handle them. However,
the same general rules apply. Each
group of sprites is confmed to its own
zone, and you may not have more
than 8 sprites occupying the same
screen line.
C
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Do you like fast action and competition? Whether you play against a
friend or your computer, this colorful
simulation of Air Hockey offers both.
For the Commodore 64 and 128 (in 64
mode). A joystick is required (two joysticks for two-player game).

If you've played Air Hockey, you
a Irea d y k now h ow to p Iay "FaceOff." Based on ice hockey, Air
Hockey pits two players against

1~~~=~~~TI1ij~iij~==TI
each other, each trying to shoot a
I·
puck into his opponent's goal while
64

&
128

On Target
Disk
Drive
Alignment
Kit
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defending his own goal. A center
line splits the playfield. Neither
player is allowed to cross this line.
The object of the game is simple:
The first player to score five goals
wins.
To play the game, load it and
type RUN. You'll see a message
(READING DATA-PLEASE
WAIT) and after a brief pause,
you'll see a prompt, 1 OR 2 PLAYERs. Press 1 or 2 (it's not necessary
to press RETURN). The one-player
game pits you against your computer; the two-player game is for
two human opponents and requires
two joysticks.
Next, you're prompted to select the speed (1-3). Speed 1 is the
slowest and 3 is the fastest. (It is
suggested that you play your first
game at the slowest speed, although speed 2 is probably the one
you'll choose after playing a few
times.) If you selected a two-player
option, th e game begins after
you've selected a speed. If you
chose the one-player option, there's
one more prompt to answer: Skill
Level (1-9). This determines the in-

telligence of the computer-controlled player. If you choose 1, the
computer plays a pretty easy game.
At 9, it's very wily. With a speed of
3 and a skill level of 9, the computer
is next to impossible to beat.
When the game begins, you
see a red puck, a cyan player on the
left, and a yellow player on the
right. The cyan player controls the
puck to start. Contact with the puck
starts the game. (Notice that the
puck gradually slows down if it's
not hi t.) After each goal scored, the
player scored against gets control.
(You can knock the puck into your
own goal, which awards a point to
your opponent.) A total of nine
pucks are placed per game. If you
wish to change the number of
pucks, change the value in line 510.

One Player Or Two?
When playing against the computer, plug a joystick into port 1.
You control the yellow player, on
the right. You can move anywhere
up to the center line. (At slower
speeds, one strategy is to play along
the center line, like rushing the net
in tennis. This keeps the puck in the
computer player's territory most of
the time if you can react qUickly
enough.) Current scores for each
player are posted at the top of the
screen. After nine pucks are used,
the game is over. You're then
prompted to press the fire button to
play again, then to press up on the
joystick to change play options or
down to play with those of the previous game.
The two-player game has the
same rules. The cyan player, on the
left, must use a joystick plugged
into port 2.
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CENTSB ESlF I WARE
This engaging two-player game, which
co uld have been titled "Indirect
Agg ression" for its unique design,
features superior graphics and playability. For the Commodore 64 and
128 (in 64 mode). Two joysticks are
required.

In a distant galaxy, a fierce war
between two great empires has
reached a stalemate. The cost to
both civilizations has been high
with no gain to either side. With the
assistance of the Timelords, the two
sides have agreed to settle the dispute in a controlled environmenta Space Arena .
Enclosed in this arena are four
asteroids and a ship representing
each side. Both ships are equipped
with photon blasters, which have
the ability to push objects without
damaging them . A ship is destroyed only by a collision with an
asteroid. The highest score within a
given time determines the victor.
One point is given each time a pilot
hits the opposing ship with a photon blast. If the enemy's ship is
destroyed by running into an asteroid, 20 points are awarded .

In " Space Arena," two people
compete with their joystickcontrolled ships. The movement is
much like the classic arcade game
Asteroids. Rotate the ship by moving the joystick left or right. Push
the joystick forward to activate the
ship's thrusters, and press the fire
button to release a photon blast.
Remember that you have no brakes;
to slow down, you must tum the
ship around and thrust in the direction you're moving. Game options
include speed (1-3, where 1 is the
slowest and 3 the fastest) and time
limit (1-5 minutes).
There are two basic strategies
to playing Space Arena. You can try
to push your opponent into an asteroid, or push the asteroids into
your opponent. The effect of photon blasts on asteroids is much less
than on ships because the asteroids
are heavier. A single photon blast
can send a ship flying across the
screen, especially if the ship has to
tum around before being -able to
slow down. On the other hand, if
your opponent is faced with severa)
fast moving asteroids, he may crash
into one on his own .
To load the game, type LOAD
"SPACE ARENA",8, 1. To run it,
type SYS 49152.
C
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John Krouse and Mark Tuttle

Computer Power Supply
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Commodore and Atari· Computers.
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No C.O 0 Add $3.00 snipping CA resodents adcI6.5"4 sales tal<

There's no such thing as luck in this
fast-pa ced two-player soccer simulation for the Commodore 64 and 128 (in
64 mode). Two jaysticks are required.

Oeeler loquiries welcome
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FIFTEEN TIMES THE POWER I :
90% + CONFIDENCE LEVEL
Why purchase only 1 thoroughbred handicapping

strategy when you can ha'le the POWER 01 the 15 most
popular handicapping strategies available?
A proven computer program, designed by an M.B.A. 01
Finance, combines ImprOlled variations ollhe 15 most
popular handicapping stralegies into one easy program.
This POWERFUL program calted MulU·Strats can
analyze a race using 15 strategies in a Iraction 01 the
time you analyze a ra"ce using Just 1 strategy.
Simply type In the answers 10 Ihe program queslions. AU
the inlo is in Ihe Oaity Racing Form . The results ol lhe t5
strategies wilt aUl omatically appear on your screen or
prin.er. Multi.S!rats lhen tabutates the 15 strategy tOlals
to give you an ultimate number lor eaCh horse.

When 10 or more strategies select lhe same horse to
win, that horse has 0V8f a 9O'MI chance 01 winning.

*
*

*

MuUi -$trats package Includes:
15 strategies
40
page book (with money management)
5V. " or 3....,. '
disk or lape
telephone hoUlne
lirsl class oelivery
BONusr 1 Pick 6-1 0 Horse Program
BONUS,2 LOIBONUS "3 Free Las Vegas trip eliglbiU.
tery Program
ty
All lor $69.95 (Add S2 S & H)

*

*

*

*

*

*

Mul.j·S!r&ts' Video Tutorial Is available for beginning
computer oper ators and/or handicappers on VH S or
Beta for $19.95. (Add $3 S & H)
Order by Monlty Order , Check, Visa, MC. AME X, or
C.O .D. 10 Banana Software. Inc, Dept, SA. 6531 Park
Avenue. Kent. OH 44240.
ORDERS (216) 673-6969 (24 hrs.)
INOUIRIE S (216) 673-6167 (recording)

10 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
All MODELS
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Best of COMPUTEI and Gazette

Defense is just as important as offense in "Kicker," a two-player soccer simulation in which each player
controls nine men. You need quick
reflexes to protect your goal and to
drive the ball toward your opponen t's goal.

Speed And Endurance
Plug a joystick in each port. Before
beginning play, you must select a
speed. You're prompted to press S,
M, or F (Slow, Medium, or Fast).
Slow is the recommended level to
start with so that you can get a good
feel for the game, although the medium speed is probably the level
you'll choose most often. Here, the
speed is competitive and your
wrists may last for the entire game.
The Fast level should be attempted
only by diehard Kicker fanatics .
Player one, the blue team, and
player two, the red team, control
three rows of three men each. But
each player can access only one row
at a time. Move the joystick up to
select the top row, down to select
the bottom row, or leave it centered
for the middle row.

After chOOSing a row, you can
move the joystick left or right to
shift the entire row and get your
men into position to kick the ball.
When the ball comes near one of
your men, press the fire bu tton to
kick the ball in the direction of your
opponent's goal. (The game is designed so that you can kick the ball
only in the direction of your opponent's goal. You can't accidentally
kick the ball into your own goal.)
Kicking the ball requires splitsecond timing. Holding down the
fIre button won't do. You must
press the fire button at the moment
the ball comes in contact with your
player. Otherwise the ball will continue past your player. Remember,
selecting a row will not allow you to
kick the ball. You must activate the
row by pressing the fIre button.
When a row is inactive (the fIre
button is not pressed or you do not
control that row) the men are represented by three dots. Use the row of
men nearest your goal to block
shots by your opponent. The scores
of both players are displayed at the
top of the screen. After each goal, a
bell sounds and a red or blue light,
representing the color of the scoring
team, flashes in the goal area. The
ball is placed in the center of the
fIeld at the beginning of the game
and after each goal. The first player
to score nine goals is the winner.O

CHIP
CHECKER

TESTS

and/or

IDENTIFIES

• Over 600 Digital ICs
• 74/54 TIL + CMOS
• 14/4 CMOS

· 9000 TIL

Heat Seeker
Jeff Wo lverton

• 8000 National and Signetics
• 14-24 Pin Chips (.3" + .6" widths)

PreSSing a single key identifies/tests
chips with ANY type of output in seconds.
The CHIP CHECKER now also tests popular
RAM chips. The CHIP CHECKER is available
for the C64 or C128 for $1 59. The PC com·
patible version is $259.

DUNE SYSTEMS
Your jet climbs upward to avoid the
missile, then dives for the ground. But
it's still on your tail. You can't shake a
heat seeker. This fast-a ction game requires a joystick.

Heat seeking missiles are dangerous. They sense the heat from your
jet engine and home in on you.
They'll catch you, too-they're
faster than a jet.
Your assignment: Eliminate
the heat seeker base. It's easy
enough to strafe the missiles on the
ground, but if any are launched,
you'll have to take evasive action.

Piloting The Jet
Use the joystick to control the
movement of the plane. The controls may seem to be a little confusing at fIrst. You pull back to loop
upwards (counterclockwise) and
push forward to loop down (clockwise), like a real airplane. The jet
moves at a constant velocity-you
can't speed up or slow down. Press
the fire button to launch a missile at
the heat seekers on the ground.
It does no good to fue at a
moving heat seeker. They ' re
equipped with an Improved Elec-

2603 Willa Drive
5 1. Joseph . MI 49085
(616) 983·2352

tronic Evasion (lEE) circuit which
makes them impossible to hit. The
only way to get rid of a seeker is to f - - - - - - - - - - - - - -make it crash into the ground.
When you're being pursued, dive COMPUTER COVERS
for the ground and pull up at the Protect Your Investment
last second. Seekers are faster, but
they can't tum as quickly.
Cover your valuable computer equipment
U you manage to eliminate all with Vfnyl Computer COVIll made by North
the heat seekers, you get to start all Wind Computer COVIll.
over again, with a new group of
These superior Computer Covers are made
heat seekers. You have eight jets to of 20 ounce vinyl that remains soft, easy to
work with-the number remaining clean and maintain .
is displayed on the screen, next to
Commodore 64 .•.. 18."
Commodore 1102 ... S14,t5
the score. U your jet is destroyed, all Commodate 128 .... $U5 Commodore HI02 ..• SIU5
Commodore
1541
....
$fI.95
Satnong Monitor _... 11'.95
missiles reappear.
Com~ 1571 •• ,, 16.95
Gemini 10 ......... S 9.as
To pause the game, press Panuonlc KX-P1080 •• $9.95 Panuonlc lOC-P1oe21 $ 9.95
SHIFf fLOCK.
Add $1.50 for shipping per i1em ($4.50 max.).
The game includes an option Washington
residents add 7.3% Sales Tax .
for a two-player mode, but it's not
competitive: The players take turns Allow 6 weeks for delivery. Will accep1
flying the plane, trying for the high- Checks or Money Order only. No C..h.
est possible score. The game reads Make Check or Money Order to:
North Wind Compu1er Covers
both joystick ports, so if you're
P.O. Box 908
using two joysticks, the inactive
Vancouver, Washington 98666
player should put down the joyC<*n .A.vaUabla, Brown 01' Black
stick to avoid interfering.
There are three levels of difficulty: Novice, Intermediate, and
Expert. The higher levels have faster action and tighter curves. A
flight-time bonus of ten points is
awarded every few seconds, just for
SAllS t\J(
C
staying in the air.
Best of COMPUTEt and Gazette
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The Fast Assembler
Yves Han
Here's a truly amazing machine language assembler for the 64 and 128 (in
64 mode). "Fast Assembler" supports
multiple statement lines, labels, and
macro-like "include" files. It can assemble to memory or to disk. Written
very co mpactly, it occupies only
about 2600 bytes, leaving the rest of
memory for your source code. It also
adds to the BASIC editor several new
features useful to both BASIC and
machine language programmers.

Symbolic label-based assemblers
are the most convenient way to

write machine language (ML) programs. The instructions are entered
as source code and later assembled
into object code (the actual ML program-the numbers in memory).
And rather than using memory locations, you can name routines
with meaningful labels. It's as if
you could enter GOSUB JOYSTICK
in BASIC.

Saving Memory By Using
The BASIC Editor
You write your ML programs for
"The Fast Assembler" (FA) with the
64's BASIC editor. You save to tape
or disk as you would a BASIC program, and listing it to a printer is
exactly the same as listing BASIC.
The FA is an extension of the
BASIC interpreter especially designed for writing programs in machine language. Writing it as a
BASIC extension kept the program
44
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short (under 2600 bytes) because
many subroutines of the BASIC interpreter could be used. Some modifications have been made to BASIC
to make writing programs easier.
To do this, the BASIC ROM had to
be copied to its matching RAM .
Even if you don't write programs in machine language, you
can still use the assembler because
of the new features added to BASIC
and the extra BASIC commands.
The assembler will execute a BASIC
program just like normal BASIC
would.
To start up FA, first load it as if
it were a BASIC program (don't use
a secondary address of 1, just type
LOAD " Fast Assembler", 8. Then
type RUN . The enabling SYS is
built into the first line of the program. The screen will clear, and a
message will appear at the top of
the screen, indicating FA has been
enabled. You can now start programming-in BASIC or machine
language.

BASIC Modifications
And Enhancements
The following changes have been
made to the BASIC interpreter:
• Structured listings. Spaces
between the line number and the
first character on the line are not
deleted. This makes it possible to
indent lines and make listings easier to read.
• List pause. You can freeze a
listing by holding down the SHIFT

key or pressing SHIFT -LOCK. listing can be continued by releasing
the SHIFT key.
• ASCII translations and hexadecimal/binary numbers. In
arithmetic expressions, you can use
hexadecimal and binary numbers.
Hexadecimal numbers should be
preceded by " $" and binary numbers by "'Yo" . You can also use a
character preceded by a single
quote (' A is the same as ASq" A"» .
You can also use this to find the
value of a BASIC token . For example, PRINT ' END will print the
value 128, which is the BASIC code
for END. If you put a space between the quote and the character,
the ASCII value of the space will be
taken instead of the character.
• Variable and function
names. The rules for variable and
function names have been changed
a little bit. Instead of the first two,
the first eight characters are recognized. FA recognizes NUMBER 1
and NUMBER2 as separate variables, while ordinary BASIC would
consider them the same variable
(NU). Variables may contain but
not be equal to BASIC/ assembler
commands or mnemonics: LAND is
a legitimate variable name, even
though it contains the keyword
AND. But variable labels starting
with TI or ST (reserved keywords)
are not automatically set to zero the
first time you use them. An exception to the eight character names is
that only the first two characters of

array variables are significant.
o Keywords. Because variable
and function names may contain
keywords, FA has to be able to
decide whether a keyword is a keyword or part of a variable or function name . So the assembler
recognizes a keyword if it's fol lowed by a space or nonalphabetic
character. For example, in PRINT
" OK" the keyword PRINT will be
recognized as a PRINT command,
but in A$= "OK" :PRINTA$, the
keyword PRINT is recognized as
part of the variable name
PRINTA$. You would have to insert a space (PRINT A$) if you
wanted to print the variable A$.
o REM and DATA. Capital letters in REM and DATA lines are
listed as capital letters and not as
tokenized BASIC keywords. For example, 10 rem AB lists as it is entered and not as 10 rem atnpeek as
normal BASIC would do.

New BASIC Commands
AUTO step value
This command turns automatic line
numbering on and defmes the step
value between the line numbers. To
enter AUTO mode, type AUTO followed by the step value and press
RETURN. Then enter a line with a
line number. The next line number
prints automatically. To leave auto
mode, move the cursor to an empty
line and press RETURN. To tum
automatic line numbering off altogether, enter AUTO only.
You can also use this command
to delete part of a program. Turn
automatic line numbering on with a
step value of one. Type the number
of the first line you want to delete
and press RETURN. Keep pressing
RETURN until you've reached the
end of the section you want to delete. Instead of pressing RETURN
again and again, you can enter
POKE 650,128 and hold RETURN
down until you've reached the last
line to be erased.
OLD
If you accidentally type NEW, you
can restore your program with this
command. It can also be used if
you've installed a reset button. If
you've assembled a program and
are testing it, sometimes your computer locks up. Use the reset button
and then enter SYS 4408 to restart

the assembler and type OLD to restore the source program. If your
program has not destroyed the assembler or the source program, everything will be there.
Semicolon (;)
This has the same function as the
REM statement. It need not be separated with a colon from the preceding command. For example:
10 X- O:REM SET X TO ZERO

is the same as
10 X- O;SET X TO ZERO

The semicolon in the commands
PRINT and INPUT is not treated as
a REM statement but as a separator.

think you may be adding some
code at the beginning of the routine. As listed, the subroutine called
DISPLAY I starts with LDA #65,
but later you could go in and add
some lines between 90 and 110.

Three Passes To Assemble
Three passes are required to assemble source code (what you write)
into object code (an executable ML
program that the computer can follow). But FA doesn' t do it by itself.
You have to insert a loop that repeats three times with BASIC
commands:
10 FOR PASS - 1 TO 3
. (Insert lOurce code)

Using Labels As Variables
And Addresses
Label names follow the same rules
as variable names. They can be
used in arithmetic expressions like
normal variables. You can define a
label in two ways:
You can place the label name
just before the command to which
you want to refer. If more commands are on the same line, you
must separate the label from the
commands with a colon.
Or you can label the current
program counter: LABELNAME=·. The asterisk (0) is a special variable which gives the value
of the program counter . The
counter is the address where the
next instruction or datum will be
placed. You can only read the variable ' . You cannot assign a value to
it with the statement ·=expr.
Here's an example of using labels to mark routines in a program
(don' t type this in, it's only a fragment of a program):
50 )SR DlSPLAY1; JUMP TO LABELED
SUBROUTINE (LINE 90)
60 LOA $FF: BNE SKIPIT; CONDI-

TIONAL BRANCH AHEAD TO
SKIPIT
70TYA
80 SKIPIT: LOX #4: STA $8OOO,X: RTS;
TARGET OF BRANCH IN 60
90 DISPLAY1 - o ; TillS LABELS THE
CURRENT PROGRAM COUNTER
100 ;
110 LOA #65: )SR $FFD2: RTS

Remember that in the lines
above, the semicolon marks the beginning of a comment which, like a
REM, is ignored by FA. The technique in line 90 is valuable if you

90 NEXT PASS:END

If you use an invalid addressing mode such as LSR (expr),y
you'll see ILLEGAL ADDRESSINGMODE ERROR. Mnemonics can
only be used in program modethat is, in a program you execute
with RUN. If you enter a mnemonic
in direct mode, you'll see ILLEGAL
DIRECT ERROR.
Also note that for Immediate
AddreSSing. the argument can be
an actual number or an arithmetic
expression with a value in the range
0-255. Or you can substitute a
string expression, in which case the
assembler takes the ASCII value of
the rrrst character as the argument.
If the string length is zero, the argument becomes zero.

Assembler Commands
Assembler commands which write
data to the output device can only
be used in program mode, otherwise you'll get ILLEGAL DIRECT
ERROR. All assembler commands
must be included in every pass.
ORG address,mode,device,name
This command must be used at the
start of each pass. It does several
things . First, it sets the origin
(ORG), the memory address for the
beginning of the ML program. It
assigns an initial value to the program counter. It also sets the assembler mode, which should be
zero on the first two passes and one
on the third and last. ORG also sets
the output device and fUename (if
necessary).
Not all arguments are necessary. Also permitted are:
Best ot COMPUTEI and Gazette
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ORG
ORC address
ORC address,mode

Default values for the arguments are:
49152 (- $COOO)
mode - 0
device - 0 and no name
address -

If you use a mnemonic or assembler command before you've
used the command ORG, you'll see
UNDEF'D LOCATION COUNTER
ERROR.
The address assigns a value to
the program counter. Usually, you
use more than one pass to assemble
the source program. Only during
the last pass should the object code
be written to memory or to the output device. Mode tells the assembler when the last pass is reached.
Zero means it's not the last pass, so
no object code should be produced,
and there's no range checking for
argumen ts and no checking for too
large branches.
On the final pass, you should
set the mode to one, which signals
the last pass, when object code is
written to the output device.
Finally, you set the device
number of the output device and a
string expression which contains
the mename if the object code is not
written to memory. Zero means the
output device is memory. Be careful
not to write to memory locations
where the assembler is placed
($0801-$121B) or where the BASIC
interpreter is placed ($AOOO$BFFF}.
A device number in the range
8-11 means the output device is a
disk drive. If mode is equal to one,
the assembler will open a PRG me
with the name specified in the argument name. The logical file number
will be eight.

BYTE expression,expression, ...
This command writes numbers or
characters to memory or the selected output device. It can have one or
more arithmetic or string expressions separated by commas. Arithmetic expressions must give a
positive value less than 256. The
value will be placed in one byte.
Each character of a string expression will be placed in one byte.
WORD expression,expression, ...
This has the same function as BYTE
46
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except that values of arithmetic expressions must be positive and less
than 65536. The value will be
placed in two bytes in low/high
format.

before the actual object code is written to disk. The address in the ORG
command must be the start of
BASIC RAM (2049).

INCLUDE name,device
This command assembles a me
from disk and inserts the resulting
object code into memory or the output device. The me must be a normal PRG me and may not contain
BASIC commands which cause a
branch to another line or stop the
program. Also not permitted are the
BASIC commands DEF, RETURN,
CLR, NEW, and the assembler
commands SEND and INCLUDE.
The file is opened with a lOgical file number of nine. The file is
closed when the end of the file is
reached. The name is the mename
you're including, and the device
number can be 8-11 (use 8 if you
have a single drive). If you have
only one disk drive and you assemble to disk, the me(s) for the command INCLUDE must be on the
same disk to which you assemble.
All variables and labels are
global, which means you can pass
parameters to INCLUDE mes so
they can work like macro-instructions. Let's say you're writing a program that needs to access several
different disk files, and there are
several points in the program that
use the Kemal routines SETLFS,
SETNAM, and OPEN. You could
write the source code that performs
these Kemal calls and save it to disk
under the program name " OPEN"
to be used later. Then, in the main
program, use INCLUDE "OPEN"
,8. When the source code is compiled, the series of commands from
the OPEN me are automatically inserted in the proper place in the
object code.

If you load a program which con-

SEND stringexpr
The command SEND may be used
only if the object program is written
to disk. It's used to link object code
to a BASIC program. Stringexpr
must contain a BASIC"line with line
number. If you forget the line number, you'll get MISSING LINE
NUMBER ERROR. If you want to
send more than one line, you must
use SEND for each line, and you
have to send the lines in the right
order. You must send the lines

UNSEND
sists of both BASIC and ML, the
interpreter has to know where the
BASIC part ends. UNSEND places
a mark which the computer recognizes as the end of the BASIC part.

Example Programs
100 FOR PASS - 1 TO 3,PRINT
"PASS"PASS
110 ORG $CoOo
120 IF PAS - 3 THEN OFG $COOO,l
130 START, LOX #0
140 WOP, LOA TEXT,X,PRINT TEXT,
150 BEQ EXIT
160 jSR $FF02
170INX
180BNE WOP
190 EXm RTS
200 PRINT'
210 TEXT, BYTE "EXAMPLE 1",0
220 NEXT PASS,ENO

Lines 110 and 120 show how
to use the command ORG. In every
pass, line 110 sets mode O. But in
pass three, line 120 sets mode l.
The object code will start at 49152
(hexadecimal $COOO) . Line 200
prints the current value of the location counter (0).
You can assemble the program
with the command RUN. The program will give the following
output:
PASS 1
PASS 2
PASS 3

0
49165
49166

49165
49166
49166

The first column is the pass
number. The second column is the
value of the label TEXT in the instruction LOA TEXT,X in line 140.
The third column is the value the
label should have when the source
code is assembled. You can see that
only in pass three are these values
equal to each other. This is because
the assembler defaults to zero-page
addressing. In pass one, TEXT has a
value less than 256 so zero-page
addressing is assumed. This means
a two-byte instruction instead of
three. The value assigned to TEXT
will be too low, as you can see in
pass one. In pass two, this value,
which is too low, will be used in
assembling line 140. The assembler
decides not to use zero-page addressing, so TEXT is assigned the
correct value. In pass three, the cor-

rect value replaces the previously
incorrect values during assembly.
5; EXAMPLE PROGRAM 2
6;
10 PRINT CHRS(147)
11 DEF FN H(JO - INT{X/256)
12 DEF FN L{X) - X-256'FN H(x)
20 PRINT:PRlNT" Loader maker"
30 PRINT:PRINT" Enter the name of the

program th.r'
40 PRINT" has to be loaded by the
loader."
SO INPUT" > "iNAME$

60 PRINT:PRINT" Enter the name of the
loader."
70 INPUT" > "iNS
80 PRINT:PRINT" Enter the address to
execute the"
90 PRINT" program,"

100 INPUT" > ";ADDRESS,ADDRESS ADDRESS-I

and 100 permit you to enter the
parameters for the object program
when the source program is assembled. In this way you can make
different object programs with one
source program.
Another advantage of writing
the assembler as a BASIC extension
is that you can assemble a program
to the top of memory. Use the following construction to do this:
100 POKE 56,PEEK(56)- 4,CLR
110 TOPOFMEM - PEEK(SS) + 256'CPEEK
(56)+4)
120 ADDRESS - O,MODE - O
130 FOR PASS - I TO 3
140 ORG ADDRESS
150 IF PASS - 3 THEN ORG ADDRESS,
MODE

lOS;

110 FOR PASS - I TO 3
115 ;

120 ORG 2049
130 IF PASS - 3 THEN ORG 2049,1,8,NS
135 i
140 SEND "10 SYS + STRS<LOADER)
150 UNSEND
155 ;

160 LOADER, LDA #8,TAX,LDY #1
170
ISR SFFBA
180
LDX #FN L(NAME)
LDY #FN H(NAME)
190
LDA #LEN{NAMES)
200
ISR SFFBD
210
LDA #FN H(ADDRESS),
220

PHA
230

LDA #FN L(ADDRESS),
PHA
LDA #O,jMP SSSDS
BYTE NAMES

240
250
255 ,
260 NEXT PASS,CLOSE 8,END

The above example program
shows how to use the commands
SEND and UNSEND to write a program that includes a SYS within a
BASIC line.
The main routine at 160-250
illustrates how to load another program from an ML program. Note
that the lines up to 100 are BASIC;
they prepare the variables and defined functions for use in the source
code. If you assemble the program
with the command RUN, you'll get
a program that can load another ML
program from disk and execute it.
The object code will be written to
disk.
In line 140, the command
SEND writes a BASIC line to the
output device by which you can
load and run the program as if it
were a normal BASIC program.
Line 150 marks the end of the
BASIC part of the object code.
The INPUTs in lines 50, 70,

. Source code
900 NEXT PASS

910 IF MODE - I THEN END
920 ADDRESS - TOPOFMEM - '
930 MODE - I,GOTO 130

In this program, the source
code goes through six passes. During the first three passes the location counter remains at zero. Mode
ois used so the object program will
not be written to the output device.
The length of the program is calculated and subtracted from TOPOFMEM. This address is used in the
second three passes to assemble to
the top of memory. MODE is set to
one so the assembler will write the
object code to the output device
during the sixth pass (actually pass
three of the second time around).
Line 100 is used to reserve lK at the
top of memory for the object
program.

Large Programs
If your source program won't fit

into memory, you can split your
program and use the command INCLUDE. For example:
10 FOR PASS - I TO 3
20 ORG ADDRESS
30 IF PASS - 3 THEN ORG ADDRESS,I
. Put 1 of IOUlce code

90 INCLUDE ''PART 2",8
100 INCLUDE ''PART 3",8
110 NEXT PASS,END

The labels and variables used
in the INCLUDE flies will be global
variables, which means you can use
them in arithmetic expressions everywhere in the program.

Another possibility is chaining
the programs, but then you can't
use a FOR-NEXT loop for the
passes. You must use another way
to define the passes. For example:
FIRSTPROGRAM
10 PASS - PAss + aF PASS - 4 THEN
END
20 ORG ADDRESS
30 IF PASS - 3 THEN ORG ADDRESS,I
. Source code

90 LOAD"SECONDPROGRAM",8
SECONDPROGRAM
. Source code

90 LOAD"FIRSTPROGRAM",8

Note that these are just examples. You'd have to insert your own
source code as indicated. To chain
programs, you would load and execute the first program. It controls
the number of passes and loads the
next program. The next program
loads the following program and so
on until the last program, which
C
must load the first again.

COMMODORE
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE
POWER SUPPLY (C-54)
C-54REPAIR
154111571 ALIGNMENT
1541 REPAIR & ALIGNMENT
C-128 REPAIR
1571 REPAIR
POWER SUPPLY (C-128)
EXTENDED WARRANTY

$29.95
« .95

35.00
75.00
75.00
95.00
84.95
CALL

Fr.. Return Freir1ht - Continent.I US
Add $10 for APO, FPO, AIR
Save COD charge - send Check or
Money Order. (Purchase Order Accepted)

Second Source
Engineering
2664 Mercantile Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

(916) 635-3725
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Disk Editor
Kevin Mykytyn

For more advanced readers, here's a
utility that offers power and flexibility unavailable with BASIC. With a
few commands, you can easily examine and alter any byte on a disk.

You probably use your disk drive
mainly for saving and loading
BASIC programs, occasionally dabbling in sequential and relative
files . BASIC provides simple commands for using each type of file :
SAVE, LOAD, PRINT#, etc. When
you type SAVE, for example, you
don' t have to worry about what
instructions to give the disk drive to
make it write your program on the
disk. BASIC works together with
the Disk Operating System (DOS)
to automatically perform all the
necessary tasks.
The disadvantage of using
these simple commands instead of
accessing the disk directly is lack of
control and power. For example,
DOS has a scratch command, but
not an unscratch command. 50 if
you accidently scratch a file, there's
no way to bring it back, even
though all the information is still on
the disk. And DOS has the ability to
lock a file so that it can't be
scratched, but no command is
available for using this feature.
Accessing the disk directly
gives you much more power and
flexibility. DOS has several lowlevel commands for this purpose.
The Block Read and Block Write
commands enable you to change
the contents of an individual block
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or sector. But these commands are
difficult to use.
"Disk Editor" makes it easy to
examine and alter any byte on the
disk. To run it, type LOAD "DISK
EDITOR",8,1 and NEW. Then insert the disk you want to edit and
type SYS 12000. Note: Before using

one of your regular disks, test Disk
Editor with a new disk containing
copies of a few programs.

How To Use It
To use Disk Editor effectively, it's
important to understand how a disk
is organized. A Commodore disk is
divided into 35 tracks, each containing a number of sectors (see
table 1). Each sector contains 256
bytes. A disk has a total of 683
sectors, but only 664 are available
for data storage because the directory occupies all 19 sectors of track
18 (track $12 in hexadecimal).
Disk Edi tor begins by reading
track $12, sector 0, and displaying
the 256 bytes in that sector. (All
numbers in Disk Editor are in hexadecimal for better screen formatting.) The editing cursor appears in
th e upper-left corner. Move it
around the screen with the cursor
keys. The sector currently being
displayed is indicated at the top of
the screen along with the track
number and the current byte number within the sector. Notice how
the byte number changes as you
move the cursor. Press the HOME
key to quickly position the cursor at
the upper-left corner.
To make a change, move the

cursor to the desired byte and type
in the new value. This doesn't
change the actual byte on the disk.
When you've made all the changes
you want on that sector, press
CTRL-W to write the sector to the
disk.
To display another sector,
press + and type the new track
number at the top of the screen.
Press - to change the sector number. The INST J OEL key allows you
to correct mistakes. Then press
CTRL-R to read the sector and display it on the screen. If a track or
sector number is outside the range
shown in Table 1, Disk Editor prints
ILLEGAL TRACK OR SECTOR and
cancels the CTRL-R command.

Tabl. 1: Number of
seeton per track
Tr.ck

Number of seeton

1-17
18-24
25-30
31-35

21
19
18
17

-

Disk Editor checks for errors
on all commands. If an error occurs,
a message is printed and the command is aborted. Press any key to
continue.

To quickly get to an adjacent
sector, hold down SHIFT and press
+ or - . Pressing + with SHIFT
displays the next highest sector,
and pressing - with SHIFT displays the previous sector.
Another way to move around
the disk is CTRL-J Oump), which

uses the number under the cursor as
the track and the number in the next
byte as the sector. This is handy for
jumping to chained sectors.
A program on disk is stored not
in sequential sectors, but in sectors
scattered about the disk. To link all
these sectors together, the first two
bytes of each sector contain the
track and sector numbers of the
next sector in the chain. The last
sector is flagged by a zero in the
first byte. The second byte contains
the number of bytes used in the
sector. To jump to a chained sector,
press HOME to put the cursor on
the link bytes, then press CTRL-J.
When examining sectors containing a BASIC program or a text
file, it's helpful to display the bytes
as screen code or ASCII characters.
CTRL-A toggles between screen
codes and hexadecimal format.
When you're in screen code format,
pressing the Commodore and
SHIFT keys together toggles between ASCII and screen code format. SpeedScript and some other
word processors store text as screen
codes, while EasyScript saves documents as ASCII codes.
CTRL-$ displays the normal
directory. Hold down SHIFT to
pause the scrolling. To exit the program, press CTRL-X. It also closes
all files, and initializes the disk.

Changing The BAM
Bytes $4-8F of sector 0 are the Block
Allocation Map (BAM). The BAM is
divided into 35 groups of four bytes
each, one group for each track. The
first byte of each group is the number of free sectors on that track. Each
bit in the other three bytes represents a sector on the track. If a bit is
on, it means the sector is free. If it's
off, the sector is used.

4. Switch from hex to ASCII, to
Track $12, the directory, contains all the information about how look at the filenames, which should
the files are organized on the disk. be at locations $05, $25, $45, and so
By changing a few bytes in this on . If the file to be unscratched is
track, you can perform some neat not in the sector, press CLR/ HOME
tricks. Sector 0 contains the Block to go to the first two bytes and then
Allocation Map (BAM), and the CTRL-J, to jump to the next sector.
other sectors store the directory en5. When you've located the
tries and are linked by the first two correct directory entry, look three
bytes in each sector.
bytes to the left-$02, $22, $42, etc.
Bytes $2-1F of sector 1 contain A $00 in this location marks a
information about the first file in scra tched file. Change it to $82 to
the directory. Byte 2 is the file type. make it a program file, $81 for a
A value of $82, for example, indi- sequential file .
cates a PRG file . By setting bit 6 of
6. Write the sector back to the
the file type, you can lock the file to disk with CTRL-W and exit with
keep it from being scratched. Sim- CTRL-X. To make sure the BAM is
ply change the 8 to a C and remem- correctly updated, you should valiber to write the sector to the disk date the disk with the line OPEN
with CTRL-W. If you display the 15,8,15,"VO". This process may
directory with CTRL-$, you should take some time, but when it's done,
see a < character next to the file the file has been restored.
10
type, indicating a locked file .
Bytes 3 and 4 contain the track
and sector numbers of the first sector that the file is stored . You can
view the contents of the file by
positioning the cursor on byte 3 and
pressing CTRL-J . Press CTRL-J
again to jump to the next sector in f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . J
the chain, and so on.

Recovering A
Scratched File
If you should aCcidentally scratch a
file, you can unscratch it with Disk
Editor. Follow these steps:
l. Don't save anything to the
disk with the scratched file; you
may overwrite the sectors containing the program or data.
2. Load Disk Editor, insert the
disk to be altered, and SYS 12000.
3. Display track $12, sector
$00. Press CLR/ HOME to go to the
top and then CTRL-J (to get to the
first track of directory entries).

Table 2: Disk Editor Commands
CTRL-A
CTRL-J
CTRL-R
CTRL-W
CfRL-X
CfRL-f
SHIFT-Commodore
SHIFT-+
SHIFT--

+

INSTfDEL

HOME
Cunor key.

Alternate between hexadecimal and screen rode.
Jump to track and sector under cursor.
Read track and sector at top of screen.
Write to track and sector at top of screen .
Exit program.
Display directory (SHIFT to pause).
Toggle between screen code and ASCn.
Display next sector.
Display previous sector.
Set track number.
Set sector number.
Delete a character when entering track or sector number.
Position cursor at upper·left comer.
Move cursor.

THE RULER CAD SYSTEM
Non stop drawing. No single page or area
selecting necessary. All drawings are
made on a continuous scrolling page in
memory the large size of four screen
areas .
Create Symbols to use where needed , up
to 127 per bank. to save countless hours of
design time . Or. modify , combine. and
rearrange the included symbols. You
determine which symbols are in memory.
Utilites included on the disk .
Erase Mistakes with a single keypress .
Dupllcste and move frequently used items
from a current or previous drawing.
Lettering has three text sizes . Small , full
size and large for documenting, etc.
Overtay Grids snd Ruler for alighning.
Help Screen for all program commands.
Print the entire drawing to scale or an
enlarged section on Star. Gemini. Epson,
and 1525 series printers .
AU Disk Commands from the program .
Supports hard and multiple disk drives.
Requirements : C128 Computer, disk
drive. minimum 128K expansion RAM .
1350 mouse or Joystick. (Mouse recom·
mended)
To order direct by MIC or Visa , call
Monday·Friday 8:00-5:00 MST. $49.95 +
$1.50 shipping. For COD add additional
$4.00

BONE FRONTIER COMPANY

Box 279
Broomfield, CO 80020
(303) 466-2255
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Fast Fi Ie Copier
Ross Ouwingo
This handy disk utility does more
than just back up files ; it also
scratches, renames, formats, and validates. It's especially helpful when
you're reorganizing your disk library.
For the 64 and 1541. Also works on a
128 (in 64 mode) and the 1571.
When you find yourself loading
and listing 50 (or more) disk directories just to find one program, you
know it's time to start putting your
disks in some sort of order. But
copying programs takes a lot of
time, especially if you have to load
and save programs one at a time to
transfer them from one disk to another. There are much more interesting things to do with your
computer than loading and saving.
It gets worse if you have sequential
files rather than program files .
" Fast File Copier" makes it easier to
make single or multiple backups,
eliminating much of the burden of
disk organization.
Fast File Copier displays all the
files in the directory; you select any
or all of them by merely moving the
cursor around the screen. The program loads as many files as possible
into memory, prompts you to insert
a destination disk, and then saves
the programs or files to the backup
disk. If all files fit in memory the
first time around, you're done. Otherwise, follow the prompts until the
entire procedure is completed .
There's no need to remember the
names of the files or how to spell
them, and you don't even have to
know what type of file it is or where
it's located. Fast File Copier handles
everything for you. Fast File Copier
does more than just copying. It can
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also delete selected files, rename
files, and validate or format a disk.
There are menus and prompts for
every function so there is no need
to memorize anything to use the
program. Just load, run, and follow
the menus.
Load and run Fast File Copier
just as you would any BASIC program. The title screen will appear
and prompt you to insert the source
disk. Press any key when you're
ready to get started. The next thing
you should see is the directory, unless there are no files on the disk or
the disk is unformatted. In these
cases, the type of problem will be
displayed, and you'll be allowed to
quit, insert another disk, or format
the disk.

The Directory
The directory screen makes this
program easy to use. At the top of
the screen is the menu of the options you can use. Below this menu
you'll see the disk directory split
into two columns. Up to 32 titles
may be displayed on this screen at a
time. If there are more than 32 files
on the disk, press f7 and the next
page of titles will be displayed. To
return to the previous page, press
fs . There may be several pages
since the directory has room for up
to 144 files on a disk.
If you look closely at the listing
of titles, you may notice that some
of the titles have a comma and the
letter 5, U, or R after the filename .
This indicates that a file is a sequential, user, or relative type. Program
files are unmarked. This feature is
only for your reference; it does not
affect how you use any of the functions in this program. Don't bother

trying to copy relative files. They're
considerably different from other
types of files and cannot be copied
with the techniques used by the
Fast File Copier.
The only other unusual item
that may appear in the directory is a
title with a large dot at the end. This
indicates that the file is unclosed (a
" poison" file, also called a "splat"
file) and you will not be allowed to
delete or copy it. If an unclosed file
appears on a disk, you should eliminate it by validating the disk. If you
don' t eliminate an unclosed file, serious problems may result in the
directory. To validate the disk,
press f2 .

Copying Flies
Before copying a file, you must
mark it so the Fast File Copier
knows which one to copy. Using
the CRSR keys, move the X-shaped
cursor in front of the file to be copied. When the cursor is positioned
in front of the desired title, press the
space bar and the title will be
changed to reverse characters. If
you change your mind, press the
space bar again and the title will
return to normal. To copy more
than one program, move the cursor
to the next desired title and press
the space bar. There is no limit on
how many titles you may select.
You may even switch to other
pages if necessary. All titles displayed with reverse characters will
be copied. When you've made your
selections, press f1 to start the
copying procedure.
The copy routine begins with a
prompt to make sure you are ready.
If you change your mind, press f1
again and you will return to the

directory. Press any other key to
begin copying. The program will
begin with the first title in the directory and check whether you selected it. If it wasn't selected, it will skip
to the next one until it finds one to
copy. It then checks whether the
file will fit into the available memory. If there is sufficient space, the
file is loaded.
The program continues to
check each of the selected files and
loads them as long as there is room
in memory. If a file is too big to be
loaded, it is skipped until the next
pass. After as many files as possible
have been loaded into memory,
you are prompted to insert the destination disk and press a key when
you're ready. Again, if you change
your mind, press fl to abort the
backup. If your sound is turned up,
you'll hear a chime to let you know
that the program is waiting for you
to switch disks.
After all the files are saved, the
program checks to see whether
there were any files that were not
loaded on the first pass. If no more
files are to be copied, you will be
asked if you want to copy the same
files again to another disk or begin
work on another disk or quit the
program altogether.
A maximum of 49664 (about
48K) bytes of RAM is available for
copying. This works ou t to 194
blocks. Files larger than this cannot
be copied by this program. The
amount of memory available varies
slightly depending on how many
titles are on the disk. All memory
between 2047 ($07FF) and 53248
($0000) is used for storage of loaded programs.
The disk drive status message
is displayed each time after the disk
drive has been accessed. This is
handy information if there is a
problem copying any of the files.
Fast File Copier is written so
that fast load cartridges such as Fast
Load from Epyx may be used while
copying. This will speed up the
loading of the files, but it will not
speed up the saving of the files .
(Sorry, "TurboOisk" will not work
in conjunction with this program.)

Scratching Files
An important feature that is necessary after copying files is the ability
to delete them from the source disk

when they're no longer needed .
With the Fast File Copier this is,just
as easy to do as copying files. Merely mark the files you want to delete
and press f3.
There are two ways to proceed
from this point. If you want all the
marked files to be deleted automatically, press the A key. If you're not
too sure of yourself, press the V
key. This option will stop at each
title and ask you if you are sure. If
you want the file deleted, press the
Y key. If you don't want it deleted,
press the N key and it will skip to
the next title. When all the selected
files are deleted, you will be asked
to press any key to continue. You
may insert another disk at this time
or keep the present disk in the
drive. Press a key, and the directory
of the disk will be loaded and displayed and you may continue again
with any of the options shown on
the directory screen .

Renaming Files
It is sometimes desirable to change

the names of certain files after
transferring them to another disk.
This is done much the same way as

copying or deleting files . First, mark
all the titles you would like to rename and press f4 . The old name of
each file will be displayed, and you
are asked to type in a new name. If
you press RETURN without typing
anything else, the file will not be
renamed. The new name may be
only 16 characters long. If more
than 16 characters are typed in,
only the first 16 will be used.

FormaHlng And Validating
Formatting and validating a disk is
straightforward. You will be asked
to type in a disk name and ID
before formatting. Remember that
formatting erases everything on the
disk, so be careful with this function. Validating only requires you
to type any key when you're sure
you're ready. Both functions will
allow you to abort by pressing fl .
When you're through using
Fast File Copier, you may return to
BASIC by pressing Q. Quitting this
way is much the same as pressing
RUN/ STOP-RESTORE, except the
screen is cleared and the colors are
«I
changed back to normal.

MW350
NEW 1.91 ROM

NEW * Compressed mode
wilh audible lones
NEW * Enhanced doubleslrike function
NEW * Buffer-repeal mode
Your choice of 10K or 2K buffers.
DEMAND THE BEST
LOOK NO FURTHER
Long recognized by leading experls as lhe mosl
reliable and durable unil of ils kind made in lhe
USA' Wilh fuJI graphics. lhe 350 supporls GEOS and
CPM alike.
See your nearesl dealer loday.

ALS 0: MW 611 GENERAL PURPOSE INPUT/ OUTPUT

A

M'CJlO 1'1 '0,

-".

+ Basic programmable + 16 Analog channels
+ 16 Discrete outputs + one analog output

Omega Sort
Jonathan J. Holuta
Written entirely in machine language,
this fast sorting routine for the Commodore 64 can be used by anyone and
does not take away any space from
BASIC memory.

If you write programs that handle

data, sooner or later you will need a
routine to sort items into alphabetical order. There are several sorting
methods suitable for use in BASIC,
including the bubble sort, shell sort,
and quick sort. None of those meth ods, however, is very efficient for
sorting large amounts of data.
" Omega Sort" is a speedy machine language routine which you
can use in any BASIC program,
even if you don't know a thing
about machine language.
Omega Sort can sort 1000 randomly ordered strings in alphabetical order in less than six seconds.
To see the routine at work, load and
run the program "OMlGA.DEMO".
When you run OMlGA.DEMO,
it loads the machine language routine (OMIGA SORT) from disk into
memory. Then it prompts you to
enter the number of strings you
wish to sort. To create 1000 random
strings, for instance, type 1000 and
press RETURN. The program prints
all of the strings on the screen in
their original order, then it sorts
them alphabetically. When the
sorting is done, the program displays the strings in the new order,
one screenful at a time. Press any
52
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key to view the next page of data, or
press f1 to exit the program.

How To Use It
To use Omega Sort, your program
must begin by loading the machine
language routine into memory. The
first line of OMIGA.DEMO demonstrates how this is done.
Some machine language sorting routines sort only one dimension of a multidimensional array,
which is not always convenient. To
demonstrate why, suppose that you
have an address file program that
stores a list of names and addresses
in a two-dimensional array as shown
here:
NS(I,I) - name 1
N$(1,2) -street 1
NS(I,3) - city 1
N$(1,4) == state 1

N$( l ,S) = zip code 1
NS( 1,6) - phone 1

Each full entry contains six
separate items: the name, street,
city, state, zip code, and phone
number. In a real program, of
course, you might have dozens or
even hundreds of such entries, The
name for entry 2 would be contained in N$(2,1), and so forth.
If you sort the first dimension of
this array (name), then the names
will be mismatched with the other
data items. The name for entry
number 1 might be matched with
the street for entry 36, and so on.
Instead of sorting the strings
themselves, Omega Sort sorts a numeric index array. Each element of

the numeric array points to one
data set in the string array, The
advantage of this method is that all
the items within each data set remain in their original order. In addition to great speed, this gives you
more flexibility in using string arrays,
In OMIGA,DEMO, the string
array is named A$, and the index
array is named N%, Note that the
index array must be an integer array (one whose name ends with %),
Any legal Commodore variable
names may be used, provided you
follow this simple rule,

Calling The
Machine Language
Like other machine language routines, Omega Sort is called with a
SYS command. In addition to the
command itself, which includes the
starting address of the machine
code, you must supply three items
of information: the number of elements to sort, the name of the string
array, and the name of the index
array, Here is an example:
100 SYS 49152,N,Ns(O),N%(O)

In this statement, the variable
N indicates the number of elements
to be sorted, and the variable N$(O)
indicates the name of the array you
wish to sort. If there are 40 elements in the N$ array, for instance,
you would set N to 40 before executing line 100. Or, you could just
replace N with the number 40. The
variable N% is the index arra y.
Once the sorting is complete,

the index array contains the new
order. To gain access to the sorted
data, you must refer to elements of
the string array through the index.
Look at line 110 of OMIGA.DEMO.
The expression A$(A %(X» causes
PRINT to display the elements of
A$ in the order contained in the
A % array. Remember, Omega Sort
rearranges the order of the numeric
index array, not the string array
itself. Each element of the index
array points to one element of the
string array.
The SYS statement for a multidimensional array is the same, except
that you must specify which dimension to sort. Here is an example:

Automatic
Syntax
Checker

100 SYS 491S2,N,Ns(0,3),N%(0)

For the address array mentioned above, the preceding statement would sort the addresses
according to the array's third
dimension (city). This statement
would sort it according to the first
dimension (name):
100 SYS 491S2,N,NS(0,t),N%(0)

This statement would sort the
address array by its fifth element
(zip code):

Philip I. Nelson
How mallY times have you typed
PRNIT ill stead of PRINT, or LIT instead of LISP. When it comes to typing, nOlle of us is perfect. This
automatic utility for the Commodore
64 call save you a lot of time by
catching such mistakes before they're
added to your programs.

100 SYS 491S2,N,NS(0,S),N%(0)

Here is an example line that
would print the elements of the
address array in their new order:
110 FOR X- O TO N,PRINT
X,NS(N%(X),S),NEXT

You can use this routine without knowing how it works, but, for
those who are interested, here is a
brief explanation. Omega Sort first
stores important zero page pointers
in the cassette buffer so it can use
these locations for its own purposes. Then it deterrmnes where in
memory the arrays reside. In the
case of strings, the actual text is
stored from the top of BASIC memory in a downward direction. The
array storage space (located just
above the end of BASIC program
text) contains a series of pointers to
the strings in high memory. Omega
Sort checks the pointers and then
changes the values of the integer
array to match the alphabetical order of the strings themselves. When
finished , it restores the contents of
the zero page and returns to BASIC.
The entire process works so quickly
that it can sort a hundred strings in
less than a second.
~

Unlike some other computers, the
Commodore 64 doesn ' t check
BASIC lines for errors as you type
them in. We all know a line like 010
MONKEY(BIZ)·5-DOGA$# is nonsense, but in many ways the computer treats it as normal BASIC.
You can type in that line, list it,
renumber it, even save it as a program and load it back into memory
without any protest from your 64.
When a line starts with a number, the computer simply stores it in
BASIC memory-no questions
asked. The 64, like all other Commodore computers, can't find mistakes until it's ru""illg a program .
As a result, after spending hours
writing a program, you may spend
hours more watching it crash until
you ' ve corrected all the typing
errors.

" Automatic Syntax Checker"
eliminates that headache by adding
automatic error checking to your
Commodore 64's BASIC. Once the
Syntax Checker is installed, the
computer automatically checks every BASIC line you type in. lf the

line is free of typing errors, it's
added to your program as usual. If
not, the Syntax Checker prints an
error message and lets you try
again. Since the line isn' t correct,
the Syntax Checker doesn't add it
to your program .

Getting Started
Although Automatic Syntax
Checker is written entirely in machine language, you load and run it
as you would any BASIC program.
Do 1I0t try to start this program with
SYS. Because it handles like BASIC,
it's easy to make new copies of the
Syntax Checker as well . Simply
save it on a new disk or tape as you
would a BASIC program.
When you run the Syntax
Checker, it moves itself from BASIC
program space to a safe memory
location at 49152 . After a brief preparation, it performs a NEW to let
you type in your own programs.
When you see the message CHECKER ON, you know the Checker is
ready to go. Since this utility does
NEW after installing itself, you
should always run it before you load
or type in any other program.
Although you can run BASIC
programs while the Syntax Checker
is active, some programs may
POKE into the same memory space
at 49152 or disrupt it in other ways.
Thus, it's wise to tum the Syntax
Checker off before you run any
BASIC program . Type SYS 49152
and press RETURN: The message
Best of COMPUTE I and Gazatia
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CHECKER OFF tells you the system is back to normal. To tum the
Checker back on, enter SYS 49152
again (it won't do a NEW this time).
Once the Syntax Checker is installed, SYS 49152 turns it on or off
safely, whenever you want, without disturbing the BASIC program
in memory.

Automatic Error Checking
When the Syntax Checker is active,
it analyzes every line you type into
the computer. If you type a command in direct mode (without a line
number), the Syntax Checker simply passes it along to the computer
(Commodore BASIC can fmd direct
mode errors by itself). Thus, you can
use direct commands as usual to
load and save programs, and so on.
However, when you put a
number at the beginning of the line,
the Syntax Checker scans everything in the line to make sure it's
correct BASIC. If no error message
appears, then you know the line is
correct-that is, it's aU BASIC that
the computer can understand. To
demonstrate, run the Syntax Checker, then type in the follOwing line:
10 PRINT "HI"

Since this line has no errors,
the 64 behaves normaUy. After you
press RETURN, the blinking cursor
goes to the next line on the screen.
You can list this program to confirm
that it's there, or run it to see if it
works. Now let's force an error.
Move the cursor up and type over
line 10 so it looks like this:
10 PNIRT "HI"

Because PNIRT isn't a BASIC
word, the Syntax Checker prints
SYNTAX ERROR. List the program
again to see whether the computer
replaced the good line with a bad
one. As you'll see, the first (correct)
version of line 10 is still there. The
Syntax Checker won't let you add
or change any lines in a program
unless they're free of typing errors.
This feature makes it handy for
editing existing programs as well as
writing new ones.

Phantom BASIC
The Syntax Checker does far more
than check BASIC keywords like
PRINT for correct spelling. It passes
judgment on everything else in the
BASIC line as weU. Using a modiStI
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fied version of BASIC, it performs a
phantom execution of each new line,
performing most of the same error
checks BASIC would use if you ran
the line in a program.
To do this, the Syntax Checker
switches out the computer's BASIC
and switches in a special, modified
BASIC which it prepared when you
started it up. The phantom BASIC
" runs" the line to perform normal
error checks, but stops short of actually completing the commands.
This method can flush out a multitude of errors, including missing
colons in multistatement lines, misplaced commas and parentheses,
type mismatches (putting a string
where a number belongs, and vice
versa), missing parameters, illegal
operations (like A$ = B$ - C$) and
many illegal quantity errors as well.

structured, illogical program into
something that works, and certain
errors are Simply beyond its scope.

Quirks And Compatibility

You should also keep in mind that
ordinary BASIC lets you do some
very odd things without signalling
an error. LIST 10-30ABCDEF looks
very strange, but doesn't cause an
error. DIM A(5 .001,26.3) is silly
(you can' t dimension a fractional
number of array elements), but
there's no "illegal fraction" error
message to tell you about it.
In short, BASIC has some
built-in limitations when it comes
to error checking. Fortunately, most
of its quirks are rarely encountered,
and the ones shown above don't
cause any real harm. But because
the Syntax Checker uses existing
BASIC routines, it's subject to the
same quirks and anomalies. It
Runtime Errors
doesn' t sense errors that BASIC itBut there are certain things the Synself can't detect.
tax Checker cannot do. A program
You may already have woncan contain innumerable flaws even
dered whether the Syntax Checker
when each of its lines is syntactically
can be used along with other procorrect. To illustrate, type NEW and
grams like " MetaBASIC." The Synpress RETURN, then type in the
tax Checker works with MetaBASIC.
follOwing line and enter RUN.
However, MetaBASIC's QUIT com1000 NEXT
mand turns off the Syntax Checker,
The NEXT statement in line too. So unless you want to tum off
1000 is perfectly good BASIC-the both programs at once, you must
64 understands exactly what it restart the Checker with SYS 49152
means-but NEXT only makes whenever you QUIT MetaBASIC.
sense when it's preceded with a As you may know already, the
matching FOR statement. This is a more utilities concurrently active,
runtime error, so called because it the more fragile the system is likely
can' t possibly be detected without to become. No matter what other
running the program. When you programs you're using at the time,
type in this line by itself, the Syntax it's always best to disable the SynChecker can tell that NEXT is a tax Checker with SYS 49152 before
word from the BASIC language, but you run a BASIC program.
Space doesn't permit a detailed
there's no way it can teU whether
it's logical to put NEXT at that par- explanation of how this program
ticular point in the program. There works, but here's a brief synopsis.
are many runtime errors (DEVICE When the Syntax Checker sets up,
NOT PRESENT, OUT OF DATA, it copies BASIC and the computer's
etc.) which can't be found until a operating system (OS) from their
normal places in ROM (Read-Only
program is finished and running.
Thus, while the Syntax Check- Memory) into underlying free
er looks after the fundamentals, memory, then modifies them extencatching obvious mistakes, it's up to sively. When you enter a numbered
you, the programmer, to make sure line, the program turns off the comyour creation makes sense as a puter's ROM and uses the modified
whole. It can't read your mind to BASIC and OS. After it scans the
figure out what you really meant the input line, the Syntax Checker
program to do. Though it eases the either adds it to the program or
burden of programming, the Syntax signals an error. In both cases,
Checker can ' t perform magic : ROM is turned back on before the
G
There's no way it can tum a badly blinking cursor reappears.

Programming Books
from COMPUTE!
COMPUTE! Books offers a line of programming books for the intermediate to
advanced Commodore 64 and 128 users. These reference books take you
beyond BASIC and into machine language programming, helping you learn
about memory maps, addresses, the new GEOS, and time-saving routines you
can add to your own programs.
COMPUTEl 's 128 Programmer's Guide
EditOfS of COMPUTEI
ISBN 0-8745&031 -9
444 pages
A complete guide to the Commodore 128, this book explOfes BASIC 7,0, shows
you how to creote graphics and sounds. explains how to program peripherals,
and Introduces you to machine language programming.
$17 .95

Mapping the Commodore 128
Ottls R. Cowper
ISBN 0-8745&060-2
704 pages
The comprehensive memory map and programmer's guide that provides a
detailed explanation of the Inner workings of the Commodore 128 including
memory management. BASIC 7.0, I/O chip register, the operating system,
system RAM, and more.

$10.05

Machine language Routines for the Commodore 12B
and 64
Todd Heimarck and Patrick Parrish
ISBN 0-87455-085-8
592 pages
This cOllection of machine language routines is a must 'Of every CommodOfe
12B and 64 machine language programmer. Scores of these routines can simply be inserted into your own programs. Included is the assembly language
code with eosy-to-understand documentatIOn and instructions. There Is a
companion d isk available for $12.95 thot includes all the programs In the txd<
(85880SK).

$18.05
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Programming the Commodore 64 Revised:
The Definitive Guide
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64/128
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Roato Collin West
I~ 0-87455-081-5
6.d2 pages
This bestselling, encyclopedic reference guide which covers the Commodore
64 In its entirety has been updated to Include Information on the new C omrnodole 64C and GEOS, from 8er1celey Sottwor1<s. There is o lso 0 d iSk oval/ob/e
for $12.95 which includes the programs in the book (507BDSK).

$24.05

Mapping the Commodore 64 and 64C
Sheldon Leemon
1S8N 0-87455-082-3
324 poges
An update of the bestselling memory mop and Pfogramming guide that's a
necessity for intermediate and odvanced programmers. This definitive
sourcebook has been expanded and now covers the new Icon-oosed GEOS
(Graphics Environment Operating System) with clear descriptiOns of hOw to
make it 'NOOc for you. For BASIC and machine language programmers of both
the Commodore 64 and Ode .

$16.05

These books are now available ot your local book or computer store.
You can also order directly from COMPUTEI by calling toll free 800-346-6767 (In NY call 212-887-8525) or
by mailing your order to COMPUTE I Books, P.O. Box 5038 , F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10150.
Customer Service hours are 10:00 am-12:30 pm and 1:30 pm-3:00 pm EST, Monday-Friday
Please include $2.00 postage and handling per book or disk . NC residents add 5 percent sates tax , and NY residents add
8.25 percent sales tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

~lYblk::ations,Irc..
0ne ""_ 1>¥:.~~

COMPUTEt books ore available outside the United States from
subsidiaries of McGraw-Hilllntemotlonal Book Company.

X BASIC
Kevin Mortin
This powerful BASIC extensioll for
the Commodore 64 focuses on two of
the most complex areas to program:
graphics alld sou lid. With 33 lIew
commallds, it offers cOll trol of highresolution screens, charac ter and
screell display fUllctiolls, sprites, alld
sou lid.

a TYPE MISMATCH ERROR. (Note:
All X BASIC commallds are in boldface
capital letters. Commalld parameters
follow ill boldface lowercase letters.)

HI-Res Graphics
Commands

HIRES: Turns on the hi -res screen
and sets it to multicolor mode. (All
hi-res graphics in X BASIC are set
Two of the most complex and te- up for multicolor mode.) The hi-res
dious areas of programming on the screen is located underneath the
64 are graphics and sound. Even Kernal ROM starting at $EOOO. You
some of the most elementary can POKE directly to the screen, but
graphics and sound routines re- you can't PEEK the screen unless
quire a lot of programming time you switch out the Kernal.
and long strings of POKEs. " X TEXT: Returns to normal text mode.
BASIC" (eXtended BASIC) is a pro- Always use TEXT to go from hi-res
grammer's language that does mode to 1I0rmai display. Do 1I0t exit
much of the difficult programming hi-res with RUN/ STOP-RESTORE.
for you, allowing you more time to CLEA R colorO,co lorl,co l or2 ,
design and experiment.
color3: Clears the hi-res screen and
Written entirely in machine lets you choose the colors for plotlanguage, X BASIC adds 33 graph- ting. Col orO corresponds to the 01 bit
ics and sound commands to BASIC: pair, colorl the 10 bit pair, and
7 commands for hi -res; 7 for screen color2 the 11 bit pair. Color3 is the
and character functions; 6 for sprite background color. The values for
creation and manipulation; 10 for the colors correspond to the POKE
sound; 2 for joystick control; and 1 values in the range 0-15.
for exiting the program.
To load X BASIC, type LOAD COLR color#: Selects the color for
"X BASIC",8,1 . To activate it, type the PLOT and LINE commands on
NEW and press ENTER, then type the hi-res screen. Its parameter allows you to select one of the four
SYS 49152.
colors
(0-3) defined by the CLEAR
All commands can be used in
direct mode as well as program command.
mode. Some commands need to be PLOT x,y: Plots a point on the hifollowed by one or more parame- res screen in the current color. If the
ters consisting of numbe rs o r color is 3 (the background color), it
strings. The parameters can be vari- effectively erases a point. The xables (X or N$) or actual values (5 or coordinate is the distance from the
" HELLO" ). Numeric parameters left edge of the screen and ranges
must be within a specified range. between 0-159. The y-coordinate is
Attempting to use a number that's the distance from the top of the
outside the range of legal values screen between 0-199.
results in an ILLEGAL QUANTITY LINE xl,yl TO x2,y2: Draws a line
error. Alsp, if you try to use a num- between x1,y1 and x2,y2 in the curber for a parameter which requires rent color (or erases like PLOT). The
a string, or vice versa, you'll receive
x-coordinates range between 0-159,
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the y-coordinates between 0-199.
HPRNT strillg: Prints a string on
the hi-res screen at the location set
by LOCATE (see below). When the
hi-res screen is in multicolor mode,

the characters will appear distorted.
Multicolor mode can be turned off
with the MULTI 0 command.
HPRNT defaults to the uppercase/
graphics character set. If you'd prefer the upper/ lowercase set, enter
this line: POKE 50819,216. To return to uppercase/graphics, POKE
50819,208. You can mix characters
from the two character sets on the
same screen.

Screen And
Character Commands
BRDR color#: Sets border color.
Color# must be a number from
0-15.
SCREEN color #: Sets screen color.
Color# must be a number from
0-15.
CENTER string: Centers a string of
characters on the current line of

text, then prints a RETURN . The
strillg must be 1-38 characters 101lg.
LOCATE x,y: Positions the current
printing location on the text or hires screen to x,y. X must be between
0-39, and Y between 0-24.
M ULTI 0 or MULTI l,co lorl ,
color2: MULTI 0 turns off multicolor mode. MULTI 1 (with the two
color parameters, between 0-15)
turns on multicolor mode. Color1
corresponds to the 01 bit pair, and
color2 the 10 bit pair.
EXTND 0 or EXTND l,colorl ,
color2,color3: EXTND 0 turns off
extended background mode .
EXTND 1 (with background color
parameters, between 0-15) turns
on extended background mode.
Characters with a POKE value of
64-127 use color1 for the back-

ground, characters 128-191 use
color2, and characters 192-255 use
color3 . Note: extended backgrou nd
color mode cannot be used when the
hi-res screen is tunled on.
CSET block: Copies the uppercase
character set from ROM to RAM at
block·1024. Block should be a number between 1-15. This command
is handy when using custom characters. You may have to prevent
BASIC and the character set from
interfering with each other by moving the bottom (or top) of memory.
Here's a short program that
demonstrates the use of some of the
hi-res and screen and character
commands above. After X BASIC is
activated, type in this program and
run it. You might try changing
some of the X BASIC command
parameters for various effects.
100
110
120
130
140
ISO
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

BRDRO
HIRES
CLEAR 1,2,3,4
WCATE 10,10
HPRINT "HELW"
FOR I- OT03
COLRI
LINE 0,OT0l59,159
LINE 0,199 TO 159,0
NEXT
GETAUFA$ - ""THENISO
TEXT
END

Sprite Commands
All of the sprite commands are for
use in text mode only. You cannot
use these commands for putting
sprites on a hi-res screen.
SPRITE sprite#,block,color: Defines a sprite. Sprite# is the sprite
number (0-7), block is the block
number of the sprite definition
(0-255), and color is the sprite color
(0-15). The sprite shapes can be put
in any free area of memory from
0-16383. You may have to move
the bottom or top of memory to
avoid memory conflicts.
SPRAT sprite#,xexp,yexp,priority,multi: Sets the sprite attributes
(characteristics). To tum an attribute on, use 1; to tum it off, use O.
Xexp expands in the x-direction,
yexp in the y-direction. The priority
parameter determines whether the
sprite has priority over screen characters. For example, if you want a
sprite to pass over a screen character, the sprite has priority, thus a
parameter of 1. If the sprite is to
pass under a screen character, the

parameter should be O. The multi
parameter makes the sprite multicolored. The colors are specified
with SPRMULT.
SPRMUL T
color l,color 2:
SPRMULT sets the two additional
sprite colors used in multicolor
mode. The parameters must be
within 0-15.
ASPRITE sprite#: Activates a
sprite. Sprite# must be 0-7.
DSPRITE sprite#: Deactivates a
sprite. Sprite# must be 0-7.
MOVE sprite#,x,y: Moves a sprite
to the coordinates (x,y), based on the
upper lefthand comer of the sprite.
Sprite# must be 0-7. X must be in
the range 0-511 , y in the range
0-255. Note that the coordinates do
not correspond to the screen coordinates; some locations may cause
sprites to be partially or completely
off the visible screen area .
This short program is a basic
example of how to create and animate a sprite:
100
110
120
130
140
ISO
160
170

BRDR O,SCREEN 11
SPRITE 1,123,7
SPRMULT 1,3
ASPRITE 1
FOR ) - 0 TO 1,SPRAT I,),),),)
FOR I- OT03SO
MOVE 1,1,100
NEXTI,)

Sound Commands
SID: Clears the SID (sound) chip.
VOL volume#: Sets the volume
register. Volume# must be 0-15 .
ENVELOPE voice # ,ad,sr(,pulse
width): Sets the attack, decay, sustain, release, and optionally (parentheses indicate an optional
parameter) the pulse width . Voice#
must be 1-3. Ad (attack and decay)
and sr (sustain and release) each
must be in the range 0-255 . Pulse
width must be in the range 0-4095.
WAVE voice#,waveform(sync)
(ring): Sets the waveform. You
must specify the voice number followed by T, S, P, or N for triangle,
sawtooth, pulse, and noise, respectively. Optionally, you can add s for
synchronization, and r for ring
modulation. Here are some examples: WAVE I,TSR (triangle waveform with synchronization and ring
modulation); WAVE 3,PR (pulse
waveform with ring modulation);
WAVE 2,SS (sawtooth waveform
with synchronization).

Quick Reference Chart For X
BASIC Commands
Hi-Res Graphics Commands
HIRES
TEXT
CLEAR colorO,colorl,coI012,,01013
COLR color.

PLOT x,y
LINE xl,yl TO x2,y2
HPRNT string

Screen And Character Commands
BRDR color.
SCREEN color #I

CENTER string
WCATE x,y
MULTI 0 or MULTI 1,colorl,color2
EXTND 0 OT EXTND ],co!orl,color2,
co!or3
CSET block

Sprite Commands
SPRITE spritetl,b!ock,color
SPRAT spritell,xtxp.yup,priority,mlliti
SPRMULT colorl,co!or2
ASPRlTE spritetl
DSPRITE sprite II
MOVE spritell,x,y

Sound Commands
SID
VOL vo/umetl
ENVEWPE voice_,lId,sr(,pulse width)
WAVE voice_,WRveform(syncj(r;ngJ
FRQ voicetl,frequency
GATE voice II ,on/off
FCUT cutoff
FRSN resonance
FMODE type
FILTER .oiet Ii ,on / off

Joystick Commands
STICK joysticU
BTN joysticU
(joystick II 's must be in parenthHH'

Reset Command
QUIT

FRQ voice # ,frequency: Sets the
frequency in the range 0-65535 .
Voice# must be 1-3.
GATE voice#,on/oft: Gates a
voice on or off. Voice# must be 1-3
followed by 0 to tum the gate bit off
or 1 to tum it on.
The following sound commands deal only with filters . Some
programmers may not be interested
in these, but if you have a serious
interest in 64 sound, you' ll find
these handy.
FCUT cutoft: Sets the cutoff frequency. Cutoff must be in the range
0-2047.
FRSN resonance: Sets the filter resonance. Resonance must be in the
range 0-15.
FMODE type: Selects the filter
Best of COMPUTEI and Gazette
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type. Type can be H for high band
filters, L for low band, B for bandpass, or a combination of these. For
example, FMODE HBL for all types;
FMODE HL for high and low.
FILTER voice#,on/off: Turns the
filter on or off. Voice# must be in
the range 1-3 followed by 0 to tum
off the filter or I to tum it on.
To demonstrate the sound
commands, type in this program.
By playing with the parameters,
you can produce some most unusual effects.
100
110
120
130
14ll
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
24ll
250
260
270
280
290

SID
VOL IS
FOR I - IT03
ENVEWPE 1,15,24ll,2000
FILTER ~I
NEXT
FRSN IS
FMODE H
WAVE I ,TSR
WAVE 2,SS
WAVE 3,P
GATE 1,1
GATE 2,1
GATE 3,1
FRQ 1,4llOO
FRQ 2,6000
FORI - looT02000
FCUT HRQ 3,20000-1'10
NEXT
SID

JoystIck Commands

BTN joystick #: Returns a value of
I if the firebutton is pressed, or 0 if
it's not. ]oystick# must be I or 2. As
with STICK, this command is a
function . A good way to u~e it is
within an IF-THEN statement (IF
BTN(I) = I THEN ... ).

Tlte parameters for these commands require parentheses ( ). Note
the examples in the descriptions
below.
STICK joystick #: Reads the joystick direction. ]oystick# must be I
to read port I, or 2 for port 2. This
command returns a value in the
ra nge 0-8, so it must be used like a
h;nction (X=STICK(I), for example). Values 1-8 correspond to
H.e eight possible directions as
51 ')wn in the figure. The value is 0
i' :he joystick is centered.

Reset Command
QUIT: Disengages X BASIC by resetting all vectors to normal.
Space doesn't permit a lengthy
discuss ion of how to program
graphics and sound on the 64. If
you've had experience in these
areas, you'll find this utility an efficient tool. If you're a beginning programmer, you may wish to consult
the Programmer's Reference Guide
for specific information on programming graphiCS and sound. C
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128 Editing Functions
For Commodore 64
Jim Allen
This powerful programming aid
makes all of the important Commodore 128 screen-editing functions
available on the Commodore 64.

If you own a Commodore 64, you
ma y wish that you had the extra
screen-editing functions available
on the Commodore 128. With just
two quick keystrokes, you can tum
auto-insert mode on or off, clear
selected portions of the screen, set
and manipulate screen windows,
move the cursor instantly to any
location, and more. In the 128,
these functions are called ESC (escape) functions because they are activated with the ESC key. " 128
Editoring" adds 14 ESC functions
to the 64, plus a NO SCROLL key
to prevent screen scrolling, and
three new functions that aren't
even available on the 128. It also
allows all keys to repeat.
This program loads with the
command LOAD " 128 EDITING",8,1. After the program has
loaded into memory, type these
commands in direct mode (without
line numbers):
NEW
SYS 49152

Don't forget to press RETURN
at the end of each line. After you've
entered the second command, the
program sets the screen border to
the same color as the background as
a signal that it is active.

New ESCape Functions
Since the 64 lacks an ESC key, this
program uses the back-arrow key
(~) in its place. In the remainder of
this article, the term ESC refers to

the back-arrow key at the upper left
comer of the keyboard. ESC functions require two keypresses: First
you press and release the ESC key;
then you press a second key. For
instance, to delete a line, you press
ESC and then D.
If you change your mind after
pressing ESC and decide not to perform an ESC function, simpl y press
a key that has no special ESC function (a CRSR key, for instance). If
you need to type the back-arrow
character itself, press ESC twice in
succession. A description of the
ESC functions follows .
Erase/Delete Functions
ESC @ Clears the screen from the
current cursor position to
the bottom.
ESC D Deletes the line the cursor
is on, scrolls the screen up
to fill that line, and places
the cursor on the left screen
margin .
ESC P Erases from the start of the
current line up to and including the current cursor
position.
ESC Q Erases from the current
cursor position to the end
of the current line.
f1
Erases from the line the
cursor is on, including the
current line, to the top of
the screen or window.
£3
Deletes the character under
the cursor and moves the
remainder of the line one
space to the left.
Insert Functions
ESC A Turns on autoinsert mode,
which allows you to insert

printable characters without using the INST key.
The cursor and other editing keys work as usual. RETURN cancels autoinsert
mode (this is not true on
the 128).
ESC C Cancels autoinsert mode.
This works the same as
ESC C on the 128. (Note,
however, that some of
Commodore's documentation for the 128 confuses
ESC C with the ESC 0
function .)
ESC 0 Cancels insert and quote
modes, allowing you to use
cursor keys and other editing keys after pressing
INST or typing a quotation
mark.
ESC I Inserts a blank line at the
current cursor position,
scrolling the remainder of
the screen down and placing the cursor on the left
edge of the display.
Cursor Movement Functions
ESC J Moves the cursor to the beginning of the line.
ESC K Moves the cursor to the
end of the text on the line.
f7
Moves the cursor to the
lower left comer of the
screen.
Miscellaneous Functions
ESC T Sets the top of the window.
Blocks the top portion of
the screen from being
erased or scrolled. The cursor position determines the
top row of the new window. To reset the window
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to the full screen size, press
the HOME key twice.
ESC V Scrolls the contents of the
screen or window up one
line. A new blank line will
be scrolled in at the bottom, and the previous ,contents of the top line will be
lost.
ESC W Scrolls the contents of the
screen or window down
one line. A new blank line
will be scrolled in at the
top, and the previous contents of the bottom line will
be lost.
SIDFT Enables the NO SCROLL
feature. The NO SCROLL
key on the 128 lets you
pause printing to the screen
display (for instance, when
you are listing a program).
To pause a scrolling display, press SHIFT or SHIFT
LOCK. When you release
the key, printing resumes.
ESC Z Disables all 128 Screen
Editor functions. You can
reenable the ESC functions
at any time with SYS

49152. (On the 128, ESC Z
dears all TAB stops, a function not available in this
program.)
You should be aware that these
functions affect logical lines, not
physical screen lines. On the Commodore 64, a physical line is always
40 characters long, but a logical line
can overlap two physical screen
lines. Thus, for example, the ESC V
function may scroll the screen upward two lines if the topmost lOgical line in the current window is
more than 40 characters long.
The window function (ESC T)
does not prevent you from moving
the cursor above the window
boundary with the cursor keys. If
you venture above the boundary,
strange results will occur. (If this
happens accidentally, perform a
warm start by pressing RUN/ STOPRESTORE; then restart the program
with SYS 49152.)
The delete-line function (ESC
D) is intended for deleting a line
which lies between two other lines.
If you simply want to erase a line
(particularly a line on the bottom

screen line), use the ESC Q function.
This program works by copying BASIC and the Kernal ROM
into underlying RAM and modifying them. It also modifies two important vectors: IQPWP at $306
and !BASIN at $324. Locations $02,
$B6, and $334-$338 are also used
for various purposes.
Quick Reference
Function

Keys
ESC@
ESC 0
ESC P
ESC Q
t II

Erase from cursor to end of screen

Delete current line
Erase 'from start of line to cursor
Erase from cursor to end o f line

Erase from cursor to top of window
Delete to right of cursor

t 13

ESC A
ESCC

Enable auto-insert mode
Cancel auto-insert mode

Cancel insert and quote modes

ESC 0

Insert a line

ESC I

M ove cursor to start of line

Move cursor to end of line

ESC)
ESC K

Move cursor to lower left comer

t 17

Set top of window

ESCT
ESC V
ESCW
t SHIFT

Scroll screen/ window up

Scroll screen/window down
Pause scrolling

Disable Editor
Enable Editor

t
t different from

t ESC Z
SYS 49152
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Fort Worth, Texas 76133

Archive:
Two-Drive Backup
For Commodore 64
Philip I. Nelson
Now you can copy entire disks at
machine language speed with this
convenient backup program for the
Commodore 64 with two 1541 disk
drives . It also works on the new Commodore 128 in 64 mode.

Sooner or later it's bound to happen. You'll make an unconscious
error, or lightning may strike while
you're resaving a program, or the
family dog will chew a few disks for
dinner-and an important disk will
be utterly destroyed. If you have a
backup copy, of course, such accidents aren't fatal. You take a moment to pat yourself on the back,
pull out the archive disk, and go
back to work.
If you don' t have a backup, it's
like watching a gold ring slip off
your finger and go clanking down
the drain. In the long hours spent
reconstructing what you 've lost,
you have plenty of time to reflect
on the wisdom of archiving your
work on a regular basis.
Archiving is one of those grim
tasks that's easy to postpone. BASIC
programs (like COPY/ ALL on your
1541 Test/ Demo disk) are slow, and
may not copy machine language
(ML) programs or sequential files.
Even good Single-drive backup programs keep you tied to the computer, tapping your fingers until it's
time for the next disk swap.

Fast And Convenient
" Archive" offers a better way: It
links two drives together to take the
misery out of backing up important

disks. To speed things up, it's written entirely in machine language
and copies only those disk sectors
which actually contain data. But because it loads and runs just like a
BASIC program, it's easy for anyone to use, even beginners.
You may find this program
valuable even if you don' t own two
disk drives. Put your drive together
with a friend's and swap several
disks during one session. Or take it
to a user group meeting to speed up
the duplication of public domain
library disks. Since 1541-format
disks work with other Commodore
computers, Archive running on a
Commodore 64 can also copy disks
that will be used with the Commodore 128, VIC-20, Plus/ 4, 16, and
4040-format PET / CBM . (Of
course, a program written for one of
these machines may not work on
another. Also, Archive cannot copy
Commodore 128 CP/ M disks.)
Incidentally, Archive cannot
duplicate commercially protected
software. Protected disks invariably
contain deliberate errors (which
shut down the program) or data
hidden in unused sectors (which
Archive does not copy).

Getting Started
To use Archive, activate it like
a BASIC program by typing LOAD
" ARCHIVE", 8 followed by RUN.
(For this program, do not use ,8,1
after the LOAD; just use ,8.) If
you're already comfortable using
two drives, you needn't read any
further, since Archive prompts you
at each step. Just pop a disk in each

drive as instructed, press the f7 special function key, and relax while
Archive does its work. (If you 've
never used two drives before, see
"Setting Up Your System" below.)
Archive displays your source
disk's Block Availability Map (BAM)
graphically on the screen, updating
the display as copying proceeds.
Thus, you can teU at a glance how
much of the disk is used and how
much has been copied. The number
at the lower right of the screen
shows the sector being copied; the
graphiC display shows which sectors
have already been copied.
If you want to abort the copy
for any reason, press the f1 special
function key to return to BASIC.
(When you abort the copy process,
the archive disk is incomplete and
may be garbled. You can reuse it
immediately with Archive, but do
not use it for anything else without
reformatting it as explained below.)
Once the copy is done, press the f3
function key to copy another disk,
or press f1 to quit. Whenever you
exit Archive, it clears the screen and
reports the status of each drive.

Quick Formatting
Since Archive always makes a complete disk copy, it formats the archive disk with a NEW command.
Formatting renames the disk and
erases everything it contained
before. You'll notice that the archive
disk is formatted in only a few seconds rather than the usual couple of
minutes, and without the usual
knocking sound. To save time and
minimize wear on the drive, Archive
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uses a shortened NEW command:
the equivalent of OPEN 15,8,15,
"NO:filename" without a disk 10.
The abbreviated NEW command works only on a disk that has
been previously formatted. To use a
brand new disk, you must prepare
it first with a full NEW command:
OPEN 15,8,15,"NO:filename,ID".The
filename can be up to 16 characters
long. The 10 can be any two letters
or numbers and should be unique
for each disk. The 1541 User's Manual contains more information
about formatting disks.

Setting Up Your System
Although the Commodore 64 has
only one serial port connector, the
1541 disk drive has two, letting you
hook up more than one drive at a
time. Since the drives are chained
together in a series, this arrangement is often called daisy-chaining.
Connect the first drive as usual,
then plug the serial cable from the
second drive into the extra serial
port connector on the first drive.
When more than one disk
drive is active, each drive must be
given a different device number s('
the computer can tell them apart.
The 1541 is factory-set as device 8,
but it can also have device numbers
9-15 . Archive uses device numbers
8 and 9, reading from drive 8 and
copying to drive 9. You must always
put the source disk (the original) in
the drive that's device 8 and the archive disk (the copy) in the drive

that's device 9.
If both of your drives are device 8, don' t despair. You can easily
change one of them to device 9. The
change is temporary; the drive reverts to device 8 wljen you tum off
the power. Here's the procedure:
1. Tum on the drive that you want
to change to device 9. Make sure the
other drive is turned off. Now you
can change the device number
either by running the DISK ADDR
CHANGE utility program on your
1541 Test/ Demo disk, or by typing
in direct statements.
To use DISK AD DR CHANGE,
load the program from the 1541
Test/ Demo disk and enter RUN.
Follow the program's instructions,
then skip to Step 2 below.
You can also change the device
number by entering the following
statements in direct mode (with no
64
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line numbers). Press RETURN after direct mode (without a line numyou type each line:
ber) to retry the initialization:
OPEN 15,8,15
PRINT#15,"M-W" CHR$(119)CHR$(O)
CHRS(2)CHR$(32 + 9)CHR$(64 + 9)
CLOSEI5

2. It's a good idea to verify the
device number change. Put a disk
in the drive, then type WAD"$", 9
and press RETURN to load its directory. After the blinking cursor
returns, type LIST and press RETURN. If you see the directory, the
change worked and you may proceed to step 3. If you get an error
(probably ?DEVICE NOT PRE SENT), tum off the drive and repeat
step 1.
3. Tum on the other drive. This
drive will remain device 8 (the
source drive). Now load and run
Archive, inserting the disks as explained in the instructions. The
source (original) disk goes in device
8, and the archive (copy) disk goes
in device 9. As an additional precaution, you may want to writeprotect the source disk by taping
over the notch in the sleeve.
In theory you can daisy-chain
several drives to a 64, but in fact the
1541 doesn't enjoy sharing the serial bus. The drives should always be
turned on one at a time, not simultaneously (as would happen with a
power strip). Printer interfaces that
draw power from the 64's cassette
port are notorious for causing disk
errors, and other peripherals can
affect system voltage levels even if
they're not turned on . Depending
on your system, you may need to
unplug other peripherals before
using Archive.

Initialization
Before it starts copying, Archive initializes each disk to test whether
devices 8 and 9 are active and if each
contains a formatted disk. The initialization command transfers information (disk name, 10, etc.) from
the disk into the drive's memory to
prepare it for handling the disk.
If this step fails, it means one of
the drives is not ready to go. Archive displays the status of both
drives and returns you to BASIC. (If
you forget to change one of the
drives to device 9, Archive can' t
read its status; press RUN /STOPRESTORE and proceed as explained below). Enter these lines in

OPEN 15,8,15:10":CLOSE IS
OPEN 15,9,15: 10":CLOSE IS

When you enter each line, the
drive motor should run and its red
light should glow. After one or two
seconds the red light should go off
and stay off, and you should be able
to run Archive. If one or both of the
red lights blink continuously, tum
off both drives and repeat the setup
process. The drive makes a knocking sound if you forget to insert a
disk or try to use an unformatted
disk for the archive.

Is Your Drive Healthy?
In ordinary use your drive works
intermittently. It may spend 30 seconds loading a game for you, then
sit idle for 30 minutes while you
play. Copying a full disk with Archive is far more demanding work,
requiring several minutes of continuous running. If one of your drives
is misaligned, tends to overheat, or
has other mechanical problems,
don't be surprised if you experience
occasional errors. When an error
occurs during the copy process, Archive stops copying, reports the status of both drives, and returns to
BASIC.
Such errors are especially likely to crop up when the source disk
is nearly full . For mechanical reasons it's harder for the drive to access the disk's outer area than the
area near the middle. To make
things easy on itself, the drive always starts storing programs in the
middle of the disk, leaving the outer tracks empty until there's no
room left elsewhere.
Archive' s BAM display lets
you observe this storage scheme.
When the source disk contains only
a few programs, they'll all be stored
in middle tracks (near track 18). The
outermost tracks (1 and 35) are
usually the last to be used. If your
drive consistently has trouble accessing outer tracks, it's probably
misaligned. The same problem can
result if the disk was formatted on a
badly misaligned drive.

1541 ML Programming
To shorten and speed up the program, all of Archive's 21 variables
and pointers are located in the zero
page (lowest 256 bytes) of memory.

Zero page machine language instructions run faster and use less
memory than instructions that reference higher memory addresses.
The computer can find what it
needs by checking only one byte,
rather than wading through a twobyte address in search of the same
information. In time-critical programs like Archive, which execute
certain routines many thousands of
times a minute, the microseconds
you save can add up to a significant
difference in running time.
Many programmers have trouble learning to handle disk files in
machine language. For those who
are interested, here's an outline of
Archive's main routines.
$0852-0863
$0864-0878
$0879-0918
$0919-0981
$0982-OA32
SOA33-OA7E
$OA7F- OASF
$OA90-OAAO

$OAAI-OAB4
SOABS-OAC8
S0894-()C42
SOBCE-oC04
SOCOS-OC42
SOC43-OCSC

Inilialiu device 8
Initb.liu device 9
Error-report ,tillus
Reild BAM from source disk
Displ.1y BAM and disk name
Short NEW deslin.1.tion disk
OPEN 3,8,15 command channel
OPEN 5,9,15 command channel
OPEN 4,8,4,"# " buffer channel
OPEN 6,9,6,"# " buffer channel

Subroutine-copy a block
Read block from source disk
Write block to archive disk

Subroutine-initialize disk
Subroutine---chKk error channel
SOCCO-oCCB String-BAM Block Read (Ul)
$OCCC-OCDF String buffer-short NEW
String-"#" for buffer channel
saCED
$OCEI-OCE2
String-"IO" to initialize
String buffer-Block Re.lld (Ul)
SOF04-OFOF
$OFI0-OFlB
String-Block Write (U2)
256·byte d.llt.ll buffer stuts here
SOfF3
SOC94-OCA4

First the program maps the
source disk's BAM on the screen to
record which sectors contain data.
Then it copies each used sector in
tum, reading it from the source disk
and writing it to the archive disk.
Note that to read a disk sector, you
should always use the Ul direct
access command rather than B-R
(Block Read). Likewise, the U2
command must be used in place of
B-W (Block Write). Despite what
your user's guide says, the B-R and
B-W commands are defective and
should never be used.
I!l

Fontier
128
Tapan Desai
This thoughtfully designed program
provides all the features you could ask
for in an 80-co[umn character editor
for the Commodore 128. The custom
characters you create with this program can be used in CP/ M and Commod ore 64 mode as well ~s
Commodore 128 mode. An 80-co[un",
monitor and disk drive are required.

The SO-column video display of the
Commodore 12S is a significant improvement over the chunky 40column display of its predecessor,
the Commodore 64 . In fact the
12S's SO-column resolution compares very favorably with those of
machines costing much more. One
thing the SO-column screen lacks,
however, is a character set of its
own : It borrows the familiar 40column character definitions. These
characters do not do justice to the
superb resolution of the SO-column
screen, since they were designed to
overcome the limitations of a coarser screen format.
" Fontier 12S" helps you create
new SO-column fonts. It gives you
complete control over character design and manipulation and makes
extensive use of the 12S's windowing abilities. The program is entirely menu-driven: All you need to do
is choose options from the onscreen
menus and follow the program's

prompts. Best of all, the fonts you
create with Fontier 12S can be installed and used independently
with other programs-in CP/ M
and Commodore 64 mode as well
as 12S mode.
Before you run the program, be
sure that your BO-column monitor
is properly connected and that the
SO-column screen is the active display. Also, check that the 40/ BO
DISPLAY key is depressed to the
BO-column position so that the BOcolumn display will remain active
after you press RUN/ STOP-RESTORE. Since the program runs in
FAST mode, it does not work at all
with a 40-column monitor.

Four Windows
When you run Fontier 12B, it
spends a few seconds initializing,
then it displays a screen containing
four windows. Here's an explanation of what the windows contain.
The pattem window is located
at the upper left. All pixel-level
work is done here. The window
displays an enlarged view of the
current character (the one you are
editing), the character set number
(0 or 1), and the current character
number (0-255). The blinking element in the pattern window is the
pixel cursor.
The character set window is
centrally placed. It shows all the
characters of a set in their true size.
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128 .. . ... .. S189 95 "
1280 .. .. .. .. . sCali
'
S9995
C64 • • IREFURBISHEO} •

ISIDECAR

WE )"'-

NOW AVAILABLE ... '699 95

t

'\~GA_

EX~I

500 ..... $Call
ISPECIAL PROMO I

1581 .::::::. . ... $199"
1541c ..... .. .... $ 169··
1571 ............ 5219·'

2000 ... $Call

*package pricing

A1000 ... $650
A1000R ... $500
·RtlurtHs~ B~

Commodort

I

GENLOCK . .. S22000

00

OKIMATE20 ... $120
1351 ..... ... . $39 95
Plug & Plot. ....
1901
.. S99"
1802c .. .. ....... $189·'
902A . ... .. .. . .. $249 85

$CALL

Roland
$
Plotters . . . . . . . . Call
1764
. $13995

~~I~ PRINTERS

.

I

I

OIGI·VIEW

'12000

•

1680MODEM.

10100Rlv,

~4=0::ME=G::::==~

1\O(J
2 MEG
$12"J
FUTURE SOUNO'12ooo 20MEG
00

.J1

1..-_ _ _._$8_0_

MARAUDER II

' 349 85

164985

' 24 1..-_________,

C:: commodore
IBM COMPATIBLE
• S12K
• 360K Dual

Sided Drive
• CGA Board
• One ysar warranty
• Parallel Port
• Serial Port
• GW BASIC

95
95
g
t*129
Hr
*149
NX·l0
NP·l0
',-N-B-24-1-5--.-N-R-1-5--.-LA--S-E~RS~.-$-C-A-L-L~'

• DOS 3.2

FREE

95
95
&r*279
119r'
*229
NL·10
NX·15

O'1
$4PC~

95

$550.00 Alone

SIDEKICK

BY BORLAND

L~~~R

DUAL
DRIVE
$CALL 640K
PRICES

·W.:h pxcllase at 1901 IX 1902 A

The blinking character in this win- DIsk Comma nds
dow marks the current character Key Description
and is referred to as the character
5
Save Font file. Files saved by this
cursor.
option are program files. They may
The dialog window on the right
be loaded and RUN like any BASIC
program in 128 mode. Press RE·
displays prompts and receives inTURN to abort .
put from you . When you begin the
L
Load Font file (don't try to load a
program, this window shows a
file created by any other program).
menu of special keys.
Press RETURN to abort.
Display disk directory.
The menu window is a static por- S
tion of the screen which displays the
1-----------------1
various options available to you.

One-Key Commands
Every command in Fontier 128 is
invoked with a single keystroke.
Here's a description of what each
command key does.

What You See Is What
You Get

When you change a character definition in the pattern window, the
change appears immediately in the
character-set window, too. The advantage of this system is that you
can see immediately how a charact - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i ter will look in its normal size and
in relation to other characters in the
set. The menu and dialog windows
General Commands
always use the character set not
Key
Description
being edited at that time. lf you're
editing uppercase/graphics characcursor keys Move the pixel cursor in the
pattern window.
ters (set 0), all text in the dialog and
f1
Move character cursor up.
menu windows will use the lowerMove character cursor down,
13
case/uppercase
set (set 1), and vice
Move character cursor left.
15
versa . It's best to edit only one charMove character cursor right.
17
STOP
acter set at a time. For example, if
Restore original (40 ~colum n )
character set and stop
you change all the letters in the
program ,
uppercase/graphics set to new
Alternate between character
A
shapes and then press A to edit the
sets 0 (upper<ase/graphics)
lowercase/uppercase set, the text in
and 1 (lowercase/uppercase).
the menu and dialog windows will
1--_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _-1 use those new shapes and will be
unreadable. The solution is to complete all your editing of one characCharacter Manlpulallon
ter
set, save your changes, and then
Commands
restore the original character set
Key
Description
before switching to edit the other
Tum pixel on and move
+
set.
cursor,
Once you've created and saved
Tum pixel off and move
a custom character set, how do you
cursor.
Reverse character(s) and
R
use it? With Fontier, it's easy. When
move character cursor,
you save a character set, the proI
Invert character,
gram automatically adds a routine
Rotate character clockwise,
@
to the character set data that will
SHIFTinstall the new character set for
CLR/HOME Clear current character,
12
Slide character pattern up.
you. You don' t need Fontier to load
14
Slide character pattern
the new character definitions; simdown .
ply load and run the font file as you
Slide character pattern left.
16
would a BASIC program. For ex18
Slide character pattern
right.
ample, if you use Fontier to design
M
Memorize character(s) startan italic character set and save it
ing from the current
using the name ITAUC.FNT, you
character.
can
enable your custom character
Copy memorized characC
set at any time by typing RUN
ter(s) from the current char~
acter onward. (An M
"ITAUC.FNT". You must not have
command should always
a hi-res graphics area allocated
precede this command .)
when you run the font file. For
68
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example, Fontier allocates the hires area (see the GRAPHIC 1 statement in line 100) to create an area
of reserved memory. You must reclaim this space before running a
font file. Use the statement
GRAPHIC CLR to deallocate any
existing graphics area. The built-in
font loader program will delete itself after the new font is loaded.
(You should note, however, that
loading and running the font file
will overwrite any existing BASIC
program.)
Once a new character set is in
place, it behaves exactly like the
original character set. It is not affected by RUN/STOP-RESTORE,
and will be preserved intact if you
switch to CP1M or Commodore 64
mode. For instance, you can run an

80-column CP1M word processor
or telecommunications program
with your own, personal character
set. The same is true of any program written for a 128 in Commodore 64 mode that takes advantage
of the 80-column displa y. Of
course, any 80-column program
that installs its own custom character set will overwrite the Fontier
128 character set. When using a
Fontier 128 font in CP 1M mode,
keep in mind that CP1M always
uses character set 1. You will not
see any custom characters from set
oin CP1M mode unless you invoke
the alternate character set escape sequence (ESC Gl).
Fontier 128 opens exciting possibilities in font design. For instance, 80-column word processors
may now include foreign-language
character sets, mathematical or sci-

entific symbols, italics, or subscript
and superscript characters. Special
characters can be used to form
background textures in charts or
graphs, and even to build shapes in
arcade-type games.
C

Expandable
Graphics Dump
For The Commodore 1526
And MPS-802 Printers
Fred Solmer

Here 's a quick alld easy way to get
standard- or double-sized high-resolution printouts. The program works
with Print Shop, Doodle, Koala
Pad, and other hi-res screens. Versions for the 64 and 128.

graphics screens created with the
Prillt Shop ("Screen Magic" pictures
only), Doodle, and the Koala Pad. In
fact, it's compatible with almost
any software designed to make hires screens.

The April 1985 issue of COMPUTE!', GAZETTE contained a useful program titled " 1526 Hi-Res
Screen Dump: ' which allowed 64
owners to print out high-resolution
screens on Commodore's 1526 or
MPS-802 printers-models that
aren't normally capable of highresolution graphics printing. "Expandable GraphicS Dump:' for the
Commodore 1526 and MPS-802
printers only, goes a few steps beyond . It provides for column placement of the normal screen dump,
allOWing it to be printed out anywhere from column 0-40. Also, a
blowup option is included. With a
single keypress, you can get a printout twice the size (horizontally and
vertically) of the normal one. Two
hi-res screens could be combined
into an 8'1>" X II " " poster."
Expandable Graphics Dump
works with almost any hi-res
screen. The 64 version prints

Before getting started, be sure your
printer is turned on. If you own a
64, first load your hi-res screen as if
it were a machine language program: WAD"screenname",8,1. You
probably won't be able to see it, but
it has been loaded into memory.
Then type NEW. Next, load Expandable Graphics Dump with the
command WAD "EXPANDABLE
64",8 and type RUN . The screen
prompts make it very easy to use. In
the 64 version, you're first asked if
the hi-res screen was created by
Prillt Shop . After you press the appropriate key, you ' re asked to
choose a normal size or enlarged,
double-size printout. After making
this selection, you're asked for a
"space-over" value, 0-40. A computer screen is 40 columns wide,
but the printer has 80 columns. The
space-over number controls the
number of spaces between the left
margin and the printed picture. For
example, if you wish your hi-res

A Simple Procedure

screen to be printed at the left margin, choose O. To center it on the
page, enter a value of 20.
On the 128, you may load Expandable Graphics Dump first with
the command WAD "EXPANDABLE 128",8. Then use the built-in
graphics commands to create a picture in GRAPHIC 1 mode. When
you're satisfied with the result, load
Expandable Graphics Dump (if you
haven't already done so) and run it.
In this version, you're asked to
choose a " 1:1" (normal size) or
blow-up printout, and then a spaceover value, as described above. On
the 128, you can draw a picture
using the built-in graphics commands, exit to the text screen (with
GRAPHIC 0), and run the program.
It's not necessary to save the picture
to disk and load it back into memory.
Note that the 64 version of Expandable Graphics Dump is written
for hi-res screens which can be
saved as disk files. This restriction
means it can't be used to print the
greeting cards from Print Sh op, although it works well with the
" Screen Magic" portion of the program. Also, Expandable Graphics
Dump handles monochrome hi-res
screens somewhat better than multicolor screens.
C
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Hi-Res Screen Dump
Gregg Peele

Have you ever created a hi-res picture
or graph and then tried to reproduce it
on your printer? This program a/laws
you to do just that. The prgram is
compatible with the Commodore 1525
or MPS-801 printers (but not the 1526).

The Commodore 64 allows you to
create high-resolution graphics images on the video screen. With the
VIC or 64 Super Expander cartridge
or another hi-res program, it's easy
to produce detailed artistic creations. However, most of these programs don't provide a method of
printing out these artistic endeavors
once you've finished them. Unless
you leave your computer turned on
indefinitely, your creation is shortlived.
"Hi-Res Screen Dump" works
with a Commodore 1525 or compatible printer. (Note that the new
1526 printer from Commodore is
not compatible with the 1525, and
will not work with this program.)

Bit Transfer
Hi-Res Screen Dump is designed to
transfer the bit information from
screen memory to the printer. Since
the 1525 printer can only accept
seven bits of data at a time in graphics mode (the high bit must always
be set), the eight-bit bytes in screen
memory must be split into odd
units before they are sent to the
printer. Transferring the information from screen to printer is fur-

ther complicated since the location
of screen memory bytes must also
70
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be calculated, and hi-res screens for double width) into location 2 (i.e.,
the 64 can be moved to several POKE 2,1 or POKE 2,2). This location is changed by your selection of
different areas of memory.
This program reads data from width when you are prompted in
the screen one bit at a time starting the BASIC program, but can be
from the lower leftmost comer of ·changed at any time. A SYS to locathe screen. After seven bits, the tion 52224 will initiate a printout of
program moves to the leftmost bit the hi-res screen. You can issue this
of the next row up and prints seven SYS in direct mode if you have a
more bits, continuing up the screen. design on the screen, or add it to a
After the leftmost seven-bit column hi-res drawing program if you
has been printed, the program make sure the machine language is
starts at the eighth bit over from the loaded into memory before the SYS
bottom left comer and continues is encountered. Also, be sure that
cycling from bottom to top untii the the printer is turned on before giventire screen has been read. Each ing the SYS.
The machine language for the
seven bits are combined to form the
byte to be sent out to the printer. program resides at the top of the
Since the program reads from the 64 's free block of RAM above localeft bottom side of the screen to the tion 49152 ($COOO). This makes it
right top side, the printout is a 90- compatible with the Super Expallder
degree-turned reproduction of the 64, but also means that it cannot be
used with the 64 DOS wedge proscreen image.
gram,
as both occupy the same area
Hi-Res Screen Dump is written
of
memory.
The program is dein machine language. A BASIC
loader (the first several lines of the signed to print the hi-res screen that
program) puts the machine lan- is currently visible. If you want a
guage (in the form of DATA state- screen dump when you are not in
ments) into the appropriate location hi-res mode, POKE location 900
in memory. The BASIC loader also with the high byte of the starting
prompts you for the width of the address of the hi-res screen and
printout. To operate the program SYS to location 52224 + 32. This alcorrectly, you must load and run Hi- ternate SYS bypasses the routine
Res Screen Dump before you load the which determines the location of
program which creates the hi-res the hi-res screen. For example, if

image.

Selecting A Width And
Making A Printout
You can select either a Single-width
or double-width printout by POKEing a 1 (for single width) or a 2 (for

your hi-res screen starts at location

57344 ($EOOO)-as in "Screen-80"you would initiate the screen dump
with:
POKE 900,(57344/256): SYS 52256

Sprite Magic:
An AII-Machine-Language

Sprite Editor
Charles Brannon
Sprites make animation on the 64 fun
and easy to program. But actually
drawing and creating sprites with
graph paper can be tedious. "Sprite
Magic" simplifies their creation, and
lets you concentrate on the artistic
aspects of sprite design.

Most of the what you've read about
sprites covers how to program them:
setting them up, protecting memory,
moving and animating them, and
using them in games. But sprite design is usually left up to you.
A sprite is defined by 63 binary
numbers. The one bits (on) represent solid pixels. Zeros (off) represent blank areas in which the screen
background is visible. Normally,
you sketch a sprite on a grid 24
squares across and 21 squares high .
This is three bytes per row (8 bits·3
bytes~24 bits) and 21 rows of
bytes (3·21 ~63 bytes). But after
you've drawn the sprite, you have
to convert the squares into binary,
and then into decimal so that you
can put the numbers in DATA
statements.
There are utility programs that
will do the conversion for you, even
editors that let you clear and set
sq uares with a joystick. Since
you're using a computer, other
functions can be supported to let
you clear, invert, reflect, reverse,
shift, and test out your sprite. The
more work the computer does, the
less you have to think in terms of
binary numbers.

Sprite Magic offers the best
features of most sprite editors, including true multicolor mode, and
pulls it off with the speed and power of an all-machine language program. Sprite Magic's style (and
even some of the coding) is similar
to " Vltrafont +." Many of the commands are the same, so you can get
up to speed quickly. If you've
learned how to use Vltrafont +, it
won't take much to become comfortable with Sprite Magic.
Here's how you get it up and
running:
LOAD "SPRITE MAGIC,8,!

Be sure to add the , 1 to the end .
After the computer comes back
with the READY message, type
NEW and press RETVRN. This resets some important memory locations, but leaves Sprite Magic in its
protected cubbyhole at $COOO.

Doodle
Activate Sprite Magic with SYS
49152. Instantly, the main screen
should appear, with a large 24 X 21
grid. The grid is a blow-up of the
sprite you are editing. The actual
sprite will be seen to the right of the
grid. The flashing square within the
large grid is your cursor. Move the
cursor with either the cursor keys or
with a joystick plugged into port 2.
To light up a blank spot (in other
words, to tum that pixel on), press
either the space bar or the joystick
fire button. If the square is already
lit, it will tum dark. This signifies
that the pixel has been turned off.
The button or space bar thus toggles points on or off. You can draw

your sprite quite easily in this manner. One fine point: With the joystick, you can hold down the fire
button and move the cursor. If the
first point you change was set, then
the fire button will continue to set
points as you move the joystick,
regardless of the other points' original state. If the first point you
change was empty, then you can
hold down the fire button and
move about, clearing anything the
cursor passes over. Notice how any
changes are immediately visible in
the actual sprite.
If you've just entered Sprite
Magic, the grid is probably full of
garbage pixels. To clear out the grid
for a new picture, press SHIFTCLR/ HOME. You now have an
empty area (a fresh canvas, so to
speak) to draw upon. You can press
CLR / HOME wit h o ut holding
down SHIFT to home the cursor to
the upper-left comer of the grid.
Does the cursor move too slow
or too fast? To change the velocity
(speed) of the cursor, press V. Answer the prompt with a number key
from 0 (slow) to 9 (very fast).

Shift, Expansion,
And Symmetry
Sometimes when you're drawing,
it's necessary to reposition the
shape within the grid. The first two
function keys let you shift the sprite
shape around within the grid. If
you shift something out of the grid,
it wraps around to the opposite
side. The f1 key shifts right, f3 shifts
down. Vse the SHIFT key along
with the function key to move in
the opposite direction: f2 moves the
Best of COMPUTE! and Gazette
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Lyco Computer
Mariletin\l & Consultants
S ince 1981

~~@IF NP 10

SEIKOSHA
SL-80Ai

• 100 cps draft
• 25 NLQ
• EZ Front 'Panel
Selection
• Auto Single
Sheet Feed
• Adjustable
T raclor Feed

,um,," au.n"~)

• Letter quality 54 cps
• Quiet (52 dBA)
• Automatic
paper loading

-

$299.95

Seikoshcr
~ ~

• 16 K
buffer

$1 29.9 5
PRINTERS

STAR
MICRONICS
NP·l0 ......

. 5129

NX-10 •........... S159

NL·l0 ...
. .... $195
$0·10 ...
.. S229
50·15 .......... 5349
ND· lO ..
. 5265
NO·IS .
. S389
$R·1O .
.. $379
SA-tS
. $439
NB24·'O .
... S399
NB24-15
..... $569
NX· 15 ............ S295
NB·15 .
. ....... 5769
NR·15 .......... 5459

BROTHER
Ml109 ........... $195
HR10Daisy ...... $195
MI409 .......
. 5329
HR20 ............. S339
M1509
.. 5365
M1709 ......... 5475
HR40 ......... . .. $579
2024leuerQuallly ... 5665
Twinwriter
Dot & Daisy .... 5$849

SILVER REED
EXP 420? ...... 5209
EX? 600P ........ 5539
EX? 800P ....... $649

CITIZEN
1200 ..
... $165
MSP'10
.. 5269
MSP-20 .......... $ 299
MSP'15 ..
5325
MSP'25 .......... $389
Premiere 35
. $469
Tribute 224 ..
. 5625

OKIDATA

• 160 cps Draft Mode
. 32 cps NLQ
• Word Process
• Friction Feed
(2-year warranty)

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-233-8760
IN PA
(71 7) 494-1030
OR SEND TO
L YCO COMPUTER
P.O. BOX 5088
Jersey Shore, PA 17740

EPSON

Okimate 20 ...... $119
Plug N Print .... 5CALL
120 NLQ ....... S189
180 .
.. .... $ 2 19
182.............. $229
192+
.... $315
193+ ............. $455
292 w/ inlerface... $455
293w/ interface ... $595

LXeOO ....
.. .. $169
FX86e ............ $299
EXBOO ........... $385
FX286e .......... $4 19
L0800 ........... $429
EX I 000 .......... 5489
LOlO00 ..
.. ... 5595

Panasonic
1091 i

ato..f

SP,200AS
RS232 ........ $165
$LBOA I ... . . .... . $ 299
MP1300Ai. ....... 5299
MP5300Ai. ....... 5375
BP5420Ai ........ S889

PANASONIC

$_ :7~

ping. All merchanclise carri4tcl under mllluractur~ ' warranty. Retum rHttiction applicable. RelUm authorization required. We check Jot stolen creoit can:II.
Of~rt

SPI OOOi .......... S 159
SPI200vc ....... SNEW
SPt200Ai ........ $165

1091i..
.. ... 5169
10801....... .... . $139
3131
....... 5259
1092i....
.. .... $295
3151 ............. 5379
1592 ...
.. ... $379
1595 ............. $419
10eOi
. $154 .95
Model 2 ...
1091i
Model 2 ...... $174 .95

lr.."ock items shippee! wilhln 24 hrs. 01 Ofder. NO deposit on C.O .O. Ofde~ .
Free shipping on prepalel cuh OfGers witl'lln the Continent.. U.S . VOlume
discounts IVIWaDle. PA residents ad(! salet tP . "PO. FPO Ina International
Of~rt aocI S5.00 plus 3~ lor prlOflty ma~ . AdveniHd orie.. sl'lOw 4% discountlOf cash. add 4% IOf MasterCard and VISA. Personal Cl'IeCltt require
4 WMks clearance belOfe shipping. We cannot guaranI" compaubility. We
only ship lactOf)' Ir8$h merchandise. Asjc aboul USP Blue and Red Label ship.
We accept purcllase

SEIKOSHA
SPI80Ai. ......... S129
SP180vc ......... $145
SP1000vc ..
.. 5149

DIABLO
025 .............. $499
635 .............. $779
D-801F .......... $1299

Irom educational Institutions. AN Items sublect

to cNinge without noIlee.

1-800-233-8760

. .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

MONITORS
Thompso n:

230 Amber

TT1/t2~ ....

450AmberTTI 115~

$85

... $149

IIIOMSON
O
A sight for sore eyes?'

980 Wh ite TTI / 12" ... $695
4120CGA..
.. .... $229
4160 eGA..
. .. S289
4460 EGA ............ $359
4375 Ultra Scan..
5525

Panasonic :

1320 . '..
. $369
1361 .............. ,' $459

Zen ith :
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM

1220 ....
.. SSg
1230 ... . ........ sag

SOFTWARE
MODEMS

Acllvl,Jon:
Pebble Beach Golf .•..• 524.95
Champ. Baseball .•..•.•.• 524.95
Champ. Basi<elban •.•... 524.95
Zorlt Trilogy ................. 539.95
Lealhef Goddesses ..... $24.95
MocHYnISI ..................... $24.95

4120 M o n it or
Avatex:

•

14" RGB/Video
Composite Analog
• Compatible wit h
IBM
• RG B Data Cable
Incl uded

$229

1200i ....... . .... . $99
1200hc ... .
$99.95

2400

.... $219
. .... . SCALL

1400i .

Mlcf09!"o .. :

Hayes:

.95

Conllicl '" VIetnam ...... $24.95

Smsrlmodem300 ... $125
Smsrtmodem 1200 .. 5369
Smsnmodem 2400 ... S559

L
COMMODORE PERsONAOMPUTERS!
1240........... $119
1330...... . .... $435

C

PC 10-1
• A ready-to-use
package of
computing power
and versatile
graphics!
• Commodore 1902
monitor optional

PC 10-2

I

• Flexible

~open
architecture ~

design for easy
installation of
variety of options
• 640 K RAM and
two 5 1/.~ drives
J.1'-~~

$489
$589

Crusade in Europe ••.. $24.95
DeCIsion in Desef1 ...... $24.95
F·t5 Strike Eagle .•••..•. $20.95
SIlent 5eMce .............. 520.95

Gunship .................... $28.95

Mlcroleague:
MICrolaag. Basebal .•... S23.gs
General Manager ...... $18.iS
Stat DIsk ....•................. $t5.95
'86 Team DIsk •..•.. ..... 511.95

Ep.,..:
Aps.hal Tnlogy ...........
Creale A Galenclal .....•
Destroyer ... .
..•.•.
Karate Cl"Iamp ..•......
",1ovje Monster ••.••....•.

514.95
517.95
$24.95
519.95
514.95
Rogue •.•.•..•.•..•••..•.•....•. 519.95
Sl. Sports Basl<etball .•• $24.95
SutI Bania SlmulalOi .• 523.95
Winter Games .
$24.95
WOIId Games .....
523.95
St~leglc

Slmul.Uon:

Road Waf 2000 ...

• aWE CHIP

PC

)1~ATARr PC gg:=:.iEm

~~~~~~~~ ~5!~~ri~~~LEE 5,,) 9(.•
PCIXT

compatible!

$499

:;'MCX;~ ~1~:rtt . '::::::::::::::::::
S8S5:
........... 589

BCM 12A Am . MonIIOf

SCM I <Ie Color RGe MomlOf ..... 5269

E~:~:~';mm :sill

Z"',lbo,,,' ....................... ....... SCALl
Iomege

Bemou~1

•

• $CALL

....ru •• ..................................... SCALl

il

Wizards Clown ........... $24.95

~
~---=
. ~'1/...:::::-'1
L~
~ ~

.~
. . .,. "'., ,F.".".....
...... 517.95
569.95
San,
••

Unison World:

Be Undersold!

Art Gallery 2 .. ... ...... . .. 518 95
News Masler ............... 555.95
Pnnl Master ............. $36.95

Flreblfd:
......... 526.95
GUIld 01 ThIeVes ........ 526.95
51algloool .•

Acc. •• :

Hard Drives for PC Compatibles

WId. Cl. Leader Board . 5CALL

. $275.95

L..rnlnq Company:

.$315.95 ~.....

Tlwlk 0u1Cll ....•..•••.•..•.• $29.95

Readel Rabbit .............
Math Rabbtt
......
Wnter RabtIII
.......
MagIC Spells ..............

.$489.95

(DRIVES INCLUDE CONTROLLER)
_

~~~ ;;~

<~
~? ;.~~:~~: .• • • ~::;
Wi II Not

&9 seagareHA~~/VES
20 MEG
30 MEG
40 MEG

$2<1.95
. .. $35.95

Kampfgruppe .. .

$24.95
524.95
524.95
522.95

Attention Educational

Institutions:

If you are not currently using our
_
educational service program, please
- - call our representatives for details.

PflICE GU .... RAIIT(E
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sprite shape left, f3 up.
After you've dra wn something, press F. Instantly, the sprite
is flipped upside-down. Press it
again to flip it back over. Remember F as the command for Flip. Now
try M, for Mirror. The shape you've
drawn is mirrored left to right. Of
course, if you've drawn something
symmetrical, you may not see any
change.
Now try CTRL-R or CTRL-9.
The sprite will become reversed.
Every square that was on is now
turned off, and vice versa.

A sprite can also be expanded
or contracted either hOrizontally or
vertically, or both horizontally and
vertically. The X and Y keys on the
keyboard let you do this. Press X to
switch from wide to narrow, or vice
versa. Press Y to switch from tall to
short, or vice versa . Regardless of
your choices, the main grid will not
change size or proportion .
An .unusual command is Symmetry. I added this command after
some suggestions that many shapes
are symmetrical from left to right,
as if a mirror were put in the middle
of the grid . To enter the Symmetry
mode, press the back-arrow ( ~) key
(found in the upper-left comer of
the keyboard). Now, every square
drawn on one side will be instantly
mirrored to the left. Blank squares
are not copied over, though, so you
cannot erase in this mode. This
command is not only quite useful,
but is also a great deal of fun to play
with. To return to normal editing,
press the back-arrow key again .
Notice the number in the upper-right comer of the screen. This
is the sprite page number, which
can range from 0 to 255. You start
out at the top of the sprite memory.
The + and - keys are used to go
forward or backward through sprite
shapes. Press the minus key and
see how you now have a new shape
in the grid.
There is a limit to how far back
you can go. If you have no BASIC
program in memory, you can step
back to sprite page number 32.
However, character information re-

sides in sprite pages below 128.
You can still clear the page and
draw a sprite shape on pages below
128, but it won' t really register. To
be safe, use only the sprite pages
from 128 on up. If you have a pro74
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Quick Reference Chart
B:
F:

Cycle through background colprs
Flip sprite upside·down
J: Move spri te with joystick. Press button when done.
L: Load sprite from tape or disk
M : Mirror sprite from left to right
S: Save sprite(s) to tape or disk

V:

Set cursor velocity

X:

Toggle X expansion on/off

Y:

Toggle Y expansion on/of(

CTRL-D: Create DATA statements
CTRL-R or CTRL-9: Reverse sprite

CTRL-X: Exit to BASIC

+: Next sprite page
- : Previous sprite page
elK/ HOME: Home sprite editing cursor
SHIFT -e LR/HOME, E<ase grid
Space bar or fire button: Set/clear points
CRSR keys or joystick in port 2: Moves cursor
Back arrow: Symmetry mode
Keys 1·4: Select drawing color for multicolo r mode
SHIFT 1-4: Change a drawing color

f1 : Sh ift right
f2: Shift left
f3: Shift down

£4: Shift up
£5: Multicolor mode
f6: Nannal mode
f7: Store sprite to buffer
f8: Recall sprite from buffer

gram in memory, Sprite Magic will
not let you step back past its end.
This protects your program from
being accidentally overwritten by a
sprite shape. If you want maximum
space available for sprite shapes, be
sure to NEW out any BASIC program before you SYS 49152. You'll
sometimes want to keep a program
in memory, however. We'll show
you why a bit later.
Programming note: The sprite
page number, when multiplied by
64, gives you the starting memory
location for the 63 numbers representing the sprite.

same keys are used in Sprite MagiC.
Press f7 to copy the sprite to the
buffer. The grid flashes to affirm
this. Then go to the sprite page
where you want to put the copy
and press f8 (SHIFT -f7). The shape
in the buffer replaces any shape
already in the sprite grid . You can
also use the buffer as a fail-safe
device. Before modifying an existing sprite, press f7 to save it in the
buffer. Then, if you mangle the
sprite, or accidentally erase it, you
can recall the previous shape from
the buffer.

Put It In The Buffer

The buffer is also useful for animation. Since you can change sprite
pages so easily, you can also use
Sprite Magic as an animation design tool. Cartoons make only minor changes between frames. Too
much change makes the animation
jerky. So put the first frame into the
buffer, copy it to the next area, then
make a change. Put the new image
into the buffer, copy it again to a
new area, then make another small
change. Continue in this fashion as
you build up a whole series of
frames. Put different but similar
shapes on adjacent pages, then
hold down plus or minus to step

You might use Flip to design two
views of a shape, such as a spaceship pointing in two directions.
Draw one freehand, then do the
other with Flip. Mirror can be used
to design separate left and right
views as well. But what you first
need is a way to copy the original
shape to another sprite area. One
way to do this is to copy the sprite
shape to an area of memory (a buffer). You can use + or - to step to
another sprite page, then copy the
buffer to the sprite. This, you may
remember, is the way you copy
characters with Ultrafont +. The

Computer Disney?

through the shapes. As with cartoon animation, you will get the
illusion of motion. Use a cursor velOcity of 9 for maximum speed. So
even if you don't care to program
sprites, Sprite Magic is a fun tool for
making moving cartoons.

A Bit Of Color
The normal drawing mode lets you
set or clear points, but in only one
color. If you're willing to give up
half as many horizontal points, you
can have four colors to work with.
Multicolor mode lets any square be
one of four colors, but gives you
only 12 pixels across instead of 24.
This is because two dots are
grouped together to give four combinations. The colors come from
four memory locations:
PaHem Color location

00

53281

Background color

01

53285

Sprite multicolor

10

5328753294
53286

register

11

register 0
Sprite color registers
Sprite multicolor

register 1

There are two multicolor sprite
registers, which are shared among
all sprites (in programming, but not
in Sprite Magic, you can have eight
sprites on the screen at the same
time). The bit pattern marked 10 is
unique to each sprite, and comes
from that sprite's own color register. Pattern 00 is blank, and whatever is underneath the sprite shape
will show through .
The reason for this sojourn into
bits and addresses is that only the
10 bit pattern has a unique color for
that sprite. lf you're designing several sprites for a game, remember
that anything drawn in tl)at color
can be changed individually for
each sprite. Squares drawn with bit
pattern 01 or 11 will be colored
from two locations shared by all
sprites.
Many sprite editors let you see
how the sprite would look in multicolor, but you still have to pair up
the pixels yourself, and keep track
of binary bit pairs. No fun! Instead,
Sprite Magic offers a multicolor
mode. When you press f5, the
screen instantly changes . Each
square in the grid is now rectangular, two squares wide. The cursor
has also been enlarged, and can be

moved about as before in the new
grid. But the way you set and clear
points has been changed, since you
are now working with four colors.

Multlcolor PaleHe
The fire button or the space bar
always sets a point, but you have to
tell Sprite Magic which color you
are currently drawing in . The number keys 1 to 4 select the drawing
color. The number you press is one
number higher than the binary value of the bit pairs in the table
above. The 1 key, for instance,
chooses the 00 bit pair, which represents the background color. In
practice, you are choosing from a
palette of four colors: The 1 key can
be used when you want to erase,
although the fire button can still be
used to toggle points on and off.
When you press a number key
from 1 to 4, the border color
changes to remind you which color
you're drawing with. If you want to
change one of the four colors, hold
down SHIFT while you type the
number . The prompt ENTER
COLOR KEY appears. Now you
have to enter another key combination. Press CTRL and one of the
number keys from 1 to 8, or hold
down the Commodore key and one
of the number keys from 1 to 8.
These are the same key combinations you use to change the text
color in BASIC. You can also
change the screen background
color by pressing the letter B on the
keyboard until the color you want
appears.
Some Sprite Magic commands
act strangely in multicolor mode.
For example, a shift left or shift
right (done with the f1 and f2 keys
respectively) moves the sprite over
by only one bit, which changes the
color assignments. In general, you
must press f1 or f2 twice to preserve
the same colors. Pressing the M key
(for Mirror) reverses the bit pairs, so
that every 01 becomes a 10. The
effect is that colors 2 and 3 are
exchanged. The R key (Reverse)
also inverts the bits, so that 01 becomes 10, 10 becomes 01 , 00 becomes 11, and 11 becomes 00.
Colors 2 and 3 are switched, as well
as colors 1 and 4.
If you want to go back to normal (non-multicolor) mode, press
the f6 key (SHIFT -f5) . There's noth-

ing to prevent you from designing
both normal and multicolor sprites
on different pages.
If you changed colors in the
multicolor mode, some of the colors
in the normal mode may have been
changed. You can alter these colors
as in multicolor mode. Press SHIFT1 to change the color of the empty
pixels, and SHIFT-2 to change the
color of the on pixels. (You'll be
prompted to press a color number
key after each SHIFT-lor SHIFT-2
combination. Remember to press
either CTRL or Commodore simultaneously with the color key.)

Mobilizing Your Sprite
If you want to try out your sprite in
action, press J (for Joystick). You
can now move the actual sprite
around with the joystick. The speed
of movement depends on the current cursor velocity. When you've
finished putting your sprite
through its paces, press the fire button to return to Sprite Magic. Also,
if you want to test the animation
while you are moving about, hold
down the SHIFT key to step forward through the pages of your
defined sprites, or the Commodore
key to step backward. You can lock
the SHIFT key to keep the animation happening while you move
around.

Saving Your Sprites
After all your work, you surely
want to save your creations on tape
or disk for future use. You can save
an individual shape, or all the
sprites. Press S (for Save), then
either D (Disk) or T (Tape). Next,
enter the filename . You'll be asked
if you want to "Save all from here?"
If you press N, for No, then only
the current sprite you are working
on is saved. If you press Y for Yes,
then every sprite from the current
sprite to sprite 255 will be saved.
Thus, if YOil want to save a range of
sprites, be sure to use the minus key
to step back to the first sprite you
want saved.
To recall your sprites, press L.
The Load command loads everything that was saved. If you're loading in more than one sprite, be sure
you step backward far enough with
the minus key so that all the sprites
will fit between the current sprite
and sprite 255 . The sprites load
Best of COMPUTE! a nd Gazette
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starting at the current sprite page
number. After you press L, enter T
or D for Tape or Disk.

Making Sprite DATA
If you're a programmer, you 're
probably more interested in DATA
statements. That way, you can use
BASIC to READ and POKE the
numbers into memory. If you have
some kind of"DATA maker," you
can run it on the memory used by
the sprite in Sprite Magic (again,
the memory location is the sprite
number times 64). But Sprite Magic
has a special DATA maker of its
own. It's similar to the Create
DATA option in Ultrafont +, but
it's been enhanced.
Press CTRL-D to create a series
of DATA statements from the current sprite in memory. Just tap the
key, or you'll get hundreds of
DATA statements as the key repeats. Sprite Magic will create eight
DATA statements, with eight bytes
per line. The last byte is not strictly
used. Sprite shapes are made from
63 bytes, but the sprite areas are
padded out so they will conveniently fall in 64-byte ranges. To
create DATA statements for another sprite, use the + or - key to
move to the correct sprite page,
then press CTRL-D again.
If you have a program already
in memory, the DATA statements
are appended to the end of the program, starting with the next available line number. To add DATA
statements to an existing program,
then, first load Sprite Magic. Type
NEW. Load your BASIC program,
and SYS 49152 to enter Sprite Magic. You can then load in sprite
shapes and use CTRL-D to add
those DATA statements to the end
of the BASIC program in memory.
You can check to see that these
DATA statements were added by
exiting Sprite Magic (press CTRL-X)
and typing LIST. Your program
should have eight new DATA lines
for each sprite pattern. If there was
no program in memory, the DATA
statements form a program all their
own, starting with line 1. If you
want, you can save just the DATA
statements to tape or disk, using the
normal SAVE command.
To exit Sprite Magic and return
to BASIC, press CTRL-X. You can
~Iso use RUN / STOP-RESTORE. ill
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Fast Hi-Res
Screen Dump
Robert F. Mills
This machine language program
prints out screen dumps at high speed
whell used with the Epson, Gemini,
and compatible printers. For the
Commodore 128 and 64.
The " Hi-Res Dump" program in
the July 1986 GAZETTE prints out
excellent copies of whatever is on
the hi-res (high-resolution) screen .
Unfortunately, the program is very
slow when used with a non-Commodore printer like my Gemini lOX
with its Cardco + G interface. The
interface emulates the Commodore
graphics commands well-but the
process is slow and it gives the
printhead quite a workout. So, I
dug out my printer manual to learn
more about its built-in graphics capabilities. " Fast Hi-Res Dump" is
the result.
Although I wrote this program
for my Gemini printer, it also works
with most other Star Micronics
models, and with most Epson printers as well. In fact, the program will
work with most any printer that
uses the ESC K III n2 sequence for
printing graphics. The program will

not work with allY Commodore printer. Refer to the owner's manual that
came with your printer for details of
its built-in graphics capabilities . Regardless of the printer used, you
must also have an interface which
allows a transparent mode of oper-

ation. Transparent mode makes the
interface pass all characters to the
printer without modification . This
gives you control over the printer's
special built-in functions . This program uses the CardeD convention
whereby a secondary address of 4
in the OPEN statement specifies
transparent mode. For other interfaces, it may be necessary to set a
switch on the interface to select
transparent mode. This program
does not work with most thirdparty printers that have built-in
Commodore interfaces, such as the
Star SG-IOC or Gemini II .

Printing A Screen
Fast Hi-Res Dump is relocatable, so
you can put this program nearly
anywhere in RAM. The program
will place the machine language at
any address you request. On the
128, either of the RS-232 buffers
(starting addresses 3072 or 3328)
provide excellent areas if you won't
be using an RS-232 device. The free
memory starting at 4864 can also be
used. For the Commodore 64, the
free memory beginning at address
49152 is a good place to put this
routine if your screen or another
program isn' t located there. The
program is 221 bytes long, so it
won't fit in the cassette tape buffer.
When you run the program,
you'll be asked to specify a starting
address for the dump routine. The

: : : :Get your workspace back again.
Consolidate your 64, 64C or 128 system
with the Command Center.
Just look at all it includes:
• Bullt·ln AC Power Strip with power surge
and voltage spike protection, line noise filter·
ing and power outlets.
• Built·in DrivelCPU Cooling Fan to prevent
overheating.
. Modular Telephone Plug with its own
on·line / off·line telecommunications
switch. (Optional on 64 and 64C).
••• •
._
.~ ;g; E;;l'r:"',:~~"'''• Master AC Switch for easy system
power up.
,=
.
• Single or Dual Drive Configurations with the
o 128 ... . ... $149.95
standard drive insert.

-

o

64 . . . . ..... $119.95

- -r
........

o

64C .............. $129.95

COMMAND CENTER ACCESSORIES
(Specify 128, 64, or 64C when ordering)

I
The Command Center will untangle your
wires, unci utter your desk and put peripherals
at your fingertips.

DATA DIRECTOR

Dust Cover $19.95 - covers entire system
Keyboard Cover $19.95 - smoked acrylic
Drive Reset $14.95 - one switch per drive
Short Serial Cable $9.95 - for chaining drives
Modem Switch $9.95 - 64 / 64C option
Tilt / Swivel Monitor Stand $14.95 - see below
(Call for details)

TILT/SWIVEL MONITOR STAND

$39.95
• Share two Commodore® 6-pin serial devices
with one computer.
• Share two computers with one serial device.
• Works with Commodore® compatible disk
drives, printers, and all interfaces.
• LED indicates which device is in use.
• Convenient button resets device.
• Saves wear on disk drive serial ports.
• Eliminates cable swapping.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING

-"''E'P~'K
ftJ I J;J P.O. Box 203
Oakdale, IA 52319

-Commodore is a leglstered trademark 01 CommodOle Electronics, ltd.

Continental U.S.
$ 4.50 for each Command Center
$ 2.00 for one accessory item
$ 3.00 for two or more accessories
APO/FPO/CANADAIPuerto Rico/HawaII/Alaska
$13.00 for each Command Center
$ 4.00 for one accessory item
$ 6.00 for two or more accessories
$2.00 charge for C.O.D. orders
Iowa residents add 4% sales tax

• Swivel base adjusts to desired viewing angle.
• Accommodates most popular monitors.
. Tension adjustment holds stand firml y in
correct position.
• Padded feet to protect surface.
• Cushioned pads hold monitor securely in place.
• Places monitor at ideal viewing level and
position.

Free 3O·day trial offer
and one·year warranty.

,-----------

II I

Z

For faster service, call
HIQ().626-4582 toll-free
1·319·338·7123 (Iowa
Residents)

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

I "~._~--------------I
I """rUI
I c~"'--------~,,~...~----~,,~,-II
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I

FISH· ED
.... rth.commOClo.... and 12.
"1/ you're looking lor a sensibly priced
positlue learning experience for your
early leamer, try Fish-Ed."
. RUN magazine
June 1987

RSH·EDISTHE
EXCmNGWAY
FOR CHILDREN
TO lEARN AL·
PHABETIZING. SPELLING. NUMBER
CONCEPTS. AND MATH. THE FOUR
GAMES ARE ON ONE DISK AND YOU
CAN CREATE AND SAVE YOUR OWN
MATH AND SPELLING LIBRARIES IN
ADDmON TO THOSE INCLUDED
WITH THE PROGRAM.
"Fish·Ed Is uery nlce/y d one, with good
documentation, and especially easy lor
young pla yers to understond."
. MIDNIGHT SOFTWARE GAZETIE

"F/sh·Ed Is a solid educational tool for
parents and teachers alike.
• RUN rTIlIga~jne
H

$29.95 (U.S. Funds)
(California residents add $1 .80 sales Tax)

Mastercard and Visa orden ca!l COu.ECT:
805·7334430. Checks lind money orders payable 10 :

BUCHANAN SOnwARI
160 t-Ionh FillrvlewAve.• Suite 146 • Goleta. CA 93117
Deolu and DblJilXllO¥ Inqu iries welcome!

(C&[))C3~[))
NEW ADVANCED 3-D GRAPHICS

For Commodort 641J2S in 64 moot
View Designs in Multiple Perspectives
-l' Versatile/Fast 360 degree rotation
-l' 2000 Une Disp'lay
:l' Printer capabllity with lalest compatibles

'.l' 1520 Plotter availability
-.l' Disk Loading and Saving of Designs
-.l' Superimpose Designs! Modify Partial Designs

":,) Commercial Graphic program compatibility
Professional -Educational - Ho me Applicatio ns
Architects, Engineers, Desig ners,
Programmers, Students
CA[)'3D!! Enter mt' in to the f,stest growi ng ftekl in graph ic
tech nology. At' specUI int roductory price 549.95. Add 54.00
for shi pping .lind hi1lndting, forC .O .O. ,dd a n addilioni1ll
54.00, (California midenl s plene include 6% sales IU).

iht Software

2269 CHESTNlIT STREET
SUITE 162

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123

ORDER LINE. (415) 923-1081
Dealenj Dlstribulon Inquiries welCOfMd.
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loader then POKEs the values into
that area and checks lor errors. Anytime you want to dump the image
on the hi-res screen to the printer,
just SYS to the address you specified
lor the dump routine. For example,
if you placed the Fast Hi-Res Dump
routine at 49152, use SYS 49152 to
dump your graphics screen. This
can be done either in direct mode or
within a program. The dump takes
just over a minute. On the 128, you
can BSAVE (binary save) the routine
and then BWAD it wherever you
wish without having to use the loader program again. For example, il
you told the loader to place the routine at address 3072 ($OCOO), the
RS-232 input buller, you could save
a copy 01 the routine with:
BSAVE "FASTDUMP",P3072 TO P3293

Then when you want to use the
routine, just BWAD " FASTDUMP"
and SYS 3072. Or, if you have another ML program residing-at 3072,
you can use BLOAD " FASTDUMP",P address and SYS address,
where address is some other Iree ML
area. For the 128, make sure that the
routine is loaded into a bank configuration where Kernal ROM is visible
(bank IS, lor example).

Behind The Dump
Fast Hi-Res Dump is written entirely in machine language. First, the
program opens a channel lor talking to the printer (eqUivalent to
OPEN 4,4,4 in BASIC). The secondary address 01 4 puts the Cardco
+G interlace in transparent mode
with line leeds. II you don't have a
Cardco interlace, you may need to
change the DATA in line 70. Replace the 4 in that line 'with the
secondary address value that puts
your interlace into transparent
mode. (You can ignore this change
il your printer interlace instead requires a switch setting to select
transparent mode.) II you do
change line 70, remember to
change the total in line 40 to reflect
the new value. Otherwise, you'll
get a lalse error message when you
run the program.
Next, the routine sends the
character codes to set up the printer
lor 8/72-inch (versus the nonnal
9/72) line leed length to account
lor the lact that the Gemini print
head has nine vertical liring pins.

(It's more convenient when working with the Commodore graphiCS
screen to deal with only eight.)
Changing the line leed length removes the gaps between the lines.
At the beginning 01 each column to be printed, the sequence
ESC K n1 112 is sent to the printer.
The expression III + 112 X 256
gives the number 01 characters to
lollow. The program sends ESC K
200 0 lor each column because
there are 25 rows in the hi-res
screen, and each row has eight lines
(25 X 8 = 200).
The program prints the screen
contents Sideways on the paper,
with each printed dot corresponding to a lit pixel on the screen . The
program scans lrom the top right
comer 01 the screen down to the
bottom right comer, through 25
rows 01 8 lines. The address 01 a
particular byte in the screen is (320
X row) + (8 X column) + line
+ base, with column ranging Irom 0
to 39, row lrom 0 to 24, and line
Irom 0 to 7. The base address is the
starting address 01 the screen bitmap. As written, this is assumed to
be 8192 ($2000). II you want to
dump a hi-res screen located elsewhere, just change the 32 at the end
01 line 240 to the high byte 01 the
starting address 01 your screen. For
example, if your screen is at 16384
($4000), then change the 32 to 64.
(As belore, you'll also have to adjust the total in line 40 to reflect the
new value.)
Note that there is a one-to-one
relationship between the printed
dots and pixels; this makes the linal
printed copy about 4 X 5 inches.
Like most hi-res dump programs, this program can't be used
to dump text screens or sprites, but
its speed, small size, and portability
make it a very uselul and powerlul
utility.
C

Ultrafont+
Charles Brannon
This powerful custom character editor for the Commodore 64, which
originally appeared in the July 1984
GAZETTE, has been one of our most
popular programs. Now it's been en hanced, and a few minor bugs have
been removed. We think you'll be surprised at its lightning speed, ease of
use, and unique features. It's designed
to let you concentrate on your artwork
instead of programming details.

Anyone who has used graph paper
to plot out characters, then tediously converted the rows of dots into
numbers can appreciate a character

editor. Instead of drawing and erasing on paper, you can draw your
characters freehand with a joystick.
" Ultrafont+ " offers almost every
conceivable aid to help you design
whole character sets.
Load UI trafont + with the
command LOAD " ULTRA FONT",B,1. After it's loaded, enter
NEW and press RETURN to reset
important memory pointers, then
start the program by typing SYS
49152 and pressing RETURN.

The Display
At the bottom of the screen you'll
see eight lines of characters. These
are the 256 characters you can customize, arranged in eight 32character rows. Note the normal
character set in the top half, with
reversed images in the bottom half.
A flashing square rests on the at
(@) symbol, the home position of
the character set. Above the eight
rows is the main grid, a blown-up
view of ten characters. The bottom
row of the screen is reserved for
messages. The flrst time you SYS to
Ultrafont+, you'll be asked whether you want to edit the uppercasej

graphics character set or the lowercase set.

About The Grid
The grid is like a large window on
the character set. You see the first
five characters and the five beneath
them. Each character is made up of
64 pixels (an abbreviation for " picture elements"), arranged in an B X
B matrix. A large red box shows you
which character you' re currently
editing, and a smaller flashing
square is the cursor you use to set
and clear pixels while you're drawing a character.
You can use the cursor keys
(up, down, left, right) to move the
large red cursor to any character
you want to edit. If you move to a
character not on the large grid (out
of the window), the window automatically scrolls to make the character appear. You can also look at
the bottom of the screen to move
the larger cursor, since the flashing
square on the character set moves
with the main grid.
The HOME key moves the
small cursor to the upper-left comer
of the grid. If you press it twice, it
takes you back to the top of the
character set-to @.
Use a joystick plugged into
port 2 to control the small cursor
within the grid. If you move the
cursor out of the current character,
the red cursor jumps to the next
character in whatever direction you

are moving. The display at the bottom adjusts, and the grid scrolls as
necessary. This means that you can
ignore the traditional boundaries
between characters and draw
shapes as big as the entire character
set (256 X 64 pixels). There is no
wraparound for the cursor in the
bottom section of the screen. When
it hits an edge, it will go no further

in that direction.
The joystick's fire button is
used to set and clear points. If you
press it when the cursor is resting
on a solid square, the pixel is turned
off. If the square is currently off, it's
turned on. Holding down the button while you move the joystick
keeps you in the same drawing
mode. If you set a point, you'll continue to draw as you move. If you
clear a point, you can move around

and erase points all over the screen.
If the drawing cursor is too fast
or too slow, just press V to set the
cursor velocity. Answer the prompt
with a speed from 0 (slow) to 9 (very
fast-but too fast for practical use).

Manipulations
There are several functions that affect the current character (where
the red box is). You can rotate, shift,
mirror, reverse, erase, replace, and

copy characters. The best way to
learn is to play with the functions.
lt's really a lot of fun . The following
keys control each function.

Function Keys
f1

Scrolls character right. All pixels move right. The rightmost
column of pixels wraps around
to the left.
£2 Scrolls character left. Wraparound is like fl .
f3 Scrolls character down. All
pixels move down. The last
row of pixels wraps around to
the top.
£4 Scrolls character up. Wraparound is like f3.
R
Rotate. Rotates the character
90 degress. Press twice to flip
the character upside down.
M Mirror. Creates a mirror image
of the character left to right.
CLR (SHIFT-CLR/HOME) Erases
the current character.
Best of COMPUTE! and Gazette
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CTRL-R or CTRL-9 Reverses the

character. All set dots are
clear, and all empty dots are
set. The bottom half of the
character set is the reversed
image of the top half.
CTRL-back arrow H Copies upper half of the character set,
reverses it, and places it in the
lower half. This way, you have
to redraw only the normal
characters, then use CTRLback arrow to crea te the
reverse character set.
F
Fix. Use this if you want to
restore the normal pattern for
the character. If you've redefined the letter A and press F
while the red cursor is on the
character, the Commodore
pattern for A will be copied
back from ROM.
T
Type. This lets you tryout
your character set. The screen
clears, with a copy of the character set provided for reference. You can type and move
the cursor around, just as in
BASIC. This is handy for envisioning sample screens and fitting
together
multiplecharacter shapes. Press the
RUN / STOP key to exit from
Type and return to Ultrafont+.

Saving And Loading
Character Sets
To save your creation to tape or
disk, press S, then either T for tape
or D for disk. When requested, enter the filename, up to 16 characters. Don't use the 0: prefix if you're
using a disk drive; it's automatically
added for you. The screen clears,
displays the appropriate messages,
and then returns to the editing
screen if there are no errors. If there
are errors, such as the disk being
full, Ultrafont+ will read the disk
error message and display it at the
bottom of the screen. (Tape users
should remember that the 64 is
never able to detect an error during
a tape save.)
Press a key after you've read
the message and try to correct the
cause of the error before you save
again.
To load a character set previously saved, press L and answer the
TAPE OR DISK prompt. Enter the
80
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filename . If you're using tape, be
sure the tape is rewound and ready.
After the load, you'll be returned to
the editing screen; a glance is all it
takes to see that the set is loaded. If
an error is detected on a tape load,
you'll see the message ERROR ON
SAVE/ LOAD. Once again, if you're
using disk, the error message will be
displayed. Press a key to return to
editing so that you can try again .

DATA statements will be appended, also numbered from line numbers 63000 and up. Since the keys
repeat if held down, just tap CTRLD. If you hold it down, you may
notice that hundreds of DATA
statements have been created. See
the notes at the end of this article
for more details on using DATA
statements in your own programs.

Copying And
Moving Characters

After you create the DATA, you'll
still be in Ultrafont + . If you want
to exit to see the DATA statements
or go on to other things, press
CTRL-X. The screen will reset to
the normal colors and you'll see the
READY prompt. If you' ve made
DATA, LIST reveals it. It's best to
enter the command CLR to make
sure BASIC is initialized properly
after creating DATA statements.
One thing to watch out for:
Don' t use RUN/ STOP-RESTORE
to exit Ultrafont + . The program
moves screen memory from the default area at address 1024, and the
RUN / STOP-RESTORE combination <joes not reset the operating
system pointers to screen memory.
If you do press it, you won't be able
to see what you're typing. To fix it,
blindly type POKE 648,4 or SYS
49152 to reenter Ultrafont+ so you
can exit properly, via CTRL-X.

You can copy one character to another with function keys 7 and 8.
When you press f7, the current character flashes briefly, then is copied
into a buffer. Ultrafont+ remembers that character pattern. You can
position the cursor where you want
to copy the character before pressing
f8 . The memorized character replaces the character the cursor is
resting on. You can also use the
buffer as a fail-safe device. Before
you begin to edit a character you've
already worked on, press f7 to store
it safely away. That way, if you
accidentally wipe it out or otherwise
garble the character, you can press
f8 to bring back your earlier version.

Creating DATA Statements
A very useful command, CTRL-D,
allows you to create DATA statements for whatever characters
you've defined. Ultrafont+ doesn' t
make DATA statements for all the
characters, just the ones you've
changed. After you press CTRL-D,
Ultrafont+ adds the DATA statements to the end of whatever program you have in BASIC memory.
If there is no program, the DATA
statements exist alone.
If the screen turns to garbage
when you press CTRL-D, then you
probably didn't type NEW after
loading Ultrafont+. The NEW
command resets some important
pointers after you've loaded a machine language program from immediate mode.
You can load Ultrafont +, enter NEW to reset the BASIC pointers, load a program you're working
on, then SYS 49152 to Ultrafont+
to add DATA to the end of the
program. The DATA statements always start at line 63000, so you
may want to renumber them. If you
press CTRL-D twice, another set of

Exiting Ultrafont+

Reentering Ultrafont +
To restart Ultrafont+ within the
program , press SHIFT-RUN/
STOP. After you ' ve exited to
BASIC, you can rerun Ultrafont +
with SYS 49152 . You' ll see the
character set you were working on
previously, along with the message
USE ROM SET? (Y/N) . Usually,
Ultrafont + will copy the ROM
character patterns into RAM where
you can change them. If you press
N, however, the set you were previously working on is untouched.
Press any other key, like RETURN,
to reset the characters to the ROM
staI)dard. You can copy either the
uppercase/graphics set from ROM,
or the lowercase set.

A Whole New World
Of Multlcolor
You're not finished yet. There's yet
another mode of operation within
Ultrafont+ , the multicolor mode.
In multicolor mode, any character

can contain up to four colors simulQuick Reference: Ultrafont+ Commands
taneously. One has to be used for
Cursor keys
Move to next character
the background, which leaves three
HOME (CLR / HOME)
Moves the cu rsor to upper-left comer. Press twice to go
back to start
for the character itself. Multicolor
V
Cursor velocity; answer from 0 (slow) to 9 (fast)
changes the way the computer infl
Scrolls right with w raparound
terprets character patterns. Instead
12(SHIFT-fl)
Scrolls left
of a one bit representing a solid
13
ScroUs down
pixel and a zero representing a 14(SHlfT-13)
Scrolls up
R
Rotates 90 degrees; press twice to invert
blank, the eight bits are organized
Mirror image
M
as four pairs of bits. Each pair can
CLR (SHIFT-CLR/ HOME) Erases current character
represent four possibilities: 00, 01 ,
CTRL-R, CTRL-9
Reverse pixels
10, and II. Each pair is also a numCTRL-back arrow (....,
Copies upper half of character set, reversed, to lower half
CTRL-f
Copies firs t four rows of characters. reversed, to bottom
ber in decimal from 0 to 3, and
four
represents one of the four colors.
f
Fix characters from ROM pattern
Ultrafont + makes multicolor
L
Load. Tape or Disk, Fil ename
easy. You don't have to keep track
S
Save . Tape o r Disk, File name
T
of bit pairs any more than you have
Typing mode: RUN/ STOP to exit
f7
Memorizes character (keep)
to convert binary to decimal. Just
18 (SHIFT-fl)
Recalls character (put)
press the f5 key. Presto-the whole
15
Switches to multicolor character mode
screen changes. The normal characf6 (SHifT-15)
Returns to nonnal character mode
ters are rather unrecognizable, and
CTRL-D
Makes DATA stateme nts
SHIFT -RUN/ STOP
Restarts Ultrafont+
the drawing cursor is twice as wide
CTRL-X
Exits Ultrafont + to BASIC
(since eight bits have been reduced
to four pixel-pairs, making each dot ~----------------------------1
twice as wide). You have only four Commodore logo colors just picks patterns that make up each color.
dots hOrizontally per character, but the color shown on the face of the Multicolor characters look just as
you can easily combine several color key. Incidentally, it's the color strange in normal mode as normal
characters to form larger shapes.
of bit pattern 3 (color 4) that characters look in multicolor.
Multicolor redefines the way changes according to the character
If you changed colors in the
the joystick and fire button work. color as set in color memory. The multicolor mode, some of the colors
The fire button always lays down a other colors are programmed in in the normal mode may have been
colored rectangle in the color you 're multicolor registers I and 2 (loca- altered. You can change these colors
currently working with. That color tions 53282 and 53283), so all char- just as you did in muiticolor mode.
is shown in the center of the draw- acters share these two colors. When Press SHIFT-I to change the color of
ing cursor. Press the number keys you want to vary a certain color the empty pixels, and SHIFT -2 to
I , 2, 3, or 4 to choose different without affecting the rest of the change the color of the on pixels.
colors to draw with. The number of characters, you'll want to draw it in Use SHIFT -4 to change the color of
the key is one more than the bit color 4.
the eight rows of characters.
pattern, so color I is bit pattern 00,
Some of the commands in the
and color 4 is bit pattern 11 . When multicolor mode aren't as useful as How To Use The
you first SYS to Ultrafont+ , the others. You have to press f1 and f2 DATA Statements
four colors show up distinctly on a twice to shift a character, since they The DATA statements are created
color TV or monitor.
only shift one bit, which may cause from lines 63000 and up, as many
You can easily change the col- all the colors to change. You can as necessary. Each line of data has
ors. Just hold down SHIFT and use CTRL-R or CTRL-9 (Reverse) to nine numbers. The first number is
press the appropriate number key reverse all the colors (color I be- the internal code of the character
to change that number's color. You comes color 4, color 2 becomes (the code you use when POKEing
will see the message PRESS color 3, color 3 becomes color 2, to the screen). It represents an offset
COLOR KEY. Now press one of the and color 4 becomes color I). R into the table of character patterns.
color keys from CTRL-I to CTRL-8, (Rotate) changes all the colors and The eight bytes that follow are the
or from Commodore-I to Commo- is rather useless unless you press it decimal numbers for the eight bytes
dore-8. Hold down the CTRL or twice to just tum the characters up- needed to define any character.
Commodore key as you do this. side down . M (Mirror) works as it Here's a sample program to read
Instantly, that color, and every- did before except that colors 2 and 3 them and display them:
thing previously drawn in that are switched. And you can still
POKE 56,48: CLR
color, is changed.
copy characters using f7 and f8 (see 10
so READ A: If A - - l THEN 70
Three of the colors (including above).
60 fOR 1- 0 TO 7: READ B
I , the background color) can be any
63 POKE 12288 + A • 8 + I, B
66 NEXT: GOTO so
of the 16 colors. But because of the Returning To Normal
way multicolor works, color 4 (rep- You can switch instantly back to the 70 PRINT CHR5(147);"{10 DOWN}":
REM TEN CURSOR DOWNS
resented by bit pattern II, or 3 in normal character mode by pressing 80 fOR
I - 0 TO 7: fOR) - 0 TO 31
decimal) can only be one of the 8 f6 (SHIFT-f5) . If you were drawing 83 POKE 1028 + ) + I • 40, I • 32 + )
CTRL colors. Assigning it one of the in multicolor, you can see the bit 86 POKE 55300 + ) + I • 40, 1: NEXT:
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NEXT
90 POKE 53272, (PEEK (53272) AND 240)
OR 12
95 END

You'll also need to add the following line to the end of your
DATA statements:
63999 DATA - 1

If you want to have your cake
and eat it, too-that is, also have the
normal. ROM patterns-copy them
from ROM down to RAM by adding:
20 POKE 56334, PEEK (56334) AND 254,
POKE 1, PEEK (1) AND 251
30 FOR I - 0 TO 2047, POKE 12288 + I,
PEEK (53248 + I), NEXT
40 POKE 1, PEEK (1) OR 4, POKE 56334,
PEEK (56334) OR 1

To tum on multicolor mode,
POKE 53270, PEEK(53270) OR 16.
Three color registers are at
53281-53283. The fourth is the individual character color, which is
changed by holding down CTRL or
Commodore and pressing a numbered color key on the top row of
the keyboard.

Custom Characters On
The 128
Commodore 128 Users can use Ul-

trafont + to create characters for the
128's 40-column screen .
First, go into 64 mode and load
Ultrafont+ . You'll be using the
characters in 128 mode, but you
have to create them in 64 mode.
When you're satisfied with the new
character set, save it to disk, following the instructions above. (It's easier to use a disk file on the 128, so
don' t use the DATA option.) To
load the character set into the 128,
add these lines at the beginning of
your own program:
10 GRAPHICl, GRAPHICO
20 SWAD "characterset", 80, P14336
30 POKE 2604,30, POKE 217,4

That's all there is to it. Line 10
allocates memory for a hi-res screen
by moving up the start of BASIC.
This is necessary to protect the
character set from interference from
your program. Note that while the
custom characters are in this memory, you should not use the hi-res
screen. Also, if you use the SPRDEF
command to create sprites, the hires area is cleared and your charac-

ter set will be erased. After exiting
the sprite editor, press RUN / STOP- RESTORE and BLOAD

the characters again.
Line 20 loads the character set
you created into locations 1433616383. Substitute the appropriate
filename for "charactersel" in this
line. Line 30 then sets a pointer to
14336. To move it to another location in memory, the character set
must start at an even multiple of
2048; divide..the starting address by
1024 and add 16 (this is the number
to POKE into 2604). The POKE to
217 tells the 128 to look for the
character in RAM instead of ROM.
For multicolor characters, a
couple of additional POKEs are
needed:
40 POKE 218,255, BANK 15, POKE
53270,PEEK(53270)ORI6

The POKE to 218 turns off the
split-screen option, which is accessed by the BASIC commands
GRAPHIC2 and GRAPHIC4. Split
screens use a raster interrupt to
switch back and forth; this interrupt
interferes with multicolor mode.
Once the interrupt is disabled, it's
safe to go into multicolor mode
with the POKE to 53270. To change
the colors in multicolor mode, use
C
the COLOR command.
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80 Columns
For The 64
Gregg Peele And Kevin Martin
Did you ever wish for an 80-co[umn
screen? "Screen-80" transform s your
64 into an 80-co[umn machine without affecting the normal screen editing keys. We've also included
"Custom -80," which allows you to
create your own 80-co[umn character
set with a joystick.
" Screen-SO" offers a full SO-column
screen and provides you the ability
to use your 64 to write, edit, and
even run BASIC programs (including some commercial software).
You can also use all the cursor controls of the normal screen editor. It
runs concurrently with the normal
system, allowing a quick switch between 40- and 80-column modes.
Best of all, little memory is
used by Screen-SO. The program
consists of approximately 3K of machine language which goes into
RAM " underneath" ROM. There
are also 43 bytes which are placed
in a little used area of RAM (locations 710-753). Since the bulk of
Screen-SO uses the same memory
locations as the operating system,
and the location of the 43 bytes
used from RAM are normally unused anyway, Screen-SO works
without any apparent loss of programming space.

Using 80 Columns
Once you enter 80-column mode,
the first thing you're likely to notice
is the smaller size characters. Since
increasing the size of the screen is
impossible, adding 40 more columns to the 64 makes it necessary
to halve the size of each character.
Some televisions may not produce
a clear enough picture to make
these smaller characters readable,
so you may find it clifficuIt to read
text in 80 columns. We recommend

using a video monitor with the
color turned off. You may want to
change the character set to suit your
personal taste or needs. " Custom80" (discussed later) is designed to
let you do just that.
Screen-80 provides a different
cursor than does the normal 40column mode. Rather than a blinking block, it uses an underline
character; but like the normal cursor, it can move anywhere on the
screen. In fact, you can use all the
cursor control keys, just as you
would normally, to insert or delete,
home the cursor, clear the screen,
or create BASIC program lines.
Both uppercase/graphics and
lower/ uppercase modes are supported in Screen-SO, but you cannot
toggle between these modes with
the SHIFT -Commodore key combination. Instead, you can put the
screen editor in lower-/ uppercase
mode by pressing the CTRL and N
keys simultaneously, or by printing
CHR$(14). To return to uppercase/
graphics mode, simply print
CHR$(142) to the screen . These
methods affect only characters
printed after these commands.
Thus, you may have both sets (for
example, graphiCS and lowercase)
on the screen at the same time for
increased programming flexibility.
You can change the color of the
background, text, or border by simply POKEing the appropriate color
number into location 53281 (for the
background), location 646 (for text),
or location 53280 (for the border).
Changing text color changes the
color of all text on the screen. If you
want to change the background or
text color during program mode,
print a CHR$(13) after POKEing
the appropriate location. Since
color memory is fixed on the 64, it's

impossible to have true 80-column
color. Therefore, Screen-80 does
not recognize color codes in PRINT
statements as being any different
from other graphics characters. All
printing to the screen uses the color
specified in location 646 .

Graphics And
Sound Routines
Screen-80 can be used with sprites,
high -reso lution graphics , and
sound-just like the normal 64
screen. Since this program actually
uses a hi-res screen, you can also
use it for other graphics displays.
You can even have text and hi-res
graphics on the screen at the same
time. (Check your Programmer's
Reference Guide for more detailed
information on how to plot points
on the hi-res screen.)
To plot points (or do anything
else) to the hi-res screen, it is important to know how to POKE and
PEEK to the screen. The hi-res
screen for Screen-80 is located at
57344 ($EOOO). Since this screen
memory shares addresses with
ROM, you may POKE graphics
safely to the screen, but attempting
to PEEK from the screen will give
you values from the ROMs. To
PEEK these screen locations, you
must first disable interrupts, then
use location 1 to reconfigure the 64 .
Location 1 allows you to selectively
replace ROM locations with
RAM-making it possible to have a
full 64K of RAM on the 64. Once
you reconfigure the 64, you can
PEEK locations on the screen. Since
the operating system must access
the ROMs to function properly, you
must immediately restore the 64 to
its normal configuration and reenable interrupts. Here's an example of how to do it in BASIC:
Best of COMPUTE! and Gazette
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10 POKE 56334,PEEK(56334)AND254,
REM DISABLE INTERRUPTS
20 POKE 1,53, REM RECONFIGURE 64
30 PRINT PEEK(57344), REM PEEK THE
FIRST BYTE OF SCREEN RAM
40 POKE 1,55, REM RETURN 64 TO
NORMAL
50 POKE 56334,PEEK(56334)ORI, REM
REENABLEINTERRUPTS

Using sprites in Screen-80 requires all sprite data to be kept
within the same 16K block as the
hi -res screen . Locations 49152
($COOO) to 53247 ($CFFF) are perfect places to put sprite data . The
sprite pointers for Screen-80 are located at 53248+2040 to 53248 +
204 7. To cause sprite 0 to get its
data from 49152 ($COOO), put a zero
into location 53248 + 2040. Since
POKEs to this area of memory are
normally intercepted by the I/ O
chip, we must disable interrupts
and I/ O to put a value into these
locations. Here's a program to put a
sprite onto the screen:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
SO
90

V - 53248
POKE V,!OO,POKE V + I,IOO
POKE V + 39,2
POKE 56334,PEEK(56334)AND254
POKE I,PEEK(!)AND251
POKE 53248 + 2040,0
POKE I,PEEK(!)OR4
POKE 56334,PEEK(56334)ORI
POKE V + 21,1

Creating sound from within
Screen-80 is done exactly the same
way as from the normal screen. In
fact, since you want to POKE the
information to the SID chip (in the
I/ O area), you don't have to disable
interrupts or do any bank switching, as was necessary for hi-res
graphics or sprites. The normal
POKEs will do.

Using Other Programs
With Screen-80
This program is designed to intercept any calls to the normal Kernal
PRINT routine ($FFD2). Software
which bypasses this routine or
POKEs directly to the screen will
not work correctly with Screen-80.
An example of a program which
bypasses the PRINT vector is the
DOS wedge program (on the TEST/
DEMO disk which comes with
1541 disk drives). Fortunately, this
problem can easily be fixed by
changing all PRINTs to pass
through the standard vector. This
program, when used in place of the
normal DOS boot program ("C-64
Wedge"), changes these references.
84
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10 [F A - O THEN A - I,LOAD"DOS
5.1",8,1

20 FOR [ - I TO 7,READ A,POKE A,210,
POKE A + I,255,NEXT
30 DATA 52644,52650,52712,52726,
52752,52765,53075
40 SYS 52224

With these changes, the DOS support program will work with
Screen-80.
One of the best applications of
Screen-80 is with terminal software. We tested Screen-80 with the
terminal software that comes with
the VICmodem and the 1650 Automodem by Commodore. Since both
programs use the standard PRINT
vector, they work fine . Programs
which depend on sprites should be
avoided, as should programs which
move screen memory or otherwise
change the normal configuration of
the 64 .
Speed SCript does not use the
PRINT vector at $FFD2 to update
the screen, which makes it incompatible with Screen-80 .

How To Use Screen-80
To use Screen-80, LOAD the
program from disk using the normal format for LOADing BASIC
programs:
WAD "filename",8

Notice that we LOADed our program without the ,1 that generally
accompanies ML programs. If the
program loaded correctly, you can
LIST it. You should see one line
with a SYS command. Simply RUN
the program and you ' ll have
Screen-80. PreSSing RUN/ STOPRESTORE will put you into 40column mode, and typing SYS710
and pressing RETURN will bring
back 80 columns. You can make a
backup copy by simply saving it as
you would a BASIC program:
SAVE "filename",8

At this point, type NEW to begin
programming in 80columns.

Custom-80: Creating Your
Own Character Set
"Custom-80" allows you to create
your own character set for use with
Screen-80. It's easy to use and requires a joystick.
Custom-80 " borrows " the
character set from Screen-80 and
then moves it to a safe location in
memory for editing. After editing,
you can return the custom charac-

ters to the Screen-80 program, or
save your new character set to disk
or tape. To load Custom-80, type:
LOAD"CUSTOM-SO",8,1

After loading it into memory,
type NEW to reset the BASIC pointers. Next, LOAD Screen-80 into
memory and SYS 49152. This puts
you in Custom-80 and, at the same
time, accesses the character set included with Screen-80 .
The Screen-80 character set is
displayed in the lower half of the
screen, while the current character
being edited is framed by a yellow
cursor. In the upper-left comer of
the screen the character is enlarged
for editing. and brief instructions
are provided to the righ t.

Customizing Characters
You can choose which character
you want to edit by moving the
cursor around the screen using the
joystick or the cursor keys. The
flashing blue square indicates the
current pixel in the character you
are editing. To set the pixel, press
the fire button on the joystick. To
reset the pixel. press the fire button
again.
Press SHIFT and CLR/ HOME
to clear all the pixels in the character you're editing. (This will not
affect the characters previously
edited.) To home the cursor to the
first character, press CLR/ HOME
without pressing SHIFT. To copy a
character from one position to another, press f1 to store the current
character into the buffer. Then
move the cursor to the new position
of the character and press f7 to
retrieve it from the buffer.
PreSSing S saves the character
set to tape or disk as a short program file. It can then be loaded back
into memory with the L command.
When loading or saving, you will
first be asked for the name of the
file, then asked to press T for tape
or D for Disk. If an error occurs
during a disk operation, the program will return with the error
message.
lf you wish to make the new
character set a permanent part of
Screen-80, press X. This puts the
redefined character set back into
Screen-80 and exits to BASIC. You
can then save the new version of
Screen-80 to disk with the redefmed characters already in the pro-

gram by entering:
SAVE"SCREEN-80",8

The next time you run Screen-80,
you'll have your new character set
in the program.
If you wish to use various character sets with Screen-80, you
should save the character sets to
tape or disk using the method just
discussed and load the individual
character sets by using the program
"Custom Loader" while in Screen80. This program LOADs the new
character set into Screen-80 after it
is activated. When the program
prompts you for the name of the
character set you want to load, enter the filename, comma, and the
number of the device you want to
LOAD the character set from. Use 8
for disk, 1 for tape.
One important note: You cannot SYS to Custom-80 from Screen80. You must press RUN/STOPRESTORE to leave Screen-80
before typing SYS 49152 to run
Custom-80.

How It Works
First, Custom-80 performs a block
memory move of the character set
data from Screen-80 to 12288
($3000). This is done to make it
easier to display the character set at
the bottom of the screen.
Next, a raster interrupt splits
the screen to show both the redefined character set and the normal
character set. The instructions and
the enlarged character are printed
on the top half of the screen. The
enlarged character is a 4 X 8 matrix
of reverse SHIFT-Os. Before entering the main loop, all variables are
initialized .

The main loop has two major
routines. The first routine checks
the joystick and keyboard. If a key
is pressed, the appropriate flag is
set. Pressing X sends the program
to the routine that moves the character set back into Screen-80. The S
key saves a character set, while the
L key loads a character set.
The second routine prints the
enlarged character on the screen. If
any flags were set, this routine handles them. It takes care of the saveto-buffer routine, the get-frombuffer routine, the clear-character
routine, and the routine that handles the flashing of the blue cursor
ttl
in the enlarged character.

Skyscape
Rob ert M. Simons
This unique program, written by a
planetarium director, presents the sky
as it can be viewed at any date and
time from the year 1977 onwa rdincluding zodiac constellations and
all the visible planets. It also calculates planet tables, positions of the
sun, and phases of the moon for any
date and time from 1977 into the
future. "Skyscape" is both educational alld entertaining.

For thousands of years the sun,
moon, and planets in our solar system have excited human imagination. In ancient times they were
regarded as gods whose distant motions influenced the course of
earthly events. Though we now understand more about the true nature of celestial objects, many facts
remain unknown, and a brilliant
nighttime sky still presents an inspiring spectacle.
Whether you're seriously interested in the sky or just casually
curious, "Skyscape" is a convenient

tool for extending your knowledge.
It opens a movable window on the
heavens, displaying the position of
our sun, moon, and neighboring
planets from almost any location on
Earth, at any point in time from
1977 into the distant future. Since it
performs all the necessary calculations, you can enjoy and learn from
this program even if you're not an
expert in astronomy. In addition to
providing data about the position of

celestial objects, it draws a sky map
on the screen, showing each object
as it would appear to you at the
chosen location and time.

Past, Present, Or Future
Skyscape begins by asking you to
answer several questions. Enter the

year, choosing any year from 1977
forward. In some ways this is the
most important input of all, since
objects in our solar system move
significantly from one year to the
next. After you choose the year,
Skyscape allows you to enter the
month and day.
Next you must enter the latitude (north /so uth position on
Earth) from which you wish to view
the sky. Latitude a places you, the
observer, at the equator. Latitudes
1-90 place you in the northern
hemisphere (north of the equator).
To choose a southern latitude (south
of the equator), enter a negative
number from - 1 to -90. Skyscape
generally represents southerly locations with negative values.

Whenever Skyscape asks for
information, it checks your entry to
make sure it's in the acceptable
range. If you enter an illegal value,
the program displays an error message and gives you another chance.

The Sun And Moon
Though very different in size and
composition, the sun and moon are
alike in being the largest celestial
objects visible from Earth. After
you enter the date and latitude,
Best 01 COMPUTE ! and Ga zette
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Skyscape displays a table of data
for the sun and moon. In addition
to the date, day of the year, and
latitude north or south, you'll see
the following information:
o Sun's geocentric angle. This
figure represents the sun's position
as a number of degrees relative to
the vernal equinox. The vernal equinox is where the sun is located when
spring begins in the northern hemisphere (the same time that autumn
begins in the southern hemisphere).
o Sun's declination. The number of degrees north or south of the
equator. Negative values indicate a
southerly location.
o Sun's altitude at noon. The
location of the sun in degrees from
the northern or southern horizon at
noon .
o Sun's right ascension. Just as
longitude and latitude indicate locations on the Earth, right ascension
and declination are used to pinpoint
locations in the sky. For this purpose the sky is visualized as a gigantic sphe re surrounding the
Earth. Declination locates a point
vertically in the celestial sphere and
right ascension locates it horizontally. Right ascension values are
given in hours and minutes in the
range 0:00-23:59. Right ascension
0:00 is exactly at the vernal equinox. Larger right ascension values
lie to the east of smaller ones.
o Right ascension at 9 p.m. The
right ascension which would be on
the meridian at 9 p.m. This coordinate system would be found on star
charts. By comparing this number
with those charts, you can tell what
stars and constellations would be
visible at that time.
o Moon's age. The number of
days since the last new moon .
o Moon's elongation. The location of the moon in degrees east or
west of the sun.
o Moon's phase. The phase of
the moon on this particular day.

The Planet Table
After viewing the sun and moon
display, press P to continue to the
next display screen, which contains
the planet table. (Press D if you
wish to enter a new date.) The planet table shows vital information
about the visible planets (through
66
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Uranus, which is at the limit of our
visibility). The table shows the position of each planet in right ascension and degrees east or west of the
sun. It also shows the distance of
each planet from Earth in millions
of miles.
If you'd rather see the distance
in kilometers, modify the line 220
program to change the value of
ES = 93 to ES=149.6.
Some planets have an asterisk
to the left of the right ascension
figure. This signifies that they are
visible at 9 o'clock this evening. For
reference, the planet table also includes the sun's present right ascension and its right ascension at 9
p.m. Press D to input a new date or
S to view a graphics display of the
sky at any time in the current day.

The Visible Skyscape
After selecting the sky display, you
must enter the hour when you wish
to view the sky. The hour value
should be a whole number from
0-23 (enter 22 for 10 p.m., etc.).
You'll also need to enter the minutes (0-59). Skyscape then displays
the time and offers you a chance to
enter different values. Press RETURN or Enter when you're satisfied with the time.
Skyscape now displays the sky
as it would appear at the chosen
latitude, date, and time. Since the
sky looks very different from different places on Earth, the latitude
affects the display conSiderably. If
your latitude is in the range 24-90
degrees north or south, the sky
shows a dashed line representing
the position of the celestial equator,
along with symbols representing
the sun, moon, and planets visible
at that time. If your latitude is in the
tropical region-from 23'1> degrees
north to 231/, degrees south-the
dashed line indicates a position directl y overhead.
If you're viewing in the northern hemisphere, north is above the
dashed line and south is below it. In
the southern hemisphere these directions are reversed. Below the sky
display is a key that interprets the
symbols used to represent celestial
objects. If more than one object is
positioned at the same spot, the
symbols are displayed above each
other.
At the bottom of the sky you

may see two-letter abbreviations.
These represent zodiac constellations that would be visible from
your chosen vantage point. Skyscape uses the abbreviations AR
(Aries), PI (Pisces), AQ (Aquarius),
CP (Capricorn), SA (Sagittarius),
SC (Scorpio), LI (Libra), VI (Virgo),
LE (Leo), CA (Cancer), GE (Gemini)
and TA (Taurus). Each constellation
is located above the spot where its
abbreviation appears. In northern
latitudes, the border of each constellation's zone begins at its abbreviation and extends left. In
southern latitudes, the constellation extends right from the position
of its abbreviation.
Daytime skies are shown in
blue and nighttime skies in black.
Skyscape does not calculate the actual rising or setting time of the sun.
Average rising and setting times of
6 a.m. and 6 p.m. are used in every
case. You may obtain exact rising
and setting times from local newspapers. However, keep in mind that
there is usually about an hour of
twilight before sunrise and after
sunset.

Halley's Comet
In addition to permanent objects,
Skyscape's graphiCS display includes HaUey's Comet, visible during late 1985 and early 1986. If you
choose a date from November 1,
1985 to May 29, 1986, Skyscape
calculates the position of Halley's
Comet and includes it in the graphics display (if it would be visible at
the place and time you select). The
comet's position is based on the best
predictions available at the time of
this writing (summer 1985). These
positions may differ slightly from
the comet's actual position when it
finally makes its appearance.
While Skyscape is generally
accurate, it bases most position calculations on circular orbits. This introduces a certain element of error,

since no object in our solar system
has a perfectly circular orbit. The
position error is most pronounced
for Mercury and Mars (whose orbits
are quite elliptical), but does not
significantly affect other objects.
I've found Skyscape accurate enough
for my own purposes, which include planning astronomy classes
and planetarium displays.
to

Number
Construction Kit
Gerold W. Rightmer
You've got the tools, materials, and a
goal in this construction project. All
you have to do is think hard and work
fast . For children, an excellent program for practicing math skills; for
adults, a real brain teaser.
Your bid has just been accepted for
a new construction project-to
build a three-digit number between
100 and 999. Fortunately you have
your number cons truction kit ,

which includes everything yo u
need for the task. Your tools are the
four basic arithmetic operators: +,
- , " and f. Your building materials
are single digit integers, three, four,
or five of them, depending on the
level of play you choose. And, as
with all construction projects, there
is a deadline: one, two, or three
minutes, depending on your level
of expertise.

Getting Started
To play, load the program and type
RUN. First, you're asked for the
number of players. Press 1 or 2.
Then you're asked to choose one of
three difficulty levels: l. Beginner,
2. Intermediate, or 3. Advanced.
Press the number key which corresponds to your choice. At the beginner level, you're given five numbers
for materials and three minutes to
complete the construction project.
At the intermediate level, there are
four numbers to build with and two
minutes to finish . And, if you're up
to it, the advanced level offers onl y
one minute and three numbers to

work with.
After selecting the number of
players and a difficulty level, you're
ready to begin . The project total
(your goal) and materials (the num-

bers you're given to work with) are
presented and you're prompted to
press any key to begin. As soon as
the game begins, the timer starts
counting down. First select one of
the numbers from the materials listed . Then choose one of the operators: the plus or minus sign (on the
top row of the keyboard), the multiplication sign (on the second row
beneath the minus sign), or the division sign (at the bottom row next
to the right SHIFT key).
Begin building toward you r
project goal without hesitation . If
you reach the project goal before
time runs out, press RETURN . Each
game consists of five rounds. In the
two-player game, one round consists of one turn for each player.
After five rounds, the game ends,
and you're asked if you'd like to
play again. At this point, you can
change the number of players and
the difficulty level.

Staying In Bounds

messages will appear, and the game
will pause if the running total is
greater than 999 or less than O.
Scoring is based on how close
you are to the target, the difficulty
level, and how quickly you respond. If your total at the point
when time expires is greater than

200 from the proposed project total,
then no score is awarded for the
rou nd . A round is terminated either
by the clock or by pressing the RETURN key.
The program randomly generates numbers for the project goal and
materials, excluding duplicates and
zeros. The only keys that work are
the designated materials (numbers)
keys, the four operators, left and
right cursor keys, DELete, and RETURN. The DElete key deletes only
from the end of the line and removes
only the character under the cursor.
This means that no gaps can be created in the middie of a computation
line (this would result in a meaningless arithmetic expression).

Like any construction project, there

Number Construction Kit is a

are constraints. First, there are only

challenge to any age, and it can be
an entertaining way to reinforce
basic arithmetic skills in children.
Since immediate feedback is given
throughout the game, a child can
learn much by trial and error.
For those simply looking to win
the game, a few strategy tips might
be helpful. The first step is to study
the project number and the materials before pressing a key to start
construction. For larger, more difficult numbers, it's usuall y easier to
get within range of the project as fast
as possible and to fine tune your

15 spaces with which to work. This
means that you can use only eight
numbers and seven operators to

complete the project. You're allowed to move across the computation line using the cursor keys, and
change numbers or operators sim-

ply by typing over the existing
characters. A running total is displayed to the right of the equation,
allowing you to instantly monitor
yo ur progress . Since the target
number is positive and greater than
100, the program does not allow
numbers less than 0 in the target
number. Also, numbers greater
tha n 9,999 cannot be created during
the construction process. Error

answer with the remaining time and

space. Remember, the materials
may be used as often as necessaryyou have an unlimited supply. <!)
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Home Financial
Calculator
Patrick Parrish. Programming Supervisor

Many home budget programs have
been published in magazines. but rarely has there been a program integrating as wide a variety of loan and
investment calculations as "Home
Financial Calculator." It is versatile.
easy to use. and flexible . Rapid recalculation features make it an ideal tool
for "what if" projections. A calculator
mode with memory lets you solve
problems not directly supported by the
program, and you can pass values generated by one calculation to another.

Investment and loan calculations
are readily computerized . In fact,
many programs have been written
which perform these tasks individually. " Home Financial Calculator"
goes a step further by integrating
several common financial calculations in a menu-driven package. It
also features a calculator mode or
scratch pad area where program
variables can be manipulated using
common mathematical operations.
When you run the program, a
main menu offers you a choice of
Investment or Loan calculations.
Type I or L to reach the appropriate
submenu.

Common Variables
Before looking at any calculations,
let's consider some basics of the
program. Home Financial Calculator uses some parameters or vari88
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abies repeatedly in the calculations.
These variables are Total (also referred to as Future Value, Total
Owed, etc., depending on the calculation); Presellt Value (principal);
Interest Rate; Years; Months; Number of Periods (of either compounding, deposits, withdrawals, or
payments, depending on the application); Deposits; and Withdrawals .
When in the calculator mode (explained below), you ' ll reference
these eight variables with the single
letters T, P, J, Y, M, N, D, and W.
As you work with Home Financial Calculator, the values of the
eight variables are preserved until
you change them. Whenever the
program asks you for an input (for
example, Interest), the current value of that variable is displayed
(zero if no value has been entered
yet). If you want to keep the current
value, just press RETURN . Otherwise, enter the new value and press
RETURN .
With this feature, Home Financial Calculator makes it easy for you
to generate " what if" projections.
Simply run the same calculation repeatedly, each time changing a previously ente red value. Press
RETURN to keep a value, and
change only one or two values to
see the effect on the final result.
You can also store the current
value into the calculator mode's
Memory Register or recall a value
from the Memory Register. To see

how all this works, let's take a look
at some calculations possible with
Home Financial Calculator.

Investment Calculations
Here is the Investment submenu
that appears when you type I from
the main menu:
1)

2)
3)
4)
S)
6)
1)

8)

Future Value with Periodic
Interest
Future Value wit h Interest
Compounded Continuously
Future Value with Regular
Deposits
Future Value with Cash Flows
Withdrawal of Funds
Net Present Value
Calculator Mode
Return to Main Menu.

Determine which option you
want and press the appropriate key.
Each option displays screen
prompts which ask you to input
several values. These values are
stored in the eight variables mentioned above: T for Total (Future
Value), P for Present Value (principal), 1 for Interest Rate, Y for Years,
M for Months, N for Number of
Periods, D for Deposits, and W for
Withdrawals. Of course, not all calculations require you to enter all
these values, while others may ask
for additional information.
Most calculations can be
solved for any one of the variables.
To solve for a variable, enter an
uppercase X at the corresponding
input prompt. For example, you
could enter values for everything

except the Interest Rate, typing X at
the Interest Rate prompt. Home
Financial Calculator then solves for
the Interest Rate.
Remember, however, that the
program can solve for only one variable during each calculation. If you
enter an X at more than one
prompt, the program does not have
enough information to calculate an
answer. Keep this in mind, because
the program does not check for potential conflicts.

Future Value With
Periodic Interest
Home Financial Calculator's options are fairly self-explanatory
when you run the program, but
let's try an example. We'll calculate
the future value of an investment
drawing periodic interest. This kind
of investment could be a savings
account, interest-bearing checking
account, bonds, or a money market
account. Choose this option by entering 1 at the Investment submenu.
After the screen clears, the program asks for the first input-Future Value, which appears with an
asterisk (0). Below this is a zero (the
current value of this variable in
memory; all variables start out with
a value of zero). Following this is an
input prompt.
The asterisk preceding Fu ture
Value means that this is one of the
variables you can solve for. (A variable not preceded by an asterisk
means that variable cannot be
solved for in that particular calculation, so X would be an illegal response.) If you'd like to calculate
the Future Value, enter an X here,
and answer all the other prompts
with the appropriate values.
Let's calculate the future value
of a $1,000 investment drawing 8
percent interest for two years and
three months, with four compounding periods each year. Enter
an X for Future Value, since we'll be
solving for this total. Answer Present Value with 1000 (the principal
you're investing); Anllual lilt Rate
(%) with 8 (enter the percentage,
not a fraction); For # Of Years with
2; For # Of Months with 3; and # Of
Periods (Compounding) with 4. After
you enter the last value, Home Financial Calculator figures the Total
Future Value and displays the answer-$1195 .09.

Now suppose you wish to
know the future value of the same
$1 ,000 investment if you make 9
percent interest. Choose option 1
on the Investment submenu again
and rerun the calculation. Notice
how Home Financial Calculator
automatically prints the current
value of each variable at each
prompt. The Future Value prompt
shows a current value of 1195.09
from the previous calculation. Type
an X at this prompt, 9 for Interest
Rate, and RETURN at all other
prompts to preserve their values.
The result should be $1221.71.
The versatility of Home financial Calculator becomes apparent
when you realize how many different ways you can run this calculation. Using this same menu option,
you can calculate the initial investment (or present value) necessary
to accrue a certain future value with
periodic interest; the interest rate
necessary to accrue a future value
from a present value; or the time (in
years and months) it would take to
accumulate a future amount from
an initial investment with periodic
interest payments. Just enter an X
for the unknown value you're seeking, and fill in all the other prompts.

Future Value With
Interest Compounded
Continuously
Option 2, a variation of option 1,
handles investments paying a continuous interest rate. Like option 1,
option 2 can handle a number of
calculations-just place an X in the
slot you'd like to solve for.
Here, after entering all other
parameters, you can calculate the
future value of an investment; the
initial investment required to reach
a certain future value; the interest
required to reach a desired future
value; or the time required to reach
a certain future value at a specified
interest rate.
Notice that any variables used
in option 1 will be displayed with
their current values when running
option 2. As mentioned above, the
eight major variables in Home Financial Calculator retain their values throughout the program until
you change them. This feature is
convenient when going from one
option to another on the Investment or Loan submenus.

In addition, the values are pre
served for use in the calculator
mode. For instance, you could compare the effect of continuously compounded interest to period ic
interest (option 1) without having
to retype the input.

Future Value With
Regular Deposits
If you're interested in setting up an
annuity, you'd choose option 3 on
the Investment submenu. You can
determine the future value of an
account (such as a savings account,
Individual Retirement Account,
college or vacation fund, etc.) with
regular deposits where interest is
compounded with each deposit.
Option 3 can also tell you the
amount of each deposit necessary
to accrue a future value; the interest
rate needed to provide some future
value with regular deposits; or the
time it would take to amass a future
value with regular deposits.

Future Value With
Cash Flows
Option 4 does a single calculation-it always solves for Future
Value, so don't enter an X anywhere. It calculates the future value
of an investment with yearly cash
flows (either positive or negative).
The Annual Interest Rate you input
here is the growth rate on the money you've invested.
As an example, suppose you
wish to determine the value of a
vacation fund collected over four
years. You're asked for the number
of years, then for the deposit or
withdrawal each year. You depo,it
$500 in the fund the first year and
$200 the second. The third year you
are forced to withdraw $300 (entered as - 300), and the fourth year,
you put in $400. The fund has a
growth rate of 12 percent. Its value
after four years will be $1 ,01 7.34.
A future value determination
can also tell you whether an investment is worthwhile. If the future
value of all cash flows is positive or
zero, the investment is profitable. A
negative future value, on the other
hand, represents a losing investment.

Withdrawal Of Funds
If you intend to open an account
from which you can regularly withdraw funds, choose option 5. With
Best of COMPUTEt and GazeNa
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this option, you can determine the
initial deposit required in the account to cover your withdrawals;
the amount YOil can withdraw regularly from this account; the rate of
interest you must make on funds in
the account; or the period of time
over which you can make withdrawals.

M+

M emory Register)

M-

M'

M/

Net Present Value
Option 6 lets you determine the
feasibility of a prospective investment by calculating its net present
value. Net present value is the current value of all future yearly cash
flows to an investment along with
any initial cash requirement. The
interest rate you input here is the
rate of return you require on your
investment. A positive net present
value indicates a profitable investment, while a negative result signifies a losing investment.
As an example, suppose you
have the opportunity to make a
$2,000 investment which would return $1,500 the first year, cost you
$750 the second year, and return
$1 ,900 the third year. You hope to
make 13 percent on your money.
With option 6, you determine a net
present value of $56.87, representing a profitable investment.

The Calculator Mode
Option 7 puts you in the calculator
mode (also available from the Loan
submenu). Calculator mode works
very much like a handheld calculator with a single memory. You can
type in a value or recall one from a
variable by entering its symbolT(otal), P(resent Value), I(nterest
Rate), Y(ears), M(onths), N(umber
of Periods), D(eposits), and W(ithdrawals). You can perform simple
math on values stored in the Memory Register using reverse Polish
notation. And you can use the results in future calculations.
When you enter calculator
mode, the calculator command line
appears on the screen:
V S H R M + M - M' M/ MR MC
MEM - O

Here are the commands:
V

(View the values of the eight

S

(Store Memory Register into a
variable)

H
R

(Help-prints the command line)

primary variables)

Q()

(Return to main menu, exit calculator mode)
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(Add the last input to the

MR
MC
MEM-

(Subtract the last input from the
value in the Memory Register,
and sto re the result in the
Register)
(Multiply the last input times the
value in the Me mory Registe r,
and store the result in the
Register)
(Divide the last input in to the
value in the Memory Regis ter,
and store the result in the

Register)
(Memory Recall)
(M emory Clear to zero)
(Memory Register's current
value)

If you've run through a sample
investment calculation, you now
have some variables in memory.
Enter V in the calculator mode to
see them. The screen displays the
eight values currently in memory
for the eight variables.
To work with one of these variables, enter one of their letters (T, P,
I, Y, M, N, D, or W) and press
RETURN . Then type M + to add it
to the Memory Register (all variables must be stored in the Register
before you can perform any operations on them). Suppose you put
the current value for T into the Register and now wish to add $229 to
this value. Enter 229, press RETURN, then type M + and press
RET.URN. The addition is performed and the result displayed. To
store this value back into the T variable, enter S for Store. A prompt
appears, requesting the variable in
which you intend to store the value.
T.ype T to store the value into the
variable T.
You can also use the Memory
Register to hold a value not represented by any of the eight variables.
To do this, determine a value using
the calculator mode and store it into
the Memory Register with M + .
Then, when you're running a calculation elsewhere in the program,
you can substitute this value for
any of the eight primary variables
by typing MR (Memory Recall) at
the appropriate prompt. MR can be
used both in the calculator mode
and at any prompt where the previous value is displayed.
Finally, option 8 on the Investment submenu returns you to the
main menu. Once there, you can
perform some loan calculations by
typing L.

Loan Calculations
Here is the Loan calculations
submenu:
I} Regular Loan Payments
2) Remaining Loan Liability
3) Final Loan Payment

4) Single Payment Loan
5) Loan Amortization Schedule

6) Calculator Mode
7) Return to Main Menu

Regular Loan Payments
Option 1 handles a number of calculations for equal payment loans.
You can figure the principal of a
loan; the amount of each regular
payment necessary to repay a loan;
the annual interest rate on a loan
with regular payments; or the term
of the loan.

Remaining Loan Liability
With option 2, you can determine
the remaining balance on a loan
with regular payments after a number of payments have been made.
Enter the principal on the loan, the
amount of each payment, the annual interest rate, the number of payments yearly, and the last payment
number.

Final Loan Payment
Option 3 calculates the amount of
the final payment on a loan. In
many cases, the last payment of a
loan will vary from the amount of
the regular payment. This option
handles situations where the final
payment is greater than ("balloon
payments" ) or less than the regular
payment.

Single Payment Loan
Option 4 calculates the amount
owed on a loan that is paid off with
a single payment. You must input
the principal on the loan, its annual
interest rate, its term in years and
months, and the number of times a
year the interest on the principal is
compounded.

Loan Amortization
Schedule
Option 5 displays a loan amortization schedule. Enter the principal
on the loan, the amount of each
payment, the annual interest rate,
the term of the loan, and the number of payments yearly. Then enter
the period of the year in which the
loan began (for instance, 10 for October) and the range in years of the

amortization schedule you'd like to
examine.

Because of the complexity of
these calculations, there may be a
delay before the output appears on
the screen, especially if you have
chosen to look at the latter years in
a long-term loan repayment schedule (such as a home mortgage).
When the amortization table appears, it displays the payment number, the beginning balance for the
period, the amount paid toward the
loan principal, the amount paId In
interest, and the ending balance. To
keep the information from scroIling
off the screen, the program shows
only a few payment periods at a
time. Press RETURN to view anoth er screenful. When the end of a year
is reached, the program gives the
total amounts paid on the principal
and in interest for the year. In addition, when the last period of the
loan is reached, the program displays the final payment for the loan.
The last two options on the
Loan submenu are the same as
those on the Investment submenu .

Budget

Planner
Gregory L. Smith
Managing your budget doesn 't have
to be a chore with this program. It
totals your income and bills week by
week, allowing you to plan your expenses in advance and make adjustments for special occasions like
vacations or birthdays.

Modifying The Program
Home Financial Calculator is written in a modular format for easy
modification. For many routines, it
uses common input labels (lines
4710-5080) and some output labels
(lines 5090-5170). If you want to
add an investment or loan calculation routine, choose the labels from
these lines that fit your application.
Also, you may wish to add a
printer option to the loan amortization sc h edule. Examine lines
3230-3940. Here, variable 05 (defined in line 150) determines the
number of loan payments considered on each screen. Variables 51 ,
52, 53, and 54 (defined in lines
160-190) format the output horizontally on the screen.
~

Have you ever wondered if you can
afford additional monthly expenses-like a mortgage or additional credit cards? Or how much
"discretionary income" (money left
after paying bills) you might have
around Christmastime? I used to
manage all the details in my head,
but usually had little or no idea as
to how much money there actually
was (or where it all went).
" Budget Planner" is a minispreadsheet written in BASIC. It's
designed specifically to handle
weekly and monthly income/ expenses for an entire year. Budget
Planner will sum a column (a week
of income and expenses) and present a total. The total is then carried
over into the next week as a previous balance.
Commodore 128 owners
should modify the program by
changing line 90 as follows.
90 FOR 1- 1 TO 8: READ A: KEYI,
CHRS(A): NEXT: DATA 133,137,134,
138,135,139,136,140

When you first run it, Budget
Planner asks for a filename of the
information to be loaded. Once
you've set up your yearly finances,
you can save the data to disk or

tape. Since you're just getting started, simply press RETURN and
you'll be prompted for the date .
This is the date you want to start
budgeting. Enter the da y as a number, the month as a three-character
abbreviation, and the year as a
four-digit value. You're not required to use the beginning of the
year. You may start in the middle or
at the end if you like. The program
is even smart enough to handle
leap years.
The screen then displays four
columns of information . The first
column holds the labels for each
row. The only two rows available
when you first start are the " PREVBAL " (previous balance) and
"TOTAL. "
The other three columns are
the budget data . The week number
is shown on the left side. The date
of each week is above the corresponding column. When you use
the left/ right cursor keys to scroll
around the budget, the week number will change.
You enter income and expenses by typing the amoun t
(which appears on line 2 of the
screen) and pressing RETURN .
Only numbers and the " +", "-",
and "." keys will work here. Use
the delete key to remove the last
character typed.
The arrow keys are used to
move the reverse-video cursor
around the screen. You cannot alter
the TOTAL row since that is controlled by the computer. You can
see the next week by scroIling off
Best of COMPUTEr and Gazette
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the edge of the screen. This is allowed in both directions. The up /
down arrow keys work after more
expenses have been added. However, you cannot scroll vertically as
only 18 rows (one screenful) are
allowed.

The Function Keys
The function keys trigger the various options. Pressing f1 causes the
help menu to appear. It draws a
window in the top left com er of the
screen with a reminder as to which

key does what.
To go to a specific week, press
f2 . You may jump to any week you
like by entering its week number
(week 1 is the start of the budget
and week 52 is the end.) You can
also do a " relative jump" by using a
plus or minus sign (- 3 means go
back 3 weeks and + 3 means go
forward 3 weeks). This is faster
than pressing the right-arrow key
many times. Also, SHIFT-E will
jump to the end of the next month.
This is handy since most of us pay
bills at the end of the month.
F3 is the WAD key. You may
load a new budget (data from the
disk) at any time. You'll be asked to
supply a filename . If you pressed f3
accidentally, just press RETURN in
response to the filename prompt.
You'll be returned to your original
budget. Likewise, f4 (SHIFT -13) is
the SAVE key. You might want to
use the year of the budget as the
mename. Again, if you decide not
to save the budget, simply press
RETURN.
To add a new row, use f5 (labeled + ROW in the help menu). lt
inserts a row below the cursor for
new expenses (or new income).
You'll be prompted for a name,
which can be up to ten characters
long. As with the other options,
pressing RETURN cancels the operation. Once a name has been assigned, you must specify whether it
is a source of income (I) or an expense (E). Pressing any key other
than "I" defaults to an expense. This
is important: Every value you enter
in this field will be negative if it is an
expense and positive if it is income.
(You don' t need to place a minus
sign in front of an expense). likewise, f6 deletes the row the cursor is
on. You must verify by entering YES
(or the letter Y) when asked. If you
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enter anything else, you'll be returned to the current budget.
The f7 key causes a new balance to be computed. Balances are
not recalculated after each new
amount is entered. Since the program is written in BASIC, it takes
several seconds to recompute the
array and display the results. This
delay would be annoying if the program made all the computations every time you added another number.
PreSSing f8 makes the results
print out. (Be sure your printer is
turned on.) You may specify a
range of months to print. Pressing
RETURN in response to the FROM?
prompt returns you to the budget,
without printing. Enter a valid 3character abbreviation (JAN or
AUG, for example). When prompted to enter TO?, you may press RETURN to print only one month. To
print several months, use the appropriate three-character abbreviation.

week 26, only weeks 26-52 are affected . The other 25 weeks will not
be changed.) Naturally, this key
works for income as well.
SHIFT -W is the weekly expense key (groceries, for example).
PreSSing it places the line 2 value in
each week after the cursor position .
Again, you use it in place of RETURN after entering a value. It
works much like the monthly expense key and also works for the
income fields.
Press SHIFT -T if you use a
Datassette. It directs data storage
and retrieval (f3 and f4) to the tape
drive.
The SHIFT -Q key is the Disk
Select key. lt causes data to be
saved to and loaded from a disk
drive. (Note: Disk is the default.
Changing DEV =8 to DEV = l in
line 100 will change the default device to tape.)
C

Special Keys
There are five SHIfT functions in
addition to the function keys. One
has already been mentioned, the
SHIFT -E key, which jumps to the
end of the next month.
f---------------j
SHIFT -D switches between
showing and not showing the decimals (pennies). Budget Planner defaults to showing the decimals.
(The variable DP is initialized in
line 1950. Simply change it to
DP=O to change the default.)
When decimals aren't being displayed, you see the round ed
amount on-screen.

SHIFT-F finds the next negative value in the TOTAL row. If you
ever "go negative," the TOTAL value and the offending value will tum
red. In such a case, you don't have
enough income to cover expenses
and it may be necessary to juggle
some bills. SHIFT -F saves you from
trying to find these trouble spots
manually.
Use SHIFT -M to flag monthly
expenses. If your rent is $500, for
example, you would type in 500 in
that row and then, instead of RETURN, press SHIFT-M. The $500
expense will be added to the end of
every month. Note that this value is
placed only on the same row as the
cursor. Also, only the months
AFTER the cursor position are affected . (For example, if you are on

To receive
additional
information from
advertisers in
this issue, use
the handy reader
service cards in
the back of
the magazine.

Cataloger
Kevin Mykytyn
This program helps you organize your
disk library by making it easy to find
allY program on any disk. Included
are options to print ou t a master directory alld alphabetically sort all
filellames .

After owning a computer and disk
drive for a while, it doesn' t take
long before you find yourself inundated by programs and disks. No
matter how well your disks are organized, you may still find yourself
loading several directories searching for that one program. Cataloger
offers a practical solution. It's a
straightforward, menu-based program that creates a master directory
for all your disk-based programs.
Several extra features make it especially useful.

Managing Hundreds
Of Flies
Cataloger is written entirely in
BASIC and runs on the 128 (either
64 or 128 mode), 64, Plus/ 4, and
Commodore 16. As listed, Cataloger can handle up to 800 filenames .
If you're using a 128 in 128 mode, it
can handle up to 2000 filenames .
To change the number of filenames
for either of the 128, replace the 800
in lines 10, 370, and 920 with the
2000.)
To use the program, type RUN.
A menu of nine choices is
displayed:
1. CATALOG A SET OF DISKS
2. SEE ALL FILE NAMES
3. PRINT ALL FILE NAMES
4. SORT NAMES ALPHABETICALLY

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

CREATE A SEQUENTIAL FILE
CREATE A PROGRAM FILE
LOAD AN OLD FILE
DELETE A DISK
START NEW FILE
If you're using the program for
the first time, choose option I , Catalog A Set Of Disks. You'll then be
asked for a disk name up to 16
characters long. This should be the
name on the label of the disk you
wish to catalog. Put the disk in the
drive and press RETURN. The directory of the disk is displayed on
the screen and the filenames are
entered into the master directory.
Next, you're asked whether you
want to continue or quit. If you
have more disks to catalog, press
any key. Otherwise, type Q to go
back to the main menu .
After entering all the disks you
wish to catalog, you can view the
master directory. Option 2, See All
File Names, displays the master directory on the screen. You can also
print it out on any Commodore
printer using option 3. Make sure
the printer is turned on before you
choose this option.
The filenames are stored in a
format slightly different from a
standard disk directory. The filename is followed by the number of
blocks used then the disk name.
Once you've viewed the directory, use option 5, Create A Sequential File, to save it. Choose this
option if you wish to make changes
later to the master directory. (The
READ command of " MetaBASIC"
or "BASIC Aid" allows you to view
the master directory in this format.)
Option 6 also saves your master directory to disk, but instead of

creating a sequential file, it creates a
program beginning at line 100.
Whenever you wish to view the
master directory, you can load the
program created. (With the FIND
command of " MetaBASIC " or
" BASIC Aid, " you can search the
directory for a specific program.)

Adding. Deleting.
And Sorting
At some point you 'll want to add or
delete disks from your master directory. Options 7 and 8 are used for
this purpose. Option 7 is used to
load any directory stored in sequential file format (with option 5). After
loading a file, you can choose option I and all new filenames will be
appended to the old directory.
Make sure you save your changes
to disk when you're through .
To delete a disk from the master directory, choose option 8. In
order for this option to work correctly, the directory must be ullsorted. If you wish to have a sorted
master directory on disk, you
should first save it unsorted .
The delete option removes all
filenames from the disk name specified. Therefore it's important that
all disks have a unique name. If
you've made changes to a disk and
wish to enter the changes in the
master directory, use option 8 to
delete that disk, then use option I
to enter the newer disk version.
You'll find it easier to locate a
specific file if the master directory
has been sorted. Once the file has
been saved in sequential file format, use option 4 to sort the names.
To delete the director y in
memory and start a new directory,
ill
use option 9.
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Mini-Filer
Kevin Martin
This flexible file manager for the
Commodore 64 and 128 (in 64 mode)
is fast and easy to use. Single key
commands allow you to create, add,
edit, search, load, save, and print ou t.
A disk drive
is required.

Databases are powerful tools for
many applications. They can manage any information you need to
store and retrieve. "Mini-Filer,"
while not a full-featured database,
allows you to easily create and
manage any number of files by providing various single-key commands for creating, adding, editing,
searching, and printing out.
Because Mini-Filer is a generalpurpose file manager, it can be used
for many applications. It's not designed to fulfill a specific purpose,
so it's general enough to handle
many different types of files. For
example, you could create a name
and address file (name, street. city,
state, zip code, and phone number),
a file for your garden (plant name,
gestation, watering/feeding needs,
and harvest time), and a file for
your library (title, author, publication date, publisher, and subject).
Each grouping of information
within a file is a record. For example, "John Doe, 123 Main Street,
Anywhere, USA 11111, 888-9999999)" could be one record within
an address file. When you enter a
new name, address, and so on,
you're adding another record. In
Mini-Filer, there's no restriction to
the number of records (outside of
the normal limitations of computer
memory and disk space), but exercise common sense when creating a
file. Remember, the longer your
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file, the longer the search time to
find a record. And if the record size
is fairly small, you'll be able to fit
more records into available memory.
Finally, each record contains
one or more fields. In the examples
above, name, street, and city are
fields within the address file, and
author and publisher are fields in
the library file. The fields can be
alphanumeric, meaning any characters are allowed, or numeric, containing numbers only.
Think of the structure as a recipe card box. The entire collection of
cards is the file. Each card is a record inside the file. And each line
on the card is a field.
If you see hawaII this inforrna tion is organized, you can see
how useful a file manager like
Mini-Filer can be. There are a multitude of applications. Aside from
those noted above, you can create a
file for home inventory, collections
(cards, coins, stamps, record albums, and so on), gifts, recipes,
Christmas cards, and mailing labels, to name a few.

A Few Steps
Using Mini-Filer requires three
basic steps: create a file structure,
enter records, and save these records to disk for later use. MiniFiler also allows you to print out a
single record or an entire file at the
stroke of a single key. A printer is
not required for use with the program, however.
To load and run Mini-Filer, type
WAD"MINI-FlLER",8 and RUN.

Creating A File
After running Mini-Filer, you'll see
a gray screen with a command line
at the top which includes a series of

letters, each of which represents a
command: A (add or enter), C (create), F (find), P (print a record), R
(print a file), f7 (load a file from
disk), f8 (save a file to disk), CLR
(clear data from memory), up (cursor up), and down (cursor down).
For a complete list with more detailed explanations, see the MiniFiler Commands chart elsewhere in
this article.
To get started, press C to create
a file. You'll notice that the command line has changed to read
"CREATE: Enter record format, f1 to
exit." (If you have a file already in
memory, this option is not allowed.)
You'll notice the cursor at the top
left comer of the screen, beneath the
command line. Think of the screen
as a blank file card on which you can
write anywhere. Using the cursor
keys, move the cursor to where you
wish to begin. Any location on the
screen is acceptable, but note that
each record is restricted to one
screen of information.
First type a label that describes
the information in the field that will
follow. Determine the maximum
number of characters you'll need
(up to 128 characters per field). For
example, in creating a name and
address file, you might type
" Name:" and decide that 18 characters would be enough for even the
longest name you'd enter. Next.
press SHIFT and the space bar to
allocate the number of spaces for the
field length. In our example, you
would hold down the SHIFT key
and press the space bar 18 times.
If you've made any typing errors, use the INSerT/DELete key to
edit. Press RETURN when you've
finished defining the length of a
field. (In our example, press RE-

TURN after the eighteenth space
has been entered.) The cursor will
then jump to the beginning of the
line below. Next, move the cursor
to where you want to type the name
of the next field label. Repeat the
procedure just described un til
you've completed a record.
If you plan to use a numeric
field (like a phone number or zip
code), press the Commodore key
and the space bar rather than a shifted space. (A numeric field appears
as reverse periods; an alphanumeric
field-letters and/or numbersappears as reverse spaces.)
The command line at the top of
the screen reminds you to press f1
to exit the format creation mode.
Now you're ready to enter data.
The original command line will reappear. Press A (for adeling or editing a record). This puts you in Add
mode. You' ll see "ADD Record"
appear in the command line, and
the cursor will immeeliately go to
the first space in the first field
you've defined.
Now begin entering information. After typing in th~ data for
one field, press RETURN. The cursor will automatically jump to the
first space in the next field . If you
reach the last available space in the
field and type a character, the cursor will jump to the frrst space in
the next field. The INSerT/DELete
key may be used in case of typing
errors. If you've defmed a field as
numeric only (appearing as reverse
periods), it will accept only numeric
characters.
Continue entering information
until all fields in the record have
been entered. Pressing RETURN
when you're at the last character of
the last field will return the cursor
to the frrst character of the first
field. At this point, you should
proofread the' record just entered. If
you've eliscovered a typing error,
press RETURN until you're at the
beginning of the field that contains
an error and move to the unwanted
character with the cursor-right key.
After making the correction, press
RETURN.
To proceed to the next record,
press f7. You'll see the formatted
fields with the cursor in the first
position of the frrst field. After completing the record, you can proceed
to enter another by pressing f7, or

you may exit the Add mode by
pressing f1. The latter choice will
return the original command line.
At this point, you can move
through all records by pressing the
cursor-up key to read the previous
record, or the cursor-down key to
move to the next record. When the
screen shows the format field-the
fields with no entries-you're at
the last position in the file . At this
point, if you wish to enter a new
record, press A and type in new
data. If you wish to edit a record,
press A while the record you wish
to eelit is on the screen.

Searching For Data
To search for any information ,
press F (for Find). You're then
prompted to enter the characters
you wish to search for. After entering them, press RETURN. MiniFiler will instantly find the
requested information and display
the record which contains it. The
original command line is then returned. To search for any subsequent occurrences, press SHlFT-F.
The search will continue from the
next record, and so on.
If the information requested is
not in the me, the command line
will display " Not Found." (When
searching, be sure to enter the word
you're looking for with the exact
spelling, inducling capital and lowercase letters-" Spanish" will not
be found if you enter "spanish.")
Also, Mini-Filer will fmd a string of
data within a field. For example, if
you're searching for an area codewhich is a portion of the phone
number field-you would type the
three-eligit code and Mini-Filer will
fmd it.

Saving And Loading
From the main command line, you
can load or save a file at any time.
To save a file, press f8 . You'll be
prompted for a filename . After typing one in, press RETURN and the
file will be saved to disk as a program file with the name you
specified.
To load a file from disk, press
f7. You'll be prompted for a mename. After entering one, press RETURN and Mini-Filer will load the
me from elisk. After the me has
loaded, the first record in the me
will be displayed . Press any key to
get the main command line.
Should you mistakenly press
f7 or f8 and get a WAD or SAVE
prompt, press RETURN to get back
to the main command line.

Printing Options
To print the current record, the one
displayed, press P. This prints only
the current record. To print the entire me, press R (for Report). The
printed characters will appear just
as they do on the screen.

Erasing A File
At some point, you may wish to
erase the data in a me from memory
and start over. To do this, press
CLR (SHIFT-CLR/ HOME). You're
asked " Are You Sure?" Press Y if
you wish to erase it or N if you'd
rather reconsider. CLR is also useful if you plan to work with more
than one file in a single sitting. You
create the first, save to disk, and
then press CLR. You can now load
(or create) the second file.

MiDI·Filer COIIUIWlcis

A

C
F
SHIFT-F

P
R
f1

18
CLR

up (canor by'
down (cunor key)

add or edit data
create a database me
find a field (any string or characten)

continue searching for next occurrence (may be used only after F)
print the record displayed
print the file

add a record (in Add mode); load. me rrom disk (from main
command line)
save a file to disk
clear all file data from memory
move the cursor up (from Create mode) or move to the previous
record (from main command line)
move the cursor down (from Create mode) or move to the next

record (from main command line)

o
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MetaBASIC 64
Kevin Mykytyn
This utility will change the way you
program. It adds 32 new debugging
and testing commands to Commodore
64 BASIC, working by itself or in
conjunction with a machine language
monitor/assembler.

An Introduction To
MetaBASIC 64
"MetaBASIC 64" commands use
English mnemonics, so you don't
have to memorize a lot of SYS numbers. And if you forget the new
words, you can either refer back to
this article or type HELP.
BASIC programmers have 12
new commands at their fingertips.
For writing programs, AUTO, KEY,
and UNNEW are available. You can
use CHANGE, DELETE, FIND,
RENUM, and VCHANGE to examine and alter programs. And
DUMP, SPEED, TRACE, and
TROFF help during debugging sessions. If you're writing in machine
language, you can use some of the
BASIC problem solvers, as well as
MEMORY, MONITOR, NUMBER,
and @. To control MetaBASIC 64,
you have DEFAULT, HELP, INT,
and QUIT. Disk commands include
BSAVE , CAT, DLIST, ERR,
MERGE,
READ ,
RESAVE,
SCRATCH, SEND, and START. finally, there's LLIST if you have a
printer, and TERMINAL if you
have a modem.

Special Notes
Always type NEW after loading
MetaBASIC 64. One feature that
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works automatically is LIST Pause.
When you're listing a program,
hold down CTRL, SHIFT, or the
Commodore key to temporarily
halt it. RUN/STOP-RESTORE is
available in both program mode
and direct mode. But if you want to
interrupt any of the utilities like
RENUM, use the RUN/STOP key
by itself (not RUN/STOPRESTORE).
The commands work only in
direct mode; you cannot add them
to programs. Also, you're limited to
one MetaBASIC command per line
(although you can still use multistatement lines inside your programs). Unlike ordinary BASIC
commands, there are no abbreviations. You must type out the entire
MetaBASIC 64 command. If it
seems to be working incorrectly,
make sure the syntax is correct.
Machine language (ML) programmers should remember that
MetaBASIC 64 occupies memory
locations $9000-$9FFF. The 4K
which begins at $COOO is available
for programs like Micromon or for
your own ML programs. Be sure to
load and run MetaBASIC 64 before
loading any other programs.

Using MetaBASIC 64
To use MetaBASIC 64, follow these
steps:
I. Load the program with the command LOAD " METABASIC
64",8, I.
2. Type NEW
3. Activate the program with SYS
36864 (or SYS 9·4096)

The program uses 4K at the top
of BASIC memory (which leaves
you with 35K for your programs).
The first thing it does is move the
top-of-BASIC pointer down to protect itself from variables. After the
SYS, it may seem that nothing has
changed. But MetaBASIC 64 is active, and you now have 32 new
commands to help you write and
debug programs.

MetaBASIC 64 Commands
Here's an alphabetical list of the new
commands and how to use them, with
examples. In the descriptions of syntax,
MetaBASIC 64 commands and mandatory parameters appear in boldface.
String parameters appear in italics. Optional parameters appear in normal
printing.
If something is described as a disk
command, it won't work unless you
have a disk drive. However, some of
the ML programming aids can be useful
in BASIC and vice versa.

@
Use: ML programming (see also
MEMORY)
Syntax: @ starting address, number,
number
This works like POKE, except it allows
you to put a series of numbers into
consecutive memory locations. For example, if you want to change border
and background colors to white, you
would use @53280, I,1, The first 1 goes
into 53280, the second into 53281. If
you add more numbers, separated by
commas, they are POKEd into the next
locations: 53282, 53283, and so on.
You can also use this in conjunction with MEMORY. First, display the
contents of a series of locations using
MEMORY. Then change the infor-

mation there by putting @ before each
line you want to change. Cursor over to

the numbers you want to change,
change them, and press RETURN.
AUTO
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax: AUTO starting line number,
increment

AUTO can take some of the drudgery
out of writing a program. It automati-

cally numbers a program, starting at the
first number and. incrementing by the
second. Separate the numbers with a
comma. If you do not specify a starting
line number or increment, numbering
will start at 5 and. increment by 5 for
each additional line. If you specify only

disk directory, use CAT (for CATalog).
The BASIC program currently in memory will remain undisturbed. To see

specific portions of the directory, see
DLIST.
CHANGE
Use: BASIC programming (see also
FIND, VCHANGE)
Syntax: CHANGE @Old string@new
string@, starting line, ending line
CHANGE @"old string"@"new string"@, starting line, ending line
CHANGE searches through the pro-

Example : DEFAULT 1,1,0,8
changes the border and background
colors to white, the character color to

black, and the device number to 8. If
you press RUN / STOP-RESTORE,
you 'U see black characters on a white

background. And you'll be able to save
to disk by typing just SAVE"filename"
(without adding a ,8).
DELETE
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax: DELETE stuting line-ending
line
DELETE removes a range of lines from
your program. Separate the starting line
number from the ending number with a

gram in memory, changing every occurrence of the old string to the new
one. The strings can be up to 30 charac-

dash (-). Use this command with ex-

a starting line number, then that value
will also be used for the increment.

ters long. and must be bracketed by the
commercial at sign (@). All lines in

treme caution, since it is impossible to
recover deleted program lines .

After you press RETURN over a line,

which changes are made are listed to
the screen.

allUnes with line numbers in the range

the next number is automatically print-

ed. The current line number can be
changed by using the INST/DEL (delete) key and replacing it with another
number.

Press RUN/ STOP to escape from
AUTO.
Example: AUTO 100,10 starts at
100 and numbers by 10.
BSAVE
Use: disk command (see also RESAVE)
Syntax: BSAVE "filename", stuting
address, ending address + 1
BSAVE (Binary SAVE) saves a chunk of
memory to disk, from the starting address to the ending address. Put the
program name inside quotation marks
and. use commas to separate the name,

starting address, and ending address. It's
important that you add one to the actual
ending address . You can use this command. to make backups of machine language programs, as long as you know
the starting and ending addresses .
BSAVE can also function to save sections of screen memory, custom character sets, or high-resolution screens.

The numbers should be in decimal.
If you need to translate from hexadecimal to decimal, see NUMBER (below).
After you BSAVE the contents of
an area of memory to disk, you can load

the data back in with LOAD "filename",S,1.
Example: BSAVE"METABASIC
64",36864,40805 makes a backup of Me-

taBASIC 64 . To copy the first five lines
of

sc reen

memory

(locations

1024-1223) to disk, BSAVE
"SCREEN",1024,1224. Screen memory
does not include color inJormationthat is stored in color memory and

would have to be handled separately.
CAT
Use: disk command (see also DLIST,
READ)
Syntax: CAT
Anytime you want to look at the entire

The first format will change BASIC
keywords and variable names . The second format should be used to change
strings . If you omit the line numbers,

CHANGE affects the whole program. If
you want to change only one section,

Example: DELETE 200-250 erases
200-250, including lines 200 and 250.
DLIST
Use: disk command (see also CAT,
READ)
Syntax: DLIST "filename"

add the starting and ending line numbers, marked off by commas.
Example: CHANGE @X@QQ@,
1,200 changes the variable X to QQ in
lines 1-200. To change the name
Charles to John throughout the program, CHANGE @"CHARLES"@
"JOHN"@.

This command lists a BASIC program

DEFAULT
Use: MetaBASIC 64 command (see also
INT, QUIT)
Syntax: DEFAULT border color, back-

of the directory. DLIST "SO:A'" displays all disk files beginning with the

ground color, text color, device number

When you press RUN / STOP-RE-

from disk to the screen, without affecting what's currently in memory. The
program name must be enclosed in

quotation marks. DLIST enables you to
look at a program before using MERGE
or SCRATCH.
It also allows you to read portions

letter A.

Example: DLIST "BASICPROGRAM" reads the file named BASICPROGRAM from disk and lists it to the

STORE, the screen always reverts to the

screen.

default colors of light blue characters on

DUMP
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax: DUMP

a dark blue screen , And several com-

mands like LOAD and SAVE default ·to
tape. DEFAULT lets you change these
values to whatever you prefer.
If you have a disk drive, you can
change the device number to 8, If you
have a second drive addressed as device 9 that you want to use for SAVEs,

change the default to 9. If your 64 is
hooked up to a black-and-white TV,
change the character and background
colors to a more readable combination.

Note: If you change the default
device number to 1 (tape), you will be
unable to use any of the new MetaBA-

SIC disk commands. To disable the DEFAULT device number setting and go
back to normal, use the MONITOR
command below. Also, the TERMINAL
command will not operate properly

after DEFAULT has been used to
change the device number. If you use

DEFAULT, be sure to issue a MONITOR command before trying to use the
TERMINAL command.

Use DUMP to examine the current val ues of all nonarray variables in a program. If the program is running, press

RUN/ STOP and type DUMP. To resume, type CONT.
ERR
Use: disk command

Syntax: ERR
ERR reads the disk drive error channel

and displays the DOS error number
and error message from the drive. Use it

when the red light on the disk drive
starts blinking to de termine what

caused the problem.
FIND

Use: BASIC programming (see also
CHANGE, VCHANGE)
Syntax: FIND @string@, starting line,
ending line

FIND @"string"@, starting
line, ending line
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This allows you to find any word, variable, or other string within a program.
Each line containing the search string is
listed to the screen. If you wish to
search just one section of the program,
add the starting and ending line numbers, separated by commas .
If you're trying to find BASIC

keywords (like PRINT or REM), use the
flrSt format. It also works for variables
and numbers . The second format

should be used when you're looking for
strings or items inside quotation marks.

Example: FIND @A=@ searches
for lines where variable A is defined.

HELP
Use: MetaBASIC 64 command
Syntax: HELP
Whenever you're unsure of the commands available in MetaBASIC 64, type

HELP for a complete list.
INT
Use: MetaBASIC 64 command (see also
DEFAULT, QUIT)
Syntax: INT
Some features of MetaBASIC 64 are
interrupt-driven. If you reset the interrupts (with the MONITOR command),
the function keys and the SPEED function may no longer work. INT puts the

MetaBASIC interrupts back in place.
KEY
Use: BASIC programming (see also
INT)
Syntax: KEY key number, "command
or string"
This command adds a lot of flexibility
to MetaBASIC 64, allowing you to define each of the eigh t function keys as a
different command or string. (However, due to a minor bug in MetaBASIC,

any definition you assign to the f8 key
will be garbled whenever you use the
RENUM command.) The command, up
to ten letters in length for each key,
must be inside quotation marks. There
are two special characters: The back
arrow acts as a carriage return, so you

don 't have to press RETURN after '
BASIC commands. Also, the apostrophe (SHIFT-7) counts as a double quotation mark.

Using KEY, you can load otherutilities you may own and SYS to them
with a tap of a function key. Or you can
do a one-key RUN or LIST. If you want
to permanently define the function
keys and screen/ text colors, you can

use KEY and DEFAULT to set up the
desired configuration, then save a copy
of your customized version of MetaBA-

SIC using BSAVE " METABA SIC',36864,40960. The definitions will
be saved along with the program.
If the interrupts are accidentally
reset, you'll have to use the INT command to reenable the KEY function .
98
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Examples:
KEY 1," { CLR } UST100-~" clears
the screen and lists from line 100 on
whenever you press f1 (the back arrow
means RETURN will happen automatically). You can also abbreviate LIST
with L SHIFT-I.
KEY 7,"DATA" could be useful
with automatic line numbering (see
AUTO) if you're writing a program
with a lot of DATA statements. After

the beginning of BASIC memory.

entering a line, press RETURN and
you'll see the next line number. Then

MERGE

press f7, and the word DATA automatically appears.
KEY 2,"VERIFY'·'+-" defines £2 to
print VERIFY" ' " plus a RETURN (note
the apostrophes have been changed to

Syntax: MERGE "program name"
MERGE reads a program from disk,

quotation marks) . If you've used DE-

FAULT to change the device number to
8, pressing f2 will automatically verify
the program most recently saved to disk.
LUST
Use: printer command

Syntax: LUST starting line-ending line
This command lists a program, but the
listing is sent to a printer rather than to
the screen. Une numbers are optional.

The syntax for LLiST is identical to the
regular LIST. As written, LLiST does
the equivalent of OPEN 4,4,4 to open a
file for output to the printer. Some
printers may require a different secondary address (the last number in the
OPEN statement)-OPEN 4,4,7, for example. To change the secondary address, POKE the desired value into
location 40341 . If you are using a printer with a different device number (5, for
example) or a plotter (device 6), you can
change the device number for LLiST by
POKEing the desired value into location 40339. To make the changes permanent, follow the instructions for
saving a new copy of MetaBASIC given
above in the discussion of the KEY
command.
Example: LUST 10-20 to list lines
10-20 to the printer.
MEMORY
Use: ML programming (see also @)
Syntax: MEMORY starting addressending address
You can examine any section of memory with this command. Use decimal

numbers (not hex) for the starting and
ending addresses. The values in memo-

ry are displayed, six bytes per line, in
decimal. In addition, the equivalent
ASCII characters are printed in reverse
to the right (if there's no corresponding

To change memory, you can use
the @ command, described above.

Example : Enter MEMORY
41374-41474 and you'll see the first few
error messages in BASIC ROM (note
that the ASCII value of the last character is always added to 128). Or, load a
BASIC program, and type MEMORY
2048-2148 to see how programs are
stored in memory.
Use: disk command

lists each line to the screen, and adds
the line to the program in memory. If
the programs have common line numbers, the program on disk takes precedence . Say both programs contain a line

250. The line 250 from the disk program will replace line 250 in memory.
Before using this command, you
may want to use DLlST to make sure

you're merging the right program. And
if there are conflicting line numbers, you

can use RENUM to renumber one of the
two programs. If you want to merge just

part of one program, use DELETE to
eliminate the unwanted lines.

MONITOR
Use: ML programming (see also INT)
Syntax: MONITOR
If you have a machine language monitor in memory, you can enter it with

MONITOR (providing it is enabled
when a BRK instruction is executed). To

use MetaBASIC 64 with a monitor, you
must load MetaBASIC 64, type NEW,
and activate the program with SYS
36864. Next, load the monitor, type
NEW, and SYS to the starting address
for the monitor (which will set up the
BRK vector to point to the monitor).

MONITOR does several other
things, as well. It changes border, background, and text colors back to their

default values (light blue on dark blue).
It also resets the default device number
and sets interrupts to nonnal, which

disables the function-key definitions
(see KEY) and SPEED command. You
can get them back with the INT
command.

NUMBER
Use: ML programming
Synta x: NUMBER Shexadecimal
number

NUMBER decimal number
NUMBER allows you to convert back

ASCll character, a period is printed).
If you omit the ending address,
MEMORY 43 for example, you'll see
the contents of two bytes (43 and 44).

and forth between decimal and hexadecimal (hex). Put a dollar sign ($) in
front of hex numbers. In addition, the
number is displayed in low-byte/ high-

This makes it easier to look at two byte

byte format (in decimal) and in binary
(preceded by a percent sign).

pointers-like 43 and 44 which point to

Examples:

NUMBER $100
256

cause problems if you don't have
enough available space. The save-withreplace command is also sometimes un-

%100000000

reliable and should be avoided.
RESAVE reverses the order-first

oI

NUMBER 34
522
340
%100010
QUIT
Use: MetaBASIC 64 command
Syntax: QUIT
This resets all vectors and disables all
MetaBASIC 64 commands. The one
thing it does not do is restore the top-af-

memory pointer. MetaBASIC 64 is still
protected from BASIC. Reactivate MetaBASIC with SYS 36864 or SYS 9'4096.
READ
Use: disk command (see also CAT,
DLlST)
Syntax: READ "sequential filename"
READ allows you to examine sequen-

tial disk meso The information in the me
is displayed to the screen, without altering whatever program is in memory.
In the rare case that you want to

use the BASIC READ statement in direct mode (to see if all DATA statements have been read, for example),
you can precede it with a colon.

RENUM
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax : RENUM starting line ,
increment

This command renumbers the entire
BASIC program in memory (you can't
renumber just part of the program). The
fust line of the renumbered program
will be given the specified starting line
number. If you omit the starting line
number, the renumbered program will
begin with line 10. The increment value
specifies how much the starting value
will be incremented (or each succeeding line. If no increment value is pro-

vided, the value defaults to 10.
In addition to renumbering BASIC
lines, all references in GarOs, GOSUBs, ON-GarOs, ON-GOSUBs, IFTHENs, and so forth are taken care of.
One word of caution: GOTO is covered,

but GO TO (with a space in the middle)
is not. Use FIND before renumbering to

look for occurrences of GO TO.
Example: RENUM 100,20 renumbers a program, starting at line 100,
counting up by 20s.
RESAVE
Use: disk command (see also BSAVE)
Syntax: RESAVE "filename"
The save-with-replace disk command

(SAVE "@:filename" ) fust saves the
program and then scratches the older
version, so there must always be
enough free space on the disk for the
new version of the program. This can

it scratches the old version of your pro-

gram from disk, and then does a regular
SAVE, solving both of the above
problems.
SCRATCH
Use: disk command

Syntax: SCRATCH "filename"
SCRATCH does the same thing as
OPEN 15,8,15: PRINT#15,"SO :filenarne": CWSE 15, but it's easier to type.
It scratches a me (rom the disk. If you
have just inserted the disk into the
drive, it's a good idea to initialize it fIrst

(see SEND). You can use wildcards to
scratch more than one program-

SCRATCH " A'" will get rid of all mes
beginning with the letter A. However,
you should use such commands with
care to avoid accidentally deleting im-

portant programs.
Example : SCRATCH "SPACEGAME" removes the program named

SPACEGAME (rom the disk.
SEND
Use: disk command
Syntax: SEND ucommand string"
This is a convenient way to send disk

commands to channel 15. SEND" IO"
initializes the drive, SEND" VO" validates the disk, SEND " RO:newnameoldname" renames a disk fUe, and so on.
For more infonnation about disk commands, see the 1541 user's manual.

SPEED
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax: SPEED number
SPEED changes the rate at which the 64
prints to the screen. The number sup-

plied with the command must be in the
range 0-255. The higher the number,
the slower the printing speed. Try typing SPEED 255 (the slowest you can
make it) and then list a program. You
can get back to normal with SPEED O. If
it doesn' t work, try using INT (see
above) to correct the interrupts.

SPEED is useful when you' re using
the TRACE command.

64" should display 36864 on the screen.
TERMINAL
Use: modem command

Syntax: TERMINAL
If you own a Commodore modem (and
it's plugged into your 64), TERMINAL
transforms your computer into a 300
baud "dumb" tenninal you can use to

talk to standard-ASCll bulletin boards
or infonnation services like CompuServe. You can't change any of the
default parameters, nor can you upload
or download text or programs.
To return to BASIC, press the £

(English pound) key; do not press
RUN/STOP-RESTORE. A note of caution: Memory locations 52736-53247
(5CEOO-$CFFF) are used for buffers, so
any program in this area will be overwritten.

TRACE
Use: BASIC programming (see also
TROFF)
Syntax: TRACE
If you' re debugging a BASIC program,
TRACE helps you see what's happening. As each line is executed, its line
number is printed on the screen. Use

the SHIFT or CTRL keys to temporarily
halt the program. SPEED controls the
speed of execution, and TROFF turns
off TRACE.
TROFF
Use: BASIC programming (see also
TRACE)
Syntax: TROFF
This command turns off the TRACE
function.

UNNEW
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax: UNNEW
You may never need this command, but
it's nice to have it available. If you

accidentally type NEW and you want to
retrieve the program, use UNNEW to
get it back.
VCHANGE
Use: BASIC programming (see also
CHANGE, FIND)
Syntax: VCHANGE @old string@new string@, starting line, ending
line

Use: disk command

VCHANGE @"old string"@"new string"@, starting line, end-

Syntax: START "filename"

ing line

If you forget where a machine language

VCHANGE (Verify CHANGE) works
just like CHANGE (see above), except

START

program begins, put the disk in the
drive and use this command . This can

help when you have forgotten the SYS
that starts a program. If this command
returns the value 2049, the me you are
checking is probably BASIC rather than
machine language (or it at least has a

single line of BASIC, like SpeedScript) .
Example: START "METABASIC

you get to choose whether or not each
change is made. Each line containing

the old string is displayed, with each
occurrence of the string marked with a
flUed-in circle. If you press Y, the
change is made. Press N if you want to
skip to the next occurrence of the old

string.

C
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MetaBASIC Plus
John Brox Shadle
" MetaBASIC Plus" is a companion
program to " MetaBASIC 64 ." It
adds 11 new commands and modifies HELP to print the new MetaBASIC Plus commands in addition
to the original MetaBASIC commands. To create MetaBASIC Plus,
you must have a working copy of
MetaBASIC 64. See the " MetaBASIC 64 " article on the preceding
pages.

Creating MetaBASIC Plus
MetaBASIC Plus is a collection of
routines to add new commands to
MetaBASIC 64. Like the original
program, the MetaBASIC Plus routines are written in machine language. To install MetaBASIC Plus,
follow these steps carefully:
1. Load MetaBASIC 64 using the
command WAD " METABASIC
64",8, l.

2. Load MetaBASIC Plus using the
command WAD " METABASIC
PLUS",8,1.
3. Enter a NEW command to reset
memory pointers.
4. Type SYS 35126 and press RETURN. This calls a short (19byte) routine at the beginning of
MetaBASIC Plus which patches
MetaBASIC Plus into the original MetaBASIC and activates
the combined programs.
Now you're ready to save a
copy of the new version of MetaBASIC, which has the additional
MetaBASrC Plus commands .
Before doing so, however, you
might want to use the KEY command to set up some default function-key definitions that will be
enabled whenever you activate the
new MetaBASIC. When you're
ready to save a new copy to disk,
simply use a command of the form
100
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BSAVE "METABASIC + ",35145,4lI96O

Once you've saved a copy of the
combined file, load and activate the
new version of MetaBASIC just like
you did the old version, with LOAD
" METABASIC+ ", 8,1 and SYS
36864 (or SYS 9"4096).

MetaBASIC Plus Commands
Here 's a rundown on the new
commands.

CURSORFREE
Use: BASIC programming (see also
CURSORPRINT)
Syntax: CURSORFREE
Disables quote mode until the CURSORPRINT command is given or until

RUN/STOP-RESTORE is pressed.
CURSORPRINT
Use: BASIC programming (see also
CURSORFREE)
Syntax: CURSORPRINT
Re-establishes quote mode, reversing the
effect of the CURSORFREE command.
END
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax: END
Prints the last memory location used by
the BASIC program currently in
memory.

FREEMEM
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax: FREEMEM
Prints the number of bytes available
without performing any garbage
collection.

MAKEDATA
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax: MAKEDATA starting address, ending address
Converts the contents of the specified
area of memory into DATA statements.

Any BASIC program in memory will be
erased by this statement. MAKEDATA
can convert a maximum of 4352 bytes.
The DATA statements created will be
numbered starting at line zero, and will
include 17 data items per line. After
creating the DATA statements, you can

use the MetaBASIC RENUM command
to renumber the lines, then use the

MERGE command to add the DATA
lines to another program .

POINTER
Use: BASIC programming
Syntax: POINTER address
This is especially useful for checking
BASIC's pointers. This command does

the equivalent of PRINT PEEK(address)
+ 256'PEEK(address + I).
RESET
Use: MetaBASIC Plus command
Syntax: RESET
Turns off MetaBASIC Plus. This is the
same as MetaBASIC 64's QUIT, except
that all of the memory used by MetaBASIC is deallocated. MetaBASIC can
be turned back on (with SYS 36864 or
SYS 9'4096) if no files have been loaded and no new strings have been
created.

SCREEN
Use: printer command

Syntax: SCREEN
Performs a screen dump, sending whatever is on the screen to the printer. This
works in normal text mode onl y and
will not dump screens with redefined
characters or high-resolution bitmapped screens.
The SCREEN command routine

does the equivalent of OPEN 1,4,255.
Some printers may require a different
secondary address-7 is common. To

change the secondary address used by
SCREEN, POKE location 35369 with the
desired secondary address value, then

BSAVE a new copy of MetaBASIC using
the command in the instructions above .
If you want to change the device num-

ber used by SCREEN to a value other
than 4, POKE the desired value into

location 35367 and BSAVE a new copy.
SUPERPEEK
Use: ML or BASIC programming
Syntax: SUPERPEEK starting address,
number

Creates a window at the top of the
screen which shows the contents of an

area of memory as decimal values. The

display begins .with the starting address

and includes the specified number of
bytes (the number value must be no

larger than 50). If you run a BASIC or
machine language program while the
SUPERPEEK window is active, the
memory contents will continue to be
displayed as the program runs. Thus,
you can see if the program changes the

contents of any of the displayed loea·

tions. Press RUN/ STOP to see the

SUPERPEEK.

at the point where the error occured.
Error trapping doesn't work in direct
mode; it only fun ctions within a p ro ~

TRAP

ed error analysis .

character code equivalents o f the numbers. The INT command turns off

gram. Use UNTRAP to tum off extend-

Use: BASIC programming (see also

UNTRAP)
Syntax: TRAP
Turns on ex tended error anal ysis.
When an error occurs during a program
run , the line causing the error is listed,
with the word ERROR in reverse video

UNTRAP
Use : BASIC programming (see also

TRAP)
Syntax: UNTRAP
Disables extended error analysis to can ~

cel the effect to the TRAP command.1!l

MetaBASIC 128
Kevin Mykytyn
"MetaBASIC 128," will change the
way you program. It adds 11 new
debugging and testing commands
to BASIC 7.0-and these commands are instantly at your fingertips for programming sessions.

Using MetaBASIC 128
MetaBASIC 128 commands use
English mnemonics, so you don' t
have to memorize a lot of SYS numbers. Once MetaBASIC 128 is active, you'll have these 11 additional
commands: AID, CHANGE, DEFAULT, DLIST, FIND, MERGE,
QUIT, READ, RESAVE, START,
and UNNEW.
The commands work only in
direct mode; you cannot add them
to programs. Also, you're limited to
one MetaBASIC command per line
(although you can still use multistatement lines inside your programs). Unlike ordinary BASIC
commands, there are no abbreviations. You must type out the entire
MetaBASIC 128 command. If you
wish to stop the execution of a command, press the RUN / STOP key
(not RUN/ STOP-RESTORE). If it
seems to be working incorrectly,
make sure the syntax is correct.
Machine language programmers should remember that MetaBASIC 128 occupies memory
locations $1300-$18BF (4864-

6335) and uses zero-page locations
$FB-$FE (251-254) and $AC-$AF
(172-175).
To use MetaBASIC 128, follow
these steps:

string@, starting line, ending
line

1. Load the program with the command BLOAD " METABASIC
128" .
2. Type SYS 4864 to activate MetaBASIC 128.
After the SYS, it may seem that
nothing has changed. But MetaBASIC 128 is active, and you now have
11 new commands to help you
write and debug programs.

CHANGE /old string/new
string/, starting line, ending

MetaBASIC 128 Commands
Here's an alphabetical list of the new
commands and how to use them, with

examples. MetaBASIC 128 commands
and mandatory parameters appear in
boldface. String parameters appear in
italics . Optional parameters appear in
normal print.
If something is described as a disk
command , it won't work unless you
have a disk drive. However, some of
the ML programming aids can be useful
in BASIC, and vice versa .

AID
Syntax: AID
Lists all available MetaBASIC 128
commands.

CHANGE
Syntax: CHANGE @old string@new

CHANGE @old string@new
string@, starting line

CHANGE @old string@new
string@"ending line
line

CHANGE /old string/new
string/, starting line

CHANGE /old string/new
string/"ending line
See also FIND.
CHANGE searches through the program in memory, changing every occurrence of the old string to the new
one. The strings can be up to 30 characters long and must be bracketed by the
commercial at sign (@) or the slash (f).
All lines in which changes are made are
listed to the screen. The format with @
is the tokenized form and should be
used to change BASIC commands and

variable names. The ASCII form (the
slash format) is useful when you want
to change a word in a string without
changing keywords. For example:
CHANGE /PRINT /WRITE/

changes all occurrences of the word
PRINT within quotation marks without
changing any PRINT statements.
Use the slash fonnat to change
anything inside quotation marks or
after a REM statement; use the at sign
fonnat to change anything not inside
quotation marks or after a REM statement. Remember that mathematical
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operators within programs such as +,
-, ., I, >, <, and = are stored as
tokens, not characters, so you must use
the@ fonnat when searching for one of
these.
If you omit the line numbers,
CHANGE affects the whole program. If
you want to change only one section,
add the starting and ending line numbers, marked off by commas.
Example: CHANGE @X@QQ@
,,200 changes the variable X to QQ in all
lines up to and including 200. To
change the name Charles to John
throughout the program, CHANGE
/CHARLES/JOHN/.
DEFAULT
Syntax: DEFAULT border color, background color, text color
See also QUIT.
When you press RUN/STOP-RESTORE, the screen reverts to the default
colors light green and black. DEFAULT
lets you change these values to whatever you prefer. If your 128 is hooked
up to a black-and-white TV, change the
character and background colors to a
more readable combination. The border- and background-color changes affeet only the 40-column screen; the
text-color change affects both the 40and 80-column displays.

Introducing

TM

BUDGET MASTER
The Home Budget System
For the Commodore 64 (disk required)
It you want to get serious about keeping a
home budget and your Income II less than
$1,000.000 per year. then BUDGET MASTER
Is the tool you nelld. BUDGET MASTER Is
designed to help you define your budget
goals and then enter your actual data in only
8 few minutes e8th sesllon. BUDGET MASTER Is 100% machine language for maximum speed and accuracy.
FEATURES
v Up to 80 categorlel
v 10 accounts + 10 credit cardl
v Integrated bU li ne ss expenses
v Enter data In for eign currency.
v 2400-3600 record transaction file
v Can search for up to 8 different setl of
para meters at the same time
v Comprehensive analYli' 01 YOUI budget
and actual data
v Full use ollunctlon keYI
All (hil al a price that won 't
" break your budget "

ONLY $24.95
+ $2.00 Shipping and Handling
Minnesota residents add 6% safes tax
To order send check or money order 10:

EYCHANER SOFTWARE CO.
P.O. Box 388
Grand Rapids , MN 55744-0388
Commodore 64 Is a trademark 01 Commodore BuSiness
Machines Inc.
BUDGET MASTER is a trademark 01 Eychaner Sohware Co.
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To disable DEFAULT (and go back
to normal colors), use the QUIT
command.
Example: DEFAULT 1,1,0 changes
border and background to white, and
characters to black. If you press RUN/
STOP-RESTORE, you'll see black characters on a white background.
DUST
Syntax: DUST "filename"

See also READ.
This command lists a BASIC program
from disk to the screen without affecting what's currently in memory. The
program name must be enclosed in
quotation marks. DLIST enables you to
look at a program before using MERGE
or SCRATCH.
Example: DUST "BASICPROGRAM" reads the program file named
BASIC PROGRAM from disk and lists it
to the screen.
FIND
Syntax: FIND @string@, starting line,
ending line
FIND @string@, starting line
FIND @string@" ending line
FIND /string/ , starting line,
ending line
FIND /string/, starting line
FIND /string/" ending line
See also CHANGE.
This allows you to find any word, variable, or other string within a program.
Each line containing the search string is
listed to the screen. U you wish to
search just one section of the ptogram,
add the starting and ending line numbers, separated by commas.
If you 're trying to find BASIC
keywords (like PRINT or REM), use the
first format with the @ symbols. It also
works for variables and numbers. The
second fonnat should be used when
you're looking for strings or items inside quotation marks.
Example: FIND @A - @ searches
for lines where variable A is defined.
MERGE
Syntax: MERGE "program name"
MERGE reads a program from disk,
lists each line to the screen, and adds
the line to the program in memory. If
the programs have common line numbers, the program on disk takes precedence. Say both programs contain a line
250. The line 250 from the disk program will replace line 250 in memory.
Before using this command, you
may want to use DLlST to make sure
you're merging the right program. And
if there are conflicting line numbers, you
can use RENUMBER to renumber one of
the two programs. U you want to merge
just part of one program, use DELETE to
eliminate the unwanted lines.

QUIT
Syntax: QUIT
This resets all veetors and disables all
MetaBASIC commands. MetaBASIC is
still protected from BASIC. Reactivate
MetaBASIC with SYS 4864 .
READ
Syntax: READ "filename"

See also DLIST.
READ allows you to examine sequential disk files. The information in the file
is displayed to the screen, without altering whatever program is in memory.
In the rare case that you want to
use the BASIC READ statement in direct mode (to see if all DATA statements have been read, for example),
you can precede it with a colon to distinguish it from MetaBASIC 128's
READ command.
RESAVE
Syntax: RESAVE "filename"
The save-with-replace disk command
(SAVE "@O:file .. ame" ) first saves the
new version of the program and then
scratches the older version, so there
must always be enough free space on
the disk for both versions. Thus, the
command can cause problems if you
don' t have enough available disk space
for the new version. The save-withreplace command also has other problems and is best avoided.
RESAVE reverses the order-first
it scratches the old version of your program from disk, and then it does a
regular SAVE, solving both of the
above problems.
START
Syntax: START "filename"
If you forget where a machine language
program begins, put the disk in the
drive and use this command. This can
help when you have forgotten the SYS
that starts a program. If the command
returns a value of 7169, the program is
probably BASIC or a machine language
program with a single BASIC line so
that it starts with RUN rather than SYS.
Example: START "METABASIC
128" should display 4864 on the screen.

UNNEW
Syntax: UNNEW
You may never need this command, but
it's nice to have it available. U you accidentally type NEW and you want to
retrieve the program, use UNNEW to get
it back.
C

SpeedScripf 3.2
For The Commodore 64
Charles Brannon

Since its introduction in the January
1984 issue of COMPUTE!'s Gazette,
Speed Script has been the most popufar program ever published by COMPUTE! Publications. Written entirely
in machine language, SpeedScript
contains nearly every command and
convenience you'd expect from a
quality word processor. The [atest
version of Commodore 64 SpeedScript, version 3.2, incorporates
many improvements, readers' suggestions, and additional debugging. This
version also works on a Commodore
128 in 64 mode.
SpeedScript 3.2, though compact in
size (61<), has many features found
on commercial word processors.
SpeedScript is also very easy to learn
and use. You can start writing with it
the first time you use it. You type in
everything first; preview and make
corrections on the screen; insert and

delete words, sentences, and paragraphs; and then print out an errorfree draft, letting SpeedScript take
care of things like margins, centering, headers, and footers.
SpeedScript is a writing tool. It
won' t necessarily make you a better
writer, but you may become a better writer once the tedium of retyping and erasing is replaced by the
flexibility of a word processor.
Words are no longer frozen in place

by ink; they become free-floating
entities. You no longer think about
typewriting-you can stand back
and work directly with words and
ideas. The distinction between
rough and final drafts becomes
blurred as you perfect your writing
as you write.

Loading SpeedScrlpt
SpeedScript can be loaded just as if it
were a BASIC program. If you load
SpeedScript and list it, you'll see that
it looks like a one-line BASIC program. This BASIC line is included
to make the program easy to load,
run, and copy. It's a good idea to
save a couple of extra copies of
SpeedScript, just in case the original
is destroyed. To do this, type
SAVE"SPEEDSCRIPT3.2",8 (or ,1
if you're using tape) after loading
SpeedScript, just as you would for a
BASIC program. Use whatever filename you like.
Before using SpeedScript, you
should unplug any cartridges and
expanders. SpeedScript cannot take
advantage of any custom hardware
configurations except those that do
not interfere with normal operations.

Entering Text
When you run SpeedScript, the
screen colors change to dark gray
on light gray except for the top
screen line, which is black with

white letters. This command line is
used to communicate with SpeedScript. SpeedScript presents all messages here. The remaining lines of
the screen are used to enter, edit,
and display your document. The
cursor shows where the next character you type will appear on the
screen. SpeedScript lets you move
the cursor anywhere within your
document, making it easy to find
and correct errors.
To begin using SpeedScript, just
start typing . When the cursor
reaches the right edge of the screen,
it automatically jumps to the beginning of the next line, just as in
BASIC. But unlike BASIC, SpeedScript never splits words at the right
edge of the screen. If a word you're
typing won't fit at the end of one
line, it's instantly moved to the next
line. This feature, called word-wrap,
makes it much easier to read your
text on the screen. Even if you make
numerous editing changes, SpeedScript reformats the screen and rewraps all words.

Scrolling And
Screen Formatting
When you finish typing on the last
screen line, SpeedScript automatically scrolls the text upward to
make room for a new line at the
bottom. This is similar to the way
BASIC works, but with one excepBest of COMPUTE! and Gazette
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tion: The screen can scroll both up
and down. Imagine the screen as a
24-line window on a long, continuous document.
More than 43K of text space is
available in memory, room enough
for 20-40 printed pages of text. To
check at any time how much space
is left, press CTRL- = (hold down
the CTRL key while pressing the =
key). The number which appears
on the command line indicates how
much room remains for characters
of text.
If you're used to a typewriter,
you'll have to unlearn some habits.
First, since the screen is only 40
columns wide, and most printers
have SO-column carriages , it
doesn't make sense to press RETURN at the end of each line as you
do on a typewriter. SpeedScript's
word-wrap takes care of this automatically. Press RETURN only
when you want to force a carriage
return to end a paragraph or to limit
the length of a line. So that you can
see these forced carriage returns,
they appear on . the screen as leftpointing arrows (called return marks
in this article).
When you print your document, SpeedScript automatically
formats your text to fit the width of
the paper. Don't manually space
over for a left margin or try to center a line yourself as you would on a
typewriter. SpeedScript 's printing
routine automatically takes care of
all margins and centering and lets
you customize the margin settings.
Also, don't worry about where a
printed page will end. When printing, SpeedScript automatically fits
your text onto separate pages and
can even put short phrases and
page numbers at the top or bottom
of each page if you want.
Like all good word processors,
SpeedScript has a wide selection of
editing and convenience features .
You can move the cursor a single
space in either direction, or skip to
the next or previous word, sentence, or paragraph. You can also
move the cursor to the top of the
screen, the top of the document, or
the end of the document. The
INST / DEL key is used to insert a
single space or delete a single character. Other features let you erase a
word, sentence, or paragraph, and
move or copy sentences, words,
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and paragraphs to other places in
your document. Using Search-andReplace, you can find any phrase
and even automatically change one
phrase to another throughout the
entire document.
You can save your text on tape
or disk, then load it later for additions and corrections. You can
transpose (exchange) two characters, change the screen and text colors, send disk commands, read the
disk error channel, and automatically tab over five spaces for paragraph indents. You don't need to
learn all these commands right
away, but you'll be glad they're
available as you become more comfortable with word processing.

Using The Keyboard
Most of SpeedScript's features are
accessed with control-key commands-you hold down CTRL
while pressing another key. In this
article, control-key commands are
abbreviated CTRL-r (where x is the
key you press in combination with
CTRL). An example is the CTRL- =
mentioned above to check on free
memory. CTRL-E means hold
down CTRL and press E. Sometimes you have to hold down both
SHIFT and CTRL as you type the
command key, as in SHlFT-CTRLH. Other keys are referenced by
name or function, such as back arrow for the left-pointing arrow in
the top-left comer of the keyboard,
pound sign for the British pound
symbol (£), CLR/ HOME for the
home-cursor key, SHIFT -CLR/
HOME for the clear-screen key, f1
for special-function key 1, and up
arrow for the upward-pointing arrow to the left of the RESTORE key.
Some keys let you move the
cursor to different places in the document to make corrections or scroll
text into view. SpeedScript uses a
unique method of cursor movement
that is related to writing, not programming. Programmers work with
lines of text and need to move the
cursor up and down a line or left and
right across a line. SpeedScript, however, is oriented for writers. You
aren't working with lines of text, but
with a continuous document.
Therefore, SpeedScript moves
the cursor by character, word, sentence, or paragraph. SpeedScript defines a word as any sequence of

characters preceded or followed by
a space. A sentence is any sequence
of characters ending with a period,
exclamation point, question mark,
or return mark. And a paragraph is
defined as any sequence of characters ending in a return mark.
(Again, a return mark appears on
the screen as a left-pointing arrow.)
Here's how to control the
cursor:

The left/right-cursor key works
as usual; pressing this key by itself
moves the cursor right (forward)
one space, and pressing it with
SHIFT moves the cursor left (backward) one space.
o The up/down-cursor key moves
the cursor forward to the beginning
of the next sentence. Pressing it
with SHIFT moves the cursor backward to the beginning of the previous sentence.
o The f1 function key moves the
cursor forward to the beginning of
the next word. The £2 key (hold
down SHIFT and press f1) moves
the cursor backward to the beginning of the previous word.
o The £3 function key moves the
cursor forward to the beginning of
the next sentence (just like the up /
down-cursor key) . The £4 key
(hold down SHIFT and press f3)
moves the cursor backward to the
beginning of the previous sentence
(just like pressing SHIFT and the
up / down-cursor key).
o The £5 function key moves the
cursor forward to the beginning of
the next paragraph. The f6 key
(hold down SHIFT and press f5)
moves the cursor backward to the
beginning of the pre v ious
paragraph.
o CLR/HOME, pressed once by itself, moves the cursor to the top of
the screen without scrolling.
o

Pressed twice, it moves the cursor

to the beginning of the document.
CTRL-Z moves the cursor to the
bottom of the document.

o

Correcting Your Typing
One strength of a word processor is
that you need never have mistakes
in your printed document. Since
you've typed everything before you
print it, you have plenty of opportunities to proofread and correct
your work. The easiest way to cor-

Figure 1: SpeedScrlpt Keyboard Map
Use

CTRLA
CTRL B
CTRL D
CTRL E
CTRLG
CTRLH

~With

Change case

most commllnds .

RUN/STOP

Change border color

Delete (Sentence, Word, Paragraph)
Erase (Sentence, Word, Paragraph)
Global search and replace

RESTORE

with CTRL: Delete character under cursor
and close up text

Hunt for phrase

with SHIFT: Select hunt phrase
CTRL I
CTRLJ
CTRLK
CTRL L
CTRLP
CTRLR
CTRL V
CTRLX
CTRLZ
CTRL CTRL t
CTRL 4
CTRL£
CTRL 3
CLR/HOME
CRSR
(left/right)
CRSR
(up/down)

Indent 5 spaces

with SHIFT: Insert 255 spaces
Exit SpeedScript (Commodore 64)
with RUN/ STOP: Exit SpeedScript (VIC-20)
Backspace

Enter/ exit insert mode

with SHIFT and CTRL: Delete all spaces

Replace
with SHIFT: Select replace phrase
Kill buffer

from cursor to next character

RETURN

Return mark

INST/DEL

return mark, and indent next paragraph
Delete character

with SHIFT: End paragraph, add an extra

Change text character color

Print

with SHIFT: Insert space

Restore buffer

Verify
Transpose characters
Go to end of text
Display amount of free memory
Send disk command or read error channel

f1 Next Word

£2 Previous Word

Display disk directory

f3 Next Sentence

Enter format (printer) commands

f4 Previous Sentence

Commodore 64 only: Same as CTRL-£
Press once to go to top of screen

f5 Next Paragraph

Hold down to go to top of text
with SHIFT: Erase aU text

f6 Previous Paragraph

Move the cursor left one character
with SHIFf: Move the cursor right one character
Got to next sentence
with SHIFT: Go to previous sentence

f7 Load

rect something is just to type over
it, but there are other ways too.
Sometimes you'll have to insert characters to make a correction.
Maybe you accidentally dropped a
letter, typing hngry instead of
hungry. When you change the

f8 Save

length of a word, you need to push
over everything to the right of the
word to make room for the insertion. Use SmFT-INSTJDEL to
open up a Single space, just as in
BASIC. Merely position the cursor
at the point where you want to

insert a space, and press SHIFTINSTjDEL

Insert Modes
It can be tedious to use the SHIFTINST JDEL key to open up enough
space for a whole sentence or paraBest of COMPUTE I and Gazette
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graph. For convenience, SpeedScript
has an insert mode that automatically inserts space for each character you type. In this mode, you can't
type over characters; everything is
inserted at the cursor position . To
enter insert mode, press CTRL-1.
To cancel insert mode, press CTRLI again . (This kind of command key,
one which is used to tum something both on and off, is called a
toggle). To let you know you're in
insert mode, the normally black
command line at the top of the
screen turns blue.
Insert mode is the easiest way
to insert text, but it can become too
slow when you're working with a
very long document because it
must move all the text following the
cursor position. Although SpeedScript uses turbocharged memorymove routines, the 6510 microprocessor can go only so fast. So
SpeedScript has even more ways to
insert blocks of text.
One way is to use the RUN /
STOP key. It is programmed in
SpeedScript to act as a five-space
margin indent. To end one paragraph and start another, press RETURN twice and press RUN j
STOP. Alternatively, you can press
SHIFT -RETURN, which does this
automatically. You can use RUNj
STOP to open up more space than
SHIFT-INST J OEL. No matter how
much space you want to insert,
each insertion takes the same
amount of time. So the RUNj
STOP key can insert five spaces five
times faster than pressing SHIFTINST J OEL five times.
There's an even better way,
though. Press SHIFT-RUN/STOP
to insert 255 spaces. This is enough
room for a sentence or two. You can

press it several times to open up as
much space as you need. And
SHIFT-RUNjSTOP is fast . (You
don't want to be in insert mode
when you use this trick; that would
defeat its purpose.)
Since the INST JOEL key is
also slow when you're working
with large documents (it, too, must
move all text following the cursor),
you may prefer to use the backarrow (~) key to backspace. The
back-arrow key by itself moves the
cursor left one space and blanks out
that position. It's more like a backspace than a delete.
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After you're finished inserting
with these methods, there will
probably be some inserted spaces
left over that you didn't use. Just
press SHIFT -CTRL-back arrow.
This instantly deletes all extra
spaces between the cursor and the
start of the following text.
SHIFT-CTRL-back arrow is also
generally useful whenever you
want to delete a bunch of spaces.

Erasing Text
Inserting and retyping are not the
only kinds of corrections you'll
need to make. Part of writing is
separating the wheat from the
chaff. On a typewriter, you pull out
the paper and throw it away. SpeedScript lets you be more selective.
Press the INST JOEL key by
itself to erase the character to the
left of the cursor. All the following
text is pulled back to fill the vacant
space.
Press CTRL-back arrow to delete the character on which the cursor is sitting . Again , all the
following text is moved toward the
cursor to fill the empty space.
These keys are fine for minor
deletions, but it could take a long
time to delete a whole paragraph
this way. So SpeedScript has two
commands that can delete an entire
word, sentence, or paragraph at a
time. CTRL-E erases text after (to
the right of) the cursor position, and
CTRL-O deletes text behind (to the
left of) the cursor.
To use the CTRL-E (erase)
mode, first place the cursor at the
beginning of the word, sentence, or
paragraph you want to erase. Then
press CTRL-E. The command line
shows the message Erase (S, W,P):
RETURN to exit. Press S to erase a
sentence, W for a word, or P for a
paragraph. Each time you press one
of these letters, the text is quickly
erased. You can keep pressing S, W,
or P until you've erased all the text
you wish. Then press RETURN to
exit the erase mode.
The CTRL-O (delete) mode
works similarly, but deletes only
one word, sentence, or paragraph at
a time. First, place the cursor after
the word, sentence, or paragraph
you want to delete. Then press
CTRL-O. Next, press S, W, or P for
sentence, word, or paragraph. The
text is immediately deleted and you

return to editing. You don't need to
press RETURN to exit the CTRL-O
mode unless you pressed this key
by mistake. (l n general, you can escape from any command in SpeedScript by simply pressing RETURN.)
CTRL-O is most convenient when
the cursor is already past what
you've been typing.

The Text Buffer
When you erase or delete with
CTRL-E and CTRL-O, the text isn't
lost forever. SpeedScript remembers
what you've removed by storing
deletions in a separate area of memory called a buffer. The buffer is a
fail-safe device. If you erase too
much or change your mind, just
press CTRL-R to restore the deletion . However, be aware that
SpeedScript remembers only the last
erase or delete you performed.
Another, more powerful use of
this buffer is to move or copy sections of text. To move some text
from one location in your document to another, first erase or delete
it with CTRL-E or CTRL-O. Then
move the cursor to where you want
the text to appear and press CTRLR, CTRL-R instantly inserts the
contents of the buffer at the cursor
position . If you want to copy some
text from one part of your document to another, just erase or delete
it with CTRL-E or CTRL-O, restore
it at the original position with
CTRL-R, and then move the cursor
elsewhere and press CTRL-R to restore it again. You can retrieve the
buffer with CTRL-R as many times
as you like.
Important: The CTRL-E erase
mode lets you erase up to the maximum size of the buffer (12K, or over
12,000 characters). CTRL-E normally removes the previous contents of
the buffer each time it is used. Keep
this in mind if there's something in
the buffer you'd rather keep. If you
don't want the current buffer conten ts to be erased, press
SHIFT-CTRL-E instead. This preserves the buffer contents and adds
newly erased text to the buffer.
Now you can see why CTRL-O
lets you delete only a single sentence, word, or paragraph at a time.
If it didn't, the deleted text would
be added to the end of the buffer,
and when you pressed CTRL-R to
retrieve the buffer, the deleted text

would be out of order (since CTRL-D
deletes backward).
If you ever need to erase the
contents of the buffer, press CTRL-K
(remember kill buffer).
It's relatively easy to move
blocks of text between documents.
Using the buffer, you can load one
document, erase some text into the
buffer, load another document, and
then insert the buffer contents into
the new document. You can also use
the buffer to save an often-used
word or phrase, then repeat it whenever you need it.

Starting From Scratch
If you want to start a new document
or simply obliterate all your text,
press SHIFT-CLR/HOME. SpeedScript asks, ERASE ALL TEXT: Are
you sure? (Y / N). This is your last
chance. If you don't want to erase
the entire document, press N or any
other key. Press Y to perform the
irreversible deed. There is no way
to recover text wiped out with Erase
All.
The RUN/STOP-RESTORE
reset combination on the Commodore 64 has been disabled in

SpeedScript.
As mentioned above, pressing
RUN/STOP by itself inserts five
spaces for indenting paragraphs.
Pressing just RESTORE brings
up the message Exit SpeedScript: Are
you sure? (Y / N). If you press Y for
yes, you exit to BASIC. (If you press
N or any other key at the prompt,
you return to editing text with no
harm done.) Once in BASIC you'll
still have one chance to reenter
SpeedScript without losing your
text-simply enter RUN and your
text should be intact when SpeedScript is restarted. (Your chances of
recovering text decrease if you execute other commands while in
BASIC,)

Search-And-Replace
Here's another feature only a computer can bring to writing. SpeedScript has a Hunt command that
searches through your document to
find a selected word or phtase. A
Replace option lets you automatically change one word to another
throughout the document. Since on
the 64, CTRL-S is synonymous
with the CLR/HOME key (try it),
and since SpeedScript already uses

CTRL-R, several command keys
which are slightly less than mnemonic have been designated for
these functions.
smFT-CTRL-H activates the
Hunt feature, SHIFT -CTRL-J 0 is
used because it's next to the H) lets
you selectively hunt and replace,
and CTRL-G (Global) is for automatically searching and replacing.
Searching for something is a
two-step process. First, you need to
tell SpeedScript what to search for;
then you must trigger the actual
search. Press SHIFT-CTRL-H. The
command line says Hunt for:. Type
in what you'd like to search forthe search phrase-up to 29 characters. SpeedScript remembers the
search phrase until you change it.
(Incidentally, when you are typing
on the command line, the only editing key that works is INST / DEL for
backing up. SpeedScript does not let
you enter control codes or cursor
controls when you're typing on the
command line.) Press RETURN
after you've entered the search
phrase. If you press RETURN alone
without typing anything, the Hunt
command is canceled.
When you're ready to search,
press CTRL-H (without the
SHIFT). SpeedScript looks for the
next occurrence of the search
phrase starting from the current cursor position. If you want to hunt
through the entire document, press
CLR/HOME twice to move the cursor to the very top before beginning
the search. Each time you press
CTRL-H, SpeedScript looks for the
next occurrence of the search
phrase and places the cursor at the
start of the phrase. If the search fails
(if the search phrase isn' t found
before the end of the document),
you'll see the message Not Found.
CTRL-J (Replace) works together with CTRL-H. After you've
specified the search phrase with
SHIFT-CTRL-H, press SHIFTCTRL-J to select the replace phrase.
SpeedScript also remembers this replace phrase until you change it.
You can press RETURN alone at the
Replace with: prompt to select a null
replace phrase. When you hunt and
replace, this deletes the located
phrase. To search and replace manually, start by pressing CTRL-H.
After SpeedScript has found the
search phrase, press CTRL-J (with-

out SHIFT) if you want to replace
the phrase. If you don' t want to
replace the phrase, don't press
CTRL-J. You are not in a special
search-and-replace mode. You're
free to continue writing at any time.
CTRL-G links CTRL-H and
CTRL-J together. It first asks Hunt
for:, then Replace with:, and then
automatically searches and replaces
throughout the document starting
at the cursor position.
A few hints and cautions: First,
realize that if you use"the as the
search phrase, SpeedScript dutifully
finds the embedded the in words
like therefore and heathen. If you
changed all occurrences of the to
cow, these words would become
cowrefore and heacown. If you want
to find or replace a single word,
include a space as the first character
of the word, since almost all words
are preceded by a space. Naturally,
if you are replacing, you need to
include the space in the replace
phrase, too. Also, SpeedScript distinguishes between uppercase and
lowercase. The word Meldids does
not match with meldids. SpeedScript
will not find a capitalized word unless you capitalize it in the search
phrase. To cover all bases, you will
sometimes need to make two
passes when replacing a word.
Keep these things in mind when
using CTRL-G since you don' t have
a chance to stop an out-of-control
search-and-replace.

Storing Your Document
Another advantage of word processing is that you can store your writing. A Commodore disk, with 170K
of storage space, can store 80-150
pages of text as several document
meso Tapes also have great storage
capability-but they're slower.
It's easy to store a document.
First, make sure your cassette or
disk drive is plugged in and functioning. Insert a tape or disk into
the drive. Press the f8 function key
(SHIFT-f7). You'll see the prompt
Save:. Type in a men arne for your
document. A filename can be up to
16 characters long and can include
almost any characters, but do not
use question marks or asterisks.
You cannot use the same name for
two different documents on a single
disk. To replace a document already on disk using the same fileBest of COMPUTE! a nd Gazette
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name, precede your filename with
the characters @O: or @:. You can
also precede the filename with
either 0: or 1: if you use a dual disk
drive. SpeedScripl cannot access a
second disk drive with a device
number of 9.
After entering the filename,
answer the prompt Tape or Disk by
pressing either the T or D key. You
can cancel the Save command by
pressing RETURN without typing
anything else at either the Save: or
Tape or Disk prompt.
After you press T for tape,
press RECORD and PLAY simultaneously on the cassette drive .
SpeedScripl begins saving. If you
press D for disk, your file is stored
relatively quickly (if the disk is formatted and has room). After the
Save, SpeedScript reports No errors
if all is well, or reads and reports the
disk error message otherwise.
The Commodore 64 is not able
to detect errors during a tape Save,
so SpeedScript provides a verify
command. Rewind the tape, press
CTRL-V, and then type the filename. Press T for tape; press PLAY
on the recorder. SpeedScript will
notify you if there is an error.

Loading A Document
To recall a previously saved document, press the f7 function key.
Answer the Load: prompt with the
filename. Insert the tape or disk
with the file you want to load and
press T or D. Press PLAY if you're
using tape. SpeedScript loads the file
and should display No errors. Otherwise, SpeedScript reads the error
channel of the disk drive or reports
Load error for tape.
It's important to position of the
cursor correctly before loading a
file . SpeedScript starts loading at the
cursor position, so be sure to press
CLR/ HOME twice or SHIFT-CLR/
HOME (Erase All) to move the cursor to the start of text space, unless
you want to merge two documents.
When you press f7 to load, the command line turns green to warn you
if the cursor is not at the top of the
text space.
To merge two or more files,
simply load the first file, press
CTRL-Z to move the cursor to the
end of the document, and then load
the file you want to merge. Do not
place the cursor somewhere in the
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middle of your document before
loading. A Load does not insert the
characters coming in from tape or
disk into your old text, but overwrites all existing text after the cursor position. The last character
loaded becomes the new end-oftext marker, and you cannot access
any of your old text that may appear after this marker.

Disk Commands
Sometimes you forget the name of a
file or need to scratch or rename a
file. SpeedScript gives you full control over the disk drive. To view the
disk directory, press CTRL-4. The
directory will be displayed on the
screen without affecting the text in
memory. Press any key to pause
scrolling. Afterward, press RETURN to switch back to your text.
All the other disk commands are
also accessible. Just press CTRL-f
(up arrow); then type in a 1541 disk
command. You don't need to type
PRlNT#15 or any quotation marks
as you do in BASIC-just the actual
command. If you press RETURN
without typing a disk command,
SpeedScript displays the disk status.
It also displays the status after completing a disk command. Here is a
quick summary of disk commands:
n:disk name,ID This formats
(NEWs) a disk. You must format a
new disk before using it for the first
time. The disk name can be up to 16
characters. The ID (identifier) is any
two characters. You must use a
unique ID for each disk you have.
Don' t forget that this command
erases any existing data on a disk.
s:filename Scratches (deletes) a
file from the disk.
r:newname = oldname
Changes the name of file o/dname to
newname.
c:backup filename = original
name Creates a new file (the backup copy) of an existing file (original
copy) on the same disk.
i: Initializes a disk. This resets
several disk variables and should
be used after you swap disks or
when you have trouble reading a
disk.
v: Validates a disk. This recomputes the number of available
blocks and can sometimes free up
disk space. Always use Validate if
you notice a filename on the direc-

tory flagged with an asterisk. Validate can take awhile to finish .
uj: Resets the disk drive to
power-up state.

Additional Features
SpeedScript has a few commands
that don't do much, but are still nice
to have. CTRL-X exchanges the
character under the cursor with the
character to the right of the cursor.
Thus, you can fix transposition errors with a single keystroke. CTRLA changes the character under the
cursor from uppercase to lowercase
or vice versa. You can hold down

CTRL-A to continue changing the
following characters.
Press CTRL-B to change the
background and border colors. Each
time you press CTRL-B, one of 16
different background colors appears. Press CTRL-L to cycle between one of 16 character (lettering)
colors. The colors are preserved until you change them. In fact, if you
exit and resave SpeedScript, the program will load and run with your
color choice in the future.

Printing
If you already think SpeedScript has

plenty of commands, wait until you
see what the printing package offers. SpeedScript supports an array
of powerful formatting features. It
automatically fits your text between
left and right margins that you can
speCify. You can center a line or
block it against the right margin.
SpeedScript skips over the perforation on continuous-form paper, or it
can wait for you to insert singlesheet paper. A line of text can be
printed at the top of each page (a
header) and / or at the bottom of
each page (a footer), and it can include automatic page numbering,
starting with whatever number you
like.
SpeedScript can print on different lengths and widths of paper, and
single-, double-, or triple-spacing (or
any spacing, for that matter) is easy.
You can print a document up to the
size that can be held on a disk or
tape by linking several files together
during printing. You can print to the
screen or to a sequential disk file
instead of to a printer. Other features let you print to most printers
using most printer interfaces, and
send special codes to the printer to

control features like underlining,
boldfacing, and double-width type
(depending on the printer).
But with all this power comes
the need to learn additional commands. Fortunately, SpeedScript sets
most of these variables to a default
state. If you don't change these settings, SpeedScript assumes a left
margin of 5, a right-margin position
of 75, no header or footer, singlespacing, and continuous-paper page
feeding. To begin printing, Simply
press CTRL-P. If your printer is attached, powered on, and selected
(online), SpeedScript begins printing
immediately. To cancel printing,
hold down the RUN/STOP key until printing stops.
Before printing, be sure the paper in your printer is adjusted to
top-of-form (move the paper perforation just above the printing element) . CTRL - P assumes a
Commodore printer, so it's helpful
if your interface simulates the
modes and codes of the Commodore 1525, 1526, or MPS-801, -802,
or -803 printers. CTRL-P prints
with a device number of 4 and a
secondary address of 7 (uppercase/
lowercase mode).
If CTRL-P doesn' t work for
you, try another variation ,
SHIFT-CTRL-P. Answer the
prompt Print to: Screen, Disk, Printer? with the single letter.S, 0, or P.
Press any other key to cancel the
command.
If you press P for printer,
SpeedScript requests two more keystrokes. First, answer the Device
number prompt with a number from
4 through 7. This lets you print to
one of several printers addressed
with different device numbers.
Next, answer the Secondary address
prompt with a number from 0
through 9.

Non-Commodore Printers
The secondary address is used on
most non-Commodore printer interfaces to control special features .
For example, you can bypass the
emulation features and use graphics mode to communicate directly
with your printer (see the true
ASCII command below). Consult
the list of secondary addresses in
your printer interface manual.
SpeedScript does not work properly
with RS -232 serial printers or

interfaces.
An additional note: Some printers and interfaces incorporate an
automatic skip-over-perforation feature. The printer skips to the next
page when it reaches the bottom of a
page. Since SpeedScript already controls paper feeding, you need to turn
off this automatic skip-over-perf
feature (usually, by sending out control codes) before running SpeedScript , or paging won ' t work
properly. Remember, sometimes the
printer controls the skip-over-perf
feature, sometimes the interface,
and sometimes even both.
The Commodore 64 version of
SpeedScript has been tested with the
following printers: Commodore
1525 and 1526; MPS-801, -802, and
-803; C. Itoh Prowriter 8510; Epson
MX-80; Gemini 10-X; Star SG-10,
SG-10C, and 50-10; Okimate 10
and 20; Okidata 82 and 92; and
Hush-80 CD. SpeedScript has also
been tested with these printer interfaces: Cardco A/B/ G+ and G Wiz,
Tymac Connection, Xetec, TurboPrint, and MW-350. SpeedScript
should work even if your printer or
interface is not on this list. These
are just the ones that have been
tested.
Be sure your printer or interface supplies its own linefeeds.
Again, consult your manuals and
insure that either your printer or
interface (but not both) supplies an
automatic linefeed after carriage return. To test this, print a small sample of text with CTRL-P. Since the
default is single-spacing, you
should not see double-spacing, nor
should all printing appear on the
same line. If you still aren't getting
linefeeds, use the line feed command discussed below.

Printing To Screen And Disk
SHIFf-CTRL-P prints to the screen
when you press S. The screen colors change to white letters on a
black background, and what appears on the screen is exactly what
would print on the printer. It takes
two screen lines to hold one 80column printed line, of course. If
you use double-spacing (see below), it's much easier to see how
each line is printed. With this
screen preview, you can see where
lines and pages break. To freeze
printing, hold down either of the

SHIFT keys, or engage SHIFT
LOCK. The border color changes to
white while SHIFf is held down.
When printing is finished , press
any key to return to editing.
SHIFf-CTRL-P prints to a disk
file when you press D. Enter the
filename when it's requested.
SpeedScript sends out all printer
information to a sequential file. You
can use other programs to process
this formatted file . Try this simple
example:
10 OPEN 1,4
20 OPEN 2,8,8,"filename"
30 GET#2,A$,SS - ST, PRINT#I,A$;, IF
SS - 0 THEN 30
40 PRINT#I , CLOSEI
so CLOSE2

This program dumps the disk
file specified by the ftlename in line
20 to any printer. You can use it to
print SpeedScript files (produced
with SHIFf-CTRL-P) on another
Commodore computer and printer
without running Sp eedScript.
Change line 10 to OPEN 1,2,0,
CHRS(6) to dump the file to a 300baud modem or RS-232 printer, or
OPEN 1,3 to display it on the
screen.

Formatting Commands
The print-formatting commands
must be distinguished from normal
text, so they appear onscreen in
reverse field with the text and background colors switched. You enter
these reverse-video letters by pressing CTRL-£ (pound sign) or CTRL3, which is easier to type with one
hand. Answer the prompt Enter format key: by pressing a single key.
This key is inserted into text in
reverse video. All lettered printer
commands should be entered in
lowercase (unshifted) . During
printing, SpeedScript treats these
characters as printing commands.
There are two kinds of printing
commands, which will be called
stage 1 and stage 2. Stage 1 commands usually control variables
such as left margin and right margin . Most are followed by a number, with no space between the
command and the number. Stage 1
commands are executed before a
line is printed.
Stage 2 commands, like centering and underlining, are executed
while the line is being printed.
Usually, stage 1 commands must be
Best of COMPUTEI and Gazette
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on a line of their own, although you
can group several stage I commands together on a line. Stage 2
commands are by nature embedded
within a line of text. A sample stage
I line could look like this:

Figure 2: Graphic Representation Of Margin Settings
Values shown are default settings

0101150112

Embedded stage 2 commands look
like this:
11Th 1s 11 ne is centered. +This lsmunderl1nlngm.+-

Left Mu,i.

Is

Stage 1 Commands
I Left margin. Follow with a
number from a to 255. Use a for no
margin. Defaults to 5. See Figure 2
for an illustration of margin
settings.
r
Right margin position, a
number from I to 255 . Defaults to
75 . Be sure the right-margin value
is greater than the left-margin value, or SpeedScript will become extremely confused . Some printer

Ri,~1

It--+--~5:----il11

8011•• HoIr'i.I __~~~~~_ _ _~
I-

Il5B

HoIr,i.

I17s
roeter

Itlronnon/SpeedS crlpV'

interfaces force a certain printing

width, usually 80 characters wide.
You'll need to disable this in order
to permit SpeedScript to print lines
longer than 80 characters.
t Top margin. The position
at which the first line of text is
printed, relative to the top of the
page. Defaults to 5. The header (if
any) is always printed on the first
line of the page, before the first line
of text.
b Bottom margin. The line at
which printing stops before continuing to the next page. Standard
8'12 X ll-inch paper has 66 lines
on most printers (6 vertical lines of
text per inch is standard for Commodore printers). Bottom margin
defaults to the fifty-eighth line. The
footer (if any) is always printed on
the last line of the page, after the
last line of text.
p
Page length. Defaults to
66. If your printer does not print six
lines per inch, multiply lines-perinch by II to get the page length.
European paper is usually longer
than American paper-ll 'fa or 12
inches. Try a page length of 69 or
72.
s Spacing. Defaults to singlespacing. Follow with a number
from I to 255. Use I for singlespacing, 2 for double-spacing, and
3 for triple-spacing.
@ Start numbering at page
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FIgure 3: Quick Reference Chart Format (PrInter
Commands)
Enter these commands with CTRL-£ or CTRL-3:
0...4'-..1 t

II True ASCII
II Bo~~Oft arvin
II C.n"tering
II Ed~. rlgh't:
..

o

Footer

II Link t i l ...
iii H.ader
IIlnfor.... 'tion

n

o

Lin.f •• d. on

L.f't ....... ,In

II "argin

r.l ••••

off

iii
III
D
B

o

N_x't: pag_

Page

1.ng1:h

66

Righ't: .... rgln

7:1

Spacing

1.

Top ... rgin

:I

I!I Und .... ) in.
1:1 Page w.i't:
II ColUftns acro ••
01 Initial " page •
II Skip Datil • •

EJ Prin't:

88
1.

page.

ma Sp •• dSc r i pt'!il+OUIl 78 11 2 +-

Left ".r~tn ~e~
doubl • • p.ctn~.

rt~h~

".r~tn

Go~o .nd con~tnu. prtn~tn.
fll.n .... IISp •• dScrlp~."1

7e~

wl~h

number given. Page numbering
normally starts with 1.
? Disables printing until selected page number is reached. For
example, a value of 3 would start
printing the third page of your document. Normally, SpeedScript starts
printing with the first page.
x Sets the page width, in columns (think a cross). Defaults to 80.
You need to change this for the sake
of the centering command if you
are printing in double-width or
condensed type, or if you're using a
40-column or wide-carriage printer.
Forced paging. Normally,
n
SpeedScript prints the footer and
moves on to the next page only
when it has finished a page, but you
can force it to continue to the next
page by issuing this command. It
requires no numbers.
m
Margin release. Disables
the left margin for the next printed
line. Remember that this executes
before the line is printed.
a True ASCII. Every character is assigned a number in the
ASCII (American Standard Code
for Information Interchange) character set. Most printers use this true
ASCII standard, but Commodore
printers exchange the values for uppercase and lowercase to match
Commodore' s own variation of
ASCII. Some printer interfaces do
not translate Commodore ASCII
into true ASCII, so you need to use
this command to tell SpeedScript to
translate. Also, you will sometimes
want to disable your interface's emulation mode intentionally in order
to control special printer features
that would otherwise be rejected by
emulation. Place this command as
the first character in your document, even before the header and
footer definitions. Don't follow it
with a number.
Since, in effect, the true ASCII
command changes the case of all
letters, you can type something in
lowercase and use true ASCII to
make it come out in uppercase.
w
Page wait. Like the true
ASCII command, this one should
be placed at the beginning of your
document before any text. With
page wait turned on, SpeedScript
prompts you to Insert next sheet,
press RETURN when each page is
finished printing. Insert the next
sheet, line it up with the printhead,

and then press RETURN to continue. Page wait is ignored during disk
or screen QU tpu t.
j
Select automatic Iinefeeds
after carriage return. Like a and w,
this command must be placed before
any text. Don't use this command to
achieve double-spacing, but only if
all text prints on the same line.
i
Information. This works
like REM in BASIC. You follow the
command with a line of text, up to
255 characters, ending in a return
mark. This line will be ignored during printing; it's handy for making
notes to yourself such as the filename of the document.
h Header define and enable.
The header must be a single line of
text ending with a return mark (up
to 254 characters) . The header
prints on the first line of each page.
You can include stage 2 commands
such as cen tering and page numbering in a header. You can use a
header by itself without a footer .
The header and footer should be
defined at the top of your document, before any text. If you want
to prevent the header from printing
on the first page, put a return mark
by itself at the top of your document before the header definition.
f
Footer define and enable.
The footer must be a single line of
text ending in a return mark (up to
254 characters). The footer prints
on the last line of each page. As
with the header, you can include
stage 2 printing commands, and
you don't need to set the header to
use a footer.

g Go to (link) next file. Put
this command as the last line in
your document. Follow the command with the letter D for disk or T
for tape, then a colon (:), and finally, the name of the file to print next.
After the text in memory is printed,
the link command loads the next
file into memory. You can continue
linking in successive files, but don't
include a link in the last file. Before
you start printing a linked file,
make sure the first of the linked
files is in memory. When printing is
finished, the last file linked to will
be in memory.

Stage 2 Commands
These commands either precede a
line of text or are embedded within
one.

c Centering. Put this at the
beginning of a line you want to
center. This will center only one
line, ending in a return mark. Repeat this command at the beginning
of every line you want centered.
Centering uses the page-width setting (see above) to center the line
properly. To center a double-width
line, either set the page width to 40
or pad out the rest of the line with
an equal number of spaces. If you
use double-width, remember that
the spaces preceding the centered
text will be double-wide spaces.
e Edge right. This command
will cause a line to be aligned with
the right margin when it is printed.
That is, spaces wlll be inserted in
front of the line so that the last
character in the line will be printed
at the right margin. Place the command at the beginning of the line
you want aligned; it will only affect
one line at a time, each ending with
a return mark. Repeat this command at the beginning of every line
you want aligned to the right. Note
that this is not the same as right
justification-a feature found on
some word processors that adjusts
printing to align both the left and
right margins-since the edge-right
command aligns only one line, and
only at the right margin. SpeedScript
has no right-justification feature .
# When SpeedScript encounters this command, it prints the current page number. You usually
embed this within a header or footer.
u A simple form of underlining. It does not work on Commodore printers, but only on printers
that recognize CHR$(8) as a backspace and CHR$(95) as an underline character. Underlining works
on spaces, too. Use the first u to
start underlining and another one
to tum off underlining.

Fonts And Styles
Most dot-matrix printers are capable of more than just printing text at
ten characters per inch. The Commodore MPS-801 can print in double-width and reverse field . Some
printers have several character sets,
with italic and foreign language
characters. Most can print in
double-width (40 characters per
line), condensed (132 characters
per line), and in either pica or elite.
Other features include programmaBest of COMPUTEI and Gazette
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ble characters, programmable tab
stops, and graphics modes. Many
word processors customize themselves to a particular printer, but
SpeedScript was purposely designed
not to be printer-specific. Instead,
SpeedScript lets you define your
own stage 2 printing commands.
You define a programmable
printkey by choosing any character
that is not already used for other
printer commands. The entire uppercase alphabet is available for
printkeys, and you can choose letters that are related to their function
(like D for double-width). You enter
these commands like printer commands, by first pressing CTRL-3.
To define a printkey, just press
CTRL-3, then the key you want to
assign as the printkey, then an
equal sign ( ~ ), and finally the
ASCII value to be substituted for
the printkey du ring printing. For
example, to define the + key as the
letter z, you first look up the ASCII
value of the letter z (in either your
printer manual or user's manual).
The ASCII value of the letter z is 90,
so the definition is D = 9 11 +Now, anywhere you want to print
the letter z, substitute the printkey :
6adDooks i The Doo Is Danyl +-

This will appear on paper as
Gadzooks' The zoo is zony!

More practically, look up the
value of reverse-on and reverse-off.

Reverse-on, a value of 18, prints all
text in reverse video until canceled
by reverse-off (a value of 146) or a
carriage return . So, define SHIFT-R
as 18 and SHIFT-O as 146. Anywhere you want to print a word in
reverse, bracket the word with
printkey Rand printkey O.
You can similarly define whatever codes your printer uses for features like double-width or
empha s ized mode . For your
convenience, four of the printkeys
are predefined, though you can
change them . Printkey I is defined
as a 27, the value of the ESCape
code used to precede many twocharacter printer commands. (With
some printer interfaces, you must
send two ESCape codes to bypass
the interface's emulation .) For example, the Epson command for
112
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double strike is ESC-G. You can
select it in SpeedScript with

Os
Printkey 2, a value of 14, goes
into double-width mode on most
printers, and printkey 3, a value of
15, turns off double-width on some
printers and selects condensed
mode on others. Printkey 4 is defined as 18, which selects reverse
field with Commodore printers
(and on some graphics interfaces in
emulation mode) or condensed
mode on some other printers.
With so many codes available,
you can even design custom logos
and symbols using your printer's
graphics mode. For example, on the
1525 / MPS-801 , you can draw a
box (perhaps for a checklist) by first
setting the appropriate codes:

'MIII.Toothpaste ~
Then display the box with text by
typing
11=06=25 1J=2551D= 193 +-

This appears on paper as

D Toothposte
Keep one thing in mind about
printkeys. SpeedScript always assumes it is printing to a rather
dumb, featureless printer, the least
common denominator. SpeedScript
doesn' t understand the intent of a
printkey; it just sends its value out.
So if you make one word within a
line double-width, it may make the
line overflow the specified right
margin . There's no way for SpeedScript to include built-in font and
type-style codes without being customized for a particular printer,
since no set of codes is universal to
all printers.

SpeedScrlpf Mastery
It may take you awhile to fully mas-

ter SpeedScript, but as you do you'll
discover many ways to use the editing and formatting commands. For
example, there is a simple way to
simulate tab stops, say, for a columnar table. Just type a period at every
tab-stop position. Erase the line;
then restore it multiple times.
When you are filling in the table,

just use word-left/ word-right to
jump quickly between the periods.
Or you can use the programmable
printkeys to embed your printer's
own commands for setting and
jumping to tab stops.
SpeedScript can also be used as
a simple database manager. Type in
the information you need; then
store it as a SpeedScript document.
The search feature lets you quickly
find information, especially if you
use graphics characters to lIag key
lines. You can search for the graphics characters and quickly skip from
field to field.
You don't have to change or
define printer commands every
time you write. Just save these definitions as a small text file, and load
this file each time you write. You
can create many custom definition
files and have them ready to use on
disk. You can create customized
" fill in the blank" letters. Just type
the letter, and everywhere you'll
need to insert something, substitute
a graphics symbol. When you 're
ready to customize the letter, just
hunt for each graphics symbol and
insert the specific information.
SpeedScript does not work with
any 80-column video boards or software 80-column emulators. SpeedScript also wipes out most kinds of
resident (RAM-loaded) software, including most software-simulated
printer drivers. However, you can
print to disk using SHIFT-CTRL-P,
and then dump the disk file to the
printer from BASIC.

File Compatibility
SpeedScript documents are stored as
program files (PRG type on disk) .
Naturally, you can't load and run a
SpeedScript file from BASIC. The
characters are stored in their screen

code (POKE) eqUivalents. Several
commercial word processors store
text similarly, including WordPro
3 + and PaperClip. As a matter of
fact , two commercial spelling
checkers designed for WordPro also
work with SpeedScript: Spell Right
Plus (from Professional Software)
and SpellPro 64 (from Pro-Line
<!!
Software).

Fontmaker
For Commodore 64
SpeedScripf
Charles Brannon
Special fonls add characler 10 any a new name, overwriting SPEED .
screen display. This arlicle shows SET. If you want to run SpeedScripl
how 10 use cuslom characler sels wilh without a custom set, just type X at
any version 3.0 or higher of Commo- the prompt (you don't need to erase
SPEED.5ET; just enter an X) .
dore 64 SpeedScript.
The character set you've previously created with a font editor program must be on the same disk as
Writing with a word processor the Speed Scrip I program. Fontoften means staring for hours at a maker looks for SpeedScripl under
video screen. For word processing, the filename 55. Either insert a difscreen clarity is especially vital. It's ferent filename in line 140 of Fontbest to have a good-quality color or maker or rename your copy of
monochrome monitor, but a clear, SpeedScripl to 55. Fontmaker loads
readable character set helps, too. in SpeedScripl, bumps up the start of
Commodore's built-in character set text space (reducing available memworks well and is especially de- ory by about 11K), loads the characsigned for the low resolution of the ter set into that gap, switches the
average TV. However, it can be im- screen to the new character set,
proved. Besides, it's just plain fun then runs Speedscripl.
to use your own custom character
set. A custom font personalizes
your computer and sets it apart
from the crowd. There are many
font editor programs to design
character sets for use with BASIC,
but until now there was no way to
use them with speedscripl.
To use the program LOAD and
RUN " Fontmaker Boot," which
configures the memory for " Fontmaker,"the actual workhorse.
Fontmaker only installs a character set that has been previously
created; it has no provisions for creating the custom characters. You
can easily define your own fonts
with a character editor such as
" Ultrafont+ " .
When you run Fontmaker, it
prompts you for the name of the
character set you'd like to use. By
default, the cursor blinks on the
mename SPEED.SET. If you'd like
to use a font with that name, just
press RETURN. Otherwise, type in

It's Only Temporary
Fontmaker does not permanently
change speedscripl unless you resave the word processor at this
point (not recommended). In other
words, Fontmaker installs the custom character set only for the current session. If you exit SpeedScripl
by pressing the RESTORE key, type
POKE 53272,26 to restore the set
before you type RUN to reenter
SpeedScripl.
When designing your custom
character set, remember that vertical lines appear thinner and fuzzier
than horizontal lines. Notice that
every vertical line is doubled on the
normal Commodore character set,
making characters appear bold.
You'll probably want to follow the
same rule when designing your
own sets. This is not a problem with
crisp monochrome monitors. You
can use the full 8 X 8 resolution of
the character grid to design clean,

well-formed characters.
Another guideline for readability is that uppercase characters are of
uniform height. All lowercase characters are the same height, except
for tall characters such as b, d, f, h, i,
k, I, and t, which are the same height
as uppercase letters. Normally you'll
keep the rightmost column and the
lowest row blank to keep characters
from running into each other and to
reserve room for the lowercase descenders on the g, j, p, q, and y.
Naturally, an exception is when you
design cursive or script characters
that should link together.
You'll also want to customize
the punctuation marks and symbols. SpeedScripl uses the backarrow symbol as the carriage-return
mark. If you don' t like to see retummarks, just blank out that character.
You can put a tiny dot in the
SHIff-SPACE character to distinguish it from a real space. It can also
be convenient to define some of the
graphiCS characters to their printing
equivalent on the printer. For example, some graphics characters
print as italic or foreign-language
characters. Just edit the graphiCS
characters to look like their printing
equivalents.
You can also create your own
custom cursor. SpeedScripl's cursor
just alternates between the normal
and reverse-video version of whatever character it's sitting on. The
last 128 characters of a character set
are the reverse-video ones. If you
want an underline cursor, just copy
the normal set down to the reversevideo area and draw a line through
the bottom row of every character.
Special characters can even have a
«t
unique cursor.
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Mail Merge
For SpeedScript
Jerry Starling
This productivity booster lets you facts about how it works. To proproduce personalized form letters by duce personalized form letters,
merging a SpeedScript word process- Mail Merge reads two sequential
ing document with a file of names and files . The first file is a document
addresses. A disk drive and printer created with SpeedScript and the
are required.
second is created by an address or
database program. I use a commercial database program, but many
Many word processors include a programs can do the job. If you
powerful feature known as mail don't have a database program,
merge, which allows you to create Mail Merge can also create the adpersonalized form letters . If you're dress file (however, it does not have
not familiar with a mail merge, the ability to edit an existing adhere's how it works. First you create dress file). Another option is to use
a file containing names and ad- SpeedScript itself to create the addresses (if you operate a business or dress file: Simply type in the data
conduct lots of correspondence, using the format described below;
you probably have such a file al- then print the file to disk (note that
ready). Then you write a form letter this file must be printed, not saved,
with the word processor, leaving to disk). If you also save the address
special markers in the places where file from SpeedScript (using a differeach person's name and address ent filename), you'll have the abiliwill appear. To perform the mail ty to edit the file .
The address file, of course,
merge, you tell the word processor
which document and address file to contains several items of inforuse. The program automatically mation for each person. In database
prints out a personalized letter for terminology, the term record is used
each person in the file, filling in the to refer to each set of information
special blank spaces with each per- (one person's name, address, city,
son's name and address. Although state, zip code, and so on). Each
the technique is most often used to item within the record is called a
print form letters, you can use the field. In a simple address file, the
same feature to merge any sort of first field in the record might condata into a standard form document. tain the person's salutation (Ms.,
SpeedScript doesn't have a mail Mr., Dr., or whatever); the second
merge feature, but you can accom- field could contain the person's
plish the same goal with this pro- name; the third, the person's street
gram, "Mail Merge." With it, you address; and so forth .
Mail Merge expects the adcan create computer-generated mail
with a personal touch. You'll also be dress file to have a very simple
relieved of much of the tedium of record and field structure. Each
preparing personalized letters for field within the record ends with a
carriage return (character 13) and
your club, church, or business.
the end of each record is marked
How To Use The Program
with an extra carriage return. For
Before you can use Mail Merge.it.s instance, say that your address file
necessary to understand some basic con tains records consisting of a
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name, address, and city for each
person . In each record, a single carriage return appears after the name
and address, while two carriage returns appear after the city to mark
the end of the record . The complete
file consists of a number of these
records in sequence.
The form letter is written with
SpeedScript and printed (not saved)
to disk with SpeedScript's SHIFTCTRL-P command. If you have
some other file that creates sequential files, you can probably use
those files with Mail Merge, as well.
The form letter must include
special markers to show Mail
Merge where to insert information
from the address file . Each such
marker is a number within square
brackets ([ D. When Mail Merge
finds a number in square brackets,
it reads a field from the address file.
The number inside the brackets
tells Mail Merge which field from
the current record to print at that
place in the form letter. Thus, at
various places in the letter you
might have the markers [1 J and [3J.
The marker (1 J tells Mail Merge to
insert field 1 at that place in the
letter. The marker [3J tells the program to insert field 3 at the place
where that marker appears. Note
that the markers can appear in any
order (marker [3J can appear before
or after marker [1 J, and so on) and
you can use the same marker as
often as you want. For instance,
you might want to print the person's name at several different
places in the letter.
Another special indicator must
appear as the very first line in the
form letter. This marker tells Mail
Merge how many fields each record
contains. It consists of a left square

bracket followed by the number of
fields and a lowercase v character.
For example, this indicator tells
Mail Merge that each record in the
address file contains five fields:

Programming Notes
Here's a description of the various sections of Mail Merge.
Lines

Notes

100-110

Opening screen display; set maximum size for arrays for number docu ment
lines and number variables in list file.

120
130-160
170-270
280-300
330-380
390-500
510-S3O
540-550

Dimension arrays; read data for date conversion routine.
Input file information.

[5v

Mail Merge ignores everything
in the document which appears
before this indicator, so it also serves
as a " start printing" command for
the program . Mail Merge stores this
value in a string array which it
DIMensions with 2S elements in
line 120. This means you can merge
an address file whose records contain as many as 2S fields . To merge
files with more fields, increase the
value 2S in line 120 as needed .

A Walk Through
Here's a brief description of the
prompts you encounter when using
Mail Merge.
o Enter name of letter file . At this
prompt, Mail Merge expects you to
enter the name of the SpeedScript
document (form letter) or other sequential form file which you previously printed to disk.
o Enter name of list file. Enter the
name of the address file . If you
have not already created an address
file, enter a new filename for the file
you are about to create.
o Create file or input from disk? Enter
C to create a new address file or I to
use a file that already exists. If you
use an existing file, you'll skip
ahead to the Enter date prompt (see
below).
o How many variables per letter? This
prompt appears only when you are
creating a new address file . When it
creates the file, Mail Merge needs to
know how many fields (variables)
are contained in a record. Enter that
number (it should be the same as
the number in the indicator at the
beginning of the SpeedScript form
letter).
o Enter name for variable. This name
is used as a prompt while you are
entering address file data. It will be
repeated for each of the fields in the
record.

Enter END when all entries are
entered. This is the data entry portion of Mail Merge. The program
prompts you with the names you
entered in the last step, storing the
data you enter for the fields in each

o

560
570
580
590
600-690
700
710-720
770-780
790-810
820-840
850-880
890-910
920-980

Create list fil e (optional).
Date form atting .
Read number of variables list fil e w ill contain .
Read document (ro m; fla g lines containing variables.
Select continuous o r single sheet paper feed.
Request list m e disk.
Open list fil e and printer.
Read a variable set fro m the list fil e; initialize the document line counter.
Check for a variable flag in the document line.
If no variable is fo und, print the line as is.
If a variable is foun d in the document Line, insert variables and print the line .
Update document line counter; process next line.
End o f document ro utine (entered fro m line 600). Eject page or wait for new
sheet. Check fo r end o f jo b. If not at end of job, read next variable set for
next list fil e .
Wait for RETURN from keyboard .
Check fo r erro rs in input.
Data fo r date con version ro utine .
Input list fil e variable set and print to screen.
Break down date elements from M/ D/ Y format.
Erro r message for improper docum e nt preparatio n.

record. When you've finished entering all the data, enter END to terminate this section of the program.
o Enter date for letter (Mj Dj Y)? Mail
Merge can insert a date wherever
the form letter has the special indicator [date). You must always enter
a date, even if your form letter
doesn' t use it. Enter the date in the
format M j D j Y. The year can be
entered as either two digits or four
digits. If you enter two digits, Mail
Merge adds 19 in front of the digits
you enter. For example, the year
1986 can be entered as either 86 or
1986. The month and day can be
entered as either one or two digits.
Enter 2 for the month of February,
12 for December, and so on . When
it prints the letter, Mail Merge converts that date to the usual written
form~t (December 24, 1986). The
year can be entered as two digits
(which assumes 19nn), or as four
digits. The date is checked for validity, but February 29 is not considered a valid date by Mail Merge.
o Press RETURN when ready to input
letter. This prompt indicates that
Mail Merge is ready to store the
form letter in memory. Insert the
disk containing the form-letter file
and press RETURN . Mail Merge
reads the document, examining
each line for special Mail Merge

markers. As it reads each line, Mail
Merge prints a period (.) on the
screen. This process takes longer
than simply loading the document,
so be patient.
o Continuous form or single sheet
feed? Mail Merge gives you the option of using continuous form (fanfold) paper or feeding sheets in one
at a time. Press C for continuous
form or 5 for single sheet paper.
Note that letters which exceed one
page in length cannot be used with
the single sheet option, since Mail
Merge makes no provision for
pausing except at the end of the
document.
o Press RETURN when ready to begin
printing. At this point Mail Merge is
ready to print the final letters. Insert
the disk containing the address file
and make sure the printer is turned
on. When the system is ready to
print, press RETURN. Mail Merge
proceeds to print a letter for each
record in the address file .
o Press RETURN when ready. This
prompt appears only if you select
the single sheet paper option. It
alerts you when it's time to insert
each new sheet of paper.
o End of Job . Mail Merge has finished
printing all the letters.
C
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ScripfSave
Automatic Disk Saves
For Commodore 64
SpeedScripf 3.0
J. Bloke Lambert
Have you ever watched your computer suddenly blillk off due to all
unexpected power failure, alld then
realized that you haven't saved your
text for all hour or more? All that work
down the drain. But with "ScriptSave" these accidents won't be quite
so disastrous . The machine language
program is designed to work with a
Commodore 64, a disk drive, and the
Speed Script word processor.

While you are working with a computer, you're tethered to a lifeline.
That lifeline is the computer's power
cord. If the lifeline is disconnected or
interrupted for even a brief moment,
your computer suffers an attack of
amnesia . Random Access Memory
(RAM) chips need a constant flow of
electricity to maintain their information-the information you put
into the computer. Usually a power
failure does not damage the computer, but it does obliterate the program or text you were working on,
Luckily, most people live in
areas with reliable power sources.
However, electrical service in some
locales is subject to frequent interruptions. And sometimes your wayward foot, a passer-by, a small
child, or even a pet can aCcidentally
knock a power cord loose. A splitsecond is all it takes for the computer to forget.
Unfortunately, the writer is
often forgetful, too. To protect yourself against power interruptions,
you should perioclically save your
work on disk. But when you're
116
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working intensely, it's easy to forget
this important duty. If the power
does fail, you can generally remember where you left off, but it's often
impossible to remember how you
got there. Even if you frequently
rewrite your documents, losing any
of the intermediate versions interferes with the creative process.

An Extra Rope
" ScriptSave" is the solution. ScriptSave is a short (less than 256-byte)
utility that ties into the Commodore
64 version of SpeedScript 3.0. Every
ten minutes, it waits for you to finish the paragraph you're working
on, and then automatically saves
your text (except for the final return
character) on disk with a special
filename. That way, if a power fa ilure unexpectedly strikes, you can
later recover all but the last few
minutes of your work.

ScriptSave is a BASIC loader
and boot program: It loads and executes both the machine language
automatic-save routine and SpeedScript 3.0. Make sure both programs
are on the same disk, and change
the filename in line 30 of ScriptSave to the filename for SpeedScript
3.0 as stored on your disk. Generally, it is best to start with a blank
disk and place SCriptSave on the
disk first. This way, you can use
LOAD" · ", 8: followed by SHIFTRUN / STOP to boot up for a writing session.
Once you load and run ScriptSave, this prompt should appear:
File:

Type in a legal Commodore
filename, but limit it to 14 characters or less. Press RETURN. SCriptSave automatically loads and runs
SpeedScript 3.0. Now you can start
writing and stop worrying about
periodic saves.
When ScriptSave stores your
work, it precedes the filename you
specified with a two-digit version
number. For example, if you choose
the filename ARTICLE, the first
version will be called 01ARTICLE,
the second version 02ARTlCLE,
and so on.
Of course, you can still save
manually anytime you wish. SpeedScript 3.0 functions normally except
for one detail-it assumes that all
your saves are on disk. You no
longer have to press T or D to specify Tape or Disk after selecting the f8
SAVE option .

Additional Notes
When you finish writing, you will
probably want to save a final version of your text. Later, if you want
to scratch the intermediate versions
off your disk, there's a quick method usi ng SpeedScript's disk commands. First, press CTRL-TI. When
SpeedScript prompts Disk Command :, type s:??article and press
RETURN (substitute for article the
filename you specified in ScriptSave).
There's another trick you can
use to give yourself more time between saves or to force an early
save. Since ScriptSave uses the internal time-of-day clock, you can
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exit SpeedScript 3.0 by tapping RESTORE and pressing the Y key, and
then POKE 56330,0 to reset the
timer and delay the save. Or you
can POKE 56330,16 to set the timer
for an immediate save, which will
be activated the next time you press

RETURN while in SpeedScript. You
can toggle SCriptSave off and on by
entering SYS 52993. Each time
SCriptSave is toggled on, it resets
the version number to 01 and
prompts you to enter a new filename. All of these commands (ex-

cept for toggling ScriptSave on)
should be followed by RUN to reenter SpeedScript. One caution,
however: While these manipulations are usually safe, there is a
chance that exiting and reentering
Spe edScript will erase your text. C

SpeedView
An

Preview Program
For SpeedScripf

a~-Column

Mark Schreiner
"SpeedView," an enhancement for
COMPUTE!'s Commodore 64 SpeedScript word processor (versions 3.G
and higher), provides BO-column previewing of text before the actual
printing. Using 4 X 3 high-resolution
blocks, the program shows exactly
haw each page of the document will
look when printed.

SpeedScript, COMPUTE!'s popular
word processor, becomes an even
more useful resource with this program. " SpeedView" lets you preview your text file in 80 columns so
you can see precisely how a printout of your document will look.
To use SpeedView, load SpeedScript but do not run it yet. Next,
load Speed View with the command
WAD" SPEEDVIEW",8,1. Finally,
type SYS 9480 and press RETURN.
This command activates SpeedScript with the Speed View
enhancement.

Two For One
If you plan to use SpeedView regu'
larly, you have the option of creating a combined file which contains
both SpeedScript and Speed View.
Like SpeedScript, the unified file
loads and runs just like an ordinary
BASIC program. To create this file,
reset the computer by turning it off
and on; then enter this command
'18
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and press RETURN:
POKE 44,48:POKE 48'256,O:NEW

Load SpeedView.Unify into
memory and insert a disk containing
copies of both SpeedScript and
SpeedView. When you run SpeedView.Unify, it asks you to enter the
names of the SpeedScript and SpeedView files on the disk in the drive.
After you've entered these file ·
names, you are prompted to enter a
name for the new, combined file .
Speedview. Unify reads both files
into memory, modifies the BASIC
portion of SpeedScript, then writes
the unified package back to disk
using the mename you selected.
To use this combined program,
load and run it as you would any
BASIC program. You now have a
copy of SpeedScript with SpeedView pennanently installed.

SpeedVlew Operation
To use SpeedView, press CTRLSHIFT -P, followed by S, the command sequence to direct SpeedScript's output to the scree n .
Instead of the usual jumble of
scrolling lines, SpeedView presents
a neatly fonnatted representation
of the document's first page. Press
RETURN to view succeeding pages.
SpeedView shows exactly how
each page will look when printed
on paper. When the last page has
been displayed, press any key to

return to SpeedScript. The screen
preview option is the only SpeedScript command changed by SpeedView. All others function nonnally.
You should never press RESTORE while previewing a document with Speed View. If you must
exit SpeedScript, press RETURN until you have reached the end of the
Speed View display and return to
SpeedScript; then press RESTORE
to exit. If you do not use the combined file, remember that the proper sequence is to load SpeedScript,
load SpeedView, then activate
SpeedView with the SYS command
described above.
Some printkey values may not
show up during the 80-column preview. SpeedView displays only
those characters whose Commodore ASCII values are in the range
of 32-90, or 193-218, inclusive.
This includes the upper and lowercase alphabets, numerals, and
punctuation marks . The SpeedView program code occupies 1.5K
of space that's otherwise available
for text memory. As a result, you
may not be able to preview a very
long document without breaking it
into two smaller meso Speed View
behaves erratically if you change
the page length to any value other
than 66, or the right margin to any
value greater than 80. To obtain the
best results, make sure to use those
CI
settings.

SpeedCalc
For Commodore 64 And 128
Kevin Mortin
Writtell completely ill high-speed machille lallguage, SpeedCalc has all
the importallt features you'd expect
from a commercial spreadsheet program. [II additioll, its data files call be
merged ill to text files created with the
Speed Script 3.2 word processor.

Have you ever planned a budget for
your home or office? If so, you
probably used some sort of worksheet divided into rows and columns. Perhaps you wrote the
months of the year along the top of
the sheet and listed categories for
earnings and expenses along one
side. After entering data for each
category and month of the year,
you could calculate total income
figures by adding or subtracting
numbers in each of the sheet's
"cells."
That's a classic example of a
worksheet. It lets you enter and
organize data, then perform caleulations that produce new information . A spreadsheet program is an
electronic version of the familiar
paper worksheet. Since it does all
the calculations for you at lightning
speed, an electronic spreadsheet is
far more convenient than its paper
counterpart. And spreadsheet programs also offer built-in editing features that let you enter and
manipulate large amounts of data
with a minimum of effort.
SpeedCalc is an all machine
language spreadsheet program for
the Commodore 64. Though relatively compact in size, it's fast and
easy to use, and has many of the
features found in commercial
spreadsheet programs. Even better,
the "SpeedScript Integrator" pro-

SpeedCalc spreadsheet has a maxi-

gram (also included here) lets you
merge your SpeedCa/c files into
word processing documents created with SpeedScript, COMPUTE!'s
popular word processor. Working
together, SpeedCalc and Speed Script
make a powerful team. You can
merge a chart of sales figures into a
company report, create a table of
scientific data for a term paper, and
manipulate numeric infonnation in
many other ways. In a sense, a
spreadsheet program brings to
arithmetic all of the fleXibility and
power that a word processor brings
to writing.

mum of 10,000 (50"200) cells. Due
to memory limitations, however,
only about a third of these can actually contain data. But you may
spread out the data over all 10,000
cells if necessary, depending on
what format you need.
If you don't like the spreadsheet's screen colors, they're easily
changed with the special function
keys. Press the f1 key to cycle
through the 16 border colors until
you find one you like. The f3 key
changes the background color and
f5 changes the character color.

The SpeedCalc Screen

Moving The Cursor

To use the program, simply enter
LOAD"SPEEDCALC",8, then type
RUN .
SpeedCalc uses the top line of the
screen as the commalld lille. This is
where SpeedCalc displays messages
and asks you questions.
Screen lines 2-4 are the illput
buffer area. This is the work area
where you enter and edit data. As
you'll see in a moment, the input
buffer also displays the data contained in the current cell.
The lower 21 screen lines are
your window into the spreadsheet.
Though the spreadsheet contains
many rows and columns, only a
few can fit on the screen at one
time. By scrolling the screen back
and forth with the cursor, you can
move the display window to any
part of the spreadsheet.
The SpeedCalc worksheet consists of 50 vertical columns labeled
with letters (A A, AB ... BX) and 200
horizontal rows numbered from
1-200. The rectangle where a row
and column intersect is called a cell.
Cells are where you store data .
With 50 columns and 200 rows, the

Each cell is identified with the letters of its column and the number
of its row. For example, the cell at
the extreme upper-left comer of the
sheet is called AAI , since it's in
column AA and row 1. The cell
below that is AA2. Moving one cell
to the right from AA2 puts you in
cell AB2, and so on. (For the sake of
clarity, this article uses uppercase
letters for cell names. Note, however, that you must use lowercase letters such as aal when entering cell
names within SpeedCalc.)
Your current position in the
spreadsheet is shown by the highlighted cursor. The Simplest way to
move around the sheet is with the
cursor keys, which work just as
they do in BASIC. Another way to
move the cursor is with the HOME
key (press CLR/ HOME without
pressing SHIFT). Press HOME once
to " home" the cursor on the current
screen: The cursor moves to the
upper-left cell . Press HOME twice
in succession to move the cursor to
cell AAI, the home position for the
entire sheet.
SpeedCalc also has a goto comBest of COMPUTEt and Gaze tte
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mand for moving ov.er long distances. Press CTRL-G (hold down
CTRL and press G). The command
line turns blue and displays GOTO:
followed by an underline cursor.
The underline cursor generally indicates that SpeedCalc is waiting for
data-in this case it expects the
name of the cell where you wish to
go. If you enter ba1SS at this point,
SpeedCalc moves the cursor to cell
BA188, adjusting the screen window as needed. Take a few moments to practice moving around
the spreadsheet with all three methods: You'll be using them a lot. In a
later section, we'll discuss how to
change the size and format of a cell.

Keyboard Commands
SpeedCalc offers many different
commands, a few of which are entered by pressing one key. However, most commands are entered
by pressing CTRL along with another key. CTRL-G, as you've seen,
is the goto command. CTRL-A displays the amount of free memory
available, and so on. The most drastic command is CTRL-X, which exits SpeedCalc and returns you to
BASIC. Since leaving the program
effectively erases all data in memory, SpeedCalc prompts you with
ARE YOU SURE YIN? before it
shuts down. To cancel the command, simply type N and press
RETURN.
A few commands require you
to press three keys at once. This
sounds more awkward than it is in
practice, since two of the three keys
are SHIFT and CTRL. For instance,
the recalculate command is performed by pressing SHIFT -CTRL-R
(hold down SHIFf and CTRL, then
press R). The accompanying table
lists all the SpeedCalc commands.
We'll be discussing each command
in more detail below.

Three Data Types
Before entering any data, you must
know what kind of data SpeedCalc
accepts. There are three different
types: numbers, text, and formulas .
Let's look at each type in tum:
1. Numeric data consists of numbers-the basic stuff that spreadsheets work with. SpeedCalc has a
few simple rules for numeric data:
A number must be a decimal value
(base 10, not hexadecimal) com, 20
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posed of one or more digits from
0-9, with an optional plus or minus
sign. A decimal point is also optional. If you include any other characters in numeric input, SpeedCalc
treats the entire input as text data
(as explained below). Thus, the
numbers 123, .001, and -65535
are valid numeric data. The numbers 65,535 (which includes a comma) and 358E6 (scientific notation)
are not.

For example, let's enter the
number 123 in cell AAI. No special
commands are required to enter
data: Just move the cursor to AA1
and begin typing. While you're entering the number, it appears only
in the input buffer near the top of
the screen. As soon as you press
RETURN, the number appears in
AA 1 and the letter N appears at the
upper right of the screen . The N
signifies numeric, meaning that
SpeedCalc has accepted the entry as
valid numeric data . Move the cursor to a vacant cell, then move it
back to AAI . The input buffer displays whatever data is found in the
cell under the cursor. When the current cell is empty, the buffer is empty as well.
As you can see, pressing RETURN enters a data item into the
current cell. You can also end the
input by pressing a cursor key. The
data is entered as if you had pressed
RETURN, and the cursor moves in
the indicated direction. This feature
is handy for entering a lot of data:
Simply type the entry, move the
cursor to the next cell, enter more
da ta, and so on.
2. Text data is not "data" in the
strict sense, since SpeedCalc doesn't
use it in calculations as it does numbers and formulas . Text data is
there only to help humans understand what the other data means.
Text may consist of comments, titles, column headings, subheadings, or whatever you need to
interpret the numbers and formulas. As an example, move the cursor
to cell AA2 (just under AAl) and
type the following line. Note that
both uppercase and lowercase letters are acceptable:
This is a piece of text data.

You can use the DEL key to
erase mistakes while you're typing.
When you press RETURN, Speed-

Calc displays T (for text) in the
upper-right comer. In this example,
the cell isn't long enough to accept
all the text, so only the leftmost
portion appears in AA2. But even
though you can't see it, all of the
text is there. Move the cursor to
another cell, then move it back to
AA2. As soon as you return to AA2,
SpeedCalc displays all the text in the
input buffer.
3. Formula data is a mathematical
expression or formula. It may be as
simple as 2 + 2 or as complex as
your imagination (and mathematical prowess) allows. The first character in a formula must always be
an equal sign (=). If you omit this
symbol, SpeedCalc either signals an
error or treats the data as text. The
true power of a spreadsheet is that a
formula in one cell can refer to another cell . This is easier to demonstrate than to explain. Move the
cursor to cell AA3 and type the
following line:
- ..1'25.01 +@sqr(4)

As soon as you press RETURN,
SpeedCalc displays F (for formula)
in the upper-right comer and puts
the result of the formula (not the
formula itself) in AA3. If AAI contains 123, the value 3078.23 appears in AA3. In plain English, this
formula means "multiply the contents of cell AAI by 25.01 and add
the square root of 4." Before we
examine the formula more closely,
here's a qUick demonstration of
what makes a spreadsheet such a
powerful tool. Move the cursor
back to AAI and press CTRL-R.
The command line displays the
message RECALCULATION IS
ON, meaning SpeedCalc now automatically recalculates the entire
sheet whenever you make a
change. Now change the number in
AAI to 456 (simply move to the cell
and start typing). The new result
(11406.53) automatically appears in
cell AA3. We'll explain more about
automatic recalculation later.
When you enter the name of
another cell in a formula, the letters
must be lowercase (enter aa1, not
AA1). The referenced cell must
contain data that SpeedCalc can
evaluate: a number or another formula. If the formula refers to an
empty cell, or one that contains
text, SpeedCalc Signals an error.

Mathematical Operators
These symbols can be used as operators in a formula:
Operator

Function

+

,

addition
subtraction
multiplication

/

division

11 (up arrow)

exponentiation

equality

One factor that affects formulas
is precedence, or the order in which
operations are performed. In SpeedCalc, formula operators have the
same precedence as in ordinary
math (BASIC, as you may know,
uses a somewhat different precedence).
The first operators to be evaluated-those with the highest precedence-are those enclosed in
parentheses. Where one set of parentheses encloses another, the expression in the innermost set is
evaluated first. The next operators
to be evaluated are exponents. Multiplication and division have equal
precedence; both operations are
lower than exponentiation. Addition and subtraction have the lowest precedence of all. To take one
example, SpeedCalc evaluates the
formula =5·(8+3·-2)112-10/+2
as the value IS, just as in ordinary
math. Note how the result is affected by the plus and minus signs
before the two 2s.

Functions
Formulas may also include any of
the functions listed here:
@abs( )

absolute value

@atn( )

arctangent

@ave()
@cos( )

average of
cosme

@exp()
@intO
@logO
@sgnO

value of • (2.7182318 ... )
integer
n.tural logarithm
sign

@sin()
@sqr()
@sum()
@tan( )
pi

sine
square root
sum of a block of cells

it

block of cells

tangent
value of pi (3.14159265)

All the functions except pi begin with the @ symbol and are
followed by parentheses. Within
the parentheses of a function you
may use a number or formula. For
example, the formula =@sqr(4)
generates the square root of 4. The
formula =@sqr(aal) returns the
square root of whatever value cell
AAI contains. Note that the argu-

ment (value within parentheses) of
the functions @tan(), @sin() and
@cos() must be expressed in .radians; the result of the function
@arc( ) is expressed in radians. The
function @int() generates an integer (whole number) by truncating
(discarding the fractional part of) a
numeric value; note that this is different from rounding.
The function @ave() calculates the average of the values in a
block (group) of cells. The function
@sum() calculates the sum of a
block. Both functions require that
you define the block so that SpeedCalc knows which cells to include
in the calculation. This is done by
putting two cell names separated
by a colon in the parentheses. The
first cell name defines the upperleft com er of the block, and the
second defines the bottom-right
comer. For instance, @ave(aal:
ad20) calculates the average of all
the cells from AAI to AD20. The
function @sum(aal:ad20) calculates the sum of AA I through
AD20, and so on. An error results if
any cell in the block is blank or
contains text data.

Editing The Sheet
Editing is a very important spreadsheet function . The simplest way to
change what a cell contains is to
move to it and start typing. The old
data in that cell is replaced by whatever you enter. For instance, to replace the contents of cell AAI with
the number 456, move to that cell,
type 456, and press RETURN or exit
with a cursor key. Press CTRL-B
(think of blank) to erase what's in the
current cell. You can also clear a cell
by typing a space and pressing RETURN. To erase everything in the
sheet, press SHIFf-CLR/ HOME.
Before carrying out this drastic operation, SpeedCalc asks you to confmn
it by pressing Y or N.
In some cases, only a minor
change is needed. Edit mode lets
you change the data in a cell without retyping the entire entry. To
activate edit mode, move to the desired cell and press CTRL-E. In this
mode, the up/down cursor key is
disabled, and the left/right cursor
key moves within the input buffer.
Erase unwanted characters with the
DEL key. Typing in edit mode inserts new characters in the line: Ev-

erything to the right of the new
character moves right one space
(unless the buffer is already full) .
Since the cursor keys have a different function in edit mode, you cannot use them to end the input. Press
RETURN to enter the new data and
escape from edit mode.
As you may have learned already, SpeedCalc displays 'ERROR'
in a cell when you enter an erroneous formula . The usual cause is that
you have made a typing error in
that cell, or the formula refers to
text or an empty cell . A line of
asterisks (••••••••• ) signals that a
number is too large to be printed in
the cell. Though these messages appear in the cell area, no data is lost.
You may move to the affected cell,
view its contents in the input buffer
and make whatever correction is
needed.

Recalculation
This feature is the very core of
SpeedCalc. As you know, entering
or editing a piece of data causes
SpeedCalc to perform a calculation
and put the result in the cell under
the cursor. In most cases, the new
data relates to data in other cells, so
you'll ultimately want to recalculate the entire spreadsheet as well.
This can be done in two different
ways: manually or automatically.
To recalculate the spreadsheet
manually, press the back arrow key
h at upper-left on the keyboard).
SpeedCalc begins at AAI and recalculates every cell that contains data,
placing fresh results wherever
needed. If you switch to automatic
recalculation mode, SpeedCalc automatically recalculates the entire
spreadsheet each time you enter
new data or edit what exists. When
yo u press CTRL-R, SpeedCalc
changes the recalculation status
and displays it at the top of the
screen. If automatic recalculation
was turned off before, it is now on
(and vice versa). If you aren't sure
which mode you're in, press
SHIFT-CTRL-R; SpeedCalc displays
the recalculation mode without
changing it.
Automatic recalculation can be
fun to watch in a large spreadsheet:
Every time you make a change,
new results ripple all the way down
the screen. However, the more data
your spreadsheet contains, the
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longer it takes to update the entire
sheet. For this reason, you may
want to turn automatic recalculation off most of the time, recalculating with the back arrow key
whenever you need to view results.
One problem with recalculation arises from the order in which
cells are calculated. Because only
one cell can be calculated at a time,
you must sometimes recalculate the
en tire spreadsheet two or three
times to get correct resul ts in every
cell (this is common to all spreadsheet programs). For instance, say
you have a formula in AAI which
refers to a formula in ABI5. When
SpeedCalc calculates AAl , it must
use the existing data from ABI5which is probably out of date, since
the formula in AB15 hasn't been
recalculated yet. To avoid this problem, you should always press the
back arrow key two or three times
before printing a spreadsheet or
saving it to disk.
SpeedCalc offers a number of
other features . Before experimenting with them, you should spend
some time typing in a hypothetical
spreadsheet-perhaps a fictitious
yearly budget-to become thoroughly familiar with the basic commands covered so far. Most
importantly, create formulas, using
all the operators in different combinations. Try doing things that you
know will cause errors. Then correct the errors in edit mode, and so
on. It takes a thorough grasp of the
fundamentals to get the most out of
SpeedCalc's advanced features.

Change Type And Format
The default (normal) format for numeric data is flush right with
rounding to two decimal places. In
other words, the number is displayed in the rightmost part of the
cell, with two numbers after the
decimal point. Text and formulas
are flushed left (shown in the leftmost part of the cell). SpeedCalc
offers several commands for changing cell formats.
Change Type (CTRL-T). As noted
earlier, SpeedCalc displays aT, N, or
F in the upper-right comer of the
screen to show the data type of the
current cell. OccaSionally you may
need to change a cell's data type.
Press CTRL-T for the change type
122
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command: SpeedCalc displays the
question CHANGE TO: TEXT, NUMERlC, FORMULA? in the command line. To change the data type,
press T, N, or F. Be careful not to
create new errors when doing this.
Change Format (CTRL-F). This
command changes the location of
data in the cell and the number of
decimal places. When you press
CTRL-F, SpeedCalc displays the
question FORMAT: Left, Center, or
Right justify? in the command line.
Press L, C, or R to move the data to
the left, center, or right of the cell.
Next, you must select the number
of decimal places for that cell. The
default value is 2, but you may
change it to anything from 0-15. If
you choose zero decimal places,
any number in that cell is rounded
off to the nearest integer (whole
number). If you choose 15, a number in that cell is not rounded off at
all-SpeedCalc displays it exactly as
you entered it or as it was calculated from a formula.
Width (CTRL-W). The width command changes the width of an entire column of cells. Move the
cursor to any cell in the desired
column, then press CTRL-W. When
SpeedCalc displays the prompt
Width: you should respond with a
number from 4-36. The entire
screen is redrawn to accommodate
the new format, and may look very
different depending on what value
you chose. For instance, if you increase a column's width, the rightmost column of the former display
may disappear: SpeedCalc only displays as many complete columns as
it can fit on the screen. If you decrease the width of a column, you
may see asterisks where numbers
used to be (indicating the cell is
now too small to display the entire
number). To get rid of the asterisks,
expand the column as necessary.
Global Format (SHIFT-CTRL-F).
This is the same as the ordinary
format command, but operates
globally, changing every cell in the
sheet instead of just one. To alert
you to the difference, SpeedCalc
changes the color of the command
line to blue.
Global Width (SHIFT-CTRL-W).
This is a global version of the width
command. The command line turns
light green to signal the difference.

Every column in the sheet changes
to the deSignated width.

Macro Editing
After typing in a large spreadsheet,
you may decide to make a major
change. You may want to add new
data somewhere in the middle, delete a section, or move a group of
cells from one location to another.
SpeedCalc's macro (large-scale)
editing commands simplify such
operations, affecting an entire block
of cells at once. A block is simply a
group of cells connected in rectangular fashion: You can define it as a
single cell, a row or column, or any
rectangular area within the spreadsheet.
There are two ways in which
macro commands can work: verbatim or relative. To take a simple
example, say that cell AA2 contains
the formula ~ aa 1· 5 and you want
to move its contents to cell AB2.
When this is done in verbatim
mode, AB2 contains an exact copy
of what was in AA2 (~aal·S) . Note
that the cell name used in the formula does not change: The formula
still refers to AAl. If you perform
the same operation in relative
mode, the cell name in the formula
is adjusted to fit the new location.
In this case, AB2 would contain the
formula ~abl·S .
Copy (CTRL-Cl. The copy command copies a block of cells into a
different location without disturbing the original cells. Place the cursor on the upper-left comer of the
block you want to copy, then press
CTRL-C. SpeedCalc changes the
command line to purple and
prompts you to move the cursor to
the lower-right comer of the block
you want to copy. Once the cursor
is in place, press RETURN. Now
SpeedCalc prompts you to move the
cursor to the place where you want
to put the block: This is the upperleft comer of the new position.
Once the cursor is there, press RETURN again. The new data replaces whatever was contained in
the deSignated cells. Note that if
you define an impossible block (for
instance, moving the cursor to the
upper-left of the Original position,
rather than below and to the right),
SpeedCalc does not copy any data.
Move (CTRL-M). This command
works like a copy, but it fills the
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original cells with blanks. Though
SpeedCalc has no express insert
command, you can use this command to make space for new data in
the midclle of a spreadsheet. Simply
move everything below the insertion point down as far as you need.
Relative Copy (SHIFT -CTRl-C).
This form of the copy command
adjusts the cell names used in formulas within the copied block (see
explanation above).
Relative Move (SHIFT-CTRl -M).
This is the relative form of the move
command. Cell names in formulas
are adjusted to reflect the move.

Memory Manage ment
SpeedCalc makes about 10K (over
10,000 characters) of memory
available for data. As noted earlier,
SpeedCalc lets you spread your data
out over a much larger number of
cells than you can actually fill with
data. The extra space is provided to
give you full control over the fmal
format of the spreadsheet-for ex·
ample, you could have a 15 X 150
spreadsheet-and to leave some el·
bow room for move and copy
operations.
Because memory is limited,
you should keep careful track of
how much is free while using the
program. Press CTRL-A to display
the amount of free memory. We
suggest limiting your spreadsheets
to 1,296 cells (equivalent to 36 rows
by 36 columns). If you have filled
nearly all of free memory, you may
have to break the spreadsheet into
two smaller sheets.
Although SpeedCa1c checks the
amount of available memory, and
displays an error message if you
run out of memory, you should be
careful not to exhaust free memory.
Any move or copy operation in process will be aborted if sufficient
memory is not available.

Disk Operations
SpeedCalc has four disk commands
which allow you to save a spreadsheet to disk, load it, display the
disk directory, and send commands
to the disk drive. The directory
command is the simplest to use.
Press CTRL-4 (think of the dollar
sign): The screen clears and the directory is displayed. Press RETURN
to return to the normal screen . You
may pause the directory display
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with the space bar.
To save a spreadsheet to disk,
press the f8 function key (SHIFf·
f7) . SpeedCalc prints SAVE: on the
command line, followed by an underline cursor. Enter a valid Commodore filename and press
RETURN. (If you change your mind
and decide not to save anything,
press RETURN without typing a
filename.) The disk drive spins for a
few moments, then SpeedCalc
prints the drive status in the command line. The message OO,OK,OO,
00 means there were no errors.
To load a saved file from disk,
press the f7 key. Again, SpeedCalc
prompts you to enter the filename
and displays the disk status when
the operation is complete.
You can perform other Commodore disk commands by pressing CTRL-t -press CTRL and the t
(up arrow) key together. SpeedCalc
prompts you to enter a disk command. If you press RETURN with·
out typing a command, SpeedCalc
displays the drive status and sends
no command. You need not enclose
the command in quotation marks or
type ,8 after it. For example, press
CTRL- t , then enter va to validate a
disk. Consult your disk drive manual for more information about
Commodore disk commands.

Printing
SpeedCalc lets you print data to
three different devices: to the screen
for previewing output, to a printer
for permanent documentation, or to
a disk file for integrating the data
with a SpeedScript document.
To preview your spreadsheet
on the screen, press SHIFf -CTRLP, then press S (screen output)
when prompted.
To print a hardcopy of the
spreadsheet, press CTRL-P. If your
printer is configured like most, this
should produce a satisfactory printout. This command sends output to
the printer as device number four
with a secondary address of seven
(uppercase/lowercase on most systems). Before using this command, you
must position the cursor below and to
the right of the block of cells you wish
to print. The upper-left comer of the
printout starts at cell AA 1.
To send output to a printer
with a device number other than
four or a secondary address other

Table I: SPfHKlCalc
Commands
Commmd

Action

CTRL-A

available memory
check
blank (orue) current cell
copy block
verbatim
edit CUrTent cell
change cell format
goto selected cell
move block
verbatim
print file on printer
change data type of
cen
chmge column
width
exit SptedCalc
disk directory
send disk
command
home CUf'SOf
copy block relative
move block
relative
print to screen.
cfuk., or printer
change width of all
column.
erase entire sheet
change border color
change background
color
change character
color
lend Spe~dCalc file
save Speedealc file
- recalculale sheet

CTRL-B
CTRL-C
CTRL-E
CTRL-f
CTRL-G
CTRL-M
CTRL-P
CTRL-T
CTRL-W
CTRL-X
CTRL-4
CTRL-I
CLR/HOME
SIfifT-CTRL·C
SIfifT-CTRL-M
SIfifT-CTRL-P
SIfifT-CTRL-W
SIfifT-CLR/HOME
f1

13
IS

f1
ftI

than seven, enter SHIFT -CTRL-P,
then enter the device number and
secondary address when prompted.
During a printout, you can pause
the output by pressing SHIFT or
SHIFT LOCK: The screen border
turns white and printing ceases until you release SHIFT. Press RUN /
STOP to abort printing.
You can also print SpeedCa/c
data to a disk file for use in a SpeedScript document. Select the D option after pressing CTRL-SHIFT -P,
then enter the filename you wish
the new file to have. The data is
saved as a disk file of that name.
Note that printing to disk creates a
different file than saving to disk:
You should save files which you
wish to reload into SpeedCa/c, and
print files which you wish to convert for SpeedScript. While you may
pause this operation with SHIFT as
with printer output, do not use
RUN/ STOP to abort printing to disk.
This may create a " poison" (unclosed) file which can safely be removed only by validating the disk.

SpeedScrlpf Integrator
SpeedCale sends data to the printer
in simple, plain vanilla form . That
may be fine for personal use, but if
you 're creating a document for others to view, you may want special
features such as boldface, underlining, etc. Since SpeedScripl already
offers a way to access these features
(and many mor~), no attempt has
been made to include them in
SpeedCale. All that's needed is a
simple program to convert SpeedCalc files into a form that SpeedScrip I can load. Th~n you can edit

the file with SpeedScripl as you
would any other document-inserting printer control codes, reformatting the text, merging it with
other text, and so on.
Here are the steps to follow to
convert a SpeedCale file for SpeedSeripl:
1. After creating a spreadsheet with

SpeedCale, print it to disk as described above.
2. Exit SpeedCale, then load and run
the "SS Integrator". The program
prompts you to enter the name of the

SpeedC.lc me you printed to disk.
Then it asks you to enter the name of
the SpeedScripl me you want to create (of course, this name should be
different from the first). The Integrator then constructs a SpeedScripl-!oadable disk me from the SpeedC.le
fIle.

3. After the Integrator is finished,
load and run Sp eedScripl, then load
the new SpeedSeripl me as you
would any SpeedScripl document.
The data appears on the screen,
ready to be edited in any way you
~
wish.

Sequential File
Converter
For SpeedScript
Ron Cornell
SpeedScript becomes all even more
valuable word processor wilh Ihis
program Ihal eonverls sequenlial files
inlo SpeedScript formal. It's writlen
in machine language for fa sl results.
For Ihe Commodore 64.

I've been using the Commodore 64
version of SpeedSeripl, in one version or another, since it was originally published in the January 1984
issue of COMPUTE!'s Gazette. The
only drawback I've ever found is its
incompatibility with sequential flies.
(SpeedScripl uses program flies.)
My database uses sequential
files, and many downloaded programs are in sequential file format.
And I have a few friends that use
other word processors that create
sequential files . In short, there are
many instances when I'd like to
load a sequential file into SpeedSeripl.

Over the years, COMPUTE! and
COMPUTE!'s Gazette have published
several BASIC programs designed
to convert sequential files into
SpeedScripl files . And I've used
them, mostly with great success.
But BASIC is inherently slow; when
my database started creating sequential files more than 100 blocks
long, it became obvious that I
needed something faster.
" Sequential File Converter"
(SFC), the program accompanying
this article, is the solution. SFC accomplishes the same thing as the
earlier BASIC conversion programs, but at the speed of machine
language.
To use SFC, you need only
load it and type RUN. You'll be
prompted for the name of the
source file (the sequential file) and
for the name you 'd like for the new
SpeedSeripl file . (Be sure to have the
correct disk in the drive when you
enter the destination name.)

If you load SFC and type LIST,
you 'll find several lines of BASIC.
With one exception, you should
never change any of this code. The
machine language is attached to the
end of the BASIC program, and
changing any of the BASIC code
will almost certainly cause SFC to
crash. The exception is line 140. In
this line, SFC is adding ",s,r" to the
end of your source filename . The s
tells the disk drive to access a sequential file, and the r indicates that
it should be read. You can, in this
instance, change the s to another
letter without changing the length
of SFC and therefore without causing the machine language to crash .
You might wish to do this if you
want to change a file format other
than sequential into a SpeedScripl
file . For example, a few word processors store their text as USR files .
By changing that s to a u, you could
make SFC a USR converter able to
C
access USR files.
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ScriptRead
Buck Childress
This versatile utility allows you to
read any SpeedScript file (version 2.x
or 3.xJ at high speed. Among its features are automatic word-wrapping
and word counting. It also has a
scratch command to remove unwanted
files. A disk drive is required.
After a while, your SpeedScript
disks can become overcrowded
with files. Even with the most descriptive of filenames, it's hard to
remember the contents of every
file. "Script Read" lets you read
through any number of SpeedScript
files, scratching any that are no
longer needed. And since ScriptRead works so fast, it can also help
you to locate a particular filewithout your having to waste time

BLACKSHIP
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loading file after file into Speed-

tend with words that are split between two lines. Press CTRL to
slow the listing, any function key to
Using The Program
pause it, or Q to quit reading the
To use the program, load it and file . When the end of the file is
type RUN. The program asks what reached, the number of words in
you would like to do. Press M to see the file is displayed.
a menu of your options.
Press S to scratch a file . SCriptYou may change the screen Read asks for the name of the file to
colors for easier viewing by press- scratch. Type in the name of the file
ing T to change the text color and B you wish to erase, or press REto change the background color.
TURN if you don't wish to erase
Press D to see the disk directory. any files .
Press CTRL to slow the directory
H you encounter a disk error
listing. Press Q to quit the listing. (your disk drive light blinks on and
To read the contents of a file, off), press E to read the error chanpress R and then type the name of nel. See your disk drive manual for
the file. ScriptRead displays the file an explanation of disk errors.
You may press RUN-STOP at
on the screen. Since Script Read includes an automatic word-wrap the " What would you like to do?"
C
function, you'll never have to (on- prompt to exit ScriptRead.

Script.
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Free-Form Filer
David Myles
It's never been easier to store recipes,
magazine indexes, finallcial illformation, or addresses. This free-form
database features power through simplicity-ail impressive tool for the 64.
A disk drive is required.

"Free-Form Filer" is like a deck of
index cards that you can easily add
to and edit. Advanced features let
you arrange the cards in the order
you want, hunt for key phrases, and
print a card to a printer. When you
have everything in the file just the
way you want it, simply press one
key to save the entire file to disk.
The program is written to be
intuitive, so it's very easy to learn.

Type information any way you
want-the program's automatic
centering will keep all your data
nice and neat.
Free-Form Filer stores infor-

mation by adding to itself. That is,
the information you enter into the
Free-Form Filer database becomes
part of the program, and the program grows longer as you add more
information. For this reason, you
must use a separate copy of Free-Form
Filer for each database you create. For
example, if you want to set up an
address file, a recipe file, and a
household inventory, then each set
of information needs to be enrered
into its own copy of the Free-Form
Filer program. Furthermore, because
the program always saves itself back
to disk with the same name, there
call be ollly olle copy of the Free-Form

Filer program on a disk.
You should save one copy of
the program with no data added as
a master copy, then save a working
copy on each disk on which you
wish to create a database. Because
the program is written to load the
same way a BASIC program does,
you can save additional copies sim-

ply by using the standard SAVE
co mmand . Rem ember that all
copies must have the name FREEFORM FILER. It would be wise to
indicate on the disk's label what
type of information is contained in
the copy of Free-Form Filer on that
particular disk.

Making A Note
Load Free-Form Filer the way you
would load a BASIC program
(LOAD " FREE-FORM FILER", 8);
then type RUN . You 'll see a menu
at the bottom of the screen:
Hunt Re-try Add Print Fwd Back
Change Dlete Tobuff Save Insbuff

This menu is always visible, so
you don't have to worry about
memorizing a set of commands. At
this point, Free-Form Filer asks you
to select from the menu . To start,
we want to add to the file, so press
A. You'll see a message which says
that a carriage return (RETURN)
stores the line, and that a RETURN
on a blank line ends data entry. To
see how it works, type these lines,
pressing RETURN after each :
FREE-FORM FILER
FEATURES AUTOMATIC CENTERING

Then, press RETURN on a
blank line. Free-Form Filer makes a
card with the information that you
entered. This card is the first in the
deck. (In Free-Form Filer, a card
corresponds to one screen o f infor-

mation-up to 23 lines of text.)
Press A again to make another card.
Then type
TYPIGN ERRORS ARE EASY TO
CORRECT.

and press RETURN twice. Now
press B (Back) to view the first card.
It's impossible to back up beyond
this card. Press F to go forward.
You'll see the second card again. To
correct th e misspelled word ,
TYPIGN, press C (Change). Correct
the word by using the cursor keys
to move to the error, and then typing over the incorrect letters. When
you've made the change, be sure to
press RETURN before moving the
cursor off the screen line.

Each time you enter a line, it's
saved in the computer's memory.

The computer uses all these lines to
build the index card. It's easy to
enter duplicate lines-just press
RETURN several times on the same
line. Be sure not to press RETURN
on a blank line until you 've pressed
RETURN on all the lines you want
to be saved on the card-this applies when you're entering data for
the first time and when you 're editing it.
If, while entering information
on a card, you notice a mistake in a

previous line, do not cursor up and
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time you use the C option to change
a card, that card will be moved to
the end of the deck. If the order of
the cards is important to you, then
you'll have to follow the procedure
to move the card back to its desired
position after changes are made.
If you decide that you want to
throw out a card, press D (Delete).
Free-Form Filer will ask if you're
sure. If you press Y, the card will be
deleted.

correct the error. Instead, finish entering the rest of the information for
the card, press RETURN on a blank
line to enter the card, and then use
the C option to go back and change
the mistake.
Because blank lines are used to
terminate data entry, it's impossible
to use them to separate text on the
screen. If you want to separate lines,
enter a shifted space (hold down
SHIFf while pressing the space bar)
as the only character on the line.
Alternatively, you can use a character like a period or minus sign.
Free-Form Filer makes it easy
to arrange the order of the cards.
Press B until you back up to the first
card. Then press T (To buffer). The
first card is now being held in a
buffer. Now press F (Forward) to go
past the second card. Press I (Insert
buffer). The contents of the buffer
are now placed after the second
page. (Whenever you press I, the
contents of the buffer are stored in a
new card ill front of the card currently on the screen .) Use Band F to
see that the first card has been
moved to the end.
You should be aware that any-

Printing. Searching.
And Saving
Sooner or later, you' ll probably
want a printout of your data. When
you do, just press P for a printed
version of the card currently displayed on your screen.
The most powerful feature of
Free-Form Filer is HUllt . When you
want to search for a word or phrase,
just press H. (For Hunt to work
properly, you should be positioned
at the first card in the deck before
pressing H.) The program will ask
for the phrase. Type it in, following
it with a RETURN. Free-Form Filer
will find and display the first card
with the phrase you indicated. To
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search for the next occurrence,
press R (Retry).
When you've finished editing
your cards, press S to save them to
disk. Free-Form Filer scratches its
program file from disk and replaces
it with the program plus all the
notecards you have entered. The
next time you want to edit or read
your cards, just load Free-Form
Filer-all your cards will be there.
Be very careful that you don't
hit the RUN/STOP-RESTORE combination while using Free-Form
Filer. If you do, all the changes made
since the program was loaded will
be lost when you run the program
again to restart it. The cards will still
appear on the screen if you flip
through the file, but the changes
will not be saved to disk. To reenter
the changes, you must move to the
first card in the file, then use the C
option and press RETURN on every
line of every card.
By saving Free-Form Filer to
several disks, you can keep several
different types of files . If you ever
want to clear out all the cards in a
deck to start a new file, just use D
(Delete) on each card.
III
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COMPUTER GAMB[ING - "It's a MUST HAVE.. ,"
for aspiring or experienced craps players"
Complelely Simulates variOus casinos' house rules and game variatIons
Allows every belling opllon available on a casinO craps table
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Come. Don I Come • Odds • And Much Morel
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Only SI9.95 plus :>100 shipping and handling
Credit cards, 1-8OQ.443-2751 ext. 58
24 Hour Service
Check /Money Order to Casino Software
505 Lewis. Rock Springs. WY 82901

TurboDisk 64
Don Lewis

Impossible as it seems, "TurboDisk
64" speeds up the 1541 disk drive's
loading time 300 percent or more-in
fact, the longer the program, the more
the gain . Also in this issue, you'll find
several programs which expand the
power of TurboDisk: "TurboDisk Relocator" and "Turbo Boot Maker. "

If you 've ever used a really fast disk
drive, you know that the Commodore 1541 drive leaves something
to be desired-namely, speed.
True, it's much faster than a Datassette, but it's still annoyingly slow
compared to other floppy disk
drives with high-speed parallel interfaces. Now there's a solution:
"TurboDisk 64. "
Once you start using TurboDisk, you'll wonder how you got
along without it. TurboDisk turbocharges the loading process by a
factor of three times or more. In
fact, the longer the program, the
more improvement you'll see.
TurboDisk requires no modifications to your disk drive or computer. It loads programs saved in
the usual manner; no special Turbosave is required. It works with most
BASIC and machine language programs, including the DOS Wedge.
It does not compromise reliability.
And you can switch it on or off at
any time by typing a single
command.
If you're still skeptical, give

TurboDisk a try-it delivers what it
promises.
To load TurboDisk, use the
command LOAD " TURBODISK
64",8,1. Next, type NEW and press
RETURN to reset important memo-

ry pointers, then SYS 49152 to activate the program. The message
TURBODISK ACTIVATED signals
that you're ready for high-speed
loading.

Turbocharged LOADs
Once TurboDisk is activated, no
special commands are necessary.
Just type WAD "filename ",8 or
LOAD " filename " ,8 ,1 as usual.
You'll be amazed at the difference.
One thing you'll notice immediately is that the red light on the
disk drive doesn't come on at all
during a Turboload. Don't panic;
this is normal. It's also normal for
the 64's screen to blank out as TurboDisk works. When the program is
loaded, the screen reappears unaltered.
You may occasionally find it
necessary to deactivate TurboDisk
and use a normal LOAD instead.
For example, 1541 disk drives are
prone to head-alignment problems,
so if you have a disk formatted on a
drive other than your own, you
may find that your drive has difficulty loading programs from it.
Since the Turboload routine gives
up more easily on difficult LOADs,
you may have to switch to the more
forgiving standard WAD to get the
program into your computer. You
can switch off TurboDisk at any
time without erasing it from memory by entering SYS 49155 (you
should see the message TURBODISK DISABLED). To reactivate
TurboDisk, enter SYS 49152.
You'll also find it necessary to
use the SYS to reactivate TurboDisk
after pressing RUN/STOP-RESTORE, which effectively disconnects TurboDisk.

TurboDisk resides in the 4K
block of free memory starting at
address 49152 (hex $COOO), so it's
completely safe from BASIC. However, many other machine language
programs or subroutines also use
this memory space and may overwrite TurboDisk. Don 't attempt to
use TurboDisk to load any program
which occupies locations 4915250431 ($COOO-$C4FF). If the program you wish to Turboload uses
this area of memory, you can use
"Turbo Disk Relocator," found elsewhere in this issue.
TurboDisk speeds up WADs,
but it can't speed up SAVEs or
VERlFYs. It also doesn't affect the
speed of disk file handling with
OPEN, PRlNT#, GET#, and so
forth. It's not compatible with certain features of some programs,
such as loading text files with
SpeedScript, although you can use
TurboDisk to load SpeedScript in
the first place. It also may not work
with some commercial software.

How TurboDlsk Works
The machine language for TurboDisk is unusual in that only half of
it works within your computerthe rest is actually executed within
the 1541 drive itself. Commodore
disk drives are intelligent units,
containing their own microprocessors, RAM, and ROM. This means
that they can be programmed for
special effects, like turboloading.
During the brief delay you notice between the time you enter the
WAD command with TurboDisk
and the time the drive starts spinning, 444 bytes of machine language are transferred from the
computer to the drive's RAM. In the
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BUZZWORD-An aid to the best
source of good times.
As home

computers come 01 age, more and

more games are being developed to meet
the diverse tastes of the family. With these
have 8 come a number 01 games reminiscent
of old precomputer favorites, such tiS tha
board game Monopoly. the parlor 9ame
charades, and skill and thinking games like
SctabbIe or Trlvial Pursuit. The newer computer
games, Instead 01 placing the computer 8t
centw stage the way standlJld vfd&o..gafn6s
do. use It 8S an adjunct, lJIIald to the best
source 01 good times: the Interaction of
family and friends.
Buzzword fs 8 solid example 01 this kind 01
game. It stimulates, it teaches, and irs fun.
Geared to those ages ten and uA it prc:Nides
challenging entertainment for the whole family.
Buzzword is" big hit with our famlty. It bills
itself as ranging "from" simple word guessing
flame ... to 8 sophlsticat&d stnJtegy-filltid
test cI)OUr knowledge". 8 {lllJTl6 to appeal
to trivia buffs. word games a/Icionados, and
puzzk»olvers." It is. It does. The mental
exttICise of BuZZWOfd sharpens wits, and
has en/arped our daughter's vocabulary.
and spelling skills.
Excerpts from review by
Robin & David Minnick

COMPUTE's Gazette July 1987

SAVE $5.00 plu. F.... Shipping by
mentioning this .ctvertlaement.
To receive Buzzword tor the Commodore 64,
...., ..... (""....."$39. .1""

Tho Buzzword Garno Co.• Inc.
5582 S. Zono Coun
Aurora. co 80015
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(303)69J..4263
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LANDMARK v1.0
The Computer Reference Bible
Landmark v 1.0 consislS of the entire
King James version of the Bible
with the words of Christ highlighted
in color. Individual Verse References
(as found in a large Family Bible).
and a Concordance of over 3300 words
SUMMARY Qf LANDMARK features ·
• 10010 Mac:h.inc Lanpp far efficiency and ~
• View any Scripw.te with or wilhcut iw rd'cn::nc::c:a
• Outline. text in • pRl-ldea.od color or your choice
·Ilecud pamamml nota: myour Bible Study
• Add to or aate I DCW rdaoenoe to Iny venc:(.)
• Copy ~ to add to )'OUZ' own filel., DOta: IX
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• Ptint any put« the Bible. rdcrmc:a. 01' your fila
• CJate yOUI' own Pasonal Bible containin, all yOolf
n<Cel , c:ommau, rdatncina. and ClUllina of texl
• Unlimiuld Iize of yWl' Personal Bible
• Mom fmtllJa Wt can be deKribcd in tbillpIoc:el
lANDMARK vl .O for the Cammodorc 64 is ~
CAlL or WRITE far our FREE BROCHUR.EI

'.A.V.Y. Software (formerl,. BIBLE BYTES)
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64, it is stored in locations 4966450107 ($C200-$C3BB). This required transfer of data before each
Turboload adds a certain amount of
overhead time, which explains why
TurboDisk gives less speed improvement for sho'r t programs.
TurboDisk operates by changing the ILOAD vector at locations
816-817 ($330-$331) to point to
itself, bypassing the normal lOAD
routines in ROM. TurboDisk first
checks to see whether a disk directory (LOAD "$",8) or a VERIFY
was requested. In either of these
cases, control is returned to the
ROM routines for normal processing. If a program LOAD was requested , the routine adds the
filename to the code for the disk
d nve
.
r!i'
th
trans fers th
pO . on, . en
. at
data to the drive's memory.
The portion of TurboDisk in
the disk drive uses routines in the
d nve
" s ROM to Iocate th e d eSlre
. d
program and read it from the disk
sector by sector. To improve speed,
routines like the one that turns on
the red light are omitted, and only
the essential ones are used. The 256
bytes of data from each disk sector
are transferred two bits at time to a
256-byte buffer within the computer. In the 64, this buffer is at
locations 50176-50431 ($C400$C4FF).
TurboDisk machine language
in the computer reads the incoming
data from the serial port's DATA
and ClK lines, instead of just the
DATA line as in normal serial data
transfers. Thus, TurboDisk temporarily converts your serial bus into a
two-bit parallel bus. When the entire 256 bytes from a disk sector
have been transferred into the computer's buffer, data froIT! the buffer
is added to the program in memory
while the drive is reading the next
sector from the disk.

Just How Fast Is It?
Despite a few limitations, TurboDisk is one of the most valuable
general-purpose utilities a disk user
can own. To discover exactly how
fast it is, we ran some tests. The
results, below, demonstrate how
TurboDisk yields the most improvement with medium to long
programs. (Results with different
disk drives may vary.)

Progr.m
Progra.m
Program
Program
Program
Program
Program

1
2
3
4
5
6

Blocks Norma.l Turbo-- Factor
LOAD load
31
21 sec 7 sec
3.0
17 13 sec
S sec
2.6
45 31 sec
9 sec
3.4
8
7 sec
1.4
S sec
25 18 sec
6 sec
3.0
122 7S sec 17 sec
4.4

Special Note To
128 Owners
For those 128 owners who use a
1541 disk drive: When you're in 64
mode, you can load and run TurboDisk 64 as listed. For 128 mode
(and a 1541), see " TurboDisk 128"
elsewhere in this issue.
If you own a 1571 disk drive,
you don't need a Turbo program
while you're in 128 mode-the 128
and 1571 are capable of using the
fast serial transfer hardware built
into the disk drive and computer.
The 128/1571 combination is twice
as fast as TurboDisk at its best, and
about eight times faster than the
1541 alone. The 1571 slows down to
the 1541 ' s sluggish pace when
you're in 64 mode, however. To
speed up the 1571/64 mode combination, you can use TurboDisk 64.
But first you must tell the 1571 to act
like a 1541 with the following line:
OPEN 15,8,15, "UO> MO", CLOSE 15

To go back to 1571 operations,
change the second zero to a one
("UO> M 1" ). However, you must
make a decision. You can use double-sided disks while the 128 is in
64 mode and the drive is in 1571
mode, but not while using TurboDisk 64. Or you can use TurboDisk
to speed up the 1571 drive in 1541
mode, but then you cannot use
both sides of a disk. It's up to you :
fast operations limited to one side
of the disk or slow loads and access
to both sides of a disk.
Note to readers outside North
America: High-speed TurboDisk
data transfers rely on precise
timing, so the program may fail
to operate on systems that use
the European PAL video system
instead of the North American
NTSC system. The reason is
rather technical-64s with PAL
video use a sllghtly different
microprocessor clock frequency.

o

Commodore Product Potpourri
Hardware, Software & Firmware for your C-64, C-64C, C-128, AMIGA
BASIC PROGRAMMING AID

1541 FLASH!

1571 FIX ROM

VICTREE is a BASIC programming aid cartridg e
lor the VIC-20 and C-64 /C-64C computer.
VICTREE adds 42 ellira commands lor BASIC
programming ease and lull DOS control.
VICTREE commands include CHAIN, EXECUTE ,

The new Skyles ElectricWorks 1541 FLASH I
loads programs and liles to your Commodore
64 /64C or Commodore 128 (64 mode) three
times faster than an unenhanced Commodore
1541 disk drive . 1541 FLASH I saves programs
20 to 50 percent laster. 1541 FLASHI formats
a diskette in 25 seconds. a real flash.
The 1541 FLASH I is a permanent hardware
installation in your Commodore 64/64C and
Commodore 128 (64 mode) and 1541 d Isk
drive. No programs to load. no cartridge hassles.

Relative File problems ?" DEVICE NOT
PRESENT" errors? 110 error 5 when using
Superbase? Major problems when you have 2
or more files open? Painfully slow writing to the
second side of the diskette? SAVE with replace
problems? Takes forever to recognize a "Flippy·
disk? If you have one or more 01 these problems
with your Commodore 1571 di sk drive. don'
despair. don' trash your 1571, do get a :
1571 FIX ROM ................... $24.95'

MERGE, SEND. USE, CONCAT, OOPEN,
DClOSE, RECORD, HEADER, COLLECT,

BACKUP, COPY, APPEND. eSAvE, OLDAD,
DIRECTORY, RENAME , SCRATCH, CATALOG ,
INITIALIZE, AUTO, DELETE, RENUMBER,
MERGE, l COPY, LMQVE , PAINT USING , FIND,
CHANGE , PAGE . HelP, DUMP, and TRACE .

VICTREE 64 Cartridge, C-64/C-64C .
VICTREE 20 Cartridge, VIC·20

$49 ,95'
$29.95·

Prevent and preclude premature
pratfalls. by perplexed programming postulants

BASIC PROGRAM COMPILER
BLITZ ! is the fastest. easiest to use . most
popular. BASIC program compiler available for
the Commodore 128, C-64, and C-64C. Your
BLITZ I compited programs will run from 5to
20 times faster after you have BLITZ them.
BLITZ I translates and reduces your BASIC
programs in to a much . much laster code.
BLITZ I C-128, Disk ........... $59 .95·
BLiTZI C-64, Di sk
$49.95'

The periodically puzzling, precarious, path to perspicacious
program perfection and prowess

We have special versions 01 the 1541 FLASH I
forthe SX-64 and two 1541s.
In addition to its blinding speed of program and
lile loading, the 1541 FLASH! adds over 50
extra commands lor the Commodore
64/64C1128 user. These include a buill· in
DOSlWedge. Easy Editor. and FLASHMON!
machine language monitor.

A powerful panoply of pertinent,
potent, peripheral products.

VIDEO DIGITIZER

1541 FLASH! C-64/C-64C & 1541
$69 .95'
1541 FLASH! C-64 /C-64C &
two15415 ................ $109.95'
C-128 FLASH ! C-128 & 1541 . . ..
$79.95'
C-128 FLASH ! C-128 &
two 15415 ................. $119 .95'
SX-64 FLASH! SX-64 & 1541 ..
$69.95'
SX-64 FLASH! SX-64 &
two 1541 . . . . .. . ......... $109 .95'

I

I

A powerful panoply of pertinent,
potent, peripheral products

QUICKSILVER 128
ASSEMBLER CARTRIDGE
II your C·64 programming needs have
extended beyond BASIC . Skyles Electric
works now olfers MIKRO. a machine
language assembler cartridge for the
Commodore 64/64C . The MIKRO cartridge
contains everything you need lor machine
language programming.
MIKRO Cartridge, C-64/ C-64C ... $49.95'

M.L. UTILITY TRIO
ZOOM is the perfect machine language
monitor for the Commodore C-64/C-64C . with
23 editing commands and 11 disk commands.
TO allows the full power 01 VICTREE to be
applied to editing and writing machine
language programs. STP is a ML Slep·Wise
Executor that is OM of the nicest ML
debuggers we have ever seen. for the
Commodore 64 . ZOOM-TO-STP the
tremendous trio now in one package.
ZOOM-TD-STP, C-64/C-64C . . . .. $29.95·

DISK ALIGNMENT KIT
154111571 Disk Alignmant Kit is the do·it
yourselfer's delight. You furnish a voltmeter
and 1 hours time and the 1541/1571 Disk
Alignment Kit furnishes ; I·Alignment
Reference Disk, 2·lest and alignment program
disk. 3-video detector, 4-lnslruction manuals ,
5q541 Maintenance Guide. All for less than
the cost 01 a disk alignment.
1541 / 1541C/ 157101.kAlignment
Kit ......... . ...... ..... $29.95'

2 for 1 MONITOR CABLE/C·128

The2 for 1 Mon itor Cable al!ows all composite
video monitors to be used with the Commodore
128 1n all modes of operation. Don't throw out your
present green or amber monilor. buy a
$24.95'
2 tor 1 Monitor Cable for C-128

I

Skyles
Electric
Works

QUICKSILVER 128 our premier IE££-488
Interface for the Commodore 128 is now in
stock and even beller than we had planned.
Qu i cksilver 128 oHers an IE EE Interface for
the Commodore 128 in the C·128 mode (40 or
80 columns) and in the C-64 mode as well.
QUICKSILVER 128 will inler-connect your
Commodore 128 to Commodore SFD 1001 .
2031 . 2040. 3040 . 4040, 8050. 8250. 9060.
9090 Disk Drives. and 2022. 2023, 4022 . 4023
and 8023 Printers.
QUICKSILVER 128 C-128 ....... $119.95·

I

A priceless programmers pallett of
practlc.,1 producfs and programs

BUSIDATA '·

I
I

IEEE Flash! 64
IfEE Flash l 64 our premier Iff£-488
Interlac. for the Commodore 64 is now in
stock and even more transparenl (program
compatible) than QUICKSILVER 64 . IEEE
Flashl64 will inter·connect your Commodore
64 10 Commodore SFD 1001, 2031 . 2040.
3040, 4040,8050, 8250.9060. and 9090 Disk
Drives, and 2022. 2023. 4022. 4023 . and 8023
Printers.
IEEE Flash l 64 C-64/C-64C ....
$99.95'

2+1,4+1 CARTRIDGE
EXPANSION
Our2 + t Cartridge Expansion gives you 2
vertical and 1 horizontallully switchable
cartridge porls. Our 4 + t Cartridge Expansion
gives you 4 vertical and 1 horizontal fully
switchable cartridge ports.
2 + 1 Cartri dge Ex p.
C-64/C-64C or C-128 ......... $39.95 ·
4 + 1 Carlrldge Exp.
C-64/C-64CorC- 128 ......... $69.95·

The VIDEO-DIGITIZER module plugged inlo the
user port of your C-64/C-64C1C-128 allows you
to digitize video signals, of whatever kind, show
them on the screen. store or process them and
print them out. The digillzer can be connected to
any standard; video camera (b&w or color),
VCA, or video disk player. The applications are
unlimited. An accompany diskette contains
programs to; Digitize a 256 by 256 pixel picture
in 4 shades of gray. replace gray shades with
colors , save complete 256 by 256 pixel picture.
or 160 by 200 Koala format, printout on
Commodore 1515, 1525, 801, 802, 803, 1526,
Epson, StarMlcronlx. (and compatibles)
Canon PJ1080A, Oklmale 20, and GP-700A
color printers.
All this is fo t an amazi ngly low price.
VIDEO-DIGit iZER,
C-64/C-64C/C-1 28 ... . ....... $149.95

BUSIDATA features up to 1000 records per 1541
data disk, 2000 records per 1571 data disk.
6000 per SFD·looo data disk. and over 20.000
records per SEW/JCT-loo2 hard disk drive (see
page 5). Each record can contain up to 254
characters and 20 fields of up to 79 characters
per field . BUSIDATA features up to 20 keys and
five levels 01 sorting on these on these keys.
Also featured * e easy to use menu driven data
selection and handling leatures. that include
AS·232 printer output.
BUSIDATA 64, C-64 Disk ........... $39.95

A major manufacturers magnificent
multItude, magnanimously merchandised for minimal money.

FAMILY TREE
Truly a program for the whole lamlly, your
wife'slamlly, your parent's family, grandparent's family, and.1 many generatlonl back
al you wish. FAMILY TREE is the best
genealogy program for the C-64/C-64 Cor
C-128. Features unlimited genealogies. 4, 5. 6.
generation pedigrees. family record sheet and
much more.
FAMILYTREE, C-64/C-64C-1541 , .... 549.95
FAMILYTREE,
C-64/C-64C11541 (LOS) .. . .. . .. . . $49.95
FAMILYTREE, C-12811541 /1571
. $49.95

-Due to trade games being played by U.S. and Japan all prices are subject to change without notice. There
is an additional $4.50 U.S. and Canada , $15.00 Europe and Asia. shipping charge per order. California
residents add sates lax.

TO ORDER: Call 1-800-227-9998 or 1-415-965-1735 (CA) or write to:
For More Inlormation: Send Slamped Self Addressed Envelope to:
231-E South Whisman Road, Mountain View, CA 94041

Turbo BootMaker
Bert Rozenberg
This program makes "TurboDisk 64"
even more useful. It creates a boot
program that lets you load any program at turbo speed-without using
Turb oDisk. And after turbo[oading, it
automatically runs. For the Comm odore 64 and 1541 disk drive.
One of my favorite programs from
COMPUTE!'s GAZETTE is "TurboDisk" for the Commodore 64. It
greatly speeds up the loading time
of the ordinarily slow 1541 disk
drive. To enhance the use of this
excellent utility, I wrote "Turbo
BootMaker," which lets you autoboot your programs at turbo speed
without loading TurboDisk.

Making The Boot
After typing in Turbo BootMaker,
save a copy. To use it, load it and
type RUN . (If you're using TurboDisk, be sure to disable it before you
run Turbo BootMaker.) The screen
prompts make the program very
easy to use. First, insert your disk
with a copy of TurboDisk. You're
asked to enter the TurboDisk ftlename (the name you used to save it
on your disk). Be sure to use an
appropriate version of TurboDisk.
The normal version works for turbobooting BASIC programs and some
machine language (ML) programs.
However, it cannot be used to turboboot ML programs that load at its
own address, 49152 ($COOO hexadecimal). To turbo boot an ML program that resides at 49152, you
must use a version of TurboDisk
that resides elsewhere in memory.
The "TurboDisk Relocator" program elsewhere in this issue lets you
create versions of TurboDisk that
can work from other memory locations. After you enter the ftlename,
there will be a short delay as the
TurboDisk ftle is read into memory.
You're then asked to insert the
132
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disk on which you wish to create
th e turbobooter file . The next
prompt asks for the filename of the
program you want to turboboot. (If
you press RETURN only at this
prompt, the wildcard (0) character
will be used as the filename .) If a
copy of that program is not already
present on the disk, you 'll be reminded to add a copy after you
finish creating the turbobooter.
Turbo BootMaker does not alter the
program to be turbobooted; instead, it creates a file that automatically loads TurboD i sk , th e n
turboloads the specified program
and starts it running. A copy of the
program to be turbo booted must be
on the same disk as the turbobooter
file. That copy can always be loaded and run normally independently
of its associated turbobooter file.
You 're asked if the program to
be turbobooted is BASIC or ML
(machine language). Press B or M. If
it's ML, you're asked for the starting address, which can be entered
in either decimal or hexadecimal
(you must precede hex values with
a $). For example, if the command
to start the program is SYS 49152,
you can answer the starting address
prompt with either 49152 or $COOO .
You should note that many of the
major machine language programs
published in the GAZETTE are designed to be loaded and run as if
they were BASIC. Such programs
usually start at address 2049
($0801). For these programs you
should select B (BASIC), not M
(machine language), at this prompt.
If you select M and specify 2049 or
$0801 as the starting address, the
program will crash after loading. As
a rule, if you start a program with
RUN, select option B; if you start it
with a SYS, select option M.
Last, you 're prompted to give a
filename to the new turbo booting
program (do not use the wildcard

convention). It would be wise to
use a fil ename which indicates that
this is a turbobooter file, and which
program it turboboots . For example, you might use the name
SS.TBOOT for a file which turboboots Sp eedScript . After you enter
the fil ename, there will be another
short delay as the turbobooter file is
written to disk.
At this point, you've created a
boot program that will automatically load the specified program at
turbo speed every time you run it. It
also runs the program after it's been
loaded. You don't need to have
TurboDisk on the same disk-all
you have to do is LOAD "filename",8,1 (be sure to include the ,I)
where filename is the name of the
turboboot file you created with the
procedure described above.
There are a few things you
should note about using the turbobooter file. First, the screen will appear to fill with garbage characters
for a second or two after you enter
the LOAD command. Don't panic;
this is normal, and the screen is
cleared when the turboload begins.
Second, even though the turbobooting process usually is a good
deal faster than a regular LOAD, it
isn't quite as fast as turboloading
directly with TurboDisk already in
memory. This is because the turbobooter must load the TurboDisk
machine language before it can
turboload the program. However,
you ' ll probably find that the
convenience of having your programs start automatically outweighs the slight speed decrease.
Finally, when turbobooting machine language programs like " MetaBASIC" that are designed to be
used in conjunction with BASIC,
you must remember to type NEW
and press RETURN after the turboboot is finished so that important
memory poin ters will be reset. «I

TurboDisk
Relocator
Dino Bavaro
"TurboDisk 64" becomes a more versatile and powerful utility when used
with this short program. Now you can
use TurboDisk 64 with most any machine language program. For the
Commodore 64.

and not worry about it being overwritten, because once the modules
are loaded, we can deactivate it
since it's no longer needed. Care,
however, must be taken to relocate
TurboDisk to an area of memory
which does not conflict with the
modules being loaded.

"TurboDisk 64" is an excellent utility program that radically speeds up
the 1541 for load operations. Since
TurboDisk may be activated in program mode, it can be incorporated
quite easily with other programs.
The only drawback is its location in
memory-$COOO or 49152, quite a
popular spot for other machine language programs. You may often
find yourself forced to use a normal
load because the program you want
to turboload is at that same address.
Becaus e of the numerous
memory configurations available
on the 64, many programs are written as modules. When the main program is executed, it in turn loads in
other modules such as machine language routines, hi-res screens, and
so on. All the modules required are
loaded in only once when the program is first run. TurboDisk (in program mode) is also needed only
once at the beginning of the module
loading. By being able to relocate
TurboDisk, we could put it in
BASIC RAM (or wherever we want)

The program accompanying this article, "Turbo Relocator," allows you
to select the area of memory for
TurboDisk. The DATA statements
in this program reflect the key memory locations that have to be altered
whenever TurboDisk is relocated to
a different area of memory.
When you run it, the program
prompts you for a new program
name to be assigned to the new
version. I find it helpful to append
the program's starting address to
the end of the program name. If you
were creating a TurboDisk version
to be executable at location 4096,
you could name it "TBDlSK.4096".
This makes things easier, especially
if you have other versions of TurboDisk that execute at different
locations.
The program prompts you to
enter the memory address of where
to assemble the new version of
TurboDisk. You should respond
with a decimal address on a fullpage boundary (that is, an even
multiple of 256). It's advisable not

User's Choice

to select memory areas under ROM
or other key memory pages such as
addresses below 2048.
Once the program knows the
address of where to locate the new
TurboDisk version and the new
name, it proceeds to read the original version from disk and write a
new version modified for the specified starting address back to the
same disk. (Be sure the name you
use for the new version is not already
used by another me on the disk.)
To activate the new version,
use a SYS statement to the new
starting address you selected. For
example, if you created a version of
TurboDisk relocatable to address
32768, then you would start it with
SYS 32768 (in either program or
direct mode). To deactivate the new
version, SYS to the address three
bytes beyond the new starting address. For the example of starting at
32768, you could use SYS 32768 +
3 (or just SYS 32771). To incorporate TurboDisk into one of your programs which loads modules, you
can use the following technique.
1 ON A GaTO 3,5,6
2 A - HOAD "TBDISK.32768",8,1, REM
WAD TBDISK VERSION 32768
3 SYS 32768, REM ACTIVATE
TURBODISK
4 A - HOAD "HI-RES SCREEN",8,1
5 A - 3,WAD "ML-SORT",8,1
6 SYS 32768 + 3, REM DEACTIVATE
TURBODISK
7 REM REST OF PROGRAM
~
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TurboDisk 128
Don Lewis

Are you using a 1541 disk drive with
your Commodore 128? Here's a powerful utility that can reduce the time
you spend waiting for programs to
load by 300 percent or more.

If you've upgraded to a Commodore 128 from a VIC-20 or 64 and
are still using a 1541 disk drive,
you're probably envious of those
fellow 128 owners whose 1571
drives can load programs in the
blink of an eye. Perhaps you've
used "TurboDisk 64" in 64 mode
and wished for an equivalent
speedup for 128 mode. Here's the
answer: "TurboDisk 128," a new
and improved version specifically
for the 128/ 1541 combination.
TurboDisk 128 works only in
128 mode; you'll still need to use
TurboDisk 64 in 64 mode .. And the
program works only with a 1541; it
isn' t useful in conjunction with a
1571. If you own a 1571 disk drive,
you don't need a Turbo program
while you're in 128 mode: The 128
and 1571 can use the fast serial
transfer hardware built into both
disk drive and computer, which is
as much as eight times faster than a
standard 1541-about twice as fast
as TurboDisk.
But even if TurboDisk 128
doesn't permanently cure your desire for a 1571, it will make your life
with the 1541 more bearable. In
134
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fact, once you start using TurboDisk, you'll wonder how you got
along without it. TurboDisk turbocharges the loading process by a
factor of three times or more. In
fact, the longer the program, the
more improvement you'll see. Like
TurboDisk 64, the 128 version requires no modifications to your disk
drive or computer. It loads programs saved in the usual manner;
no special Turbosave is required. It
works with most BASIC and machine language programs. It does
not compromise reliability. And
you can switch it on or off at any
time by typing a single command.
To load TurboDisk, use a command of the form BWAD "TURBODISK 128" :SYS DEC("1300"). The
message C128 TURBODISK ENABLED signals that you're ready
for high-speed loading.

Turbo LOADS
Once TurboDisk is activated, no
special commands are necessary.
Just type LOAD "filename",8 or
DWAD "filename" or BWAD"filename" as usual. You'll be amazed at
the difference.
One thing you'll notice immediately is that the red light on the
disk drive doesn't come on at all
during a turboload. Don't panic; this
is normal. It's also normal for the
40-column screen to blank while
TurboDisk works. When the program is loaded, the screen reappears
unaltered.

You may occasionally find it
necessary to deactivate TurboDisk
and use a normal WAD instead. For
example, 1541 disk drives are prone
to head alignment problems, so if
you have a disk formatted on a drive
other than your own, you may find
that your drive has difficulty loading
programs from it. You can switch off
TurboDisk at any time without erasing it from memory by entering SYS
DEC(" 1303"), or the equivalent SYS
4867. You should see the message
C128 TURBODISK DISABLED. To
be safe, it would be wise to include
a BANK 15 before the SYS to ensure that the system is in its normal
BASIC configuration. To reactivate
TurboDisk, enter SYS DEC
("1300" ), or the equivalent SYS
4864 (again, it would be wise to
precede this with a BANK 15). You
should see the message C 128
TURBODISK ENABLED to indicate
that turboloading is now available.
You'll also find it necessary to
use the SYS to reactivate TurboDisk
after pressing RUN / STOP-RESTORE, which effectively disconnects TurboDisk.
TurboDisk resides in the currently unused area of free memory
starting at address 4864-5839 (hex
$1300-$16CF), so it's completely
safe from BASIC. However, this
memory area is rapidly becoming
popular with 128 machine language programmers and you may
find other programs that use these
locations. Such programs cannot be

used with TurboDisk because loading them will overwrite the TurboDisk program. Turbodisk also uses
the block of memory at 3072-3327
($OCOO-$OCFF) as a buffer for the
data read from disk. This area is the
RS-232 input buffer, but since the
128 can't turboload and receive RS232 input Simultaneously, this dual
usage should cause no conflict.
However, you should be aware that
some programmers use the RS-232
buffers for machine language routines. Such routines cannot be used
with TurboDisk.
TurboDisk speeds up WAD ,
DWAD, BWAD, and the monitor's l command, but it can't speed
up SAVE or VERIFY. It also doesn't
affect the speed of disk file handling with PRINT#, GET#, and so
forth. It's not compatible with certain features of some programs and
may not work with some commercial software.

How It Works
The machine language for TurboDisk is unusual in that only half of
it works within your computerthe rest is actually executed within
the 1541 drive itself. Commodore
disk drives are intel/igent units,
containing their own microprocessors, RAM, and ROM. This means
that they can be programmed for
special effects, like turboloading.
During the brief delay you notice between the time you enter the
load command and the time the
drive starts spinning, 464 bytes of
machine language are transferred
from the computer to the drive's
RAM. In the 128, this data is stored
in locations 5376-5839 ($1500$16CF) . This required transfer
before each turboload adds a certain amount of overhead time,
which explains why TurboDisk
gives less speed improvement for
short programs.
The 128-resident portion of
TurboDisk operates by changing the
IWAD vector at locations 816-817
($330-$331) to point to itself, bypassing the normal WAD routines
in ROM. TurboDisk fIrst checks to
see whether a disk directory or a
verify operation was requested. In
either of these cases, control is returned to the ROM routines for normal processing. If a program load
was requested, the routine adds the

filename to the code for the disk
drive portion, then transfers that
data to the drive's memory.
The portion of TurboDisk in
the disk drive uses routines in the
drive's ROM to locate the desired
program and read it from the disk
sector by sector. To improve speed,
routines like the one that turns on
the red light are omitted, and only
the essential ones are used. The 256
bytes of data from each disk sector
are sent to a 256-byte buffer within
the computer. As mentioned above,
this buffer is at locations 3072-3327
($OCOO-$OCFF). TurboDisk sends
data over both the DATA and ClK
lines on the serial port, instead of
just the DATA line as in normal
serial data transfers. Thus, TurboDisk temporarily converts your serial bus into a two-bit parallel bus.
When the entire 256 bytes from a
disk sector have been transferred
into the computer's buffer, data
from the buffer is added to the program in memory while the drive is
reading the next sector from the
disk.

The Longer, The Faster
Despite a few limitations, TurboDisk is one of the most valuable
general-purpose utilities a disk user
can own. To discover exactly how
fast it is, we ran some tests. The
results, below, demonstrate how
TurboDisk yields the most improvement with medium to long
programs. (Results with different
disk drives may vary.)
Program

Program
Program
Program
Program
Program

Blocks

1
2
3
4
5

7
16
28
SS
138

Normal Turboloilld hctor
LOAD
(seconds)
(seconds)
1
3
2.33
13
3.25
20
6
3.33

•

'"••

10
25

'.00
3.76

Note to readers outside North America:

High-speed Turbo Disk data transfers
rely on precise timing, so the program
may fail to operate on systems that use

the European PAL video system instead
of the North American NTSC system.
The reason is rather technical-128s
with PAL video use a slightly different
microprocessor clock frequency.
C

Wordprocessor
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,,,,fhnT of Fontmaster

!

comes Fontmuter 128,
an enhanced version for the Commodore 128. ThiS
powerful word processor with its many different print
styles (fonts), turns your dot matrix printer into a more
effectual tool. Term papers, newsletters, and foreign
languages are just a few of its many applications.

* Program disk with no protection - uses hardware key
* Supplement disk includes foreign language fonts
* 56 Fonts ready to use
* Font editor/ creator included
* On screen Font preview
* 80 column only
* Supports more than 110 printers
This pakige will suun be avalibul with a spel czechr
Commodore 128 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

A";i.";,, Inc. 2804 Arnold Rd . Salina, Ks. 67401 (913) 827-0685
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TurboSave 128
Michael Henry
This easy-to-use utility makes all
your saves at turbo speed-up to six
times faster than normal-on the
Commodore 128 with a 1571 disk
drive. Other useful features are also
included.
If you own a 128 and a 1571 disk
drive, you're probably still amazed
at the speed with which your programs load . Unfortunately, the
1571 is as slow as the 1541 when it
comes to saving programs. "TurboSave 128" offers a solution . It allows you to save 64K of memory to
a blank, formatted disk in 23 seconds-six times the speed of a normal save. Here's a chart showing
the difference between TurboSave
and the standard SAVE routine:
TurboSave Commodore
SAVE
10 blocks
100 blocks

J Ill sec
12 sec

91fl sec
60 sec

TurboSave is invisible to the
operating system and the user, so it
works equally well with all save
commands-BASIC's SAVE ,
DSAVE, and BSAVE, and the monitor's S command. Except for its lack
of support for the bug-ridden Savewith-Replace, TurboSave is completely
compatible
with
Commodore's standard SAVE. And
it will never create an unclosed
splat file , either.
TurboSave is simple to use.
Just load it with a statement like
this:
BOOT "TURBOSAVE",Bl

Don't forget to add the extra ,B1 at
the end of the command. This
causes the data to be loaded into
bank 1 of the 128's RAM. If you
omit the bank specification, the
program will load into bank 0 by
136
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default, where it will overwrite important system information such as

function-key definitions. As an alternative, you can type in and save
this short program to act as a boot
program:
10 SCNCLR:PRINT"{DOWN }BOOTING
TURBOSAVE"
20 BOOT"TURBOSAVE",Bl

Pressing RUN/STOP-RESTORE disables TurboSave. You
can also disable TurboSave with
the following command:

gram was saved correctly, use the
VERIFY statement following the
SAVE. The VERIFY will occur as
quickly as the SAVE did, so you'll
still be way ahead of the normal
save routine .

Altering TurboSave
TurboSave is designed to be flexible. Although it normally saves
data in PRG files, you can change
this with the following:
BANK 1:POKE DEC("D29"),x

BANK I:SYS DEC("FFA8")

where x is one of the following the

To reactivate it, enter:

values:

BANK I:SYS 12'2S6

TurboSave assigns this command
to the SHIFT-RUN/STOP key
combination, so you can also reacti-

vate TurboSave simply by pressing
SHIFT-RUN/STOP.
TurboSave causes no conflicts

with BASIC, but machine language
programmers should be aware of
the memory locations used by the
program. It occupies locations
3072-5563 ($OCOO-$15BB) in block
1 RAM (bank 1), and uses locations
1024-1791 ($0400-$06FF) in that
block for buffer storage. In block 0
RAM (bank 0), the program uses
locations 3072-3327 ($OCOO$OCFF). This block is normally used
as the RS-232 input buffer; any programs that use this area won' t work
with TurboSave. The following zeropage locations are used temporarily
during a save operation:
6-8
100- 101
106- 110
174- 175
193- 194

($06- $08)
($64-$65)
($6A-$6E)
($AE-$AF)
($CI - $C2)

TurboSave eliminates automatic verifying to achieve its speed .
If you wish to verify that your pro-

Value

File type
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sequential (SEQ)

130
131

program (PRG)
u ser (USR)

132

relative (REL)

Add 64 to these values if you wish
the file to be automatically locked
after it is saved. For example, a
value of 194 (130 + 64) would
cause TurboSave to create locked
program files. TurboSave normally
writes the starting address of the
data being saved as the first two
bytes of the file. This is standard
practice for Commodore program
files, but you may want to disable
this feature if you are creating another file type. To prevent the load
address from being saved, use this
statement:
BANK 1:POKE DEC("D47"),0

This is especially useful when creating text files, which need no load
address. However, remember that
program files can't be loaded normally unless they contain a starting
address. You can reenable the starting address feature with
BANK I:POKE DEC("D47"),1

GET UP TO 200 FUN-ALLED
PROG
EACH
-

when you subsaibe now to COMPUTEf's Gazette
Subscribe to COMPUTE!'s Gazette today
through this special introductory moneysaving offer, and you'll be getting a lot more
than just another computer magazine. That's
because each big issue of COMPUTE!'s
Gazette comes complete with up to 20 allnew, action-packed programs.
Subscribe now and you can depend on
a steady supply of high quality, fun-filled
programs for your Commodore computerprograms like Number Quest, Address File,
Treasure Hunt, Castle Dungeon, Vocab
Builder, SpeedScript and hundreds of other
educational, home finance and game programs the entire family can use all year long.
The superb programs you'll find in each
big issue are worth much, much more than the
low subscription price. But there's more to
COMPUTE!' s Gazette than just exciting new
programs.
Month after month, COMPUTE!'s
Gazette's superb articles deliver the latest
inside word on everything from languages to
interfaces...programming to disk drives.
Whether you 're a novice or an experianced user, COMPUTEi's Gazette is the
magazine for you. So subscribe today. Return
the enclosed card or call 1-800-727-6937.
Do it now.

AC,NOW
AND SAVE!
2Q~!s~IP,ublicaHons, Inc. •
If attached order card is missing, write : COMPUTEs Gazette P.O. Box 10955, Des Moines, IA 50950

Exciting & New!
Commodore 64/128 Books
from COMPUTE!
CXM.tOOORE

64/128
POWER
- ...BASIC -

_--..

---

~--'lIoWe"b_

-Get more power, educotlon , and relaxation from your Commodore 64 or 128 with these
new books from COMPUTEI. And, as always, the programs are thoroughly tested and easy
to enter using our special program entry system. (Disks are available, too.)
COMPUTEI ', Commodore

UtI 128

Power BASIC
Edited
Collected in this one volume are more
than two dozen short BASIC Rrograms
from COMPUTEr s Gazette's pOpulor
monthly column , " Power BASIC ." Included are utilities thot add an BK RAM
disk: read and write to disk sectors:
make programs read joysticks more
quickly; and automatically generate line
numbers. There are also programs such
as " Stop and Go," which creates a
pause button to temporarily holt a program, and " Time Clock," which puts a
digital clock on your screen. There is a
companion d isk available for $12.95
which includes a ll the programs from
the book. (998BDSK)
$16.95 ISBN 0-87455-099-B

COMPUTEI', More Machine Language
Game. tor the Commodore 64
Edited
Seven of the best m9chine language
games for the 64 have been gathered
into one volume in this foHow*up to the
popular COMPUTErs Machine Language
Gomes for the Commodore 64. Selected
from recent issues of COMPUTEI and
COMPUTEr s Gazette, the games range
from the frantic " PrisonbaU" to the
delightful "Biker Dave." This Is more than
just a collection of exciting fast-action
games. though. because complete and

commented source code for each pro.
gram is included in the book. Machine
language p rogrammers can see exactly
how each game is written and what design techniques ore used. A d isk is available for $12.95 which includes all the
programs in the book. including source

COMPUTEI', Third look of Commodor.

MGame.
Edited
COMPUTE! Publications. the leading publisher of programs for the Commodore
64, has brought together another excit·
ing collection of nerve-tingling games
that w ill delight the whole" famlty-from
preschoolers to teenage arcade fons to
those who enjoy games of logic. Clearly
written, with non-technical instructions.
this book contains hours of challenging
entertainment for beginning computer
fons as well as experienced programmers. There is a companion d isk
a va llob le for $12.95 that includes a ll the
p rogroms in the book. (955BDSK) .
$15.95 ISBN 0-87455-0<15-5

code. (947BDSK) .
$16.95

ISBN O-B7455-O<14-7

These books are now available at your local book or computer store.
You can also order directly from COMPUTE! by calling toll free 800-346-6767
(In NY call 212-887-8525) or mailing your order to COMPUTE! Books, P.O. Box 5038,
F.D.R. Station, New York, NY 10150.
Customer Service hours are 10:00 a .m.-12:30 p .m. and 1:30 p.m.-3 :00 p .m. EST Mon.-Frl.
Please include $2.00 postage and handling per book or disk . NC residents odd 5 percent sales tax and NY residents
odd B.2p percent sales tax . Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

TurboSave 64
William Voosen

Now you call save fil es three-to-five
times fa ster 0 11 the 1541 disk drive.
(Comm odore 128 users see the fol/owillg artic/e, "TurboSave 128," a versioll that works with the 1571 disk
drive.)

"TurboSave 64," is a machine language program that makes saves
three to five times as fast by reprogramming the 1541 disk drive.
Here's a chart showing the speed
difference between " TurboSave 64"
and the standard SAVE routine:
TurboSave

8 blocks
128 blocks

3 sec
17 sec

boSave, you may have to disconnect
it while using the program. Be sure
to test the program carefully before
using it with an important disk.
TurboSave 64 is compatible
with the DOS 5.1 wedge. The program uses 27 bytes at locations
710-736 ($02C6-$02EO), but the
bulk of the program is stored in the
RAM under the BASIC ROM. Be-

cause TurboSave reprograms the
disk drive, a portion of the program
is also transferred into the disk
drive's internal memory. The transfer of data to the drive RAM requires about 1.5 seconds . That
overhead is the same for all saves,
so there is less speed improvement
for saving small programs than for
saving large ones.
,g

St.mdud

SAVE
9 sec
87 sec

Once TurboSave is activated,
all saves take place at high speed .
To load the utility, type WAD" TURBOSAVE 64 ",8. To activate
TurboSave, just type RUN as you
would for a BASIC program. Pressing RUN / STOP-RESTORE disables TurboSave. Enter SYS 710 to
reenable it.
This utility maintains all the
error checking of the standard
SAVE routine except automatic verification . If you wish to verify the
save, use the VERIFY command. To
increase the speed of the save, the
screen is turned off briefly during
the high-speed save.

Compatibility
Some printer interfaces interfere
with TurboSave 64. If your printer
interface causes problems with Tur-

BACKUP PROfECTED
SOFlWARE FAST.
From the team who brought you
Copy II for the Apple, the Macintosh
and the IBM comes a revolutionary
new copy program for the Commodore
64/128 computers.
• Copies many protected programsautomatically. rNe update Copy II
64/128 regularly to handle new
protections; you as a registered
owner may update at any time for
$15 plus $3 s/h .)
• Copies even protected disks in
under 2 minutes (single drive).
• Copies even protected disks in
under 1 minute (dual drive).

• Includes fast loader, 12·second
formal.
Requires a Commodore 64 or 128
computer with one or two 1541 or

1571 drives.
Call 503/244-5782, M - F, 8 • 5,
rNest Coast time) with your
in hand. Or send a check
for $39.95 U.S. plus $3 slh, $8

aim.

overseas.

$39.95
Central Point Software, Inc.
9700 S.w. Capitol Hwy. H100

Portland, OR 97219

• Maximum of four disk swaps on a

single drive.
Galf tor a catalog of our full product line.
This product Is provided for the purpose 01 ensbling )OU to make alChlval copies only.

Turbo Format
Ross Ouwingo
If you're interested in savz,lg time,
alld wear alld tear, 011 your 1541 disk
drive, you'll put this program high Oil
your list of utilities. It formats a disk
ill ollly 9-1 / 2 secollds-a super
speed-up from the usual millute alld
20 secollds- alld it elimillates head
kllOCkillg. Also, it's easy to use-just
allswer a few prompts, alld you're
secollds away from a formatted disk.

" Turbo Format" is a fast, easy-touse disk formatting program . It formats a disk in only 9-1/2
seconds-the standard 1541 format
program requires one minute and
20 seconds. That's a speed increase
of over eight times. It's easy to use
because you don't have to remember the cryptic command line required by the 1541 to format a disk.
And you' re prompted through each
step of the procedure so there's no
need to memorize anything.
To use Turbo Format, type
LOAD " Turbo Format ", 8 and
RUN. There w ill be a short delay
(w hile most of the program is transfe rred to the memory in the disk
drive), and a title screen wi th the
first prompt will be displayed .

Three Easy Steps
You're first prompted to enter the
disk name (up to 16 characters).
Virtually any character may be used
in the name, but some may cause
undesirable side effects, so caution
is recommended w henever characters other than letters or numbers
are used.

The second prompt is for the
disk ID . This is the number used by
the disk drive primarily to determin e when a disk ha s been
changed. Normally this number is
two characters long, but Turbo For140
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mat will allow up to five characters.
More than five characters may be
typed in, but only the first five will
be used . Only the first two characters will actually be used by the
disk drive to identify the disk after
it has been formatted , but all five
will appear in the BAM (Block Allocation Map).
Next, you'll be instructed to
insert the disk to be formatted . Be

sure that you do Il ot leave your disk
with Turbo Forma t ill the disk drive.
Formatting the disk will erase everything. A recommended safegua rd is to put a write-protect tab
on your disk immediately after you
have a working copy. Turbo Format
does check the write- protect tab,
and if one is present, the disk will
not be formatted . Also, an error
message will appear to notify you
that the disk is write protected .
Along with the prompt to insert a disk is an abort option. Press
the f1 key to abort. This causes the
program to start again at the beginning, prompting you to re-enter the
disk name. This option allows you
to change your mind and enter a
new disk name or 10 or correct any
spelling errors before formatting
the disk.

Two Kinds Of Formatting
The formatting process does not actually begin until you press the
space bar or RETURN . Note, however, that the space bar and RETURN do not perform the same
function. If you press the space bar,
the disk will be formatted and all
data written to th e disk will be
checked for errors. If an error occurs, the formatting will stop and
the type of error will be displayed
on the screen . If you press RETURN, the disk will be formatted as

qUickly as possible without checking for errors.

The reason for offering the two
options is to allow you to use the
program in a manner which most
closely suits your needs. If the disks
are verified, the procedure takes 17
seconds rather than 9-1/2 seconds.
Verifying provides more assurance
that the disk is formatted correctly.
The additional 7 or 8 seconds may
not make much difference to you.
On the other hand, if speed is important, you may choose not to verify your disks. Errors occur very
rarely and most are self-correcting,
provided the disk itself is not damaged. Also, if you have a disk which
you know is faulty, but wish to format anyway, you must use the noverify option. I strongly recommend
using the verify feature if you're formatting the back side of a disk certified only for Single-side use, or if the
disk is well used, or if you use an
inexpensive, off-brand disk.

No Knock
After pressing the space bar or RETURN to format, the process begins. A feature that will be noticed
immediately is that there is no loud
knocking noise at the beginning of
the format routine. A single sh ort
click is heard instead to indicate
that the routine is working correctly. This feature is possible since
Turbo Format is loaded from a disk
at the start and the exact location of
the read/write head is saved in
memory in the disk drive. The program is then able to calculate the
exact position of the first track without the excessive knock. The standard format routine does not
necessaril y know the position of
the read /write head; it therefore
assumes the worst-case condition

and tries to step the head down 45 tracks. If the head
reaches track one before it has stepped 45 times (which
is usually the case), it bangs the head against the stop
until the count of 45 is complete. It works, but it makes
an awful racket and, in some cases eventually works
the disk drive out of alignment.
When the format process is complete, a message is
displayed and will indicate OK if there were no errors.
At this point you have the option of formatting another
disk or quitting. It's important that you press fl to quit.
Do not reset the computer by turning it off and back on.
The reason for this is that the format routine leaves the
read / write head on track 35 when it finishes. By using
fl to quit, the disk drive is sent an initialize command
and also a reset command to set everything back in
order. If you accidentally tum the computer off, you
should initialize the disk drive using the 10: command.
Failure to do so could cause erratic operation. If you
accidentally restarted when you intended to quit, it will
be necessary to press RETURN for the enter name and
ID prompts and press the space bar with no disk in the
disk drive. An error will be detected immediately and
you will again be given the prompt to quit by pressing fl .
Using Turbo Format does not mean your disks will
become less reliable. It's much faster because it eliminates several very unnecessary and time-consuming
routines. Most of the time used to format a disk is spent
by a routine whose only function is to space the sectors
evenly around the disk. Turbo Format sets this space
the same for every sector on every track, but skips a
time-consuming calculation process used in the standard formatting process. It's amazing how much time is
saved by this one modification. To a lesser extent, time
is saved by reducing delays when stepping between
tracks and by eliminating unnecessary data-conversion
routines. A technical discussion of this is beyond the
scope of this article, but it should be noted that only
those procedures that do not affect reliability were
changed. Disks formatted with Turbo Format work just
as well as those formatted the standard way.
Intermediate or advanced machine language programmers might be interested to know that the data
recorded to the BAM of the disk is at locations $OBOO
(2816) through $OBFF (3071) . If you have a thorough
understanding of the BAM and its contents, you can
modify this are~ of the program to customize or personalize the BAM on your disks. Be aware, however,
that modifying the BAM may have undesirable side
effects and is not recommended for the beginner or
someone who knows no more than the basics of disk
drive operation .
For those of you with disk drives other than the
1541, Turbo Format will likely work if the drive claims
to be 100-percent compatible. Most of the program is
transferred to and operates in the disk drive and calls
on several routines which are part of the standard
program in the drive. If these routines are not at the
same addresses as in the 1541, the program will not
operate correctly. No damage will occur to your disk
drive if this should happen, but it may be necessary to
tum it off and on again to regain control.
(g
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Unicopy
Single Disk Copying
For The Commodore 64
Jim Butterfield, Associate Editor

Copying programs and sequential
files can sometimes be difficult.
There are backup programs, of
course; but they require that you
copy the whole disk, and sometimes you just want to copy one or
two programs. LOAD and SAVE
work for simple BASIC programs,
but not for anything complex. Wellequipped users have two disk
drives and can use utilities that will
transfer from one to the other.
Dual disk units (notably the
Commodore 4040) don't quite do
the job for Commodore 64 owners.
There's a slight format difference
between 4040 and 1541 that makes
it undesirable to write on a disk
formatted on the other unit. Thus, a
4040-copied disk is not well-suited
for the 1541 if you wish to write
further material to the disk.
" Unicopy" will help to solve
these problems. It will take your
choice of programs or sequential
files from the disk and hold them in
memory. When you're finished, or
when memory is full, you can then
write the files to a new disk or to
cassette tape.

Buttering Flies
As you scan the input disk, you'll
be offered programs and sequential
files for copying. You may tap the Y
or N key to signal: yes, you want to
copy this file; or no, you don't want
this one. More on this in a moment.
Before presenting you with the
filename, Unicopy looks at the size
of the file and the amount of memory space that is left. If the file is too
big to fit, the program won't offer it
to you; instead, it will signal MORE
and quit scanning the directory.
That way, you know that there is
more on the disk, but it can't be fit
142
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in this time. Unicopy could catch
the missing files on a subsequent
run . The program will not skip by
the big ones to look at smaller files
later in the directory, since it might
be important to you to keep a group
of files in the same order as they
were shown on the previous disk.
There's one exception to the
big files rule. If the file won't fit into
the whole memory buffer area,
there's no way to copy it with this
program. Unicopy will skip such
jumbo files .
How big is the buffer area? It
depends on how your Commodore
64 is configured. If it's a "clean"
system with no other resident programs, Unicopy will throw out
BASIC (temporarily) and use all the
memory it can get-about 48K, or
the equivalent of 192 disk blocks.
On the other hand, a program in
residence-monitor, DOS wedge,
interface package, or whatevermust not be disturbed; in this case,
UNICOPY will become conservative and restrict itself to less than
36K or 144 disk blocks. The exact
amount of space will depend on the
other program's location and size.
You 'll be asked " Any resident
programs?" at the start of Unicopy;
buffer size will be set accordingly.
One more thing: If you plan to
direct the output to cassette tape,
Unicopy must insure that no more

than 28K or 112 blocks are used.
Tape routines forbid writing a program from above address 32766; so
Unicopy will trim accordingly. By
the way, this solves a subtle problem with cassette tape: Normally,
you can never save memory above
hex $7FFE; but Unicopy will move
the program down and save it successfully from where it is held in
lower memory.

Initial Tasks And
First Questions
If you 're copying to another disk,
be sure that the destination disk is
formatted before running Unicopy.
The disk may already be formatted
if yo u're just adding some new files;
but if not, remember to NEW it,
since Unicopy won't do the job for
you. You may copy files to more
than one disk; format them all as
necessary.
We've already mentioned ANY
RESIDENT PROGRAMS?; answer
Y or N.
OUTPUT TO TAPE OR DISK?
calls for touching the T or D key.
If you select tape, you'll be
asked WRITE END-OF- TAPE
MARK? If you respond with N,
you'll copy the programs to tape
and that's all. If you answer Y,
you 'll copy the programs to tape
and then write a special block
called a " tape mark. " Here's what
the tape mark does: At some later
time, if you're searching through
this tape for a particular file, the
tape mark will stop the search.
Thus, if you don't find the file
you want on tape, you won't go
running through the whole tape,
most of which is blank. An unsuccessful search will terminate early,
thanks to the tape mark .
DISK INPUT PATTERN? allows yo u to use pattern matching.
You 're prompted with the asterisk;
if you want to see everything, just
press RETURN . But there are many
other combinations. AR" will present only programs that begin with
AR, such as: AR, ARCHER, ARM,
or ARRRRGH . R?D? will present
you with such names as REDS,
RIDE, or R2D2, but not RIDDLE.
" ~ P will offer programs only. And

PLUTO will offer you only a file
called PLUTO.
When you are presented with
names from the directory, you may
tap Y or N to accept or reject the
files for copying. If you know that
you want to take or reject a sequence of fil es, you may hold down
the appropriate key. The RETURN
key acts to " lock in" the previous
key, so that pressing Y, RETURN
will accept everything and N, RETURN will reject everything.

The Output
Eventually the questionnaire will
stop, and the computer will advise
READING FILES. The programs or
sequential files will be brought into
the buffer area . The programs
won't be in their usual place in
memory, but that doesn' t matter;
we just want to copy them, not to
run them.
After the fil es are loaded, the
WRITE FILES; PRESS ANY KEY.
Don' t press a key-yet.
If you're
to cassette
computer
wi llwriting
say READY
TO
tape, place the tape in the drive. If
you have ti me and think it's necessary, fast forward and rewind the
tape to even up the tension. Finally,
press PLAY and RECORD and
touch any key on the keyboard. The
tape will start to write: The screen
will go blank, of course.
If you're writing to another
disk, take the source disk out of the
drive and insert the destination
disk. (You did make sure that the
destination disk was preformatted,
didn't you?) Now touch any key on
the keyboard. As the files write to
the disk, you'll see their names
displayed.
If any errors are encountered
during input or output, you'll be
told about them.
When the copying job is done,
you'll be asked ANOTHER OUTPUT? If you want to write to another tape or disk; put it into the drive
and press Y for " yes." Otherwise,
press N and the job is done.

Other Types Of Flies
Unicopy does not attempt to copy
USR or REL type files, nor does it
try to copy " direct" data. This type
of job should be done by the programs which use these types of
files.
(Q
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Crown Custom Covers
24621 'AIGE ClICLE
DEPT. A
LAGUNA HILlS, CA 9:16.53
(7 14) 472-6362

COMMODORE

64
FINEST PUBLIC DOMAIN

PROGRAMS
• ON DISK·

• ON DISK·

Hand picked and tested
MOST S1.50
YOU pick the programs
that YOU want!!!
For your own list
and description
of these programs
JUST SEND A SASE TO:
JLH CO.
Dept.1G
Box 67021
Topeka, KS 66667
Commodore 64 is a trademark of
Commodore Electronics LTD.
Best of COMPUTEI and Gazet1e
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STAR FLEET L
The War Begins!

f$;z

\

The smash hit is now available for the IBM PC. Commodore
64/128, Atari. Apple II. Atari ST, Amiga . and Macintosh!
STAR FLEET I , The War Begins IS the fIrst In the FLEET series
of strategic space battle simurattons What the experts say
-,( .. u srAR f(CfT II ~ world', mos t cI"borafe U .. , booUle s gdmt.'
It 's flO//IIS!
'" gd me. , , ", c1iJrnl!d nl'~r" (<l feer - _ Admiral Jerry Pournelle. Byte
· srAR HEEl/'f .. truly (dpt",,,, ,ng g"m...
I fit- ",ntlfe m,mudl ShOuld bt.. dop l~ en.m mdvstry Slandiud
- - Creative Computing

"IndlSP4/fdbly I~ maS! (omplt'i ilndchd/lengmg (SI", b.. ult.'s) '/(oJlt.'9y g"mt'
m"de
.. delu . e JOb ,,1/ tile Wify - Computer Entertainment

<' Vl'f

• In cl udes 100 page manual. qUick reference card
. 70 page tralnmq manual Included (e )l cept for (64 version)
• ReqUires 128k PClPCJr or compatlble;Apple 11+ .lIe.lIc (64k) ;
Atan(48k) ; 192k TI p"C.OOS 2. + (S4995) ; Atan 5T ; Amlga

(512k); Ma"nl0,h ($55 .00) ; (64/128 ($ 39 95 )

~

The ultimate computer trivia game .
8 boards, 1·8 pluyers, appruximlllely
2000 quesLiuns. I ncludes QUIZZER!
OrDM.s..~""
which III lows you to create your own
questi on disketLcS! A vailllble ror C641128, Apple II ($29 .95);
At.ari ST, Arn ica ($35.00).
,...

V'\'I your , eld,lef Of cdll HOO ·)"!»""!»)!» (.1'1 CA cdll 800 ·!»6) · 111}j lor VISA & MC
Of . \enCl check Of M O 10 fl.:tfonj( An,. f> 0 a o~ ISlO. San M on ee. CA 9""0 ]
fl Cld \ !llor v'h W flft'IOIN¥lRS'fI lor if f,ee ,oIor ( illiJi09'

+Inter.''-tel
J
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NOTHING DRIVES THE COMMODORE 64 OR 64C BETTER
THAN THE FSD·2 EXCELERATOR+ PLUS.
COMPATIBLE.

RELIABLE.

GUARANTEED.

The FSD-2 Excelerator+Plus Commodore compatible disk drive.
Faster, quieter and more reliable than the 1541 and 1541C.
Breakthrough Direct Drive technology: Guaranteed 100%
compatibility. It even enhances GEOS!
Full One-Year Warranty.

---=-

Emerald Components Inlematlonal
P.O. Box 1441/ Eugene. OR 97440
In Oregon: 683-1154/ Fax: 503-345-5037
Telex: 23-499-6100 EUG SECSVC

--- ---........-1-800-356-5178
-

~

=

'Commodore is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

geoDebugger allows your program to be tested in memory with
full symbolic disassembly, along
with line assembly for patching
code in me mory. It also allows
your code to be single-stepped or
top-stepped, with sub-routines full y
executed. It can stop a running program with one key, or use up
to eight conditional breakpoints. When your program
hits the breakpoint, it prominently displays the e rror in an
overlay window, leaving the
applications screen intact.
Pro enough for you yet? Well ,
that's only a portia/list of what
you're in for.

Some people really like working on their machines. And then
there are some who prefe r to do
their tinkering under the hood. For
those of you who can't wait to get
your hands greasy, we proudly
introduce geoProgrammer. The
most sophisticated machine
language programming tool on
the market.
With geoProgrammer, you get
the same kind of technology we use
for developing our other products.
Which means you can write supe rcharged software. Pump your own
programs. And assemble just about
any kind of application you can
Imagtne.
It reads and writes and

If you understood all that,

stomps on bugs.

read on.

The first three tools that
any serious programmer needs
are an asse mble r, a linker and
a debugger. So we've installed all
three, complete with sample GEOS
applications that teach you the latest
programming tricks in seconds.
geoAssembler not only reads
directly from geoWrite files, but
contains enough Pseudo Ops to
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allow all kinds
of conditional assemblies. It has all the state-of-the-art
features you'd expect, including
some you probably neve r thought
possible. For example, integrating
graphics is as simple as cutting and
pasting the image from geo Paint
directly into your prog ram.
geoLinke r ties your program
modules togethe r, supporting
GEOS SEQ and VLIR applications
and desk accessories. You can even
use geoAssembler and geoLinker to
create non-GEOS applications.

Chances are that we lost a lot
of reade rs by now. But if you're still
with us, hang in there. You have the
makings of a real GEOS pro. All you
need now are the right tools.
And all of the m come in this
one handy box.
So if you're serious about programming, conside r geoProgrammer.
After all , you've got nothing to lose
- except your amateur status.
1b ordercaIl1-800-443-0100exl. 234

geoProgrammer $69,95
(California residents add 7% sales tax.)

$2.50 US/$S.50 Foreign for shipping and
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GEOPROGRAMMER

D Berkeley

. ' '. Softworks
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handling. Allow six ....eeks for delivery_
~

The brightest minds are working at Berkeley.
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